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ABSTRACT 
 
 
The study of the process of criminal desistance – the cessation of criminal behaviours – is of 
significant social interest. Despite frequent recounting of desisters‟ own stories, much of the 
extant criminological literature on desistance applies an etic, empiricist and positivist 
analysis to those „pieces of life‟ that are examined. The emic perspective – the „agent‟s point 
of view‟ – is largely ignored. This thesis attempts to address this problem of the absence of 
the storyteller‟s perspective in the desistance literature. The subjects of this study were 
participants in the phenomenological and hermeneutic exploration of their own lives – in the 
elucidation of their own understandings and interpretations of their individual desistance 
journeys. The emic perspectives of all five respondents draw significant attention to the 
importance of philosophical self-enquiry to personal change. Rather than pursuing the „etic 
imperative‟ of „finding answers‟ to the question of how offenders „desist‟, this thesis relied on 
the constructivist-interpretivist paradigm to layer explanation and questioning of criminal 
pasts towards the never-concluded question of ontological meaning. This journey through 
the desistance stories of five ex-offenders has not produced a recipe for desistance. It has 
instead produced an emphatic re-statement of the need for the non-judgemental listener as 
the beginning point of cathartic healing in damaged humans who go on to damage 
themselves and others.  
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 INTRODUCTION 
 
Research Objectives 
 
 
Relationship to published research 
 
There is a considerable body of literature on criminal desistance, the social phenomenon of 
the long-term cessation of criminal behaviour (Barnes and Beaver 2012; Giordano et al 
2011; Schroeder et al 2010; Eitle 2010; Farrall, 2005; Blokland and Nieuwbeerta, 2005; 
Samson and Laub, 2003; McNeill, 2004; Rex, 1999; Morgan, 2003; Giordano, Cernkovich, 
and Holland, 2003; Giordano, Cernkovich, and Rudolph, 2002; Bushway, et al, 2001; Farrall 
and Bowling, 1999; Warr, 1998). Most of this literature, whilst asking questions about how 
and why people stop offending, takes an etic1 perspective – researchers tend to collect 
idiographic data (usually individual case studies of desistance) and then try and derive 
nomothetic perspectives on criminality by applying positivist (empirical) analyses to this 
essentially emic2 data.  
 
As Bottoms et al (2004) note, criminals move in and out of criminality – they „oscillate‟ 
between conformity and criminality, or their lives are intermittently criminal, rather than 
constantly so. Like all lives, the lives of „criminals‟ are complex and variable, and the 
processes and experiences that those who choose to desist go through (the journey from 
„criminal‟ to „citizen‟) are varied and individual, and seldom unidirectional. Farrall (2005, 367) 
has suggested that  “…successful desistance entails developing a sense of what the future 
may hold for the individual and a sense of how this future can be realized”. Since life is lived 
in a continuum, rather than in separately encapsulated „snapshots‟ of interaction, it should be 
the task of criminological research to regard desistance „subjects‟ from a multifaceted, 
multidimensional and longitudinal perspective. As Bottoms et al (2004, 368) noted: 
 
Capturing and explaining the complexity of these matters longitudinally is a 
significant challenge for the research. 
 
                                                 
1
 An „etic‟ perspective is the view of the „expert‟, who observes and describes, in a „scientific‟ fashion, 
from the „outside‟.  
2
 An „emic‟ perspective is the view of the „insider‟, from his/her own uniquely individual/cultural 
perspective. 
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This thesis will attempt to address the problem of capturing the detail and complexity of the 
desistance process by taking an idiographic and emic perspective of the phenomenon. By 
using a constructivist-interpretivist methodology, this thesis will attempt to delve into the 
ontological complexity of a small number of „desisters‟, in an effort to fathom something of 
the depth of their individual lives and their self-constructed realities. By involving the 
„subjects‟ of study in the phenomenological and hermeneutic exploration of their own lives, I 
am attempting to elucidate desisters‟ own understandings and interpretations (Verstehen) of 
their journeys. That is, I am trying to understand their stories “from the „agent‟s point of view‟” 
(Bohman 2001, 954).  
 
 
Research Aim 
 
The primary aim of this research process is the further elucidation of the emic perspective of 
criminal desistance. This research design also aims to produce a marriage of the theoretical 
dispositions of hermeneutic philosophy (especially Heidegger‟s explanation of Dasein) and 
psychodynamic, life-storying and life narrative processes in a research methodology that 
facilitates the contribution of both researcher and respondent to a different interpretation of 
Dasein („being-there‟) – to a different view of the complexities of life „disconnectedness‟, and 
to different understandings of the „projection of possibilities‟ - within the life being questioned. 
 
 
Research Questions 
 
Four research questions will guide the development of this thesis: 
 
i. At the level of individual, emic experience, what does criminal desistance mean?  
 
ii. Are there commonalities of experience in the desistance transition that emerge from 
the hermeneutic exploration of individual life paths? 
 
iii. What importance do desisters attach to the role of relationships, employment and 
maturation in the desistance process? 
 
iv. What is the role of philosophical self-enquiry in the path to desistance? 
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Points of difference with other research 
 
There are three major facets of this research design that endeavour to provide points of 
difference with other research on desistance and so fulfil the research objective of an original 
contribution to wider social discourse: 
 
i. This research design takes a deliberately emic perspective, while much of the 
literature on criminal desistance presents an etic view3. 
 
ii. This thesis endeavours to relate Heidegger‟s philosophical hermeneutics to life 
storying (or narrative) examination of the life course. The marriage of philosophical 
and psychodynamic perspectives, it is suggested, is informative. 
 
iii. Rather than to attempt to elucidate a view of the desistance process that is mired in 
the Cartesian and modernist/positivist paradigms of „offenders‟ and how to „fix‟ them, 
this thesis is aligned to a view of human lives as concatenated continuities lived 
across time spans – not in discrete „blocks‟ of years, weeks, days, and hours. In a 
world where Cognitive-Behavioural rehabilitation programs of brief and discrete 
duration are seen as a panacea (at least, the only one offered) for criminality4, this 
thesis presents a different way to view „offenders‟. 
  
                                                 
3
 Much of the literature on criminal desistance makes use of transcripts of desister interviews, but the 
analysis of the meaning of those stories are most frequently the sole province of the 
investigator/researcher. 
4
 See, for example, the programs offered in both prison and probation & parole by Queensland 
Corrective Services: http://www.dcs.qld.gov.au/  
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Literature Review 
 
Definition of Desistance 
 
Criminal desistance is variably defined. At the most simplistic level of definition, the term 
refers to simply stopping criminal activities. Laub and Sampson (2001, 1) draw a relevant 
distinction between stopping a specific criminal undertaking and stopping a commitment to 
criminal behaviour: “Termination is the point when criminal activity stops and desistance is 
the underlying causal process”. Maruna (2001, 17) suggested that desistance “…is not an 
event that happens, but rather it is the sustained absence of a certain type of event (in this 
case, crime).”   
 
Some authors do note that for some offenders, desistance - or cessation of criminal activity - 
is an instantaneous, point-in-time change. That is, some people decide to stop behaving 
criminally, and do so immediately (Blumstein et al, 1986). This immediate cessation thesis is 
supported by a number of studies that suggest many offenders reach a point in their criminal 
careers where they decide (for a variety of reasons) to „go straight‟, and then act on that 
decision (Maltz, 1996; Baskin and Somers, 1998; Maruna, 1999). 
 
This immediate cessation model, though, has been modified by other authors in light of later 
re-offending by those who have already been labelled as desisters. Thus the notion of the 
intermittent criminal who resumes criminal behaviour some time after having previously 
stopped it (Barnett, Blumstein and Farrington, 1989). Bottoms et al (2004) noted that 
„criminals‟ are not continuously engaged in illegal behaviours, but rather, they oscillate 
between social and legal conformity and non-conformity. Clarke and Cornish (1985, 173) 
suggested the same thing when they said that: 
 
Desistance is…not necessarily permanent and may simply be part of a continuing 
process of lulls in the offending of persistent criminals…or even, perhaps, of a more 
casual drifting in and out of particular crimes. 
 
This model of desistance as a process over time is a more current – and arguably more 
logical and useful – definition of desistance than the „immediate cessation‟ thesis. The latter 
may apply to some, but probably not most of those who manage to „go straight‟. This „slow‟ 
model sees desistance as a process that happens over time, where offending gradually 
declines to the point of a legal lifestyle (Leibrich, 1993; Leblanc and Loeber, 1998; Bushway 
et al, 2001; Laub and Sampson, 2001). In a study concerning long-term crime desistance 
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patterns, Kurlychek, Bushway and Brame (2012) referred to this gradual desistance as a 
„glide path‟, emphasising the long-term, faltering, stop-start nature of this process. 
 
Maruna and Farrall (2004, 174-5) break desistance down into „primary‟ and „secondary‟ 
phases, the former referring to the interrupting spaces between bouts of offending, and the 
latter to what almost all other authors are indicating by the term „desistance‟ – the cessation 
(long-term, permanent) of criminal behaviour. This long-term change seems to be the 
relevant focus of any enquiry into criminal desistance. Such long-term change is paralleled 
by a significant reorganisation of one‟s view of self in the present, and of self-projection into 
the future (Farrall 2005; Vaughan 2007). 
 
In a reference to what they called the „feared self‟, Paternoster and Bushway (2009, 1105) 
examined the notion that the change from criminal to desister is a process - over significant 
time - that involves self-reflection on the „possible self‟. Over the longer term, many offenders 
will become gradually less satisfied with their current and future-projected selves, leading to 
a re-evaluation of personal directions: 
 
Gradually...the working identity of „criminal offender‟ becomes less and less 
satisfying. The process is a measured one and only occurs when perceived failures 
and dissatisfactions within different domains of life become connected and when 
current failures become linked with anticipated future failures. (Paternoster and 
Bushway 2009, 1105)   
 
One of the factors seen in twentieth century literature on criminal desistance plays into this 
notion of reimagining oneself into a less criminal future – marriage, and the personal resolve 
to „go straight‟ that such an event might support (Macmillan 1995; Sampson and Laub 1993). 
However, recent research by Van Schellen, Poortman and Nieuwbeerta (2012) suggests 
that the positive effects of marriage (or spousal relationship) might be dependent on the 
point in a person‟s criminal history when such potentially positive relationships might 
interrupt a criminal trajectory. Put simply, the earlier in a criminal career that marriage is 
entered into, the more likely it is that such a venture will deter criminality. The later in life 
(and in criminal career) a person marries, the more likely he or she is to marry someone who 
is already embedded in criminal behaviour themselves. 
 
Gottfredson and Hirschi (1990) saw marriage in a different light.  They suggested that 
marriage might have little effect on criminal desistance, since self-control forms early in life, 
is resistant to change, and probably leads to inappropriate marriage and relationship choices 
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on the part of the offender. Having made (or continuing to make) „bad choices‟ of spouses, 
the offender is left, over time, in a situation where spousal relationships might make 
negligible positive contributions to desistance. Forrest and Hay (2011) challenged this 
approach, saying, instead, that self-control is more likely to be fluid and flexible over time, 
and therefore subject to potentially positive psychological environmental influences, 
marriage included: 
 
...self-control reserves can be depleted when those resources are taxed by excessive 
stress or burdens, but they might be renewed or strengthened as personal 
circumstances change...transformative experiences such as marriage and 
employment could help an individual to increase his or her self-control. (Forrest and 
Hay 2011, 488-489) 
 
Hughes (1998) looked at the influences turning the lives of inner-city young African and 
Latino American men from criminal to legal trajectories. She found four factors that 
ameliorated tendencies towards future crime – concern for one‟s children (which was related 
to or integrated with marriage), the fear of harm in prisons, the period of time devoted to self-
analysis, and modelling from supportive individuals. The first of these factors adds the notion 
of concern for one‟s own children to the potentially stabilising effects of marriage itself, 
giving, as it were, two reasons to try to project oneself into a positive future. Interestingly - as 
Hughes (1998) points out - this concern for one‟s own children‟s futures may be one of the 
few unselfish motives behind criminal desistance. 
 
Farrington (1992) noted that as young people move out of the orb of influence of their 
parents and into the orb of dominant influence from their peers, they are more likely to act in 
criminal ways. Desistance from such ways is, in turn, likely to coincide with a later shift in 
dominant influence away from peers and towards socially compliant spouses.  
 
Is desistance always a „one-way street‟? That is, when someone desists, do they do so for 
good? That seems unlikely. Most desistance research notes that desisters often relapse – 
that desistance is not necessarily permanent, and even quite long periods of desisting can 
be broken by relapses into criminal behaviour (Stall and Biernacki, 1986; Barnett, Blumstein 
and Farrington, 1989; Baskin and Sommers, 1998). The more likely desistance scenario 
would seem to involve periods of lulls in criminal activity, with occasional bouts of re-
offending. „Going straight‟ seems to be a crooked path (Clarke and Cornish 1985, 173). 
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Blumstein, Farrington and Moitra (1985) mention the notion of „false desistance‟ – referring 
to the resumption of criminal behaviour after a period of non-criminal behaviour.  Laub and 
Sampson (2001, 9) take up the same theme when they question the commitment to socially 
acceptable behaviour by „desisters‟: 
 
For example, they may drink alcohol excessively, have children out of wedlock, „loaf‟ instead 
of work, gamble, and congregate in bars. Can such actors accurately be called 
desisters?...from a theoretical vantage point, they display behaviours that imply little change 
in their antisocial trajectory.  
 
Laub and Sampson may be applying a too strict (or too conventionally Judeo-Christian) ethic 
here – many contemporary Australian males would see themselves fitting the above 
description, and regard these behaviours as „normal‟. Should „desistance‟ be about living 
„model‟ lives (whose model?), or should it be about living „legal‟ lives? 
 
Nagin, Farrington and Moffitt (1995) reported that some juveniles who had been convicted of 
crimes were, more than a decade later, as adults in their thirties, showing (via self-report 
data) high usage of alcohol and drugs and high levels of violent behaviours – a lifestyle, in 
fact, not dissimilar to the one that had prompted their charges as juveniles, and not dissimilar 
to Laub and Sampson‟s notion of „inaccurate desisters‟. LeBlanc and Frechette (1989) make 
the point that the picture of desistance might depend on the sources of data consulted – self-
report statistics, they found, showed a much lower „desistance‟ than official statistics. But if 
we simply use statistics to define the presence or absence of desistance, then we are 
reducing the debate about desistance to a „caught‟ versus „not caught‟ argument. Certainly, 
from an official statistics viewpoint, that is a sufficient definition, but from a human viewpoint, 
it seems somewhat inadequate. 
 
 
Desistance and Narrative 
 
Gadd (2003) seeks a further debate about the relationship between the social and the 
psychological in criminological analyses of desistance. He raises the question of a „core self‟, 
and the problem, for criminology, of “…how best to conceptualise this largely stable, but 
irreconcilably malleable psychological component…” (Gadd 2003, 321). He suggests that 
“…the social psychological notion of „identity‟ implies something more complete, unitary and 
known than the narrative reconstructions (replete in criminological literature)” (Gadd 2003, 
322). He also suggests that, in the narrative process, “…complex patterns of identification 
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come into play when I renarrativise my own past, and the contingency of that 
renarrativisation (depends on) who, if anyone, is listening” (Gadd 2003, 321). 
 
Giordano, Cernkovich and Holland (2003) are of the opinion that the more a former offender 
changes his or her own self-view, and the more they desire a pro-social lifestyle, the more 
they begin to change their views of their own past. Their storying of their past (in the present) 
starts to loosen emotive connection with the anti-social elements of their old behaviours and 
attitudes. The past becomes a description of what they do not want to be. They are 
becoming the agents of their own re-storying: 
 
Such cognitive shifts and associated agentic moves may be facilitated by specific 
transition experiences, but may also occur alongside or completely independent of 
them. (Giordano, Cernkovich and Holland 2003, 22) 
 
Life course perspectives (the long picture or long story) allow the clearest analyses of both 
persistence and desistence from crime, since they elucidate the concatenated unfolding of 
lives in their social context. Laub and Sampson (2001, 7) stated that: “At the heart of the 
conceptual questions (of desistance) is a conception of stability and change over the life 
course.” The same authors highlighted the importance of life history and the narrative 
reconstruction of that history to the understanding of desistance: 
 
…life history, narrative data underscore the need to examine desistance as a 
process consisting of interactions between human agency, salient life events and 
historical context. (Laub and Sampson 2001, 4) 
 
If the narrative processes of self-construction (and re-construction) are important to the 
flexible and somewhat unpredictable process of desistance, what do studies of desistance 
tell us about the process of giving up crime? 
 
Sampson and Laub (2003) conducted a 35-year follow-up study of a cohort of 500 males 
who had been original subjects in the classic study by Glueck and Glueck (1950) that looked 
at reform school adolescents from the 1940s.  
 
What the Sampson and Laub study pointed out, above all else, was the lack of empirical 
support for the historically persistent notion of the „life course criminal‟ – the categorisation of 
some offenders into groups of „those who would/will not give up crime‟: 
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These 500 men generated some 10,000 criminal and deviant offenses to age 70, and 
yet we have failed to find convincing evidence that a life-course-persistent group can 
be prospectively or even retrospectively identified based on theoretical risk factors at 
the individual level in childhood and adolescence. (Sampson and Laub 2003, 588) 
 
This research was pointing away from the myth, cherished by sections of the media and 
some politicians, that a „criminal type‟ could be identified early in life. 
 
…adult  trajectories of offending among former delinquents cannot be reduced to the 
past…there are important differences in adult criminal trajectories that cannot be 
predicted from childhood, contra the National Summits of the policy world, and 
apparently much yearning among criminologists. (Sampson and Laub 2003, 588) 
 
Sampson and Laub (2003) have moved to the point where they now suggest that long-term 
prediction of criminal trajectories is not possible. That is, they are now of the opinion that the 
presence of what were previously seen as „predictor variables‟ in juvenile lives have no 
predictive capacity regarding criminality in later life. None of these „predictor variables‟ - 
individual differences, childhood characteristics, or family background – were accurate 
predictors of later criminality.  They concluded that: 
 
…desistance processes are at work even among active offenders and predicted life-
course persisters, and that childhood prognoses account poorly for long-term 
trajectories of offending. (Sampson and Laub 2003, 555) 
 
Todis et al (2001) conducted a five-year study of resilience in adolescents who had exhibited 
criminal behaviours. A high number (approximately half) of these subjects did not show 
significant resilience over the study period – that is, five years on, about half of them were 
still mired in offending existences. The authors pointed to the significant lack of supportive 
structures for social reintegration as the explanation for the low levels of resilience. Caring 
and support were significantly absent from many of the life stories of the adolescents 
involved. Along with the call (frequently repeated in the literature) for „transition supports‟ for 
these young offenders – employment, housing, counselling, and drug treatment - came a call 
for positive role-modelling and deliberately structured supportive adult contact.  
 
Gadd and Farrall (2004, 124) suggest that re-evaluation of life and its future precedes the 
onset of desistance from criminal activity. Sampson and Laub (1993), in their re-analysis of 
the Glueck and Glueck (1950) dataset, highlight the importance of supportive social 
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relationships to the desistance process, but this importance obviously doesn‟t hold for all 
offenders. Firstly, there is the previously mentioned, vaguely linear relationship between 
years of criminal activity and the skills and attitudes needed to find and form meaningful and 
supportive relationships (the more time you spend in crime, the less likely you are to find and 
maintain supportive, normative relationships). Secondly, there is the known corollary 
between age and desistance (for those engaged in crime long-term). Gadd and Farrall 
(2004) suggest that the intersection point between these two vectors – the one interruptive 
(my term, not theirs) to this problem of why some offenders desist and some don‟t – is the 
extent to which an offender questions his own narrative. Criminal persisters, Gadd and 
Farrall (2004, 127) said, tended to narrate their lives in terms of forces outside their own 
control. This is what Rotter (1954) termed an external locus of control – that is, people see 
their life‟s trajectory as determined largely by „outside-the-self‟ factors. These offenders tend 
to wait and hope for some quasi-magical interference in their own lives to save them from 
future strife - they perpetually hope for the „big break‟. Desisters, on the other hand, although 
they also tend to rely on „outside help‟ in the initiation of change, view the faith that others 
show in them as the beginning of their redemption: 
 
...desisters...more often perceived themselves as beneficiaries of some outside force 
(i.e. the faith of a significant other) that had helped them to beak „the cycle‟... (Gadd 
and Farrall 2004, 127) 
 
Both Maruna (2001) and Devlin and Turney (1999) have remarked on this phenomenon of 
desisters developing a distinct zeal for the objectives of their re-purposed lives. It seems that 
some, having found others who have faith in them, then find themselves (temporarily, 
perhaps, in terms of the level of that zeal) with an almost missionary sense of their futures – 
an inflated sense of positiveness that nonetheless contributes significantly to their narration 
of themselves into altered futures. Yet those who view themselves as in some way 
redeemed, or helped towards a legal future, also frequently exhibit an awareness that they 
could easily lose any gains they‟ve made – that they could easily fall back into criminal 
behaviour in the face of insurmountable stressors (such as losing a job or income, or losing 
a relationship they were leaning on, or even being accused of some crime again). However, 
as Devlin and Turney (1999, 31-32) remind us: 
 
On a more positive note, it is clear that the more people have to lose and the more 
they become stakeholders in society – not just in monetary terms but by being valued 
in their work and relationships – the less likely they are to reoffend, and moving away 
from crime becomes a cumulative process. 
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The desistance literature contains frequent references to the melding of social structural and 
agentic influences – becoming embedded in normative social structures leads to a desire on 
the part of the offender to change away from past criminal behaviours (Farrall and Bowling 
1999; Sampson and Laub 2005; McNeill 2006). The „social structures‟ referred to here, of 
course, are those that bind most of us into willing compliance with behavioural „norms‟ – a 
job or career, marriage, family, or children. Farrall (2002, 11) summarises this directly when 
he suggests that the individual desire to socially conform can be prompted by a structural 
change that involves “...something (most commonly employment, a life partner or a family) 
which the desister values in some way and which initiates a re-evaluation of his or her life, 
and for some a sense of who they „are‟”. 
 
Vaughan (2007), however, suggests that this still doesn‟t explain the individual agentic move 
from criminal to desister. Entering into the bonds and mutual obligations inherent in work, 
spousal or familial relationships does give a person reasons to conform to socially accepted 
(and legal) behavioural parameters, but it doesn‟t explain the process of that agentic move: 
 
If desistance is attempted, how does the agent deal with his or her criminal past? 
How do they explain the discrepancy between this and their aspirations to „go 
straight‟? It is at this stage that the conversation transmutes into a narrative as the 
agent struggles to reconcile past, present and future. (Vaughan 2007, 391) 
 
For Vaughan (2007), narrative is the key to agency – it is not getting a job, marrying, or 
having children, per se, that changes lives, it is the re-narration of the self, in light of these 
structural changes, that produces agentic movement. This is a crucial point of explanation, 
and it marries such diverse perspectives as Ricoeur‟s (1977, 1985) hermeneutic 
phenomenology and Miller‟s (1984, 1987) psychodynamics. Ricoeur (1977) viewed narrative 
and metaphor as indistinguishable tools in the production of ever-changing life texts. 
Rationality, definition, interpretation and explanation – the processes involved in the 
production of new narratives, he said, are primarily linguistic (Ricoeur 1985). The dialectic of 
the self understanding itself is the process through which agentic change occurs.  
 
Miller (1984, 1987) was outlining the same processes (in psychodynamic terms) when she 
talked of the abused and damaged person who, upon encountering an empathic listener, 
finds catharsis from abuse through the storying of the past. For both Miller and Ricoeur, the 
only way to understand the past is to language it into a new narrative. The continual 
hermeneutic circling through the metaphors and meanings of past behaviours and 
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happenings facilitates – is a precursor to – agentic moves that produce changes in life 
direction. This linguistic reclamation and interrogation of the past is core to change - new 
structural changes such as marriage and career, alone, do not generate directional change. 
 
Giordano, Cernkovich and Holland (2003) skirted around this issue of the importance of 
linguistic reclamation of the past. They analysed life history narratives and data from a 
cohort of male and female offenders who were incarcerated as adolescents, and then 
followed up thirteen years later. They considered both partner and friend influences, and 
found romantic attachments and parental roles to be significantly positive factors in 
desistance: 
 
 We note that even those respondents who are not currently married generally 
consider romantic relationships a core issue or concern. Similarly, respondents may 
be heavily involved in their roles as parents, and even those respondents who have 
experienced difficulties in this area focus a great deal of their attention on issues 
relating to their children (e.g., efforts to regain custody). (Giordano, Cernkovich and 
Holland 2003, 321) 
 
Yet despite this „good marriage‟ or „good parenting‟ effect, the cognitive transformations that 
help move an individual towards desistance seem to happen at an earlier age for females 
than for males. “...women may on average experience certain cognitive transformations... 
[that enhance desistance]...earlier than comparably situated males” (Giordano, Cernkovich 
and Holland 2003, 322).  In wondering whether this cohort difference was the result of the 
cognitive and language differential between genders, the authors here had touched on a 
crucial point (but without discussing it further): If females „learn‟ more desistance strategies – 
or more readily find reason from relationships to socially conform – than males, is that 
phenomenon primarily a function of language skills? If the storying of life as we live it is vital 
to the ongoing transformation of the self – as Miller (1987), Ricoeur (1985) and Heidegger 
(1994) would all strongly argue – then language must be vital to extracting meaning and 
interpretation from life history. Should we be teaching literature to men in prisons so that 
they emerge with a heightened possibility of re-interpreting their own lives through greater 
linguistic facility?  
 
The wider sociological literature is replete with references to the common drives behind 
human behaviour. Whether offenders or not, we all seek to exert some control over our own 
lives, to find mastery over difficulties, positive recognition from significant others and the 
achievement of variously imagined goals (Brunner 1990; Gillet 1999; Benson 2001; 
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DeGrazia 2005; Singer 2005). Through all of our efforts in such directions, we are all, always 
(whether consciously or not) building, revising and altering our own self-narratives about our 
past, present and possible future. The construction of socially adaptive narratives is surely 
the „stuff‟ of desistance or rehabilitation. As Ward and Marshall (2007, 296) expressed it: 
 
Offenders are psychological agents who want what most of us want, a chance at a 
life that expresses their fundamental commitments and hopes, an opportunity to live 
a meaningful and rewarding life. 
 
For offenders, as for the rest of us, the extent of our facility with language underpins the 
depth and complexity of the narratives we build - and build upon - in our efforts towards such 
life hopes and expectations. 
 
„Languaging‟ – the process of discoursing selves into positive futures 
 
Culley (2004) suggested that desistance from crime was intimately connected to changes in 
self-storying that gave rise to new and different views and perceptions of the self – in short, 
redefinition of „who I am‟. Bruner (1990) emphasised this point - the language we use to 
story ourselves seems to be of significant importance in this re-storying process:  
 
Eventually, the culturally shaped cognitive and linguistic processes that guide the 
self-telling of life narratives achieve the power to structure perceptual experience, to 
organise memory, to segment and purpose-build the very “events” of a life. In the 
end, we become the autobiographical narratives by which we “tell about” our lives. 
(Bruner 1990, 1)  
 
Although prisons notoriously do little to positively affect offenders‟ narrations of their 
individual pasts, presents and futures, there are a very small number of therapeutic 
community prisons around the Western world where offenders are systematically supported 
through the process of re-narrating their lives. In these odd instances where such a 
genuinely rehabilitative strategy is enacted, the results are usually positive. Stevens (2012) 
underlined the constancy of narrative in the building of lives – life narrative is not just a case 
of telling stories on odd occasions, but a constantly engaged-in process whereby we all write 
our own lives into action as we go. The intersecting and often contrary, discontinuous or ill-
fitting incidents and behaviours of our past (the good and bad we do) have to be continually 
integrated in some way within our own self-narrative, so that we can build some coherent 
version of our „self‟ at any point. As Giddens (1991, 54) put it, “A person‟s identity is not to be 
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found in behaviour...but in the capacity to keep a particular narrative going” (emphasis in 
original). When therapeutic communities work to redirect life narratives, they do so within a 
deliberately constructed place and psychological space that supports individuals in “...the 
pursuit of a holistic understanding of their life history...” and the verbal and cognitive creation 
of “...a cohesive „replacement self‟” (Stevens, 2012, 541). One is left to ponder that most 
offenders who „make it‟ to legal and re-narrated futures - since they will not have the benefit 
of the deliberate structure of therapeutic communities - will have to find empathic and 
supportive co-journeyers on their re-narration quests by themselves. This consideration 
alone would suggest that the journey of the desisting self is a lonely and difficult one. 
 
I will note one proviso on the success of therapeutic communities (whether in prison or 
elsewhere): As Stevens (2012, 541) noted in her study of a prison therapeutic community, 
“...the research participants in this study cognitively divorced „the person I was‟ from „the 
person I am now‟ and wanted to remain”. Whilst this divorcing of the undesirable past self 
may be a useful first step in the remoulding of a better adjusted future, psychoanalysts would 
certainly caution that, at some point in the process of narrating a „new‟ self, the „old‟ self  - 
along with all its stories, faults and failings - must be integrated into the self-story whole.  
 
The importance of language in the process of building new and socially more adaptive 
narratives was emphasised in an experience I had in a Queensland prison in 1986. I was 
working as a Welfare Officer at the infamous „Boggo Road‟ prison in Brisbane, and had 
started a heroin drug self-help group with a small number of inmates. A drug and alcohol 
counsellor from a government drug and alcohol clinic was conducting this program with me, 
and the first thing he asked our small group of (male) inmates to do was to use objective 
language. Since we were going to be talking about drug use, he asked the group members 
to avoid using language such as „I shot up and got a rush‟ (to describe the experience of 
injecting heroin), and to use, instead, language such as „I injected myself with heroin, using a 
syringe, and shortly felt a euphoric feeling‟. When the guffaws from the group members died 
down, they agreed to humour us and try to comply with this objective form of expression. 
Within a short time, all group members readily saw usefulness in the adoption of a non-
subjective and non-emotive language to discuss their paths into and problems with drugs. 
The words we use are vital to the pictures we portray – to both others and ourselves. 
 
In contemporary times, with the ubiquitousness of the internet and „social media‟, some 
authors are now noting that „e-stories‟ – the stories many of us tell about ourselves on our 
personal internet „blogs‟ – are developing as a route for many to a self-exposing, self-
analytical examination of personal pasts and possible futures. Thompson (2012) found that 
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the autobiographical stories composed by contributors to an online community journal for 
mental health disorders (called „HealthyPlace‟) appropriated a lay interpretation of the 
languaged terms from psychology and psychotherapy to reveal their stories to others. If such 
adoption of quasi-professional terminology adds expressive and analytic colour to the stories 
we tell, then that surely enhances our ability to explain our „selves‟. 
 
Strong and Knight (2012) highlight the propensity of the self-narratives of „problem saturated‟ 
persons to become mired in linguistically (and therefore philosophically) stunted stories. 
Even when talking about their lives with dialogue partners they choose themselves, their 
stories can become repetitively „stuck‟ within the limitations of the languaged terminologies 
they have always used.  The way to break this cycle, say these authors, is to build 
questionning responsive discourses with such persons – to deliberately examine and gently 
question the languaged concepts in use by the storyteller. Such a narrative therapy 
approach has much in common with psychotherapy and Miller‟s (1987) notion of the 
„empathic listener‟ who supportively challenges the languaged assumptions and self-
defeating, self-blaming victim glossaries that abused persons use in the repetition-
compulsion-driven stories that they live. Perhaps the „e-storyers‟ (above) are on something 
of the same path as they try to find their own ways into more linguistically rich analyses of 
their pasts. 
 
In terms of the effects of imprisonment on the development of socially adaptive life 
narratives, McKendry (2006) is rightly scathing. He conducted in-depth interviews with males 
in Canadian prisons, with the objective of examining their narrative constructions of their 
pasts, presents, and futures. Like most prisoners throughout the Western world, most of the 
offenders in this study cohort were from financially and educationally disadvantaged 
backgrounds – they were, in the main, poor and semi-literate (as most in prison have been 
during the two-hundred year history of the penitentiary, even to the present). These men 
struggled to tell coherent self-narratives, resorting frequently to socially-condemning clichés 
and negatively-framed explanations of their lives – „narrative debris‟, as McKendry termed it: 
 
...I came to realize that the volume and forms of narrative debris were not just a 
function of their level of verbal skills and „cultural capital‟. Rather, many of the 
narrative difficulties seemed to come about because of how their „master status‟ of 
criminal overrode other subject-positions they might have been able to take up...The 
subject-position into which they were forcibly confined was one that magnified their 
agency. They were enjoined to speak of themselves as authors of their own actions, 
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even as their lived experiences were often marked by powerlessness and 
victimization. (McKendry 2006, 474) 
 
The narrative debris built up in the stories of such offenders derives from both the ways they 
were „languaged‟ by their families in early life, and from the labelling they encountered over 
time from the justice system as they progressed (in most cases) from minor offending to 
juvenile detention to adult offending and prison. This lifetime of narrative inadequacy 
produced adults who were largely unable to articulate and critically examine their own pasts. 
With a severely limited ability to question and express their own thoughts, emotions and 
feelings (regarding, frequently, pasts with significant abuse), such offenders reflexively 
turned to blaming others (those who had „wronged‟ them or those „in authority‟), rather than 
realistically assessing their own responsibilities for damage they, in turn, had done to others. 
„Blame‟ tends to be interpreted – by most of us – as something that is total. If we are 
systematically channelled into a languaged perception of ourselves that casts us as the sole 
progenitors of our „at fault‟ selves, then the opportunity for critical discourse about shared 
and proportional responsibility will escape our efforts to fathom our own existence through 
storying. The greater tragedy, as McKendry notes, is the concatenating complicity of the 
prison in this failure of narrative: 
 
Not being able to talk directly about this (their offending) means they are less likely to 
be able to think about it, which in turn means that they are less likely to see it as their 
responsibility. What is paradoxical, of course, is that it is the official discourse of the 
prison – which explicitly desires them to take such responsibility – that makes it so 
difficult for them to do so. (McKendry 2006, 473) 
 
Our current punishment processes do not seem to be designed (as they might be) to 
deliberately create a desistance milieu. If empathic, supportive personal networks that 
provide ex-offenders with the opportunity to safely explore their own past stories are an 
important part of the desistance process, then our prisons are largely failing as places of 
rehabilitation. Burnett and Maruna (2004) reviewed the contemporary efficacy of „rational 
choice theory‟ (the classical criminological notion, based on the doctrine of free will) that 
manifests itself in the contemporary notion that „tough‟ prison conditions will deter offenders.  
Prisons, they conclude, still don‟t deter: 
 
…the (post imprisonment) criminal careers of the majority of the sample contradict 
the easy assumption that distaste for imprisonment, itself, leads to a lifestyle that 
avoids repeating the experience. (Burnett and Maruna 2004, 401) 
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They went even further than that: 
 
The notion that…prisons can both scare inhabitants straight through sheer 
deterrence, and also somehow become hotbeds for hope and developing self-
efficacy seems a far-fetched fantasy to say the least…prisons by their nature can 
breed fatalism and a sense of despondency among their inhabitants. (Burnett and 
Maruna 2004, 401) 
 
Far from being an environment conducive to the personal change necessary for desistance 
to „stick‟, it seems that prisons take away the very thing that much of the literature on 
desistance suggests is at the core of this process of life change: 
 
Our findings suggest that one important individual factor to consider here is the role 
of hope among prisoners. (Burnett and Maruna 2004, 401) 
 
And since hope is something that needs to be expressed, we need words to give it 
existence. 
 
Branding, labelling, stigmatisation and self-identity 
 
Labelling theory long ago laid the groundwork for understanding the effects on self-identity 
and self-narrative that socially negative judgements can have upon the individual (Mead 
1934; Tannenbaum 1938; Lemert 1951; Becker 1973). Even earlier than this body of 
sociological literature that explained deviance as a function of labelling rejection by society, 
nineteenth-century novels clearly delineated the effects of labelling – Charles Dickins‟ 
character Magwitch, in Great Expectations, expressed it in this way: 
 
In and out of gaol. There, you‟ve got it...This is the way it was, that when I was a 
ragged little creetur as much to be pitied as ever I see...I got the name of being 
hardened. „This is a terrible hardened one‟ they says to prison wisitors, picking out 
me. „May be said to live in gaols, this boy‟. Then they looked at me, and I looked at 
them, and they measured my head, some on „em – they had better a-measured my 
stomach... (Dickins 1861/1996, 346) 
 
In that one short statement from his character, Dickins had delivered a scathing rebuke to 
the society of his time on two counts – labelling and phrenology. Are young people in our 
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detention centres and adults in our gaols today seen in less labelled and biologically-
predispositioned ways by the public at large? Certainly, our politicians, by quite universally 
trumpeting more and more „get tough‟ policies on crime around election times, do little to 
systematically dismantle such ancient myths. 
 
To take another brief look at past literature, the character Jean Valjean, in Les Miserables, 
finds himself labelled for life. After long servitude in galleys, he is released to the greater 
world, but is compelled to always carry a „yellow paper‟ which labels him a criminal and 
severely restricts his opportunities in life (Burney 2012, 162). In the twenty-first century, we 
may have substituted an electronic ankle bracelet for that piece of yellow paper, but the 
restrictions on where one can work and live are still directly analogous to the nineteenth 
century felon‟s experience. The offender – and by inference, his likely behaviour - is labelled, 
categorised and restricted. Social expectations of him, and his own internal evaluation of his 
social worth, are lowered. He emerges from prison with little social capital and less than 
normative chances of rebuilding those resources (Smith and Hattery 2010). 
 
The entire criminal justice process can be seen to inherently involve criminogenic effects 
through labelling, branding and stigmatisation. The process of apprehending criminal 
suspects, constructing cases to take before courts, arguing for punitive sentences, and the 
complex incarcerative processes convicted offenders are subjected to -  all these facets of 
the „justice‟ system build a metaphorical „brand on the forehead‟ that can be effectively 
indelible. In the eyes of society and the eyes of „the criminal‟, they are never to be trusted. 
This stigma directly inhibits the formation of desister narratives.  
 
Shoman (1970) suggested these processes of the justice system, whether intentionally or 
not, do constitute the artificial construction of the „deviant‟ – someone who is „other‟ and not 
expected to either seek or find social reinclusion. Even those cast as relatively minor 
offenders, released on parole after short sentences, find themselves subject to legally 
enforced restrictions on where they can live, whether they can apply for jobs without 
disclosing their criminal past, and possible restrictions on whether they can apply for various 
forms of financial assistance (Harrison and Schehr 2004). At almost every proverbial turn - 
applying for a credit card, trying to rent a flat or house, looking for a job, or even asking a 
charity for financial assistance - released offenders are continually asked to repeat their 
criminal history, and they are judged by it. The brand may just as well be literally imprinted 
on their foreheads, as indeed it was on their counterparts in Graeco-Roman times (Jones 
1987). 
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In research regarding the resistance of those labelled „mentally ill‟ to the stigma of that label, 
Thoits (2011) taps into a rhetoric of stigmatisation that society also applies to the „criminal‟: 
 
“The mentally ill” are believed to be unpredictable, irrational, dangerous, bizarre, 
incompetent, and unkempt... (Thoits 2011, 8) 
 
This labelling is equally applied, I would argue, to criminal offenders – even those who have 
„done their time‟ and supposedly „paid their debt‟ to society. In the same way that the 
„mentally ill‟ feel disempowered, marginalised, rejected and unworthy, so too do ex-
offenders. Such stereotyping, whether real (as it often is) or imagined or expected (as it is by 
mental patient and ex-offender alike), produces a debilitating loss of status and power that 
can effectively demolish the will to „get better‟ (Link and Phelan 2010). Thoits (2011) talks of 
„resistance strategies‟ that can be employed by the „mentally ill‟ to either deflect or challenge 
the labelling that others apply to their condition. Likewise, ex-offenders on their challenging 
road to social redemption can employ the same strategies. The development of those 
strategies, however, depends on long-term, supportive environments and relationships that 
allow the „social misfit‟ to gradually build the ability to resist the unthinking labelling so feared 
by those who are „branded‟.  
 
If labelling is a crucial component of criminogenesis, then „delabelling‟ (Trice and Roman 
1970) may be essential to enduring desistance. Maruna, Lebel, Mitchell and Naples (2004) 
take up this theme of delabelling, suggesting the possibility of a Pygmalion-like effect (a 
social transformation) from a process of deliberate, structured ceremonies of recognition for 
socially acceptable achievements. Taking their lead from Lemert‟s (1951) work on primary 
and secondary deviance, Maruna, Lebel, Mitchell and Naples (2004) suggest the notions of 
primary and secondary desistance, with secondary desistance represented by not only a 
change in the offender‟s personal objectives, but also a demonstrated change in his or her 
social roles. This transition to a „changed state‟ can be facilitated by the deliberate and public 
recognition of movements in socially conformist directions: 
 
...desistance may be best facilitated when the desisting person‟s change in behaviour 
is recognized by others and reflected back to him in a “delabelling” 
process...rewarding positive achievements is rare in the criminal justice system, 
which is most comfortable with the role of detecting and punishing offences. (Maruna, 
Lebel, Mitchell and Naples 2004, 274) 
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Of course, this recognition by significant others ( for „steps in the right direction‟) may well 
come from family, spouse or supportive friends, but Meisenhelder (1977) suggests that 
official ceremonies conducted by representatives of the justice system that enforced the 
label of „deviant‟ in the first place may also effectively enhance desistance commitment. 
Although they don‟t test the notion, Maruna, Lebel, Mitchell and Naples (2004, 275) reinforce 
the likely positive effects of such public and official delabelling: 
 
...delabelling might be most potent when coming from “on high”, particularly official 
sources like treatment professionals or teachers, rather than from family members or 
friends... 
 
Witnessing as part of redemption scripts 
 
„Witnessing‟, in the sense in which I will use it here, is the process of languaging one‟s own 
story to others for the purpose of gaining their approval. It is a process used in the daily 
narratives we all engage in, and is a form of checking the social acceptability of our self-
generated narrative – even of testing new nascent self-discourse that we might be „working 
on‟. This projection of self can take either a primarily positive or primarily negative direction. 
In effect, we are checking „how good‟ or „how bad‟ (or, indeed, „how mad‟) we are by 
throwing a story about ourselves into a public arena. The way we talk about ourselves – the 
language we use – in this case is vital. McAdams et al (2001) found two basic types of 
emotional orientations in the life narratives we portray to others: We typically use either a 
„redemptive‟ script (where we somehow manage to turn the „bad‟ in our pasts into something 
„good‟), or a „contamination‟ script (where we see our past as „bad‟ and couch our self-
storying as a litany of abject, deserved and inevitable failure). 
 
Bauer, McAdams and Pals (2008) discussed dynamic, life storying narrative and the 
Aristotelian concept of eudaimonia (well-being and the „good life‟).  Instead of just one 
positive or redemptive script that might inform narrative process, they saw three positive, 
growth-oriented narrative formulas. The first involves stories of self as overwhelming positive 
– a sort of „getting better every day‟ script. The second found stories cast in terms of 
overcoming adversity, where life‟s troubles and barriers were generally seen as 
surmountable, leading to growth experiences from pain. The third script formula follows the 
somewhat classic western script of redemption, where one„s story shows how one has paid 
debts off and progressed to higher social standing and acceptance as a result of treading a 
path of atonement for wrongs done. 
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Among the most powerful cultural discourses for personal growth in American society 
are those affirming upward social mobility, personal liberation, recovery, atonement, 
and self-actualization.  (Bauer, McAdams and Pals 2008, 100) 
 
The lexicon of such discourses, however, is exactly the opposite of the prevailing lexicons 
that the poor, the uneducated, the „criminal‟ tend to obtain. Perhaps language is more 
important to desistance opportunities than is often imagined.  
 
For some offenders, the narrative process is quite consciously central to their desistence 
progression – these are the „witnessing‟ desisters. The presentation of opportunities to talk 
openly about their past – to reflect, debate, talk and write about their lives – seems to be key 
to their recovery. Anecdotal evidence of this is quite readily available in the literature. For 
example, Randy Starr, an offender with a psychiatric disability (found not guilty of murder – 
in the US – by reason of insanity) discussed his own reintegration process through and 
beyond his psychiatric hospitalisation: 
 
A primary goal of mine has revolved around sharing successful experiences and 
insights I‟ve gained over the years with others…Sometimes people listen and my 
message seems well received, other times I have faced much adversity and 
rejection. There is personal risk involved when one shares so openly such an 
unfortunate and dastardly violent and mentally ill past as mine. Still, it‟s more than 
worth the risk to me. (Starr 2002, 5) 
 
The element of „risk‟ that Starr refers to is perhaps important – it reminds us that, in any 
process of storying our past, we are vulnerable. „Baring our soul‟ or revealing feelings and 
emotions leaves us open to criticism (by others and ourselves). The narrative, storying 
processes that are such an intimate and inseparable part of desistance carry high risks of 
exposure to ridicule or disapproval. This emphasises the importance of what Miller (1984, 
1987) called the „empathic listener‟ – someone who will listen to the story being told and 
accept the truth of that story for the storyteller.  
 
Supportive contact – family, work and other supports 
 
Supportive contact with role models can provide significant levels of empathic support within 
connective relationship networks. Daugherty, Murphy and Paugh (2001) found that the 
Adlerian construct of social interest (concern for others and optimism about the future) has a 
significant correlation with „successful‟ offender reintegration – that is, lower arrest rates, and 
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higher employment rates. They reiterated the notion from Adler (1930, 1958) that social 
interest can be learnt through the experience of positive regard from others (in structured or 
unstructured social interaction). This has important resonances with the supportive 
underpinnings of narrative therapy and supportive processes for the reintegration of 
offenders. 
 
Giordano, Cernkovich and Holland (2003) did a thirteen-year follow-up analysis of a group of 
serious male and female juvenile offenders. Relationship changes, particularly marriage, 
were noted, but the authors found that “…shifts in the actor‟s perspective and identity are 
also integral to the process of making successful network realignments” (Giordano, 
Cernkovich and Holland 2003, 293). The amount and direction of personal change seemed 
to rely quite heavily on the extent of the actors‟ own introspection (not unlike Heidegger‟s 
notion of the discourse of Dasein – see my Methodology chapter): 
 
…desistance should be conceptualized as a long-term process accomplished by the 
actor engaged in a fully reciprocal fashion with the change agent…(the actor‟s) own 
apparent motivation to change and associated agentic moves seem to be an 
important part of the story…(Giordano, Cernkovich and Holland 2003, 303)  
 
Bahr, Harris, Fisher and Armstrong (2009) examined differences between successful and 
unsuccessful parolees, concluding that the quality of support network was crucial to higher 
parole success (completion of parole period). Work, they suggested, had a positive effect 
primarily because it gave structure and limited idle time (which is an obvious chance to 
increase association with criminogenic friends). Family and friendship networks were also 
vital to success, but this appears to have depended on the supportive quality of those 
relationships (which was not subject to assessment in this study). Significantly, though, the 
authors noted a difference between „successful‟ and „non-successful‟ parolees on their 
release from prison: 
 
When they were released, there were marked differences between those who later 
became successful and unsuccessful parolees in their views of themselves as well 
as their descriptions of friends and family. (Bahr, Harris, Fisher and Armstrong 2009, 
689) 
 
Could it be that those who were more articulate in their stories about themselves and their 
families had the vocabulary – the language – of success within their possession? A facility 
with language and self-expression would enhance the likelihood of dealing with problems 
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faced and of negotiating with others – from family to work relationships to interfacing with 
Parole Officers, greater language facility would enhance success.  
 
The opportunity to fail (and support to try again) - essential to desistance success 
  
Leibrich (1993) researched a cohort of medium-level offenders in New Zealand who had 
been on probation (and in some cases, on and off and on again). She identified a number of 
points about the desistance process, asserting that it was not a matter of going straight, but 
rather a process of gradually going less crooked, echoing the „lulls‟ in offending suggested 
by Clark and Cornish (1985).  Her research summarised a number of points that are 
frequently reiterated in the desistance and rehabilitation literature. 
 
In the first instance, Leibrich (1993) notes, giving up crime is a process, with multiple, 
unpredictable stages. For those who „come out of crime‟, there is often a distinct catalyst, a 
turning point, a moment in time when they can remember they made a decision to stop 
crime. This is part of what others (e.g. Giordano, Cernkovich and Holland 2003) have termed 
„agency‟. Frequent reinforcement was needed during the process of change – people need 
encouragement. Finding meaningful work was a key to rehabilitation, but the stigma of the 
label of criminal was a barrier to employment. 
 
Echoing many of the suggestions from Braithwaite‟s (1989) work on reintegrative shaming, 
Leibrich (1993) suggested that shame was an important influence on some people, but it had 
to be a forgiving shame – blaming shame had a criminogenic, rather than a rehabilitative 
effect. Blaming shame is shame imposed by others; forgiving shame is shame I feel myself 
for the harm I have caused. This could also be seen in terms of what we could call an 
internal or external locus of shaming – after Rotter‟s (1954) body of work on locus of control. 
 
Many offenders, Leibrich (1993) suggested, found a direct connection between 
unemployment and crime. This finding reiterates much of the extant literature on the 
importance of meaningful, financially rewarding work to desistance longevity (Loeffler 2013; 
Verbruggen, Blokland, and van der Geest 2012; Bellair and Kowalski 2011).  
 
Leibrich (1993) also found two types of stress in the lives of the cohort she was studying – 
financial stress and the stress of family violence. For many who had ceased offending, 
financial stress was seen as a high risk factor for reoffending. The financially stabilising 
effect of long-term, full-time employment contributed significantly to the extension of 
desistance initiatives. In terms of the other identified stressor, the experience of violence and 
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high levels of family stress were common backgrounds for all offenders - particularly for the 
women. Where offenders in Leibrich‟s (1993) cohort had ongoing high levels of family 
violence, desistance was often interrupted. Leibrich underlines the variability of the 
desistance process, the need for the incorporation of expectations of both partial „success‟ 
and partial „failure‟ into our theoretical conceptualisations of the dynamic processes of 
desistance, and the importance of individual agency in the choices individuals make. 
 
Desistence, the literature repeatedly explains, is a flexible, fluid process, shot through with 
complex individual differences and idiosyncrasies, and with frequent discontinuities. This 
analysis is very much in tune with Leibrich‟s (1993) notion of „going curved‟ rather than 
„going straight‟. Life isn‟t reducible to simplistic summaries – why should desistance be? 
 
If desistance is so complex, the individually detailed exploration of specific life stories may 
help us to see that complexity in the peculiarity of singular lives. It is to that objective that this 
thesis turns. 
 
 
Research Plan and Methodology 
 
Theoretical Framework 
 
This thesis takes an idiographic and emic perspective in its exploration of the life transitions 
of ex-offenders who have adopted legal lifestyles. The research methodology adheres to the 
constructivist-interpretivist research paradigm, seeking the elucidation of individual 
constructions of the lived realities of offender transitions through the deep reflection of 
personal narratives. These in-depth narratives will be obtained through the process of 
hermeneutic circling in dyadic interaction with the researcher.  
The constructivist-interpretivist paradigm provides a contrasting approach to the positivist 
paradigm of most criminological research on desistance. Constructivism asserts that there 
are multiple, equally valid realities (Schwandt 1994; Ponterotto 2005), and uses the 
hermeneutic approach to uncovering individually constructed realities through interactive 
dialogues between storyteller and listener.  
 
Since my approach to analysing the life histories in question is firmly grounded in 
philosophical hermeneutics, this study‟s research design will take particular note of 
Heidegger‟s notion of Dasein („existence‟ or „being there‟), with its three „existentials‟ or basic 
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structures (Guignon 1999). In the first instance, we find ourselves, by accident of our birth, in 
a world not of our own choosing, and have to interact with it and react to it. Secondly, we are 
always attempting to project our being ahead of our contemporary existence – we imagine 
our future. Imagining what we will be affects the way that our life story unfolds. Thirdly, 
Dasein is discourse, since we are always talking with others (and ourselves) about both what 
we have been and what we will be. These discourses influence the decisions we make and 
the courses that our lives take. 
Martin Heidegger‟s 1927 publication of Being and Time brought a change in Western 
philosophical thought – the so-called „hermeneutic turn‟, which freed Western thought from 
the constraints of Cartesian dualism, and made interpretive understanding the fundamental 
task of human existence. Instead of the Cartesian vision of mind separated from body (of 
thought separated from substance), Heidegger saw the mental and physical as 
interconnected, and the primary epistemological task of human existence as the explanation 
of the disconnection between man and the world (the mistakes of relationships between man 
and objects and between man and man). 
Heidegger‟s strategy is to see Dasein as already in the world, which suggests that 
what needs to be explained is not the connection, which is the basis, but the 
disconnection. Instances of disconnection happen obviously and frequently, as when 
humans make mistakes, not only cognitively but practically. (Hoy 1993, 176) 
In a Cartesian world, man can stand removed and objective, apart from himself, searching 
for elucidation of the pre-existing connections between the mental and the physical. In the 
Heideggerian world, man might well be able to use objective thought, but he is unable to 
stand apart from his own existence – we are, each of us, what we make of ourselves. Who I 
am and what I do are not distinct possibilities. Instead, they are related possibilities – an 
indissoluble unity.  
Dasein is not an object with properties, but is rather the “happening” of a life course 
“stretched out between birth and death”. (Guignon 1999, 371). 
Heidegger‟s (and this thesis‟) approach can also be described as sitting within post-
modernist thought, since it assumes multiple apprehensible realities and interpretations of 
world and life phenomena, rather than the more singular truths and realities that might be 
perceived from within a positivist framework (Johnson 2000; Marshall 1998). The difference 
essentially lies in searching for what might be possible on the one hand, and searching for 
what is on the other hand. Indeed, Heidegger relates Dasein‟s understanding of its world 
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directly to the disclosure of its (Dasein‟s) possibilities (Hoy 1993, 177). Constructivism 
discounts the primacy of singular vision and elevates the uncertainty of variability, and it 
seems therefore appropriate to an enquiry into the question of what criminal desistance 
might mean to individuals who are living it.       
 
This thesis will use a life narrative/storying methodology to examine the hermeneutic circles 
of self-definition that ex-offenders have passed through over their lives, in an attempt to 
ontologically encounter the Dasein (being-in-the-world) of those persons. „Ex-offenders‟, for 
the purposes of this research, will be taken to be past offenders who have lived conviction-
free lives for at least five years5. Respondents will have a variety of offence backgrounds – it 
is the catalysts and strategies for change and the individual transitions to legal lifestyles that 
are of interest, rather than specific types of offences. 
 
The life transitions of the study respondents will be examined in relation to both the life 
choices they have made and the life opportunities they have encountered. By delving in 
depth into the life histories of such persons, in their own terms and through their own 
interpretations, I hope to examine the roles they have played in their own ongoing self-
definition, and, therefore, in their outward interaction with the worlds they perceive – in short, 
their Dasein. 
 
At the same time that this thesis is a journey into the ontological question of the being of 
those whose stories are examined, it also takes up the more pragmatic (and far less 
existential) theme of „what works‟ in the social quest for answers to the problem of 
desistance from crime. Martinson (1974) asked „What works?‟ in terms of prison reform, 
sparking a raft of „what works‟ literature (e.g. Gendreau and Ross, 1980; Lipsey, 1992; 
Palmer, 1992). In the process of asking respondents to contemplate themselves as Dasein, 
this thesis will also reflect ex-offenders‟ own opinions of „what works?‟ in terms of their own 
transitions to legal lifestyles. 
 
This hermeneutic, life narrative/life storying approach allows the subject to tell his or her own 
story in great depth, and will help to make sense (for both the storyteller and others) of the 
unique effects of nurturing and supportive individuals and networks (or the absence of them), 
of violence and abuse within the life of the individual, and the effects on self-perception, self-
interpretation and life action that might have flowed from any positively or negatively 
experienced past. 
                                                 
5
 This is an arbitrary definition – five years conviction-free seems like reasonable evidence of 
desistance. 
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Tasks to be undertaken 
 
There were three primary tasks to be undertaken in the process of this research design: 
 
i. Location and selection of research respondents. 
ii. Conduct of interviews 
iii. Analysis of interviews 
 
Tasks ii and iii were carried out contiguously. 
 
Location and selection of research respondents 
 
Originally, it was my intention to seek only five respondents for this research thesis. The 
design of this research project was focussed on the in-depth emic analysis of the life 
transitions of offenders. Although some meta-narratives were expected to emerge from this 
process, the design was non-empirical, and I was aware that each individual respondent‟s 
story would likely occupy approximately 20,000 words. Since in-depth hermeneutic circling 
through life-long journeys was the substance of this thesis, larger numbers of respondents 
were not necessary. In response to the input of the Panel at my Thesis Confirmation, I 
originally sought ten ex-offenders as respondents in this research project, but with a little 
time, the natural attrition of some of those indicating initial interest in participating in this 
project, and the realisation that my first perceptions about words and space were correct, I 
finished the thesis with just five life stories. 
 
It was envisaged that these in-depth interview processes would take considerable time, and 
this proved to be the case. The hermeneutic, constructivist-interpretivist methodology 
required time – both in terms of the total hours spent in interview with each respondent, and 
in terms of the time required between each interview for the contemplation and reabsorption 
of themes and feelings explored in each dyadic interaction. At the outset, I had envisaged 
that approximately ten of these semi-structured interviews would be conducted with each 
respondent, and that that process would take approximately one year. In practice, this rough 
timetable was borne out. Time and words build relationships, and, as the reader will find, this 
process produced, over time, significant relationships between myself and the five 
respondents in this thesis. The circling through stories, past and present, could have gone 
on indefinitely. Indeed, in a sense, it has – four of the five respondents and myself still meet 
for coffee today. For the purpose of thesis completion, though, the interviews were curtailed 
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after a year. The interview transcripts for each of the respondents can be measured in thesis 
length (each was approximately 100,000 words).  
 
I had originally contemplated that there might also be room for some informal, unstructured 
encounters or associations with respondents in the places and spaces of their own daily 
lived spaces, if both respondent and researcher felt that such interactions would help to 
illuminate the interview material in some way. In practice, this proved unnecessary – the raw 
material and the analyses that constitute this thesis have come solely from the many hours 
of dyadic co-construction that constituted the thesis interviews. 
 
The vagaries of individual lives meant that, although interviews with each respondent were 
scheduled roughly every three weeks, the interviews were actually conducted on an 
intermittent schedule that suited both researcher and respondent. Completion of the 
interviews took over one year. As noted above, each interview was „completed‟ at the point 
where I was satisfied that I had enough material to analyse. Since my own etic interpretation 
processes were largely constructed as-we-went, this point of „completion‟ was necessarily a 
subjective decision on my part. The alternative was to go on talking and writing for life. In 
terms of what benefit each respondent found in participation in this thesis, I hope that that is 
exactly what they continue to do. 
 
 
Respondent Selection 
 
The specific parameters for inclusion of respondents in this research project were: 
 
a) Adults (of either gender) who have been convicted of an offence and been 
imprisoned for at least one year on at least one occasion, but are now not in prison. 
(The offence category of murder was excluded from the study). 
 
b) No convictions for an imprisonable offence within the last five (5) years. 
 
c) No current imprisonment or current Community Corrections/Probation and Parole 
Order. 
 
The first of these three parameters for inclusion in the study ensures that respondents will fit 
the category of „serious offender‟. Some seriousness of offence is required in order to make 
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sense of the central notion of desistance, which denotes a fundamental, noteworthy change 
in behaviour6.  
 
The offence category of murder was excluded from this research for a pragmatic reason – 
those convicted of murder in Australia, upon their release from prison, are on parole 
indeterminately. They are therefore perpetually subject to the control of the relevant (State) 
Corrective Services department, and would be subject to any legal inhibitions upon their 
participation in research studies that might reflect in some way on the justice system. (For 
example, in Queensland, parolees are subject to s.132 of the Corrective Services Act, 2006, 
„Interviewing and photographing prisoner, etc‟ – see below).  
 
Respondents of both genders were sought, because differences in perspectives on the 
desistance journey, it was considered, may reflect gendered enculturation. The literature 
suggests, indeed, that there may be some gendered differences in criminal desistance 
(Benda 2005; Uggen and Kruttschnitt 1998). However, a convenience sampling method was 
used for this thesis, and of the eleven persons who initially responded with interest to the 
invitation to take part in this project (respondent recruitment is detailed below), all 
respondents who undertook the long journey of the thesis interviews were male. Several 
women were initially interviewed, but (like several other male initial responders) they 
discontinued their participation for personal reasons. The five initial respondents who had 
the time and personal willingness to complete the thesis storying process are the five whose 
stories are the content of the final paper. 
 
Respondent recruitment involved a word-of-mouth approach. I initially approached several 
non-government organisations working in the area of prisoner activism and social reform in 
Brisbane, Queensland – specifically, the Catholic Prison Ministry and Sisters Inside. Such 
church or community-based NGOs provide significant support for prisoners and their families 
at all stages of the incarceration and release process, and ex-offenders frequently maintain 
some limited contact with these organisations, thereby providing a connection point for  
seeking respondents for the current study. This sampling strategy was opportunistic and 
selective – I was seeking respondents who exhibited a clearly-held conviction that they have 
„changed‟ (either as persons, or at least in terms of the legality of their behaviours) and who 
were capable of articulating the transitions they had moved through to reach the point of 
„rehabilitation‟, „reform‟, or „change‟ that they now perceived they had achieved.  
                                                 
6
 An individual who had „desisted‟ from refusing to pay parking fines after a short period of Community 
Service (or even imprisonment) in lieu of fines, for instance, would seem an unlikely subject in the 
context of questions about significant personal change. 
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A more fruitful approach to respondent recruitment, however, emanated from a media 
release on my thesis that originated from my university‟s media promotion section (QUT has 
a media section that issues press releases about research by staff and higher degree 
students). This media release led to two „appearances‟ on ABC Radio in Brisbane, where I 
was able to invite the participation of any relevant listeners. Most of the thesis respondents 
were drawn from responses to those radio broadcasts. 
 
The selection category of „no convictions for an imprisonable offence within the last five 
years‟ was designed to provide an arbitrary definition of the notion of „rehabilitated‟. 
Respondents needed to have been free of convictions resulting in imprisonment for at least 
five (consecutive) years after their last release from prison. That five-year period could have 
included a period (past by the time of interview commencement) on any Community 
Corrections Order. This might mean, for instance, that a person who had some minor 
convictions whilst on Parole (but who had completed his or her parole and avoided returning 
to prison) would still fit the selection criteria. Ideally, respondents would be free of any 
convictions at all in the five-year period prior to their involvement in this research study. If a 
study respondent was convicted of an offence during the study, their story would still be 
examined (to the extent that that is possible if the respondent-researcher interaction was 
interrupted and inhibited by the return of the respondent to prison). 
 
The final parameter for inclusion within the study required that respondents be free of any 
Community Corrections Order. Study respondents were drawn from the geographic area of 
Brisbane, Queensland, simply because that is the location the researcher was domiciled in, 
and there were no funds (and no need within the research design) to seek the small number 
of research respondents from a variety of disparate geographic locations. Since all but one 
of the respondents resided in Queensland, that State‟s Corrective Services Act 2006 is of 
significant relevance to the study design. Section 132, (1) of that Act states: 
 
A person must not  -  
(a) Interview a prisoner, or obtain a written or recorded statement from a prisoner, 
whether the prisoner is inside or outside a corrective services facility; or - 
Note - 
Prisoner, as defined in schedule 4, includes a prisoner on parole. 
 
Maximum penalty – 100 penalty points or 2 years imprisonment. 
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This section of the Queensland Corrective Services Act puts a significant restriction on 
researcher discourse with prisoners and parolees in Queensland, and it prompted the design 
parameter in this research project that required respondents to be free of current parole 
orders, as well as current convictions. It was seen as imperative to the design of this 
research study that no limitations be placed on the dyadic interactions of the hermeneutic 
circling that might compromise the researcher-respondent interaction (other than limitations 
the researcher or respondent might themselves impose).  
 
Ethical considerations 
 
Ethical clearance for this research process was sought and obtained from the Office of 
research at the Queensland University of Technology. The major ethical considerations 
involved in this thesis design, and the ways in which these were addressed is summarised 
below. 
 
Anonymity of Respondents 
 
Where respondents wished to remain anonymous, fictitious names were used (as indicated 
at the beginning of each story chapter). Fictitious names were also used for any relatives, 
friends or associates of respondents who were mentioned in the stories they told. Where 
time and place comments in stories told by anonymous respondents included any identifying 
information, respondents were given editorial say over the inclusion or exclusion of any such 
identifying information. Where necessary, time or place details were changed to protect 
anonymity, but the story lines remained intact. 
 
All respondents were given editorial say over their final stories – they were given drafts of 
their own chapters and had final say over the inclusion of any story element. To their credit, 
none of the respondents chose to delete any story elements of importance – there was no 
dissembling in the final stories presented in the completed thesis. 
 
Written and Informed Consent 
 
A Participant Information and Consent form was given to each respondent at the outset of 
researcher-respondent contact. This document clearly outlined the purpose of the thesis, 
detailed the interview and analysis process to be applied, explained the risks inherent in this 
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process, and asked for the informed consent of each respondent. All five participants whose 
stories appear in this thesis signed that written consent form7. 
 
Conduct of interviews 
 
All interviews were audio recorded. All audio recordings were transcribed in full. Some 
interviews were transcribed by the researcher, while some were transcribed by paid 
transcribers who returned all copies of audio and written transcription to the researcher and 
deleted any word processing files that were constructed in the transcription process. In 
written form, these stories were then available to both researcher and respondent for the 
purpose of review. It was important to the design of this study that both researcher and 
respondent were co-analysts of the stories of life transition that were being circled though. 
Both researcher and respondent reviewed the stories that emerged from each session and 
spent part of each subsequent session reviewing and commenting on what had been said at 
the previous session. All interview sessions with respondents were conducted in the 
researcher‟s office at the Queensland University of Technology (QUT) in Brisbane (the 
researcher was a part-time academic at that institution whilst completing this thesis).  
 
Analysis of interviews 
 
It is hard to not refer to the interchanges between researcher and respondent in the 
conducted dyadic interaction sessions as „interviews‟, yet it is important to note that this was 
a collaborative process, and the study‟s design eliminates much of the normalcy of roles 
expected between „interviewer‟ and „interviewee‟. With a constructivist methodology, these 
sessions between researcher and respondent became intense interactions where both 
participants endeavoured, through dialogue, to reach deeper insights into the Erlebnis of the 
person who has moved out of his or her „criminal‟ status:  
 
Constructivist-interpretivists advocate a transactional and subjectivist stance that 
maintains that reality is socially constructed and, therefore, the dynamic interaction 
between researcher and participant is central to capturing and describing the “lived 
experience” (Erlebnis) of the participant. (Ponterotto 2005, 131) 
 
Although he used a slightly different terminology, this is essentially the same process that 
Oritz (1985, 102) referred to when he discussed Life History: 
                                                 
7
 See Appendix 1 
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 (Life History) is a collaborative venture: life history is not „done to‟ the storyteller, but 
researcher and storyteller agree to produce it together.  
 
Whilst both researcher and respondent share the task of seeking out details to extend the 
explanatory power of the respondent‟s story (explanatory, that is, in terms of the story‟s 
ability to show how behavioural characteristics have arisen and changed), the power to 
choose what form the story takes always lies with the respondent. The researcher may 
suggest alternative interpretations, or raise open questions about aspects of the 
respondent‟s own self-interpretation, but it is important that the storyteller himself/herself 
owns (and remains in charge of) the story‟s meaning. 
 
The hermeneutic circling through the processes and perceptions of each respondent‟s „fall 
into‟ and „rise out of‟ criminality that constituted the stuff of the researcher-respondent 
dialogues in this thesis also gave rise to the interpretations and conclusions that are drawn 
at the end point of this research project. Unlike a research design with a more empirical 
focus, in this constructivist-interpretivist design, the hermeneutic circling through stories 
provides concomitant discussion, analysis and revision of life stories. The separation and 
sequentialism of data gathering, analysis, discussion, and conclusion so familiar to empirical 
studies is replaced by a process where the journey is both exploration and explanation at the 
same time.  
 
 
Analytic devices 
 
A number of analytic devices were adopted from the fields of hermeneutic philosophy, 
psychodynamics, life history/storying, and narrative therapy to assist the ongoing process of 
this research project – namely, the analysis of individual stories of transition from „criminal‟ to 
„non-criminal‟. These approaches to analysis were explained to the respondents at the 
outset, since they were to be engaged in the ongoing interpretation of their own verbal and 
written texts over the research project‟s duration. They were asked to „look out for‟ the 
presence of these phenomena in their own storying, and to use these devices to question 
their own perceptions, as the researcher was doing. These devices and strategies of 
analysis were used to facilitate the hermeneutic circling through the stories told.  A brief 
summary of the devices used follows. 
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Dasein 
 
Martin Heidegger‟s notion of Dasein („existence‟ or „being there‟), poses three basic 
questions that can be asked in any life storying process (Guignon 1999):  
 
 Thrownness - since we are thrown (by accident of our birth, for example, or by forces 
beyond our control) into a world not of our own choosing, how do we interact with it 
and react to it? 
 Projection - how do we attempt to project our being ahead of our contemporary 
existence – how do we imagine our future? (Imagining what we will be affects the 
way that our life story unfolds). 
  Discourse - we are always talking with others (and ourselves) about both what we 
have been and what we will be. How do these discourses influence the decisions we 
make and the courses that our lives take? 
 
Heidegger‟s notions of projection and discourse are straightforward, but his concept of 
thrownness needs brief further explication: Thrownness can perhaps best be seen as the 
forces beyond individual control that impinge on agency. In the same way that Heidegger 
says we are cast (without being consulted) into our family of origin, with all its specific time, 
place, cultural, financial, parental and social structural constraints, we also encounter, over 
all of our life, a myriad of other such influences beyond our control. We may deliberately 
apply for a job, for example, but we have no control over whether or not we get to interview. 
If we get to interview, we have control over how we present ourselves, but not over what 
others interpret are our capabilities. Then, if we are successful, we have no control over the 
mix of peculiar characters we might have to interface and work with in that new role. 
Thrownness is the chaotic variability we encounter within the social milieu we inhabit. 
Agency is the choice we make in response to those factors beyond our control. 
 
The Non-Veridical Past 
 
Habermas (1971), Spence (1982) and Schafer (1983) all view historical truth (the veridical 
past) as unknowable. Heidegger viewed Dasein as embedded in temporality, underlining the 
unity of past, present and future, which cannot be separated, but are always constituted in 
the moment. The past is not something left behind – it is, rather, something that is currently 
present in our attitudes, beliefs, habits, and the like (Hoy 1993, 208). Truth and reality seem 
to come into existence only through the narratives that are constructed at any given point in 
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time, and since stories change over time, what is viewed as the „truth‟ of the past (history) 
also changes. 
 
Metaphor 
 
Both narrative – verbal or written (Brooks 1984) - and behaviour (Miller 1987) can be 
metaphor. That is, both what we say and what we do can be representations of, rather than 
accurate descriptions of, our pasts. Indeed, our narratives and/or our behaviours may 
disguise our pasts. Miller (1987) suggests that this metaphorical disguising of the past is 
always subconsciously deliberate. 
 
Repeating Story-Circles 
 
If narrative is metaphor, as indeed it appears it can be, then we are as likely to construct 
maladaptive metaphors as we are to construct adaptive ones, and are in constant danger of 
falling into Roosjen‟s (1990) vicious and repeating story-circles, constrained by our inability 
to uncover our veridical past, and condemned to the repetition of our adopted and adapted 
distortions of that past. 
Allegory 
 
This is the notion that contemporary behaviours can be a subconscious representation of 
forgotten (or repressed) past trauma (Miller 1987). This „past in the present‟ reflection 
(always distorted) is one of the key contributions of the psychodynamic perspective to the 
hermeneutic approach of this thesis. 
 
Repetition Compulsion 
 
This is Alice Miller‟s (1987) psychodynamic vehicle for explaining the behavioural 
phenomenon of „repeating our mistakes‟. Trauma that is unresolved, she says, is repressed. 
Because the victim, in a state of non-resolution, blames himself for the „bad‟ past, yet can‟t 
live with that blame, he represses much (or all) of the trauma into subconsciousness. Both 
allegory and splitting off and projection are attempts by the subconscious to deal with the 
repressed feelings. Since neither of these mechanisms resolves the trauma satisfactorily, 
the person is condemned to the repetition of the maladaptive behaviours that emanate from 
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the trauma (until it is resolved into consciousness and becomes an accepted part of the 
individual‟s personal, conscious life story/history)8. 
 
Splitting Off and Projection 
 
Essentially, this is a defence mechanism for the psyche (Miller, 1987). The repression of the 
rage and anger that a person feels when he or she is victimised, but is not allowed (or is 
unable) to complain or object to, builds a pressure in the psyche that demands release in 
some way. Those parts of the self that are despised or disliked, the elements of self that 
appear to the individual to be responsible for his suffering, can be split off from the self and 
projected onto others. In very simplistic terms, this is the process of blaming others for our 
own shortcomings, faults or mistakes. 
 
Oppositions 
 
These are simply different interpretations, from different perspectives or persons, of the 
same life details (Jones 1983). Oppositions can be set up between an individual‟s accounts 
(the individual‟s different recalling of the same event at different points in time), between the 
subject‟s and his or her family members‟ accounts of the same incidents, or between the 
individual‟s accounts and the researcher‟s constructions. It is important to note that Jones 
was not referring here to a confrontational process, but rather to a supportive one. 
 
Slippage between fabula and sujet 
 
Spence (1983) suggests that one of the most significant aspects of the narrative form is 
double-time structuring - the tendency for events in a narrative to be ordered differently than 
those same events as they actually happened. He distinguishes between the fabula (the 
basic information from which the story is constructed) and the sujet (the story produced). 
Since the latter is derived from the former, it follows that there are many possible forms of 
sujet for any given fabula. Tracking of changes in a person‟s re-storying of events over time 
provides questions about why such changes to sujet might arise. 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
8
 For a graphical representation of Miller‟s „Poisonous Pedagogy‟ (includes the Repetition Compulsion 
and Splitting Off & Projection), see Appendix 2. 
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Life Scripts 
 
Tomkins (1979) takes the view that individuals construct dramatic narratives of their lives. 
These scripts are seen as rules that underpin life narratives rather than descriptions of the 
person. Do we, in our self-storying, sometimes dramatise elements of our own existence? 
(There are likely connections here with Wiersma‟s concept of press releases – see below). 
 
Narrative Smoothing 
 
Spence uses the term “narrative smoothing” (1983, 473) to refer to the way in which a 
storyteller will adjust each retelling, each re-narration, in a way that fits in with his current 
world and self view. In effect, the mistakes, misperceptions and biases of the past are 
condemned to be continually reinterpreted in light of the mistakes, misperceptions and 
biases of the present. In this way, it seems, many of us spend our lives repeating our past 
mistakes, since the narratives of our selves that provide the cognitive background against 
which we make life decisions is perpetually flawed. 
 
Press Releases 
 
Wiersma (1988) has noted the presence in storytelling of „press releases‟. These are stories 
we tell others (about ourselves) that are designed to avoid our public humiliation. Such 
stories are untrue in the sense that they are deliberate misrepresentations of what we 
perceive to be the truth about ourselves. (The metaphorical concepts of „white lies‟ and 
„gilding the lily‟ may be appropriate here). 
 
These devices are the tools of analysis that were used by both respondent and researcher in 
the hermeneutic circling through the stories encountered. They are not the sum total of the 
strategies of life text exploration and meaning that were elaborated during this research  
project, but they are the starting and leverage points for the analysis of the stories that 
unfolded, in all their individual complexity, in the course of this hermeneutic adventure. 
 
Interview Transcript Analysis   
 
Re-narration of our past is always and necessarily a process of re-constructing the past in 
the present. Schafer (1983) suggested our current recollections of our past are always 
influenced by our current mindset and that the „veridical past‟ is therefore unobtainable. In 
taking our recollections of the fabula (the basic story elements lodged in long-term memory) 
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for any incident in our lives, we construct a new sujet (the story re-constructed from recalled 
elements, feelings, emotions) each time we re-tell the story (Spence, 1982). With each 
retelling, some minutiae, at least, change – some nuances of interpretation will be different. 
Stories, like human beings, evolve.  
 
The stories recounted in this thesis are all reconstructions that took place over a relatively 
short period of time (in terms of the narrative of the self) – around one year. Each 
storyteller‟s tale is recounted, not in strictly chronological order, but rather in something of 
the order of the evolution of interpretation shared by storyteller and listener (or desister and 
researcher) over the time space of the thesis interviews.  
 
Approximately one dozen two-hour interviews were conducted with each of the five 
respondents, over a roughly one-year period (this left significant time for personal reflection, 
on the part of each respondent, between each interview session). These interviews were 
then transcribed, verbatim. A phenomenological thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke 2006; 
Fereday and Muir-Cochrane, 2006) was then used to factor out themes in each respondent‟s 
narrative. Blocks of text within each respondent‟s transcriptions (reflecting emergent themes 
within each recorded discussion session) were given simple theme headings. Similar themes 
across all transcripts for each respondent were then grouped together to create a shorter 
narrative (each of the interview transcripts for the five respondents was approximately 
100,000 words in length). These theme sets for each respondent then produced the 
structure for the analysis of each respondent‟s stories. The multiple themes within each story 
set were then blocked into mega-themes, which then became the headings used in the 
presentation of each story text. All quotations within each chapter, unless otherwise noted, 
come from the respondents, and are indicated by that respondent‟s name or initial (in 
pseudonym form where the respondent requested). The resulting exploration of each 
respondent‟s desistance story is a combination of my own etic analysis and the respondent‟s 
emic interpretations.   
 
Most of the respondents chose anonymity, and the particular nom de plume adopted in each 
case is noted at the beginning of each of the thesis chapters. The quotations from 
respondents (taken from the interview audio transcripts) in each chapter are indicated by a 
shortened notation for the chosen nom de plume. 
 
It is important to note, also, that the space available in a PhD thesis covering the life and 
desistance stories of five people means that each person‟s story is only told briefly – the 
stories and new narratives and changed interpretations that were derived with each of the 
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five thesis respondents would literally fill five books. It has been a difficult task, indeed, to 
condense each story to fit within the allotted space. The essence of each story of desistance 
is present, but so much detail, so much of the journey of each soul, still lies on the 
metaphorical cutting room floor. 
 
And so to the hermeneutic analyses of the stories that my co-journeyers and I derived... 
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BERNIE’S STORY  
 
Having worked as a freelance journalist, and published one book ( „Intractable‟, Macmillan, 
2007) under his own name, Bernie Matthews chose to forgo any attempt at anonymity in this 
thesis. For convenience, „B‟ at the beginning of a quotation indicates the quote is from the 
transcripts of Bernie‟s thesis interviews. 
 
Early life recollections  
As Heidegger (1962) reminds us, the first manifestation of the Thrownness that we 
experience is that of being born into a family. Thrown into his particular world as a new-born, 
what perceptions and perspectives of that world has Bernie developed? What were his 
parents like, what was their economic, social, and psychological situation? 
Bernie‟s first recollection is of his mother, not his father. He was always with his mother, he 
recalled. When he started meditation in jail, and began looking back at his life (in his thirties), 
one of his earliest recollections was most interesting: 
B: I was a baby, because I was crawling around on the floor, that‟s how young I was 
because I wasn‟t walking…and I was crawling around under the table and then 
someone grabbed me and nursed me and I think it was my sister, - but I didn‟t know I 
had a sister, you know, because I was too young. So that was one of my first 
recollections. 
This was an interesting recollection, some thirty years into his life – it was not a recollection 
of a particular warmth or happiness or comfort – rather, it was a very old memory that there 
was something or someone who was very close to him, apart from his mother. This doesn‟t 
seem to have been a frequent recollection on Bernie‟s part – it was just a vague background 
feeling of „something else back there‟. His mother, after all, made sure that Bernie was never 
„troubled‟ by any mention of his father or his sister, both of whom disappeared from his life 
before he was old enough to be consciously aware of them. 
Bernie‟s father left when he was just two years of age. Although his father‟s leaving would 
have confused the infant Bernie at a subconscious level, he was left without any conscious 
recollection of his father: 
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B: I was born and they split up, I must have been 2 when they split up, so it would be, 
I guess around that time I was crawling around. They must have split up after that, 
but I never remembered my father - I never remembered him.  
Bernie had no contact with his father until 1969 (when Bernie was aged twenty). He was 
prompted to seek this reunion, in fact, by his sister, Francis, who seems to have kept (or re-
established) contact with both Bernie and their father. 
Soon after his father left, when Bernie was still an infant, his mother began a long-term 
relationship with Roy Baxter (not Bernie‟s biological father). Bernie grew up with Baxter as 
his surname, and was led to believe that Roy was his father. He often wondered, though, 
when his parents would get drunk together (a frequent occurrence), why his father would say 
things like “he‟s not my son” when Bernie did something wrong. Those little jibes always 
seemed to stick in the back of Bernie‟s mind as he grew up, but he didn‟t know the full story 
and he thought, anyway, that his mother wouldn‟t lie to him (about Baxter being his father).  
At Wagga Wagga (NSW), when Bernie was eight, his mother and Baxter got married. Bernie 
„sort of‟ knew this at the time, even though they deliberately didn‟t tell him about it, and didn‟t 
include him in the ceremony. He knew, on that particular day, that they were going away for 
something special, and later, he saw the photographs (secretly). They went to a Registry 
Office, got married quietly, and tried to keep it secret from him.  
This appears to be a part of his mother‟s continuing attempt to keep the existence of his 
biological father and his sister from him. Baxter was simply presented to Bernie as his father, 
and Baxter seemed to willingly accept this role, until, as Bernie remembers, he was 
inebriated.  
Roy Baxter was a shearer and he sometimes took the young Bernie out to the shearing 
sheds, giving him little jobs like making the tea. Bernie enjoyed these experiences – the 
other shearers liked the young lad, and they would sometimes give him pocket money. A 
cheeky kid in amongst a bunch of tough shearers – fertile ground for a „muck up kid‟, as 
Bernie referred to himself. 
Roy was only violent with Bernie occasionally - usually when both Roy and Bernie‟s mother 
got drunk (these drinking sessions were at least weekly events). When arguments grew out 
of these drinking sessions (as they frequently did), Bernie would try to step in on his 
mother‟s side, and this would often result in a physical response from Roy: 
B: I would get a belt and told to piss off…I mean with the razor strap or a belt in the 
ear. 
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Much later in life, as an adult in prison for robberies, Bernie became notorious for his 
escapes from custody. It is possible that the roots of this escapist behaviour (arguably a 
compulsion, since Bernie didn‟t stop trying to escape from prisons until he was well into his 
middle age) lay in his early childhood learning. 
The young Bernie learned that his likelihood of exposure to violence from Roy had a weekly 
cycle, and he eventually learned to escape this unpleasant, undesirable situation. During the 
week, things were calm, but as the weekend approached, things would change: 
B: There was no brutality every night of the week or shit like that. Basically I worked it 
out - it would happen on a Friday and Saturday night, possibly a Thursday night. 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday night - they were pay nights - and they‟d [his mother and 
Roy] go out and get on the piss, and when they were on the piss it was either they 
were all happy or it was world war three.   
Bernie‟s response to this realization was a practical one – at about eight years of age, he 
deliberately got a paper run on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays. That got him out of the 
house, and out of argument and harm‟s way. He was also making money and could do what 
he wanted to do with his new-found (but modest, of course) income. 
From age ten, Bernie was spending a lot of time avoiding the drinking sessions of his 
parents – he had his paper run, school, and then he would spend spare time searching the 
parks and gardens around town (Griffith) for empty soft drink bottles, since they were worth 
sixpence a bottle, and represented both extra pocket-money and an escape from the 
drinking strife. This „out and about‟ strategy mostly kept the young Bernie out of trouble – he 
had the odd fight or scuffle, but certainly wasn‟t living his life immersed in violence at this 
point. 
 
What of Bernie‟s relationship with his mother? How did she treat him, and regard him? 
Bernie remembers that she was always supportive of him, and rarely swore at him or 
reprimanded him. Roy seemed to be indifferent to Bernie most of the time, but his mother 
was always on his side.  
B: Mum, for some unknown reason, she used to always say “you‟re going to be a 
surgeon or a pianist” because of my hands and I used to wonder what she was on 
about. I remember that - I think, thinking back, that my mother had lost the idea and I 
think she hoped that I would be what she couldn‟t make. 
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It‟s quite possible that Bernie‟s mother held the sort of hopes for Bernie that she‟d given up 
on for herself. She was also very protective of Bernie, sometimes getting hit by Roy because 
she stepped between them to stop Roy hitting Bernie. Bernie was, after all, „the child she 
kept‟ – she probably had a strong need to protect him, and to hold hope for him. Parents‟ 
social status objectives often crystallise in their children (Usui 1981). 
Although generally supportive, Bernie‟s mother was quite strict with him - she „didn‟t want 
him ending up in prison or a boys home‟ (ironic words, time would show), so she had some 
firm opinions on what was right and what was wrong with anything that Bernie did. This 
deliberate parenting strategy seems to have „backfired‟ somewhat, though, with the 
disillusion Bernie felt when he discovered that she had lied to him all his young life. At age 8, 
he began to suspect that his mother had kept something from him about his father, and then 
at age 12, he found out she had deliberately hidden the truth about his father and his sister.  
Like a lot of kids, Bernie sometimes explored places where he wasn‟t supposed to go. When 
he was eight years old, he rummaged through his parent‟s bedroom. He doesn‟t recall if he 
was rummaging with any purpose, but he found a box. In that box he found his birth 
certificate, but the surname was given as „Matthews‟. He remembers thinking „Who‟s that?‟ 
He knew his name was Bernie Thomas Baxter, and thought „What‟s going on here? What‟s 
this Bernie Thomas Matthews?‟  He knew if he said anything about this – if he questioned 
the surname discrepancy, he would get into trouble. He wasn‟t of course, supposed to be in 
his mother‟s bedroom, looking in boxes hidden under her bed. So he kept quiet. This is an 
example of the often indirect coercion of victims into silence that Miller (1984) talks about. 
His mother may not have intended to victimise him, but by keeping the secrets of his father 
and sister from him, she certainly had. 
The unresolved question that was raised by the two surnames remained in the back of 
Bernie‟s mind from that point on (at least until he was 12) – especially when he would hear 
Roy say things like „Oh well, he‟s not my son, he‟s not mine…‟. Over the years, when Roy 
used such dismissive „throw away‟ lines, Bernie‟s mother was almost invariably on hand to 
dismiss any questions that might arise in the young Bernie‟s mind about this denial of 
parentage. She would always tell Bernie „Oh, don‟t listen to him, he‟s drunk!‟ Bernie was 
perpetually caught between those two lines of thinking - „Why would he say that, even 
though Mum says he‟s just drunk, and why did the name on the birth certificate say 
Matthews?‟ He didn‟t want to NOT believe his mother, but the questions remained 
unanswered. Bernie knew there was something that didn‟t add up, but he figured that maybe 
he would find out in the future – so he „just put in on the back burner‟.   
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Bernie‟s mother had put his sister (Francis) in a Convent  
From the age of eight, Bernie may have had some unspoken questions about who his real 
father was, but he was absolutely unaware that he also had an older sister.  When his 
biological father left the family, Bernie was just two and Francis, his full sibling, was ten 
years older. Bernie‟s mother appears to have moved towns to escape the dramas of the 
relationship split, but she did something else at that point that had long-term repercussions 
across the family - she put her eldest child, Francis, in a convent.  
Francis was twelve years old at that point of separation and exclusion from her family. Her 
mother did not stay in touch with her at all, it seems, separating herself and Bernie from 
Francis and severing all contact with her. Did Francis‟ father also abandon her? Bernie didn‟t 
know. Regardless, though, of whether the abandonment was total or not, the repercussions 
of this trauma for Francis must have been devastating. 
Placed in the convent at age twelve, Francis would have faced the added psychological 
trauma of puberty in the immediate aftermath of her family‟s implosion - motherless, 
fatherless, and family-less, and living in a world (the Convent) where the traumas of puberty 
would have been largely ignored. Between the ages of twelve and eighteen (when the 
convent could no longer legally detain her) she escaped several times and spent time on the 
streets, before later finding her feet as an adult. Bernie has very little of his sister‟s story, but 
the road she was forced to tread is undoubtedly a story of significant trauma in itself. That 
she was able to later construct a normative life for herself, have children of her own, AND 
track down her mother and her brother to set up a family reunion, is testament to a very 
strong will, indeed. 
In looking at Bernie‟s recollections of this part of his family history, it is significant that he was 
the one who was kept by his mother. It is therefore perhaps not surprising that his 
explanation of her actions, decades later, tended to absolve his mother from normative 
parental responsibility in regard to his sister: 
B: In retrospect, looking back on it, a woman back in those days, about 1952, 53… if 
you were a single parent with a kid, you were frowned upon and a single mother with 
a daughter - that was a problem. Looking back after reading literature from that era, a 
lot of women put their daughters in convents but kept the son with them, I don‟t know 
why, or what the theory was, but anyway that‟s what happened to me. 
For the first decade of his life, then, Bernie didn‟t know he had a sister. He didn‟t know that 
she had run away from the convent (several times), gotten herself into „all sorts of strife‟, and 
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ended up spending time in a Juvenile Detention Centre (Parramatta Girls Home). This, of 
course, was the fate of many children abandoned by their parents and left to suffer in the 
cold and impersonal „other world‟ of convents in the 1950s (Murray 2008). 
Francis, however, found a way through this mire of social and psychological disadvantage - 
she became a nurse, met a spouse, married, and had kids. Bernie had nieces and nephews 
before he even knew he had a sister. A decade after she was first placed in the convent, and 
now with a professional career and a family, Francis set about tracking down her estranged 
mother and brother. She wanted to find out where her mother was and whether she still had 
a brother - if he was still alive. 
She looked through marriage records and found her mother had married Roy Baxter. Then 
she tracked her mother down in Griffith.  She rang her mother, and, after a decade of 
silence, told her that she was getting on the train from Sydney and coming up to Griffith to 
see her. She took her eldest daughter (Bernie‟s niece) with her. One can only guess at the 
emotions running through the minds of both women at this point of reconnection in their 
lives. The variety of emotions encompassed in such reunions of family members long 
separated by institutionalisation is captured by Murray‟s work on Australian orphanages 
(2008, 243-244): 
There is a hope that by meeting these people with whom they share a common 
parent (or the parent they had never known), they can reconstruct something of the 
family life that they never knew...while institutionalisation itself may result in the 
desire to reunite with family of origin, it may also produce long-term fracturing effects 
that disrupt the possibility of connectedness. 
Bernie didn‟t know, of course, of either his sister‟s existence or her imminent arrival. It had all 
happened suddenly - once Francis had found her mother, she wasn‟t waiting for an invitation 
to visit. Bernie came home from school on the afternoon of this fateful reunion to find several 
strangers - who were not strangers at all - in his home:  
B: So I come home, and there‟s this strange woman sitting in the lounge room with 
this kid. The kid was - well I was nearly 12 - so Kym (Bernie‟s niece) would have 
been 3 or 4 - somewhere around there.  And I didn‟t know who they were, and there 
was a lot of tears and carrying on and I‟m thinking “what‟s going on here?” Anyway 
mum called me over and said “Listen, I‟ve got something to tell you - you‟ve got a 
sister - this is your sister…” And I guess that day, all the shit hit the fan!  “Your real 
name is Matthews, me and your dad got divorced, your sister has been in a convent, 
and now she‟s tracked me down, and this is her daughter”.   
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Surprise doesn‟t begin to describe what Bernie felt that day. 
 
After the reunion, Francis wanted her mother and Bernie to move to Sydney to be closer to 
her. She had bought a house in Campbelltown with her husband, and had her own family 
established there, so she wanted her family of origin to be close by, as well.  Roy was 
somewhat non-committal about the mooted move, because he was on the outer of this 
family reunion, but they all agreed to move to the city.  
Bernie was enrolled at Campbelltown High School, his mother got a job at a local hotel in 
Campbelltown as a housemaid, and Francis was working at a garment-maker in 
Campbelltown. Adrian (Francis‟ husband) was working at Hastings Deering, assembling 
tractors. Francis and Adrian had two children, Kym, the eldest daughter and Anthony, who 
was two or three years old at the time of the move.  Bernie and his mother and Roy stayed 
with Francis for about two months, and then found their own accommodation.   
 
Instability in his mother‟s relationships and a growing sense of abandonment 
Much of Bernie‟s early life (until about age 5) was characterised by the frequent moves his 
mother made, apparently looking for stability herself. Bernie remembers moving around a lot, 
“…from homestead to homestead…”, until she met Roy Baxter. In Roy, she found some 
(albeit, a flawed) stability: 
B:  I guess mum was looking for some stability, and I think she found it in Roy. The 
only problem was the alcohol - that was the only problem. 
Bernie‟s mother and Roy lived together for several years before secretly (from Bernie) 
getting married in North Wagga when Bernie was eight years old. They split up when he was 
fifteen, so they had stayed together for a decade. 
The split in the relationship is something that Bernie still has little understanding of – partly 
because he had learned, by age fifteen, to keep out of others‟ business, and partly because 
his mother never discussed the break-up with him (she was used to not keeping Bernie 
informed – witness the earlier secrecy about the existence of his father and his sister). 
Decades later, in our conversations for this thesis, Bernie‟s explanation of the break-up was 
vague.  
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When his mother did leave Roy, she initially left WITHOUT Bernie – she left him with Roy, 
briefly, but this single action on her part seems to have had a lasting impact on Bernie‟s trust 
towards authority. It seems possible that this experience further reinforced Bernie‟s tendency 
to escape from unwanted situations - to get away from the influence of authority. That instant 
of abandonment may have reiterated to Bernie that those who are supposed to be 
trustworthy are just the ones to let you down. 
B: I think maybe I give it a bit of thought later on - in a timeline it all starts when I‟m 
about fifteen and I guess when you narrow it down to an important factor there, it‟s 
mum leaving the old man and I‟m feeling like she‟s leaving me! 
She didn‟t tell either Bernie or Roy that she was going – she simply left, suddenly. When 
Bernie asked Roy where his mother was, he initially didn‟t know. Several days later, when he 
found out himself, Roy told Bernie: “She‟s left - she‟s with another bloke.”   
 
This abrupt and unexpected, unexplained disappearance by his mother had a greater impact 
on Bernie because it was a short three years before this that Bernie had learned that his 
mother had abandoned his sister to the orphanage – at about the same age that Bernie now 
was. Now, with his mother suddenly disappearing on him, Bernie wondered if she was doing 
the same thing to him. Such thoughts raced around in his mind at that time, but he didn‟t 
have the opportunity to talk about those feelings – he had already learned to stay silent, and 
to simply run from drama. What he did remember, decades later, though, was that it was 
around this time that his life started to go really „off track‟: 
B: Like I say, when I came to the city I fucked up, it‟s true - but around the fifteen year 
mark, that‟s when I fucked up big time! And around that time, the only real upheaval 
was mum leaving Baxter. I didn‟t like Baxter anyway, so, you know, I guess it was for 
her good - but I guess, in retrospect, I felt like she was leaving me with him. 
His mother‟s leaving on this occasion was categorically different to all the other upheavals in 
Bernie‟s life to that point. Up until that point, whenever his mother left, he left, too. As soon 
as he found out where his mother was, Bernie went over to confront her. The young male 
and the older male (his mother‟s new partner) viewed each other cautiously, suspiciously – 
neither said much. Bernie asked his mother why she had left and told her that he was angry 
because she had left. She told him that she had had enough of Roy and that she was 
leaving him. Explanations from his mother (of her own actions and feelings) were always 
brief. A month later, Bernie moved in with his mother and her „new bloke‟. 
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Given Bernie‟s frequent moves at the hand of his mother‟s disrupted and disrupting 
relationships, it is not surprising that Bernie has always valued stability: 
B: I was a funny bloke like that - even now, if I‟ve got a room or a house or a car, 
that‟s it, I don‟t want anything else. If I put the furniture in and it stays there for twenty 
years, I don‟t care - that‟s it, everything‟s in place. So when you disrupt my comfort 
zone, I‟m all over the place…That sort of progressed all the way through jail, and all 
through my life.  I like plans and that‟s it, I don‟t like change. I don‟t want to be 
changing every two to six months, I‟m set in my ways so when you disrupt me, it 
throws me out of gear and I get a bit angry and a bit directionless. 
 
This is perhaps the central theme of Bernie‟s life – he strives for stability (stasis, even?), and 
when that stability is seriously disrupted, he doesn‟t talk through his feelings – he simply 
erupts, either running away or creating some form of mayhem. Both reactions are a 
subconscious cry for help (Stettbacher 1993). 
By early adolescence, Bernie had developed an attitude of non-interference in others‟ 
business. This attitude seems to relate to two elements of his life learning to that point – 
fighting and abandonment. It was perhaps a combination of Bernie‟s early experience of 
reward (attention and accolades) from boxing (something the „upstanding‟ Police Citizens 
Youth Club introduced him to), the  mirroring of his mother and Roy‟s verbal, physical 
responses to disagreements, and his own deep fears of abandonment (being on his own) 
that coalesced to produce the physical fighter in Bernie. He learnt to „look after himself‟ from 
a young age, developing the mindset that, in a conflict situation, you don‟t „back down‟, 
because if you do, others will think you‟re weak and make fun of you. „Bash first, and bash 
hard‟ became an unconscious motto for Bernie. He wasn‟t habitually or systematically (or 
even brutally) violent, but where others might have learned to talk their way out of 
threatening situations, Bernie would use his fists.  
Did this emerging theme resonate in his adolescent years with the fear of being left alone? 
Bernie reflected on that: 
B: Probably, yeah probably, you‟re probably right there - cause you think, well Mum‟s 
got Roy and he bashes her and she doesn‟t listen to anyone else. She don‟t listen to 
me, so it doesn‟t matter what I say she‟s going to stay with him…So you‟re probably 
right there – maybe I got used to thinking, „well, I‟ve gotta look after me‟.  
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Did the story of his mother‟s abandonment of Francis, when it finally emerged, play on his 
mind – did Bernie think or fear that he might be abandoned too? Bernie agreed, 
intellectually, that „abandonment‟ was an appropriate word to use for what his mother did to 
his sister, but he didn‟t (as either an adolescent or an adult) think or feel that his mother 
intended to actually abandon Francis. Bernie clearly tried to excuse his mother‟s actions and 
(especially) her motives (decades later in our interviews), by reflecting on how she probably - 
quite rationally, he thought - decided that the Nuns could look after Francis better than she 
could. Is this rational explanation or the excusing of abuse? Even Bernie suggested his 
thinking might just be „a play on words‟. What, it is worth asking, did Francis feel about being 
banished from the family? 
Delving further into the abandonment theme, there is an earlier instance (prior to his mother 
leaving Roy) of Bernie‟s mother leaving him to his own devices – her non-participation in 
Bernie‟s introduction to High School: 
B: We‟ve moved from Campbelltown to Ingleburn – we‟re living at Macquarie Fields 
on Macquarie Road - and I‟ve got to enrol at Ingleburn High School, I have to enrol 
there cause I‟ve left Campbelltown. Something tells me that mum was working at the 
time, but I‟m not one hundred percent sure…So I was like, “Listen mum, we have to 
go to Ingleburn and we have to enrol me in school”, and she said “no, you can do it 
yourself, you‟re big enough now to do it yourself”.  Now I was 13, and I guess that 
was the first time…I was thinking “what are you doing? All mum‟s go to school and 
enrol their kids, especially in high school!” But she said no, no, you‟re big enough to 
do it - and that was the first time I had to stand on my own two feet against the 
system and I didn‟t like it! I didn‟t like having to go to school and do it myself: (a) I 
didn‟t know how to do it, and (b) I didn‟t like it.  
Regardless of his mother‟s motives, Bernie‟s feeling (at the time, and even decades later) 
was that she wasn‟t there for him – and that was a new and unsettling turn in his life. 
So Bernie felt there were two „great abandonments‟ in his early history - his high school 
enrolment and his mother‟s sudden separation from Roy. Given his progression into illegal 
behaviours in his late adolescence, I asked Bernie if these experiences of abandonment 
might have played a pivotal role in the development of his criminality? 
B: That‟s right - there‟s two common denominators there: She wasn‟t there when I 
enrolled in high school and she left when I was 15 and hooked up with another bloke 
and didn‟t bother telling me.  You know, all that shit in a two to three year period 
where things happen - and I‟m not looking for a justification of why I got into crime - 
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but I‟m saying that maybe that had some impact on the way I looked at things from 
that point on. 
On a surface level, it would seem that neither of these two incidents should have been 
excessively traumatic. Facing registration at a High School by your thirteen-year-old self 
would be confusing, certainly, but manageable for someone with a reasonable level of 
independence. Having your mother disappear would have been disconcerting, but in this 
case, she turned up shortly thereafter (or, more to the point, Bernie found her) with a 
reasonable explanation - so again, one might expect this experience to be „manageable‟. 
This is clearly, however, not how Bernie felt about these incidents, even though he 
questioned his own reaction: 
B: Yeah, that‟s like when you talked about one against the world, because that was 
the first time, if I sit down and nut it all out - that was one where I thought: Stuff it! I‟m 
by myself I‟ve got to enrol in High School, and there‟s no-one to help me. I have to do 
it myself - you know?  It was a big thing for a thirteen year old kid – like, it‟s not one 
of the most traumatic things - but to me, it was. 
Bernie‟s mother, for all her apparent „dedication‟ to him, had not taught him to be 
independent – she had simply left spaces in time (her weekly drinking sessions with Roy) 
where he was left on his own, and gaps in his information and knowledge (the secrets about 
his father and sister) that left him without the full story of his family foundations. His early 
experiences seem to have left him with a generalised perception that he had to look after 
himself – that he was basically one against the world. This didn‟t, he thought, make him 
callous or brutal, but it made him realise that there was no-one there to pick him up when he 
fell – that he was going to have to pick himself up, to be self-sufficient. 
Did that have something to do with his attitude to trust – to trusting others? Clearly, through 
his early teen years (some of which were spent in Juvenile detention), he internalized the 
value system he would later (in adult prison) learn was named „staunch‟. „Staunch‟ is not 
being an informant – not telling on others, or „grassing‟, or „being a dog‟. 
 
However, as he emerged from his teens into his early twenties and had experiences in adult 
prisons, Bernie found that others would sometimes not be staunch with him – that he would 
be „grassed on‟ every now and then. His attitude to that behaviour on the part of others was 
part of the „staunch‟ value system in adult prison: 
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B: But in retrospect I suppose that was the rules I lived by, they are not the rule out 
here, but you know, you tell on me, whether it be a year or month, or ten years, be 
prepared cause I will seek revenge.  Now that was in my 20‟s, 30‟s and up to my 40‟s 
and then it tapered off then, and I thought stuff it… 
Interestingly, age perhaps let Bernie move past such a strongly punitive response to 
betrayals. 
 
Adolescence in Sydney - the Thrownness of the social links he encountered 
 
Bernie‟s teen years clearly illustrate Heidegger‟s (1962) notion of Thrownness – those life 
influences that we are subjected to by the „accident‟ of „fate‟ (Heidegger did not use those 
terms), but have to face and deal with. Bernie went with his mother and her partner Roy to 
Sydney when he was 12 years old. At that age, of course, he had little choice. His mother 
and Roy found work in Sydney, in unskilled jobs – his mother got a job in an Army laundry 
and also did some housekeeping in pubs. Roy was an unskilled labourer.  Work for both of 
them was sporadic, and both had a constant drinking problem. Bernie had learned some 
years before to amuse himself and keep out of their way when they drank through most of 
their weekends. This was not a childhood where the weekends were devoted to efforts by 
both parents to enhance the learning and sporting activities of Bernie‟s young years. 
When they moved to Sydney, the family had little money, so they rented half a house in 
Macquarie Fields, a newly developed residential area, with a lower socioeconomic 
demographic. The front half of the house was rented by a single male with two sons and two 
daughters. Further illustrating the random possibilities of chance, one of the sons of this 
other family was already involved in petty theft and minor break and enters. Bernie became 
friends with this young fellow (Colin), and moved from stealing empty bottles from the back 
of shops to make pocket money (something he‟d learned to do with other mates as a pre-
adolescent, while his parents drank alcohol) to doing break and enters.    
B: Colin was the one who taught me crime - to break and enter - because he‟d been 
in a Boy‟s Home and got out, and to me, he knew the ropes. 
Peer role models have a strong influence on adolescent behaviour (Warr and Stafford 1991; 
Moffit 1993). When such role models offer adventure and excitement through risk-taking 
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behaviour, in an environment where there is little that is positive or engaging for the child in 
the role-modelling provided by parents, illegal behaviours take hold easily. 
 
There are multiple elements of confusion in Bernie‟s mind at this crucial point in his life – at 
age 12, he moves not only from the country to the city, but also from childhood to 
adolescence. His developing moral values are quite astonishingly bombarded with multiple, 
confusing emotions:  In a few short months, without any referent adults to talk through these 
confusions with (his mother was protective of him, but she was no moral mentor to him – and 
he simply wouldn‟t talk to Roy about such things), he had to deal with finding out that he had 
a long-lost sister, finding he had a father he had never seen (whose existence he had no 
knowledge of), moving to the big city (leaving a somewhat idyllic country life of pre-
adolescent freedom behind), and encountering both incest and criminality (in Colin‟s family) 
– a world not talked about, a world where the normal rules of society had no meaning. 
B: It‟s all…it‟s not like going out fishing with your mates or going out on a bike and 
stealing fruit from the orchids down the road - this is a whole new load of shit! Before, 
when I was 10 or so, you mucked around, you might have stolen a couple of fruit or 
something – yeah, I had a ball…But then you come to the city, you put a country boy 
in the city…from a country peaceful…I had a ball…and then my sister comes! I didn‟t 
know I had a sister! And then I come to the city and all this weird shit starts 
happening around me…and the connection with this guy (Colin) – well, the 
connection with him was criminality, total criminality! We went out one night, we 
broke into a couple of schools, I sort of…I was a bit iffy with him, simply because of 
his sister…and I just couldn‟t work out how that was worked (the incest). You just 
don‟t do shit like that! And it had nothing to do with him, so it had nothing to do with 
me. 
Even forty years later, the moral and ethical confusion in Bernie‟s mind over these 
beginning-of-adolescence encounters is still evident. The absence of a moral compass – that 
should have been fostered by his parents - left Bernie, in the face of such moral dilemmas, 
with the reaction of: „I think that‟s wrong, but I can‟t work it out, so it‟s nothing to do with me, 
so I‟ll just do my own thing…‟.  
The lack of Miller‟s (1984, 1987) empathic listeners in his life left Bernie with no mechanism 
for deciding right from wrong. He has blundered through most of his life since adolescence 
with the three apparent guiding principles he had so far encountered: whatever anybody else 
does is their business (from his mother‟s drinking and her hiding of his sister‟s and father‟s 
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existence, to the incest in Colin‟s family, to the illegal behaviours of any mates and 
associates at any time); you don‟t „rat‟ (tell) on others – under any circumstance (an ethical 
stance he later found further defined – indistinctly – in the „staunch‟ brotherhood of adult 
prison in the 1970s); and physical power (fighting) is the last decider in any dispute (from 
praise for his boxing as a youngster to the first time he bashed another prison inmate into 
unconsciousness in a dispute over a card game). 
Colin did lead Bernie into further petty crime – „break, enter and steal‟ activities – but their 
stealing adventures didn‟t last very long. Bernie estimates he was only 13 when he and Colin 
tried to rob a garage (at night, after closing) and got caught by the night watchman. Bernie 
managed to get away, but quickly learnt that „mates‟ give other people up to get themselves 
out of trouble. Colin was in the hands of the Police and they asked him who his accomplice 
was – obviously suggesting it would go well for him if he „gave his mate up‟. Colin quickly 
complied, and Bernie found himself in the Police cells overnight. Because he had no criminal 
record at that stage, Bernie received a warning. Colin already had a criminal record, and had 
been in juvenile detention before, so he went back to a Juvenile Detention Centre. 
Colin only spent a short period in detention, then came back to Bernie‟s school.  They were 
told they were not allowed to associate with each other, either at school or after school. 
Bernie was still young (14), and took the lesson to heart - for a time. 
B: Oh shit yeah. I got a (Good Behaviour) Bond. That was my second offence and I 
was lucky because I never went away (to detention). From that point on, I sort of 
pulled up - I pulled up for a couple of years and done school and all the rest of it. 
Bernie might have been trying to „pull his head in‟ and tread a more legal path, but around 
this same time (when he is 15 years old) his mother left Roy, her partner of a decade (she 
left Bernie as well, as already detailed) and moved in with a new boyfriend.  
B:  He was a Pommy (Englishman), his name was Kenny, and he was a drinker, too.  
He was wary of me, because I confronted him with a coke bottle in my hand (when 
he tracked his mother down) and I was going to smash him for taking my mother 
away. You know, I got a funny feeling that he understood why I was angry - he 
explained: “Listen, I never took anyone away - she came here on her own volition”. 
So that sort of poured oil on troubled waters and although I initially blamed him, after 
he said that to me I figured they‟d both broken her old relationship up. 
Kenny had two sons, and Bernie initially moved in with his mother and this new „family‟. He 
was a little unsure of himself within that new family at first, but one of Kenny‟s sons, Danny, 
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was about a year younger than Bernie – they got along well, and classed each other as step-
brothers. There was only a year between them, so they „hung out‟ together – probably both 
confused about the parental merry-go-round, but not wanting to talk about it. Kenny had 
been in and out of jail as an adult, and had also done time in juvenile detention before 
„graduating‟ to adult jail. Forty years later, Bernie noted the irony that such a treadmill would 
also become part of his life.   
Bernie‟s relationship with Kenny did seem to have some mutual respect – Kenny never hit 
Bernie, or verbally abused him. He was always forthright with Bernie, telling him what he 
thought, and the two didn‟t fight. Kenny and Bernie‟s mother, however, „used to have blues 
all the time‟ – his mother seems to have been in a repetitive, chronic alcohol abuse cycle, 
picking similarly alcohol dependent spouses, and fighting (verbally) with them through 
alcoholic hazes.  
 
At 15, Bernie leaves school and home – and soon begins his „career‟ in incarceration 
Bernie‟s mother‟s choice of new spouse, her alcoholism and her fights with her new partner 
seemed to Bernie like a recapitulation of her relationship with Roy. Bernie decided he had 
seen it all before, and at 15, decided to leave „home‟: 
B: I‟d seen it all before with Roy, and I thought „stuff it‟: You (mother) know what they 
(men) are like and you want to be with this type of bloke - then you want this to 
happen! No-one‟s going to stop it - it‟s your decision! And when that happened, I 
ended up leaving home. Me and Danny both left - we ended up getting a flat in 
Liverpool. 
The final precipitating incident in this „leaving home‟ scenario was a fight between Danny 
and his father. Danny wasn‟t involved in crime, but he got into trouble for stealing milk 
money (money left out in the neighbourhood to pay for milk that was delivered door-to-door). 
Danny and his father had a falling out over this milk money issue, and Kenny told Danny to; 
„Fuck off - there‟s the door!‟ Bernie decided he‟d had enough as well (he sensed an unfair 
over-reaction in Kenny‟s response) and he was already ready to leave his mother to her fate. 
He organised a flat in Liverpool, he and Danny got part-time jobs, and they were 
independent for the first time.  
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After his first minor encounters with the justice system, Bernie managed to keep out of 
trouble for several years, until he finished High School at age fifteen. When he left school he 
got a job at an auction house in Sydney (moving furniture around), and there he met another 
young fellow who would become his accomplice in an attempted robbery that went quite 
wrong, and that would send them both to juvenile detention. This was the beginning of 
Bernie‟s extensive „career‟ in incarceration. 
His new mate, „Thommo‟ was on work release from a juvenile detention centre, and had an 
inclination to look for „easy money‟. Bernie was on his own – free from home and parental 
influence – and was quickly attracted to this idea. They were both employed by the same 
auction house in Sydney (another case of „Thrownness‟), and had started talking and 
associating with each other. Thommo noticed that the payroll for all the workers at the 
auction house arrived each Thursday night – the workers were paid in cash on Fridays. He 
had learned enough about Bernie‟s past to know that he could probably lure him into an 
accomplice situation. One day, he said to Bernie: “Look, the payroll is there - we could hit it 
tonight!” Bernie - probably because he saw Thommo as a referent person, and because he 
liked risk - thought this was a good idea, so they quickly planned the robbery and did it that 
night. 
The problem was, though, that the payroll wasn‟t there – the manager had taken it home as 
a safety precaution (he probably always had). Bernie and Thommo realized they‟d left finger 
prints everywhere, and so, in a moment of adolescent illogicality, they decided they would 
set fire to the place to get rid of that evidence. They nearly caught themselves in the fire they 
set. Because their objective of the payroll robbery had been inadvertently thwarted, both 
Thommo and Bernie had decided to take something „for their troubles‟ when they set the fire, 
and they had taken items they could carry. Arson was immediately suspected, and the first 
person the police interviewed was Thommo, because he had a juvenile detention record. 
They found the stolen items at his house, and quickly got Bernie‟s name and address from 
Thommo (once again, Bernie learned that „mates‟ aren‟t always „staunch‟), and found items 
at his place as well. They were both convicted of arson and stealing, and this time Bernie 
went to juvenile detention, as well as Thommo.  
Bernie reflected, forty years later, that he and his mate Thommo had probably been lucky – 
they both refused to plead guilty to the fire in the auction house, thinking they were going to 
get 20-25 year sentences – the most they could have received was about 3 to 6 years in 
juvenile detention, but neither of them knew that. The „luck‟, though, came in a form other 
than a light sentence: 
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B: The funny thing about it was that the bloke who owned the auctions, he was livid - 
threatened us and everything! They (the police) were telling us to plead guilty to the 
fire, but we both said “No, we don‟t know anything about the fire, we‟re not pleading 
guilty to the fire.” We were shitting ourselves, thinking we‟d get 20 to 25 years and we 
didn‟t have any legal advice - no legal advice, no lawyers, we just had to stand there 
and listen to the magistrate and that was it. 
They steadfastly refused to plead guilty to the fire, but they were wondering why the owner 
was so angry with them - he threatened them directly (presumably out of the hearing of the 
police), saying: “Look, if you don‟t plead guilty to this fire, I‟ll have you both shot!” They were 
scared, but stood their ground.  
That was in 1965. Some 14 years later, Bernie learned of the potential behind that threat all 
those years ago. He was sitting in a cell at Parramatta Gaol (on another sentence, of course) 
watching a television news report on the Moffitt Royal Commission (1973-1974) into 
organised crime in Sydney: 
B: So I‟m sitting there, and all of a sudden, there‟s Mr X, the brother of this guy who‟d 
owned the auction house that Thommo and I had burned down! These two brothers 
had apparently been hooked up in organised crime in Sydney for years and I was 
thinking, „Well I was lucky wasn‟t I‟!?  All those years ago, he‟d been so upset 
because the insurance company wouldn‟t pay the insurance - they thought he‟d set 
the fire up himself, and because he was related to organised crime, they virtually said 
“yeah bullshit, you set this up yourself”…and because we wouldn‟t plead guilty, he 
was going to kill us!  Obviously he didn‟t, but maybe he could have - it was just a 
strange piece of fate. 
Bernie did seem to develop, over time, a somewhat fatalistic view of the world he inhabited. 
 
Early in his life, Bernie internalised a life-script mantra of „not telling on others‟: 
B: Somewhere along the line - I guess it was the Boys‟ Homes - something instilled in 
me that you never tell on your mates. I don‟t know how far back that goes, it probably 
goes all the way back to my childhood, but I knew that when you were arrested that 
you are on your own, you can‟t bring your mates in on this. I guess I earned respect 
there from the people involved with me (crime accomplices) because their names 
never got mentioned. In one particular case, when the coppers knew I had a bloke 
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working with me, they bashed me and tried and get it out of me. They got nothing, 
and he (the accomplice) never got pinched. 
From a very early time, Bernie had a firm belief that you left other people alone to their own 
business, and that you didn‟t tell on anybody else. From his early experiences of his adult 
caregivers („Mum and Roy‟) and their drunken fighting to his experiences in juvenile and then 
adult jails, what others did was their business. Bernie stepped out of other people‟s fights, 
but not his own. 
As a child, watching his mother and Roy fight, Bernie felt helpless. There was no-one to turn 
to for help – no-one he knew – so he rationalized his inability to intervene. Clearly, he did 
want to intervene – on his mother‟s side. But he was too small, and he couldn‟t see any 
other way to help. He found no empathic listener to go to (Miller, 1974) to sort out what he 
should do to help his mother, so he decided that the adults around him (his mother included) 
must be making their own choices, so what they did was their responsibility. He didn‟t like 
the strife, but he reasoned that his mother was a strong woman, and that she could stand up 
for herself when she wanted to.  
B: She‟s letting this bloke give her a hard time - that must be love, this must be love 
they‟re talking about - so I left myself out of it. 
Pulling himself out of it is very much a self-defence mechanism for a child, powerless in the 
face of inebriated, quarrelsome adults. If he had tried to intervene, he would have gotten 
hurt, physically or emotionally. He was, of course, emotionally hurt. 
B: No-one wants to see their mum get bashed – so, yeah - I found an alternative: I 
always looked for an alternative – I just got away. 
„Getting away‟ became, from that early time, one of Bernie‟s central life themes – ESCAPE. 
It is central not only to walking away from the strife-torn relationships that are not „solvable‟, 
but also to the „getting away‟ of his numerous and somewhat infamous later escapes from 
adult custody. More will be said about this theme of escape, and how Bernie eventually 
began to leave the compulsion to run away behind, but first, another central life theme – that 
of fighting - needs to be examined. 
 
Fighting, brutalisation, violence – fists and physicality 
As an early primary school aged kid, doing a paper run and knocking about around a small 
country town (Wagga Wagga) in the 1960s, Bernie led a fairly typical (for the time) „likeable-
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and-rambunctious-kid-about-town‟ sort of existence. He doesn‟t recall getting into a lot of 
fights or being bullied, but his early childhood years made him somewhat more independent 
than some others of his age – he spent most weekends avoiding the verbal strife that 
regularly accompanied the drinking of his mother and step-father. In country towns of the 
time, children under ten years of age running around on bicycles and getting into „mischief‟, 
unsupervised, was generally accepted. The parental paranoia regarding danger to 
unsupervised children (Valentine and McKendrck 1997) was not yet part of mainstream 
Western culture. 
One early experience regarding fighting, though, stands out in the evolution of Bernie‟s 
attitude towards the use of violence. His mother, undoubtedly thinking she was doing 
something to foster some „right‟ attitudes in her son - reflecting dominant country social 
values of the time - signed Bernie up with the North Wagga Police Boys Club (the adults 
organizing that club probably drank with Bernie‟s mum and Roy). One of the first activities 
the feisty young Bernie was channelled towards in this club was boxing.  
This life turn is another example of Heidegger‟s (1962) notion of Thrownness – what was 
perhaps seen as „character building‟ by all the adults around him was, in fact, a further 
encouragement towards antisocial attitudes (Endresen and Olweus 2005). It combined with 
a need for attention that had grown out of the neglect occasioned by his mother‟s drinking to 
produce a lifelong theme of combativeness which later (under the influence of juvenile 
detention) would metamorphose into a war with authority. 
Not long after Bernie joined the Police Boys Club, the club had a mardi gras (to raise funds) 
and they scheduled boxing tournaments for children as part of the festivities. Again, this was 
seen, by the responsible adults of the time (including the Police – those charged with 
upholding the law and social standards) as not only acceptable, but desirable. In apparent 
deference to the age of the under-10 participants, the organisers scheduled two-minute 
boxing rounds, and coached the children (only boys, of course) in the „manly art‟ of physical 
combat.  Bernie and the other contestants were matched for size and height and Bernie 
remembers that not only were he and his opponent particularly evenly matched, but their 
structured violence produced significant and positive accolades from all the adults involved: 
B: The first night we punched the living shit out of each other and he won on points. 
Then I backed up the next night, and we punched the living shit out of each other 
again, and I won on points.  By this time, everyone in Wagga was coming to see 
these two kids punching the living shit out of each other! The third night, the joint was 
packed and of course the copper who put it on knew he was onto a winner – that 
third night, again, we punched the living shit out of each other and they couldn‟t 
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separate us. We were a tie, and we both got trophies out of it.  I guess I learnt then - 
right from the beginning - don‟t back down, if you‟re going to get into a fight, take it up 
to them, don‟t let them take it up to you.   
Bernie also learned that the adults from whom he sought attention, reward, and accolades 
gave that to him when he fought with his hands - a reward for violence and, as Bernie says, 
„for not backing down‟. This Police Boys Club boxing, it seems, was a huge influence on 
Bernie‟s whole life.  
 
This „hit first and hit hard‟ mentality was reinforced by a school-yard experience early on in 
Bernie‟s High School days: He had been at his (then) new school (Campbelltown in Sydney) 
only a couple of weeks, having just moved down to the city from the country, and he was on 
the basketball court. One of the other kids at the school - a rather large young fellow - 
started picking on Bernie, bullying him because he was a „new kid‟, and because he was 
small and wiry. The boxing lessons didn‟t necessarily consciously enter Bernie‟s thoughts at 
that instant, but their influence (along with his „stand by yourself‟ attitude that was already 
evident) did: 
B: I was a new kid and all the other kids, they knew him, and he was the kind of bully 
of the school.  Anyway, he was putting shit on me and I thought, well, I didn‟t have to 
cop it on the chin, but I also thought, well, I don‟t know one person here…So I looked 
at him and I thought „fuck you - I gotta put you down, but once I put you down you‟re 
not getting up, cause once you get up you‟ll walk all over me‟.  Well that concept or 
that perspective really seems to have emerged back then, when I was 12 or 13. 
Then, about 25 years later, the same thing came back when I got into a fight in prison 
– „he‟s going down, and he‟s not getting up‟.  Anyway I belted this guy in the jaw and 
he did go down and in those days you waited till the bloke got up and shook hands 
and went again.  He got up and made excuses and I knew I had him.  What he‟d 
done was he tried to be overbearing with his size and his physique and realised that 
his victims had to be skinny. I was thinly built so he‟d picked on me. Well, that sort of 
gave me a mindset of, „well fuck it - I can look after myself‟.  From that point on, I 
made a lot of friends in school and I wasn‟t the kid who could be stood over. 
Significantly, Bernie never turned that fighting prowess into what we might call „normal 
bullying‟ – the bullying of others to make oneself feel powerful. Bernie, from an early age, felt 
quite sufficiently powerful – a reflection, maybe, of that very early boxing success – he had 
learned that he could triumph with his fists if he needed to. In his own words: 
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B: But you didn‟t bully others. No - I don‟t believe in that.  
In Bernie‟s story, the next significant life episodes where he felt he had to use violence came 
in the adult jails he would later encounter. 
Bernie was twenty years old when he went to adult prison for the first time. The difference 
between „juvenile jail‟ and „adult jail‟ was stark, and that difference lay in the strange „rules‟ 
about violence that existed in the adult system. This „new world‟ changed Bernie‟s thinking – 
it changed his thinking about himself, his own identity, his relationship with the rest of the 
world and his very philosophy of life!  Where and how did that change start? 
B: well I guess the first major influence was Parramatta Jail - there was a bloke who 
got caught „Peter Thieving‟ - thieving out of another bloke‟s cell. I had only just got 
there, and thought that this might cause just a little bit of strife, but he got 
bashed…he got severely bashed… 
Bernie saw this bashing happen and he remembers thinking that the response was 
particularly violent for the „offence‟. (The judgement and punishment in this case were meted 
out by inmates, not staff). But he was quickly and imperceptibly absorbing the folklore of 
prisons – instead of seeing this bashing as unreasonable and unfair, he soon complied with 
the dominant jail culture of the time, rationalizing this violence as acceptable: 
B: I could understand the violence, you know, because there was the rule that you 
don‟t steal off your own kind…and like, I understood that and I could relate to that… 
 
The next notable point of progression in Bernie‟s transition from „tear-about juvenile 
delinquent‟ to „hard man‟ in prison came when he was still just twenty years old. He was in a 
Remand section of a NSW prison – an environment that didn‟t attempt (in the 1970s) to 
separate Remandees on any basis whatsoever (no distinction based on number of times in 
prison before, or severity of charges, or any other parameter). He was befriended by several 
older repeat offenders – „a couple of the old crims‟ - who took it upon themselves to offer the 
young Bernie the benefit of their „knowledge‟ about prisons. 
B: They took me under their wing and said: „If you strike any trouble the best way to 
handle your problem is to be extremely violent, because that‟s what people expect 
and that‟s what people understand in jail‟. 
Not long after receiving these words of „wisdom‟, Bernie was in a card game, playing poker – 
prisoners used to play cards (illegally, of course) for tobacco. During the course of this card 
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game (in one of the exercise yards), Bernie noticed that one of the guys was double-
shuffling (apparently not within normal card rules), and he suspected the fellow was cheating 
in some way, so he was watching his shuffling closely. Bernie decided that this fellow was 
„reading the cards‟ somehow (cheating), so he suddenly stood up and threw his cards on the 
table. Several of his fellow players accused him of „not having the balls to bet‟, to which 
Bernie replied: „No, not really – „cause he‟s cheating!‟ 
B: Well - the bloke I accused was about middle 40‟s and I was 20 and he was a 
rather heavy-set Yugoslav bloke…So he stood up and started swearing, and I 
thought I was in a bit of bother here…anyway I looked around and there was a little 
stool, so I grabbed the stool and I planted it between his eyes and he went down and 
I made sure he stayed down. 
The fellow was unconscious. Bernie noticed there was a lot of blood around, but the way he 
saw it was that if he didn‟t do something drastic, immediately, then it was going to be him 
who would end up being hurt, or worse.  What Bernie hadn‟t been conscious of, in that 
moment of violent outburst, was that there were about two hundred other prisoners in the 
yard who had all stood there, watching what happened. There was no word said - nobody 
intervened in any way.  
B: From that point on I never had any trouble with any other crims, during the whole 
time I was in jail. I guess what I had exhibited was „Hey, look! I‟m not going to be 
stood over, I will stand up for myself and if need be I will use extreme violence to 
those ends‟. 
This seems to have worked – Bernie says that he never really needed to „prove‟ his physical 
fighting power again, in jail. His reputation preceded or accompanied him. In the state prison 
systems of the time (late twentieth century), reputations were both insurance and badges of 
honour (Haney 2011).   
There had been violence in Bernie‟s juvenile detention experiences, of course, but nothing 
like the violence in adult prisons - nothing like it at all.  In juvenile detention, Bernie found 
himself in the odd „punch up‟ or fist fight, but in prison it was literally „anything goes‟ - fists, 
weapons or whatever could be used. In adult prison, the aim was to do as much damage as 
you could, as quickly as you could, to your opponent. Moreover, there were „no rules‟ – 
simply use any weapon and any strategy to inflict such damage on your opponent that you 
„knock them down so they don‟t get up‟. 
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B: Yeah - damage them extremely! And I learnt that lesson very, very quickly by 
being able to take on board that sub-culture or that aspect of sub-culture and I guess 
it saved me in my life further on down the track in prison…However, having said that, 
I didn‟t have trouble with other prisoners, but I did have trouble with prison guards. 
You know, if they assaulted me, I assaulted them - and that became a perpetual 
„game‟ between them and me, between the system and myself. 
 
In the adult prisons of the 1960s and 1970s, the „them and us‟ mentality (guards/system 
against prisoners) pervaded the lives of those in jail in Australia. Bernie remembers it as a 
battle to preserve individuality itself: 
B: The system wanted to wall you up in a collective - a hundred, two hundred, 
whatever the case may be - and in my particular case I wanted to maintain my 
individuality and I resented being a number on a prison file. They seemed to want to 
impose their will and I seemed equally determined that it wasn‟t going to happen to 
me - I wasn‟t going to become regimented or robotic. I‟m not part of a herd, I‟m not! I 
guess that sums it up - I‟m not part of the herd. 
It seems self-evident, though, that this strongly individualistic „never-give-in/keep fighting the 
imposition of another‟s will‟ attitude of Bernie‟s was simply fostered by the jail time he did – it 
wasn‟t born from his detention experiences. He had taken that attitude with him to prison, but 
where had it come from? 
Had it come from a childhood with few boundaries? His mother undoubtedly thought that she 
was trying to instil some sort of value system in her son‟s mind, but she also left him totally 
unsupervised, from early primary school age, for a significant proportion of each week. 
Bernie wasn‟t at home - except for meals and sleeping - three or more days a week, while 
his mother and Roy drank and squabbled. He was growing up largely outside consciously 
and consistently imposed parental boundaries. By the time he reached Juvenile Detention in 
his mid-teens, he was already used to not obeying adult figures of authority. By the time he 
reached adult prison, he was even more convinced (by his experiences with „authority‟ in 
juvenile jails) that authority figures had nothing of benefit to tell him. 
B: And I guess over a period of time it was reinforced to me, the more brutal they got 
with me (the officers, first in Juvenile Detention, then especially in adult prisons)...and 
like they seemed to want to instil a powerlessness in me, and they did to some sense 
because they had the whole weight of power behind them and I didn‟t...but for all the 
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injuries and all the punishments that they inflicted on me, that in a sense make me 
stronger - or made me resolve to be stronger. 
The seclusion from normative society that lay in the long experience of juvenile and then 
adult jail did not teach Bernie how to be a good citizen. Rather, it taught him that the „good 
citizens‟ who were telling him how to behave (from parents to police to judges to guards) 
largely behaved in less honourable ways than he and his fellow „crims‟ did. 
 
Juvenile Detention, lessons about authority, and the prisonisation process 
At the age of 14, Bernie found himself in Juvenile detention for the first time. He and a mate 
had been caught for the second time on a break and enter charge, and the second time, the 
Magistrate sent Bernie to a juvenile Detention Centre for two weeks. His mate also went to 
the same Centre, but they were separated, with Bernie in the „junior‟ section of the Detention 
Centre, and his mate on the „senior‟ side. 
Like many first-time detention experiences (McGrath 2012), this sudden thrownness into 
another world seems to have had only a temporary deterrent effect on the young Bernie: 
B: Yeah, well, the first one, I was completely shattered - as soon as they locked the 
door, I thought “fuck, I‟m fucked here”...and when they locked the big iron gate you 
thought that‟s it - you know, you‟re there! It‟s a real daunting feeling and you‟re in a 
dormitory with about 6-7 other kids and they are only small dorms, they had about 4-
5 dorms there.  You had work during the day; clean your shoes and marching 
everywhere, and they were calling your name and shit like that - sort of like 
regimentation...and that was enough to rattle my cage, and so I toed the line for the 
next couple of years.   
The regimentation and military discipline, the daily „musters‟, the calling of roll names – this 
was so unlike the free, boundary-less existence the young Bernie had been living. Later, he 
would reflect that the same quasi-military structure existed in both adult and juvenile jails.  
One difference between juvenile and adult detention regimes, though, in Bernie‟s time, was 
a difference that probably doesn‟t exist today – in juvenile jail, Bernie said, neither he nor 
any of his peers used pejorative terms, even in private, to refer to the Detention Centre staff. 
When he „graduated‟ to adult prisons, Bernie and all his fellow inmates liberally used the 
term „screw‟ to refer to prison guards (a derivation of the term „turnkey‟, from eighteenth 
century English jails) – but that term (or similar slang) was not used in the juvenile world. 
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B: No, you called them „Sir‟ or „Mr‟ - even at Gosford (when Bernie was 16) you didn‟t 
call them „screws‟. You only called them screws in jail, they were screws for the 
younger kids, but the younger kids never called them that, you called them Mr or Sir - 
the word „screw‟ never came into my vocabulary until I was an adult prisoner. 
While Bernie and his fellow juvenile detainees might have verbally shown deference to their 
„keepers‟ in juvenile jails, they didn‟t necessarily respect those „elders‟. The attitude of most 
juveniles towards the Detention Centre staff was instead focussed on „how do I outsmart 
them‟? 
B: Well, there were some you didn‟t like, some you really hated and some you sort of 
got around. You learnt very quickly which ones you could handle, and which ones 
you couldn‟t.  I mean, you just watched - just sat back and watched what went on 
around you.  
Rather than a period of normative resocialisation, juvenile detention (for Bernie and his 
fellows) was a period of learning to take advantage of those who were in charge. This was 
not an environment like the outside world at all, and the skills the adolescents incarcerated 
therein were learning were not the normative social skills of cooperation and trust, but the 
antithesis of those social ideals – suspicion, mistrust and manipulation (Ruck et al 2008). 
 
Juvenile Detention Centres, like adult jails, have arguably never been sited with much 
consideration to the convenience of maintaining social connections (Christian 2005). Bernie 
spent many months (over several incarcerations) in the juvenile detention centre at Gosford 
in NSW. His mother was living in Sydney, and had little spare money. Even with a train line 
from Sydney to Gosford, his mother found visiting difficult. Her spouse at the time (Roy) 
didn‟t visit the young Bernie in detention – Bernie didn‟t know why. The end result, though, of 
these barriers to maintaining what was already a strained relationship with his mother 
(strained by her drinking and her giving precedence to her spouse in terms of time and 
attention) was that Bernie‟s connectedness to the „outside world‟ became ever more tenuous 
with each week in detention, and his connection with referent persons on the „wrong side of 
the law‟ became ever more concrete. 
B: She (mother) tried to come visit me a couple of times, but it wasn‟t regular. See, 
out there you could only get a visit once a month - I think it was the first Sunday in 
the month or the last Sunday in the month - but you‟d only get a visit once a month.  
It was an all day visit, they‟d come up and bring all this tucker and you know, you‟d 
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have a BBQ on the oval or a big feed on the oval with your parents, and your family 
would come up to see you... 
Bernie didn‟t say so directly, but it seems that he had few BBQs on the oval with his family, 
and if he did have that normalising experience, it was only ever with just his mother. Even 
when it „isn‟t noticed‟ or isn‟t paid - on the surface - much attention, the feeling of being the 
„one without family‟ leaves deep scars in young psyches. 
His mother seldom visited him and she didn‟t write to him, either – they didn‟t write to each 
other. The mother-child bond seemed already tenuous at that crucial denouement between 
adolescence and adult hood. However, despite – or perhaps because of – this stretching into 
thinness of his family ties, Bernie‟s assessment of himself (at age sixteen and in juvenile 
detention) seems to have been couched in quite existential terms.  
B: I had left home, and as far as I was concerned I was a free agent. I had left the 
nest and what I brought on myself, I brought on myself! 
Was he showing, at that early age, a genuine existential philosophy or simply a youth‟s 
response to being effectively abandoned? This self-view almost sounds like fatalism 
(Solomon 2003), rather than existentialism, but whatever label we or Bernie might put on his 
feelings of the time, the end result is that Bernie felt alone and unsupported. His response to 
that lack of connectedness, though, was interesting. Rather than feel saddened at his 
abandonment, the young Bernie had grown through his experiences to feel, instead, that 
there were no rules worth obeying – that he and his behaviour were unbounded by anything 
other than his own will.  
B: Yeah, like, I had gone in and done the crime and whatever the crime was, whether 
it was break and enter or stealing cars, on my own volition, you know? I had no 
qualms about that, and I had no qualms about escaping if I could, either. 
 
One of the great fallacious myths about Juvenile Detention Centres, of course, is that they 
take socially disconnected youth and provide them with stability and respect for the law and 
thereby socially normalise them (Junger-Tas 1994). No-one in the Western world has 
believed that for the last two decades, of course, but when Bernie experienced these 
regimes in the 1960s, he got the full military, regimented treatment. The path of the already 
„anomied‟ Bernie through such systems was predictable. 
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B: See, the whole principle of Gosford was, when you got there, it was like Pavlov‟s 
dogs - like a Pavlovian concept: If you behave yourself, you go up the ladder, you 
misbehave you go down the ladder and you stay there and get nothing. Everyone 
starts off at nothing - you start in 6 Section and within a week or so, they‟d give you a 
rise to 5. If you keep out of trouble you go to 4 Section, then to 3, 2, 1. 1 is next to the 
pinnacle of success and from there you go to Privilege Cottage and that‟s like 
prestige, everything‟s cushy, you got to basically a clean rug.  Well I started off at 6, 
went to 5, 6, 5, 6, 5, 6, 5, 6 for months and then I got to 4 and then I got up to 2! It 
took me 6 to7 months to get to 2, and when I was at 2 I ended up getting in a fight 
with a bloke one morning, and I ended up back down to 3, then back down to 4 - and 
I think that is the only time I got to 2.   
Intellectually, the 16 year old Bernie would have been able to figure out that to get an easy 
passage through the juvenile institutions, he would have to jump through certain hoops – to 
give the appearance of compliance with the rules – but he had already developed a disdain 
for rule followers, and had a strong sense that he should act with reference only to his own 
conscience. Was he an early Moral Relativist? He certainly seems closer to that behavioural 
definition than he does to one of simple sociopathy. Bernie had a moral compass, but it 
hadn‟t been given to him – it was one he felt he had built himself. 
 
By the time he entered his teenage years, Bernie had already started to develop a state of 
anomie that grew out of the twin influences of parental neglect and the Thrownness of his 
lower socioeconomic/lower educational social networks. His mother‟s drinking both excluded 
him from her world for at least three days every week (the weekend) and channelled him to 
an earlier, forced independence. His socioeconomic status (along with parental disregard for 
education that had grown out of their backgrounds) condemned him to a high risk of 
exposure to young men who had developed scant regard for social compliance. From his 
free-form adolescence (unrestricted, un-ruled, unsupervised) youth in Sydney to the Juvenile 
Detention Centres he found himself in (frequently) from age 15, Bernie‟s pool of friends and 
associates were drawn from the ranks of those who had learned that society was slowly but 
surely rejecting them. He was drawn, regardless of his own decisions, into a world of social 
anomie (Merton 1938).  
B: Yeah, I had a connection to it (the „criminal world‟), but I wasn‟t involved.  That sort 
of goes back to Greg - an older brother of a bloke who I flatted with - he‟d just got out 
of jail as well, so there was a connection there also. Then, later on, when I stole 
some guns, well, with that sort of produce, you‟re not going to sell it on the open 
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market, are you? You‟re going to sell it to someone who is doing bank robberies 
aren‟t you? So I had connections there - blokes I knew in boys homes, blokes I knew 
in pubs and around the area...like I was known, but I wasn‟t known, you know? I 
knew them in my head, but they sort of didn‟t know me, I just drifted in and out (of 
that „underworld‟). So that‟s the story, that‟s where it progressed. Eventually, I cut into 
stick ups, and we did bank robberies. 
 
Bernie and the Army – a definitive but twisted influence 
When Bernie was eighteen, he did something that would have been considered, at the time, 
the height of socially acceptable and responsible citizenship; he joined the Citizen Military 
Force (CMF) – now the Australian Army Reserve. This was not a reflection that Bernie liked 
military discipline – the sort that the several juvenile detention centres he‟d lived in had tried 
to instil in him – rather, it was a reflection of his belief, at the time, in the „communist peril‟. 
B: I ended up joining the CMF, which is now the Army Reserve and Defence Force, 
and at that time, like many others, I actually believed the communists would come 
down from Malaysia and all that. And, if you believed that, then you had to fight for 
your country - and I joined the CMF to do that. 
At the time of the Vietnam War, Bernie was in his late teens. His recollections of his attitude 
to Australia‟s role in that conflict, perhaps surprisingly to some, illustrates a quite 
conservative political attitude in the young Bernie – a socially mainstream set of values that 
would have been lauded by the very people who represented the authority that he had been 
rebelling against throughout his adolescence. 
B: It was the time of the Vietnam War, and I believed all the bullshit about the 
„domino principle‟ - about the communists coming down from Vietnam into Indonesia 
and Australia, knocking on our back door - you know, we were going to be overrun if 
we didn‟t go over to Vietnam and stop it! I believed all of it, it was pumping out of the 
TV, and it was believable. But there was another side to my thinking here, too: The 
demonstrators and the anti-Vietnam protestors on TV - you sort of looked at that and 
thought they were long-haired louts and they were only uni students and you went 
along with that (the conservative criticism of the demonstrators), and it was put into 
your head.   
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So Bernie „joined up‟ to do his bit to counter the „communist threat‟. He was in the CMF for 
about two years and then, in 1969, he tried to transfer to the regular army because he 
wanted to go and fight in the war in Vietnam. This became another major pivot point of his 
life, because the Army rejected his application. He took the rejection very personally and 
decided to retaliate in the most grandiose of ways – he started robbing banks. 
B: In 1969 I wanted to transfer to the Regular Army. I was a corporal in the Reserves 
(the CMF), and I thought, stuff this - if I transfer and go over to Vietnam as an NCO 
(Non-Commissioned Officer, his rank in the CMF), rather than as a private then I‟ll 
get better pay, and I‟ve got a better chance of doing something better with my life! So 
that was the objective.   
This plan actually makes some sense – here was Bernie, volunteering for the regular army, 
volunteering to go straight to Vietnam, and seeing a socially responsible and acceptable way 
of progressing towards a more stable future (assuming he returned from Vietnam – and 
Bernie would have been confident that he would do that). Many young Australian men of the 
time thought the same way (at least, early on in the Vietnam conflict). 
 There was a barrier to Bernie‟s plan, however. His CMF Senior Sergeant told him he would 
have to resign or get a discharge from the CMF, and then re-enlist in the regular Army – 
there was no system of CMF to Army transfer. This presented a problem for Bernie because 
it threw in his face, once again, that he wasn‟t part of the establishment: 
B: Well! I‟d bodgied up the form to get into the Reserves in the first place, „cause I 
had a juvenile record and I‟d said „no I don‟t have a juvenile record‟. And where my 
mother had to sign, I‟d just forged her signature. So I had a bit of a problem.  
Thwarted by bureaucratic red tape and his own past, Bernie went into an angry episode of 
feeling rejected, and feeling that „the system‟ didn‟t want him and wouldn‟t „give him a break‟. 
In a short time, gravitating to conversations with others who were similarly disenchanted (in 
some way) with normative society, Bernie ended up talking to an acquaintance who dealt in 
stolen „goods‟. The resulting conversation that mixed disgruntlement with society with a 
vicarious sense of an opportunity to regain the power that had been symbolically taken away 
from him (in his „rejection‟ by the Army) produced a new „Thrownness‟ – partly of Bernie‟s 
own making, strangely – that set him into an inexorably troublesome future. This was, 
indeed, a point in time around which Bernie‟s life direction pivoted.  
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B: ...and we got onto talking about guns. He said he could get guns, and I said 
„Alright, get them for me‟. So he got a couple of machine guns, stolen from the Army, 
and the rest is history - I just cut into armed robberies. 
Bernie was originally going to sell the guns - that was his plan – to simply make money at 
the expense of the social institution which had „rejected‟ him.  He did sell one, but couldn‟t 
find a buyer for the other. He knew the fellow he‟d sold the first one to was „doing banks‟, 
and this is how the thought that he could do the same thing first manifested itself. The 
decision to move from gun seller to bank robber seems almost nonchalantly engaged – the 
anomie that Bernie had felt throughout his adolescence was probably heightened by his 
feelings over his „rejection‟ from the army. The decision sounds casual: 
B: I thought I‟d put it to use - and that‟s what I basically did. 
 
Four decades later (in our interviews) Bernie‟s view of his own reactions to the Army 
„thwarting‟ his plans had had time to become reflective. I suggested that the actions of the 
nineteen-year-old Bernie were somewhat impetuous – „you‟ve blocked my plans, so I‟ll show 
you‟ – but he wasn‟t comfortable with that label: 
B: No, no - I understand what you‟re saying, I‟m just trying to pick the right word 
myself...no they certainly...I mean it was nobody‟s fault. Basically that‟s what you got 
to do. You know you can‟t transfer, that‟s impossible - you have to get a discharge 
and re-enlist...but I thought stuff that, I don‟t want to do that! I guess I expected them 
to break the rules especially for me. But then they couldn‟t and I thought, well stuff 
you, then I will make my own rules.  That was basically it...and when you‟re young 
like that you are invincible - bullet proof - and you think you know everything and you 
know you are not going to cop any shit from anyone. 
The first half of the paragraph above shows the older, more reflective Bernie – the second 
half shows the impetuosity of a youth in the grip of anomie – you only need to „make your 
own rules‟ if you feel utterly alienated from normative society. 
 
„The Army taught me how to rob banks‟  
Bernie robbed banks in something of the same way he lived the rest of his life – he would 
decide on a plan of action, set the plan in motion, and stick doggedly to it. Most of his 
planning for bank robberies, he said, came from his training in the army. He was so 
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convinced that his strategies would work, that he disregarded any thought of failure, or even 
of challenge to his authority. He has been asked, several times over the years, what he 
would have done, mid-robbery, if someone had tried to stop him. His response was always 
certain: “That would never happen!” How could he be so sure that no-one would ever 
challenge him? The army had taught him the value of the literal „high ground‟ when engaged 
in a confrontation with an enemy. By taking the high ground, Bernie had learned, you have 
coverage of the whole area and the enemy „can‟t get at you‟. When he robbed a bank, 
Bernie did the same thing.  He took the „high ground‟ by jumping straight up onto a counter 
so that everybody else was below him.  
B: Now, if you have a person standing above you with a gun – mate, you‟ve got to be 
a very brave man to even attempt or even think about trying to bring him down. I‟d 
take the high ground and take over the whole bank and my voice was my weapon, 
the gun was an extension of my voice, nothing more, nothing less. If I couldn‟t control 
them by my voice then I had lost the battle.  The reason I was so self-confident and 
sure I could take it with my voice, was when I was in the army they taught me 
bayonet drill. The drill was it‟s the voice that throws you and the voice that finished 
you off.  And it was just simple logic! A lot of the tricks from the army, I guess I 
transferred them from the army experience into bank robbery and it was completely, 
one hundred percent successful. 
The army, it seems, did a great (although obviously inadvertent) job training Bernie to be a 
bank robber. He was „successful‟ in the sense that nobody ever tried to stop any of his 
robberies, but, decades later, Bernie sees that „success‟ in different terms: 
B: Put it this way - I wasn‟t successful anyway, „cause I done nearly 17 years jail. 
Yes, a „qualified success‟, I can assure you!  
Bernie contemplated the power of voice, years later in our interviews, suggesting that when 
he ran into a bank, yelling at the top of his voice, he could have been yelling out the 
alphabet, or „Mary had a little Lamb‟ - it wouldn‟t have mattered what he yelled out, he 
thought – it was the strength of his voice that was enough to cause fear in the people there 
and force them to do what he wanted them to do. To this way of thinking, as Bernie said, the 
gun was merely an extension of the voice - simply backing up the voice. 
The voice was not only loud, but also demeaning and abusive – full of expletive deletives, as 
well as overbearingly loud.   
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B: Yeah, like I swore a lot, in a bank robbery the language would be foul - the air 
would not only be blue, but pink and red as well! 
Again, Bernie used his military training. In the CMF, he had done a Non-Commissioned 
Officer (NCO) course, where they taught the importance of rhythm in the voice of the Drill 
Sergeant – the regularly bellowed „1, 2, 3 - 1, 2, 3 – 1, 2, 3‟. Rhythm reinforces the loudness 
of the voice, attracting immediate attention and putting people into a defensive or fearful 
frame of mind. That, at least, was how the young Bernie thought. 
At the time of his first robberies, then the prison escapes and subsequent bank robberies 
that followed in his early to mid-twenties, Bernie was full of a sense of his own power and 
accomplishments. He was doing what he felt like, and he felt a power over „the system‟ and 
authority that had been „in his way‟: 
B: See that (series of „successful‟ robberies) sort of built up my confidence too. Like, 
here‟s a young bloke - 21 yrs old - who has just broken out of jail, which in those 
days was an accomplishment in itself.  I‟ve run into a bank - by myself - and took the 
bank over and cleaned it out! So I have sort of instilled a self-confidence in myself 
and I‟m bullet proof and capable, and I know I‟m capable because I have done those 
things. 
The young, angry, testosterone-filled Bernie certainly felt in charge of things in those 
moments. He felt he‟d beaten the system and that he could keep on beating the system. 
With the hindsight of three more decades, though, Bernie‟s reflection on his „bulletproof 
power‟ had changed: 
B: Yeah, well - for a period of time I felt that power, but when you really look at it in 
black and white, I was only on the run for 2 months, I mean I wasn‟t a criminal genius 
- but at the time, I thought I was. 
 
Without diminishing the severity of his actions in this youthful period, Bernie didn‟t rob many 
banks, and after he escaped a couple of times, the system became so wary of him that his 
opportunities to escape and wreak further havoc were quickly curtailed. In the decades of his 
twenties and thirties, he spent a long time in prison. 
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ESCAPE – a life-long theme – it starts BEFORE prison 
Bernie devoted a lot of his early years in prison to the objective of escaping – with enough 
success for him to be labelled by the system as „notorious‟. In fact, though, escape emerges 
as an early theme in Bernie‟s life. There is a pattern of behaviour (exhibited from childhood) 
that involves the removal of self from situations that are psychologically threatening, 
uncomfortable or undesirable. It could be labelled „escape‟ or „running away‟ but it is 
primarily an altering of the situation from something that is causing discomfort to a situation 
that isn‟t. 
B: Yeah – so I sort of removed myself, taking myself out of the situation to 
alleviate...some sort of pain? Yeah, well that makes sense - it makes a lot of sense, 
in retrospect. And it‟s not burying your head in the sand like an ostrich – that‟s not the 
right label either – it‟s more like, „I don‟t like this - I‟m going!‟ 
From around age seven - when he learned to avoid his mother and stepfather (Roy) while 
they drank every weekend (to escape the arguments between the drinking adults) - to his 
teenage years and confinement in the horribly euphemistically-named „Boys Homes‟, 
through to his „career‟ in adult prisons, Bernie frequently felt that he didn‟t like the situation 
he was in, so he would remove himself from it. Essentially, this was not a rebellion against 
authority, although that is what (to most) it looked liked. Rather, it was a subconscious 
response to being abandoned by the adults around him who were supposed to be his care-
givers (Torry and Billick 2011). Those around him – his mother, his father, his stepfather, 
and those in charge of the juvenile „correctional‟ centres he encountered – all abdicated, in 
one sense or another, their fundamental responsibilities to care for and adequately nurture 
the child and then youth in their care.  
Bernie has never quite agreed with this interpretation on my part – he would rather shoulder 
most of the responsibility himself, saying it was just his way of doing things, and he‟s happy 
taking the blame for the way he turned out. Yet he would have had no need for his lifelong 
„war with authority‟ if those with parental and adult responsibility towards him had done an 
adequately caring job. With his childhood and adolescent needs largely unmet, and with no 
empathic listeners to turn to, Bernie took responsibility for himself, made his own rules when 
he felt like it, and simply left any situation he did not like.  
Bernie‟s first escape from custody came with his first juvenile detention experience. Not long 
after he had left school and gone to work at the furniture factory, he was befriended by a 
fellow-employee, „Thommo‟. As previously described, they had tried to rob the business‟s 
payroll, had set fire to the building after breaking in and finding the money wasn‟t there, and 
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were quickly caught, convicted and sent to Yasmar Juvenile Detention Centre. Almost as 
soon as they reached Yasmar, though, the two were plotting an escape. Just as he had in 
the payroll and fire incident, Thommo led this „charge‟: 
B: We got pinched on the break and enter and fire in town and went to Yasmar. The 
following week we were both getting shipped back to Albion Street (another 
Detention Centre). Well, then he (Thommo) came over from court and said “look 
mate, let‟s escape”, so we planned it. We bailed the bloke who was escorting us from 
jail. I bowled it down over the back fence and he‟s bowled it over the front fence and 
we‟ve both escaped and gotten away. We escaped on the Friday, two days before 
my sixteenth birthday, so that was it, I was out and about. 
So Bernie had just turned sixteen and had escaped from custody for the first time. The 
„freedom‟, though, was short-lived. He was caught eight days later, when he and some other 
accomplices were arrested at Gosford in a stolen car. Bernie had teamed up with a couple of 
other fellows and they were stealing cars and doing break and enters to support themselves.  
B: We were on the central coast (in NSW), and we got caught in the main street in a 
hot car and that was it - I was back in jail, back in the boys home.  This time I was 16 
so went straight into Albion Street and that‟s where the two names come into it.  
This particular set of incidents illustrates how, by the age of sixteen, Bernie was already 
becoming a „canny contestant‟ with the law and authority. He had been in Juvenile detention 
(and before the courts) previously under his stepfather‟s (Roy Baxter‟s) surname. When he 
was arrested eight days after his escape from Yasmar, he gave his name as „Matthews‟. His 
reasoning was that he would therefore go before the Children‟s Court as just „another new 
kid on the block‟ – a first-time offender. If he had gone through the Children‟s Court without 
this subterfuge being revealed, he would likely have been given a simple bond and no 
detention. This didn‟t work, of course – the system soon found the dual identity ruse, and 
Bernie was on his way back to detention. The pattern of thinking, though, is clear from this 
early stage – outsmart authority at every turn, if you can. It‟s a zeitgeist that has stayed with 
Bernie all his life. 
 
Essential to Bernie‟s desire to „escape‟ – from any situation at any time – seems to be the 
creation of what we could term „discomfort‟. Bernie felt discomfort when his mother and Roy 
drank and fought with each other. He felt discomfort at school when he was seen as a 
troublemaker and frequently caned. He felt discomfort when he found himself in Juvenile 
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detention, where the real rules seemed to be „find a way around the system‟. He felt 
discomfort in adult prison, too – due in large part to the systematic and deliberate curtailment 
of individual freedoms that some prison officers seemed to delight in delivering: 
B: See, in jail, like they‟d come in and get you anytime – „cause they had the power 
to walk into your cell, put you in handcuffs and send you to the other end of the State 
if they felt like it. And you would have no say in it. 
In fact, in the Australian prison systems for the better part of the last two hundred years, a 
small but influential and powerful (because of their misguided tenacity for inflicting pain) „old 
guard‟ of prison officers have systematically and deliberately used that randomness to 
unsettle prisoners (Goulding 2007). Because Bernie‟s learned self-dependence looked, to 
unreasoning authority, like „disobedience‟ and „rebellion‟, this strategy of disconcerting and 
fracturing any „comfort zone‟ he might be able to establish was frequently used as a weapon 
against him. Physical and psychological discomfort and pain were the objective, with 
psychological disorientation as a desired outcome. 
B: That‟s right - yeah - to upset your comfort zone or your sense of security.  Yeah... 
so you are probably on the money there, but I never thought of it like that... 
 
Bernie battled against the „goad‟ of authority throughout his teens, his twenties and his 
thirties, but in his fifth decade he slowly became aware of the power of words as opposed to 
fists (a metamorphosis explained below). A decade, however, before he had even thought 
about journalism, one of his more infamous escapes (from adult prison) starkly illustrated 
just how powerful the media could be. This lesson was remembered by Bernie when he later 
realised he could use the power of journalism himself. 
Early one day in November 1970, Bernie escaped from the High Security section at Long 
Bay Prison in NSW. He doesn‟t (of course) give details of how he did it, but he „went over the 
wall‟ (alone) at about 9 o‟clock that morning. He apparently wasn‟t missed until the 12 
o‟clock muster (the next regular prisoner roll call that day). Bernie relates that they weren‟t 
sure whether he was still in the jail or not, so the public alarm was not immediately raised. By 
about 5.30pm that day, the authorities realised that he had, indeed, escaped. They finally 
reported it to the media, and it was on the 6pm News that night. In Bernie‟s terms, he had a 
nine-hour head start.  
B: The next morning, I was holed up in a Housing Commission house out at 
Villawood (Sydney) – some people picked me up and took me out there. The next 
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morning they went out and got the papers. Well, the bloke who was looking after me, 
he shit himself when he came back. „Jesus,‟ he said, „you‟re on the front page of all 
the papers – they reckon you‟ve raped a sheila!‟ I said, „What the fuck are you talking 
about?‟ They showed me the paper, and there were the headlines: „Crazed Rapist 
Escapes the Bay‟.  
What had happened was that a young woman had been kidnapped from the Eastern Sydney 
suburbs on the night of Bernie‟s escape. She had been taken out to the western suburbs of 
Sydney and raped. The offender had left the car he used in the Villawood area. Bernie was 
not the offender, but the media headlines implied that he was.  
B: Now, I wasn‟t good for it – I‟ve never been arrested or charged with a sex offence - 
nothing to do with me whatsoever. But the media pursued it for about four days. Even 
the Police Commissioner (Norman Allen) and the Premier of NSW (Robert Askin) 
jumped on the bandwagon saying „keep your daughters locked up‟ and all that. Their 
objective, of course, was to get the public so dirty on me that if they did see me, 
they‟d ring the police straight away and give me up! 
Bernie tried to protest his innocence on the rape accusation by writing to the media – he 
wrote to the Daily Mirror and to Steve Leibman – a 2UE Radio reporter and commentator – 
saying that he might be a bank robber and an escapee, but he wasn‟t a rapist. Bernie was 
stating that he had a moral standard. He got a little bit of a hearing from the 2UE 
commentator, but little satisfaction from his protest. 
A week later, the police arrested an offender over the rape. He pleaded guilty and got seven 
years. Coincidentally, it turns out, he‟d been released from Pentridge prison in Victoria on or 
about the same day that Bernie escaped from Long Bay. There was no apology from the 
media, Bernie notes – or from the prison and political authorities – to say „Sorry – mistaken 
identity – Bernie didn‟t do it‟. Letting the public fear of rape add to the fear of bank robbers 
and escapees had served the needs of the authorities.  
B: I got recaptured in December that year and even the two D‟s who‟d got me, they 
said: „Look Bern, we knew it wasn‟t you...we knew it wasn‟t you on the rape but we 
let the newspapers run with it because it served our purpose. While they‟re bagging 
you and putting you in a bad light in the public arena, of course you‟re gonna get 
people ringing up the police if they see you...‟ 
Bernie‟s indignation at being labelled a rapist centred not on what society thought of him, but 
on what the public headlines might have caused his family to think:  
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B: Ok, it might have not affected me, only getting me angry, but it affected my 
immediate family because I didn‟t know what my mother thought - she might have 
thought „jail had sent him around the twist‟ and that I had jumped the first sheila I 
seen when I got out!  I mean, you don‟t know what your family think! I‟d like to think 
they had enough respect and thought „oh no, it wasn‟t him‟, you know – but you don‟t 
know. 
Bernie wasn‟t, of course, in contact with his family while he was „on the run‟ – that would 
have exposed them to the danger of being charged for knowing of his whereabouts. In this 
situation, he couldn‟t be in contact with them and personally counter the media accusations 
of rape. 
 
Bernie was not so much angry at being caught for escaping – that was a professional risk he 
took – he was angry, though, about the way the media had impugned his reputation with 
impunity. One of the detectives who arrested him suggested that he could perhaps sue the 
newspapers for defamation and, although he didn‟t try to take such action, the idea stuck in 
Bernie‟s head.  
This episode with the media took place in 1970 - from 1970 to 1975 or 1976 Bernie was 
involved in many escape attempts, assaulting prison guards, being transferred to and from 
Grafton (the notorious 1970s NSW Maximum security prison) and other NSW prisons, and 
generally, as Bernie puts it, “just creating mayhem”. Anger, violence, and a preoccupation 
with escape at all costs were Bernie‟s raison d‟être at that point in his life. Through all that 
period, however, the „media lesson‟ had sat at the back of his mind, and its central lesson of 
the power of public words coalesced with another piece of Thrownness when Bernie ended 
up at Parramatta prison in the late 1970s. 
 
Parramatta, journalism and the beginning of the end of escaping 
Some time around the mid to late 1970s, Bernie stopped trying to escape from prison. He 
doesn‟t tie this change down to a definitive moment or life-changing experience, but by the 
second half of that decade, he had definitely made up his mind to not escape. A large part of 
this decision probably rested on the knowledge that he was getting close to Parole and 
legitimate freedom. He was also getting older – a potential maturation effect (Shover and 
Thompson 1992) – and, at Parramatta prison from 1978, he found the beginnings of his 
journalism focus when he and other „ex-Tracs‟ (ex-Katingal Maximum security prisoners) 
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were shipped to Parramatta because a Royal Commission closed the notorious Katingal 
„SuperMax‟. 
B: Visions of escape stopped about 1975, 1976, what‟s that, 5 or 6 years later, 
because 1978 was when they let us out of Katingal - when they shut Katingal. I was 
involved in the building of the tunnel (an escape tunnel that was dug at Parramatta 
jail), but as I said to the guy organising the tunnel - there was me and a couple of 
other blokes that were involved - and I said “Mate, I‟m not going because I‟m on the 
arse end of my sentence, but I‟ll help any which way I can”.  
 
This is an interesting situation – Bernie and some of the others had decided not to escape 
but they continued to help build the tunnel for the others involved. This, in the prison 
parlance of the time, was being „staunch‟ – sometimes helping, but never hindering or 
informing on the activities of other „staunch crims‟. In the end, the tunnel was discovered, 
and no-one escaped. Bernie, though, had already decided to wait for Parole this time – and 
then he inadvertently fell into the beginning of his journalism career. 
 
When the State closed Katingal in June 1978, all inmates there had to be transferred to 
other NSW prisons. Half of the „intractables‟ (as Bernie and a few others in Maximum 
security at Katingal had been labelled) went to Maitland, and half to Parramatta. By chance, 
Bernie went to Parramatta. 
At Parramatta there was a prisoner discussion and debating group called the „Resurgents‟. 
The Resurgents had their own prison magazine, and the debating and magazine were a 
Programs initiative, based on the theory was that if prisoners had access to the outside 
world through discussion and debating, then they would develop some relevant social skills 
before leaving jail – a logical and well supported idea (Hartnett, Wood, and McCann 2011). 
At the point in time when Bernie was moved to Parramatta, the system was quite selective 
about who they‟d let into the Resurgents Group. It was deliberately structured to be a 
conservative debating experience, with outside guest speakers like Rotarians and various 
other people from outside debating clubs around Sydney selectively invited in to the prison 
to debate mainly conservative issues with the inmates in the group. 
Bernie probably would have tried to get into the Resurgents Group anyway (once he saw 
what it could be), but, as it turns out, he was invited into the group. The (inmate) secretary of 
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the Resurgents Group knew Bernie, and knew he could write (he knew about Bernie‟s plays 
and their performance at the Canberra Playwright Festival), so he asked Bernie if he wanted 
to take over as the editor of the prison magazine „Contact‟. He said it was a paying job, and 
that all Bernie had to do was write and edit the articles, run them off on the old Gestetner 
machine, then run them by the Prison Superintendent for checking before printing. On top of 
that, to be the editor of Contact, you had to be a member of the Resurgents Group. 
B: “It‟s a cushy job”, he said. So I said, Yeah, I‟d take it on. So I joined the 
Resurgents Group. Now, when I did that, a lot of the old Katingal guys followed me 
and we all joined the Resurgents. That‟s when the change started, because we all 
came in with new ideas and radical views - and I‟d been all over the world from my 
cell in Katingal, writing to everybody about the legal rights of prisoners, privacy laws, 
defamation laws, and the like. So I was pretty up to scratch with what was happening 
in prisons in other countries, and if it was happening somewhere else, I couldn‟t see 
why it couldn‟t happen in Australia, particularly in Parramatta, NSW! Of course, the 
opposition was the conservative crims who thought, well fuck me, if he rocks the 
boat, the governor‟s going to turn around, knock the whole group on the head, and 
we‟re going to lose all our cushy little jobs and our lurks and perks. 
Clearly, from the outset, the Resurgents and Contact gave Bernie both a focus and a vehicle 
for the development of the writer within. Bernie didn‟t see it that way at the time – he simply 
saw a venue for the expression of his agenda of the exposure of the „rot within the system‟ in 
NSW prisons. There‟s no doubt, though, that Bernie the deliberate writer and communicator 
grew out of this time at Parramatta. 
 
Bernie‟s „move‟ on the Resurgents Group and Contact, though, wasn‟t a radical onslaught. 
Rather, his takeover of this venue for prisoner expression – which he deliberately turned into 
a venue for a much wider and more public discourse on prisons – was measured, calculated, 
and politically astute. Shortly after Bernie was recruited to edit Contact, other ex-„trackies‟ 
from Katingal followed his lead and joined the Resurgents Group. Under Bernie‟s hand, it 
seems, this „new blood‟ methodically took over the running of the Resurgents and Contact. 
B: And I guess that‟s where I started utilising political power as well, because in the 
end, we stacked an election for the Resurgents committee – we let one of the old 
guard stay on as secretary, but he‟d come around to our way of thinking, anyway. So 
what we‟ve done is we‟d outsted the conservative president of the Resurgents, and 
put in our own bloke, and we had our numbers there. So it was really a radical 
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takeover of the whole process – the thinking processes of the Resurgents and 
Contact and the whole lot.  
 
Bernie and his mates certainly changed the conservative direction of the debates within the 
Resurgents Group. They invited Union professionals and journalists in to their debates, 
rather than conservative Rotarians from the community. Bernie, as Editor of Contact, kept 
the old newsletter format, but introduced a new interview column that he wrote, interviewing 
first other prisoners, then, later, various people from outside - like the journalist Anne 
Summers, about her book „Damned Whores and God‟s Police‟ (Summers 1975). Bernie also 
quickly learned to put the newsletter draft on the Superintendent‟s desk (the prison 
Superintendent had final editorship) on the afternoons when he (the Superintendent) had 
just come back from an alcoholic lunch. 
Through gradually inviting less conservative speakers in to the Resurgents‟ debates, topics 
like unionism, feminism, and social justice became the core of the debates, and this growing 
discourse of social justice was also reflected in the interviews and articles in Contact. Bernie 
also managed to slowly get a wider audience for Contact, external to the prison. When he 
took over as editor, Contact was only distributed within Parramatta prison (to the inmates). 
Bernie started a regular outside mailing list for the newsletter that grew to incorporate many 
politicians, journalists and social commentators. Bernie‟s voice was growing louder. 
B: So you‟ve got broadcasters like Anne Summers and Hal McCoy, authors like 
Gabriel Cary and Cathy Lette, and unionists like Jack Mundy…you‟ve got those 
people coming in to talk to you about specific issues in society outside…now THEY 
came in with a stereotypical view of what a prisoner is. They knew that some of these 
blokes were ex-Katingal, or ex-Grafton, so they‟ve got this view of what to expect, 
because they‟ve only got it from what they‟ve seen on the front page of the 
newspapers. When they got to know us, and saw that we weren‟t dumb, that we 
mightn‟t have a university degree or be members of parliament, but we could 
certainly explain the politics from the underbelly, and we could certainly explain OUR 
situation in a coherent and logical manner…that sort of put a different slant on things 
for these people. 
All these changes, of course – from the guest speakers to the Contact mailing list – had to 
be approved by the prison Superintendent. This approval, it seems, was a political accident 
of the times - such freedom of expression is rare, even in today‟s twenty-first century prison 
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environments. For the 1970s, though, this was a rare crack of opportunity for truth in the 
unchanging facade of several hundred years of prison stasis. 
Initially, of course, the Resurgents debates were seen as a way of simply occupying difficult 
to manage prisoners – give them something to organise that they‟re interested in, and it 
keeps them from plotting escapes. Likewise, Contact was originally intended as an internal 
newsletter only – to be distributed only amongst inmates. Again, this was a strategy of 
„keeping them occupied‟. Broader social participation in prisoner-led debates and journalism 
wasn‟t the original aim of the authorities when they started the debates and the newsletter. 
B: No! Definitely not! The initial purpose was to allow prisoners to express their 
creative abilities, in house, and to keep them occupied. Well, I went the other way, 
and the rest is history! 
A man by the name of Duff was the Superintendent at Parramatta in the late 1970s, when 
Bernie and his mates got involved with the Resurgents Group and Contact. He had to give 
his approval to all the changes and initiatives that Bernie was introducing. Whether he was 
fully aware of the radical agenda that Bernie was working to (and secretly approved of it) or 
whether he lacked the political astuteness to discern what Bernie was doing (and only saw 
that he was occupied and not „making trouble‟) is open to question. Either way, Bernie was 
probably lucky to be able to take his agendas as far as he did. Any other Superintendent of 
the time would almost certainly have blocked what Bernie was doing. 
In November of 1978, Bernie did an interview for Contact with an inmate at Parramatta 
named Jockey Smith (Jimmy Smith). Jockey was publicly notorious as an escapee from 
Pentridge, and he was facing extra charges of armed robbery and attempted murder of a 
policeman. He had fought his cases all the way to the Supreme Court, and he initially had 
several of the attempted murder charges overturned. When Bernie interviewed him, he was 
vocal about the practice of police verballing and police corruption, and was sceptical that 
Bernie would – or could – print what he was saying.  
B: He said, „Look, are you going to print this?‟ I said, „you just give me the interview – 
I‟ll print what you say! But you must remember, it goes past Duff – he‟s got the final 
veto.‟ So we did the interview, and I ran it in to Duff with my fingers crossed. The next 
Monday, I get all the stencils back, and my in-depth interview with Jockey was still 
there, intact! Fucking beauty! So I ran down, and we printed them out, and instead of 
200, we did 400. Well then we had our mailing list – this was Christmas 1978 – so we 
doubled the mailing list, and about 350 newsletters went straight out of the jail!  
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These newsletters ended up in the offices of newspapers, television, radio, and parliament. 
Understandably, the Police Union, and doubtless a few politicians, were up in arms! How 
could a notorious prison inmate, escapee and bank robber be publicly accusing the Police of 
verballing (the fabrication of evidence in criminal cases)? The „slap in the face‟ to the Police 
was even more politically interesting because of the way that Bernie had conducted the 
interview: 
B: Yeah, because what we did was, during the course of the interview, we 
constructed an example of a police verbal, showing exactly how they did it. We 
verballed the then Attorney-General, Frank Walker, with an armed robbery! We did it 
exactly how THEY did it – piece by piece. And of course, we were explaining where 
they get the information from to do verbals – from the police running sheet, from the 
witness statements, and we showed how easy it was to do an unsigned Record of 
Interview on a bloke – it was just identical in process to what the police did. 
Not surprisingly, the authorities were not amused! There was talk of banning Contact - an 
article in the Sydney Morning Herald (Allison 1979) covered the issue, saying that the 
prisoner magazine „Contact‟ was under threat because of the potentially libellous 
accusations about police in an article by the editor, Bernie Matthews. 
Bernie went to Superintendent Duff, asking him if the magazine was being banned. Duff 
replied that the media coverage was „a storm in a tea-cup‟, said he had no problems with the 
article in Contact, and assured Bernie that Contact would continue. This, in itself, positions 
Duff as quite a radical. It indicates that, far from being unaware of Bernie‟s political 
objectives, he probably had significant sympathies with them - uncommon political 
awareness, perhaps, for a prison Superintendent of his time. Being the politically combative 
person that he was, though, Bernie was not going to rely solely on Duff‟s support. He made 
a formal Prisoner Complaint to the Australian Press Council - the first prisoner-initiated 
complaint to that body (in NSW). 
Bernie‟s complaint, as editor of the prison magazine was that, because the journalist at the 
Sydney Morning Herald hadn‟t checked his sources (which would have corroborated 
Bernie‟s story), he had placed Bernie‟s editorship in jeopardy, as well as jeopardising Bernie 
personally. Bernie argued that, if the prison authorities believed that his actions were 
libellous, he may have been „shanghaied‟ (moved without consultation) to another jail and 
suffered other ramifications within the prison system that no journalist or editor on the 
outside could be subjected to.  
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Bernie couldn‟t take his complaint to the Australian Press Council personally, so he sent it 
out to the Prisoners Action Group in Sydney, and they sent it on to David Brown, a Senior 
Lecturer in Law at the University of NSW, who presented Bernie‟s case to the Australian 
Press Council. In March 1979, the Press Council handed down their ruling – and they were, 
of course, a „tiger without any teeth‟ – but their ruling made a quite definitive statement about 
the rights of minorities to a public voice:  “...the Council takes this opportunity of repeating 
that it is very much alert to the difficulties some disadvantaged groups of citizens face in 
making their position public, and suggests that the Press makes special efforts to help them 
in such cases.” (Australian Press Council 1979). Basically, they had publicly stated that 
prisoners should have a voice! 
B: What that effectively did was bring this issue of the prisoners‟ voice to the notice of 
a couple of media editors, and they started to look at the other side of the fence, and 
from that point on, we started to get some really balanced reporting on some prison 
issues. They started making a point of talking to prisoners or ex-prisoners, or 
somebody who was involved with prisoners, so that they got both sides of the story. If 
nothing else, the fact that I was able to write submissions to Reform Commissions 
and stuff like that helped me with my application to the Press Council. 
In an interesting footnote (and obviously as a result of Bernie‟s complaint being passed to 
the Press Council via David Brown) Bernie‟s interview with Jockey Smith was incorporated 
by Brown into part of the Law course at the University of NSW. That interview was discussed 
in classes in terms of not only police verbal, but also the law on defamation and the fact that 
prisoners didn‟t have a voice. Bernie had definitely put in motion – at least for a time – a 
genuinely wider public discourse on prisoner issues.  
 
Storytelling - writing, journalism, and the media 
In 1976, whilst still in Katingal, and immersed in his pursuit of a legal defamation case, 
Bernie stumbled inadvertently upon another outlet for his creativity and his discontent. This 
experience predates his editorship of the prison magazine „Contact‟ (at Parramatta gaol) by 
just a couple of years, and it really signifies the beginning of Bernie the writer.  
 
Inmates at Katingal were allowed newspapers, and he read an advertisement in the Sydney 
Morning Herald for the Australian Playwrights Convention in Canberra that year. They were 
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calling for playwrights to submit plays, and prior to reading this advertisement, Bernie had 
spoken to a couple of other inmates who were writing plays, so this idea resonated with him. 
B: So, I thought, fuck this, I‟ll throw my hat in the ring! I had a rough idea of how to 
write a play…Now, the first one, I called „Tumbling Dice‟. It was based on my 
experiences at Grafton, but it was not so much the brutality, it was more on the 
subculture of prison. I drew on the fact that there were five blokes in the cells 
(Maximum security), talking on the toilet – which was a novel idea for a play. You had 
the „set‟, which was just five cells – three on the bottom, two on the top, with a toilet 
in each one – and these five guys, like all the dialogue was through toilet pipes!  
How does this „toilet telephone‟ work? As Bernie explained, if you live in a block of flats and 
are on friendly terms with other flat dwellers, you can try it. You take all the water out of your 
toilet bowl, and the person in the next flat (beside or below) does the same thing, then you 
simply talk into the bowl – an amusing revelation to those who‟d never been confined in 
prisons, but an old game to Bernie. 
B: Well I put that into the play, and everyone was amazed by it, yet to me, it was just 
a line of communication I‟d been using for years in jail. I learned it in prison. In the old 
days, we used to have the shit tubs (buckets for toilets in each cell – no sewerage 
system). Then, we just used to knock messages through (thumping on the buckets – 
empty, I presume) – like there was a Morse code – we called it the „Grafton Knock‟. It 
was a special code. But when they put the toilet system in, someone came up with 
the bright idea that if we took the water out, we had the best phone system in the 
world. 
Bernie‟s play got a reading at the 1977 Playwrights Convention, and he received acclaim for 
his writing. Because he was in Katingal, of course, he wasn‟t allowed to attend the 
Convention in person, but he received a tape of his play‟s reading, along with reports about 
the interest it had created. This recognition came to the attention of the Education section of 
the then NSW Prisons Department, and they realised that this might be a good public 
relations exercise in the making. 
B: So in 1977, the Head of the Programs Department for the prison system came in 
to see me – Rosemary Creswell – and she came up with the brilliant idea of 
producing an Anthology of Prisoner Poetry – from all prisoners in NSW. So she 
asked if I wanted to give it a go, and I said I‟d never written poetry before, but yeah, 
I‟d give it a burst! So I wrote a couple of poems – there was about half a dozen I 
submitted. 
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Following his success with his play in 1976, Bernie made another such submission two 
years later.  For the 1978 Australian Playwrights Convention, he wrote a play called 
„Squaring Up‟. Unlike the deliberately politically unchallenging „Tumbling Dice‟, „Squaring Up‟ 
was a political expose about Grafton prison. Bernie‟s script called for the stage to be split in 
half – on one half was an ABC News Reporter, and on the other was a Grafton cell. 
Basically, the script re-enacted what was happening in jail and compared that to what the 
media reported to the outside world. The light would go on and off on each side of the stage, 
so the audience would first see what happened in the cell, then the ABC reporter giving a 
different story about what just happened to the public. The message was clear: „The News‟ 
never tells the truth, because they don‟t know! 
 
Despite a period of more than two years in the „SuperMax‟ of Katingal, Bernie‟s pursuit of his 
defamation case and his play and poetry writing had kept him out of trouble – he hadn‟t tried 
to escape, and he hadn‟t had any physical battles with prison staff. The system, it seems, 
thought he was well occupied with his legal and written preoccupations, and a „quiet‟ inmate 
was a „good‟ inmate – so the system had largely supported his „extracurricular‟ activities. 
Yet even though his legal and writing pursuits had occupied his time, the psychological effect 
of his „SuperMax‟ environment was „getting to him‟. In late 1977, Bernie – in his own words - 
„blew up‟ - he set fire to his cell. The psychological impetus for this explosion of anger and 
frustration seems to have been the ongoing tension created by Bernie‟s perception of the 
injustice he had suffered at the hands of the media after his last escape – the deliberate 
implication that the „dangerous escapee‟ Bernie Matthews was also a rapist. It seems the 
tension had built and built, with Bernie‟s attempts to pursue this agenda through legal means 
essentially getting nowhere. 
B: What happened then was, I was in solitary, then they put me back up in the cell 
block with Fred and Barry and Earl, and I sort of came back to earth! Like, writing had 
cocooned me, for a while, from Katingal – the place had got to me, psychologically, 
but I hadn‟t realised it. And it was the same with everyone. I didn‟t realise it till later, 
but different people reacted in different ways, and you didn‟t realise that the place 
was really closing in on you, with the solitary, and the sensory deprivation, and all the 
rest of it – until it finally hits you, and you do something fucking out of the ordinary! 
That‟s when I realised, well, fuck me dead, I‟m going around the twist here!  
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I‟d never thought about committing suicide or anything like that, in my life – but all of 
a sudden, I said „That‟s it! I‟ve had this fucking joint!‟ I got a box of matches and 
torched the joint!  
Now that was completely out of character for me! So I realised then that I had a 
problem – that I‟d cocooned myself with my writing and I‟d somehow drifted out of 
reality and into this world of writing. It was good as far as writing was concerned, 
because I‟d perfected it, but as far as my physical well-being was concerned, I sort of 
switched off to my surroundings, and things were getting over the top of me, and I 
didn‟t realise it until it was too late. 
The full physical force of the system that would brook no disobedience was then visited on 
Bernie. For setting fire to his cell, he was „gassed and bashed‟ by a group of prison guards 
and immediately „shanghaied‟ (transported to another prison without due process).  
In the aftermath of his „blow up and shanghaiing‟ (several months later), Bernie was returned 
to Katingal. Within days of his return, the Head of the Programs section (Creswell) came to 
see him, announcing: „Look Bernie, I‟ve got some good news for you – one of the poems you 
wrote, „Walled Garden‟, has been chosen as the name for the Anthology of Poetry the 
department is publishing! There‟s five of your poems in the book, and you‟ll get royalties. 
And Brett Whitely has done all the graphics, and he wants to know what graphics you want 
for your poems‟.  
At that time, Bernie didn‟t even know who Brett Whitely was, but that just added to the 
surreal nature of what was happening. 
B: It was just that at that time, my writing, and the contemporary art, and the 
bashings at Katingal – they all merged into one fucking weird little sequence! And 
when you stand back now and look at the irony of it, you think, well, fuck me dead! 
That‟s just fucking unbelievable! 
An anthology of poetry had been named after one of Bernie‟s works, he‟d written poetry, 
he‟d written plays and had them performed, and he‟d written detailed submissions to Law 
Reform Commissions. He had also (by this time) started writing articles for newspapers, and 
had been smuggling them out. Despite the unreality of the „old‟ regime‟s brutal bashing at his 
temerity in setting fire to his cell, Bernie was on his way towards a new definition of himself 
as a writer.  And yet the system was largely oblivious to this genuinely transformative 
metamorphosis. 
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Bernie the journalist then, has his writer‟s beginnings – paradoxically - in the antagonism he 
felt towards the media for falsely branding him a rapist. However, his pursuit of justice 
through formal written legal submissions coalesced with his poetry and play writing in the 
mid to late 1970s to lead to real journalism. He developed an analytical writing ability through 
the questioning of legal and political issues, and developed significant media contacts and 
media acceptance in the process. As Bernie developed as a legal self-defender, then as a 
story researcher and writer, his response to provocation changed, and that change saw a 
growing preference for the pen over the sword. There are also elements of Bernie‟s thinking 
that haven‟t changed over time – nobody is going to beat him, for instance – but his pen and 
his voice became his preferred strategy for fighting.  
B: Like, if I belt a screw on the chin, it stays within the prison system. But if I write a 
letter to the Civil Liberties Council, or the European Court of Justice, I‟m spreading 
my word internationally – it goes outside the system, from a prison cell, via an 
aerogram! 
As Bernie observed himself, it was anger, antagonism and obstinacy that started this 
transformation: 
B: My writing started off as an antagonism – they‟d bagged me (the press – the false 
rape accusation) - they‟d not only hit me, they‟d verballed me! They told a lie about 
me, and I wasn‟t going to cop that! So it just progressed from there. When they 
brought the law into it, and said, „You‟re just a crim, you‟ve got no legal rights‟, I said, 
„Well fuck that, I‟m entitled to legal rights‟, so I fought back! So it was just a continual 
battle. But THIS time, I wasn‟t battling with my fists – I was battling with a pen and 
paper and a typewriter! 
Bernie‟s subsequent editorship of „Contact‟ at Parramatta prison further honed his writing 
skills, and his involvement in the debates he helped organise for the Resurgents Group 
furthered the development of his political skills. He kept himself occupied, interested, and out 
of trouble for the next several years at Parramatta.  
He was released from Parramatta on parole in 1980, and although he had made quite a few 
media contacts whilst in prison, he didn‟t see those contacts as immediately relevant in his 
post-prison life. He still didn‟t see journalism as a possible career. He needed to earn 
money, and it‟s hard to get a job anywhere as an ex-bank robber, so he started a lawn 
mowing business. The thought of making money out of writing wasn‟t a consideration at that 
stage. All the writing - the plays, the articles, and the ambition itself, it seems - were filed 
away in boxes.  
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1983, wrongful arrest, 2 yrs Remand,  released to a halfway house – then he finds his media 
connection 
In 1983, Bernie was wrongfully arrested and charged with murder. He was on Remand for 
just under two years before the charges were withdrawn and he was released. Angry at this 
new injustice, he luckily found his feet as the manager of a halfway house for inmates 
coming out of prison (run by a non-profit community organisation). As part of his role as 
manager with the halfway house, he was required to deal with the media. This role rekindled 
his interest in writing and journalism. 
From 1985 to 1990, Bernie‟s media and journalism career, and his public speaking abilities 
were further developed. He made numerous Guest Lecturer appearances in universities 
during this period, lecturing to classes in criminology and sociology (including, in the mid-
1990s, some guest lecturing opportunities at the Queensland University of Technology, 
where this Thesis was written). In 1986, he did the research for – basically wrote, without 
public attribution – an article in Penthouse Magazine (Greg Hunter was the editor at the 
time). He had guest speaker appearances at social justice forums such as the 1988 Third 
National AIDS Conference and the 1989 National Conference on Violence. All this time, he 
was working as the manager at Glebe House in Sydney, a halfway house for released 
offenders. Between 1986 and 1990 he also ran a community radio program on 2RSR-FM 
called „Inside Info‟ – a program about prisoner issues.  
With regular, paid and meaningful work at Glebe House and with the public acceptance that 
his voice was meaningful (from his radio and university platforms), this was a period where 
Bernie was indeed becoming an accepted and valued member of the community. It is one of 
the tragic indictments of modern Western correctional systems that such rehabilitative 
progress - that was not instigated by any part of the correctional system – went wholly 
unremarked, unrecorded and uncredited. 
 
1990, back to prison – wrongfully accused, again – retaliates in writing, does journalism 
degree  
In 1990, Bernie was wrongfully accused again – this time it was an Armoured Van robbery in 
Queensland (a Police interviewed suspect had implicated him).  He was first placed on 
Remand in Sydney and then extradited to Queensland in February 1991. Back in prison in 
Queensland, he not only started writing again, but also started formal journalism study. 
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B: Now, I was wrongfully imprisoned, I was angry, I was bitter, but there was nothing 
I could do about it. So I started writing again. I got a pen and paper, and just started 
writing.  
He did a freelance journalism course by correspondence, and wrote another play while he 
was in prison this time. Radio station 4ZZZ (in Brisbane) had a Radio Play competition, and 
Bernie wrote a radio play about AIDS in prison. It came second in the competition, and he 
won $500 for his effort.   
In October 1991 two other men were arrested for the armoured van robbery, and Bernie was 
released from prison. He spent much of the next four years (1992 to 1996) seeking 
compensation against both the NSW and Queensland governments for his wrongful arrest 
on the armoured van robbery. 
In 1992, Bernie met the journalist David Halpin. Halpin had won a Walkely Award for 
journalism, was a well known journalist who had worked for The National Times and several 
Sydney newspapers, and was then working on the Gold Coast Bulletin. He interviewed 
Bernie about his claims of wrongful imprisonment, and did a feature article on that issue. 
Bernie told him that he‟d done a bit of writing, and Halpin invited him to write a feature article 
for the Gold Coast Bulletin. 
This was the beginning of Bernie‟s professional career in journalism. It was the Gold Coast 
Bulletin that published many of his articles, from 1993 on, and it was his journalist and editor 
friends at the Gold Coast Bulletin who suggested he should try to join the Australian 
Journalists Association (AJA). Although he had no formal journalism qualifications at that 
point (other than the correspondence course), they encouraged him to send in an 
application, citing all the articles he‟d had published in various sources since 1989. The 
application was successful – Bernie became the first ex-offender admitted to membership of 
the AJA without tertiary qualifications. It was a first - Bernie had his media card. 
 
In August 1996, Bernie‟s compensation case was finally refused by both the NSW and 
Queensland governments. One month later, in an impulsive and angry reaction to what he 
felt was another refusal of his rights by „the system‟, Bernie robbed another bank. He was 
captured that day and back in prison. The ten-year sentence he was given had a lenient 
three-year non-parole period set by the judge, on the basis that Bernie had already served 
three years on the two separate false accusations for which he had not received 
compensation.    
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He turned again, in prison, to writing, and this time, largely because of the journalistic 
connections he now had, he sought to gain academic qualifications as a writer. In 1998 he 
was awarded a scholarship for a Journalism degree at Southern Cross University in Lismore, 
NSW. He completed much of his degree whilst in prison, and, when released on parole in 
2000 (after four years of his sentence), he continued his studies, graduating on 22 April 2006 
from Southern Cross University as a Bachelor of Mass Communication majoring in 
journalism. 
In 2004, Bernie won two journalism awards: In the 2004 Queensland Media Awards he won 
the 'Most Outstanding Journalism Student-All Media Award' with his article „The Crime and 
Prison Movie Genre Showcase Only Rare True Success.‟  He also won the award 'The Best 
Online/News Wire Report (Electronic Media)' for „Abuse Within Prisons makes Prisoners 
More Violent Upon Release.‟  
In November 2006 Pan Macmillan published Bernie‟s book „Intractable: Hell has a name, 
Katingal: Life inside Australia‟s first super-max prison.‟ 
 
 
************************************************************************ 
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DAMAGED MAN’s STORY 
The respondent in this chapter chose anonymity. The nom de plume he adopted is 
„Damaged Man‟, a reflection of his feelings about the repercussions of judgements others 
have made about him in the past. He is referred to, throughout this chapter, simply as „D‟. 
The bold text in D‟s transcribed statements denotes his own emphasis. 
 
 
Crime, criminality and guilt 
 
D is not a typical Desister (if, indeed, there is any meaning in such a categorisation). He 
does not believe that he has anything to desist from. He agrees that he once committed a 
crime, according to the law, and that his actions were inadvisable – because of their 
unlawfulness and the consequences (actual and potential) they had for his young sexual 
partner. But D is a desister, in the sense that he is spending his life recovering from - and 
affected by - the echoes of that earlier (historical) criminalisation. 
 
I asked D if he saw himself, now (26 years after his conviction), as a desister from crime – if 
that was a fair description of him… 
 
D: I don‟t believe that the giving up of crime is the issue (for me). I merely stopped 
doing something that I was doing because it was inappropriate…Which is not to say I 
don‟t think that I‟m a criminal – I have a criminal record and that makes me criminal. 
But I‟m not a career criminal or a serial criminal or something like that. 
 
D was charged, in 1983, with indecently dealing with a person under the age of sixteen. He 
was twenty-seven years old, and had entered into a sexual relationship with a thirteen year 
old male. D‟s view then, as now, was that the relationship was consensual, on both parts, 
but illegal. 
  
D: The situation was consensual, but inappropriate. The question was asked, and I 
said yes. I should have said no. Straight up! He was 13 years old, I was 26 or 27, I 
should have said no – it‟s as simple as that. Hindsight is a gift. 
 
The 13 year old boy did not approach the police about his relationship with D. He talked to a 
same-age friend about his relationship with D (not in a complaining way), and that young 
person told his own parents. They saw the relationship as inappropriate, and went to the 
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police. The police interviewed the 13 year old boy, and his parents. As soon as D heard of 
this police interview, and thought that the process was likely to traumatise the boy involved, 
he pleaded guilty to the sex offence charge.  
 
D: The thing that changed my mind was him telling me about the police interview, 
and how intrusive and how upsetting (for him) it had been. As soon as I‟d heard what 
they‟d done to him, and having a basic knowledge of how the system works, I said, 
no way – I wasn‟t going to have him put through that again, in court. When I was 
interviewed by the police, I said „yes, I did it‟, and refused to answer any further 
questions. 
 
It is clear that D did not feel that his relationship with the 13 year old was immoral, but he did 
understand that it was illegal. D did seem highly concerned about the potential for 
traumatisation of the 13 year old, if the matter was contested in court (questioning by police, 
lawyers, public exposure of the case „details‟ and its effect on the young male). D‟s focus 
here does seem to have been an altruistic one – reducing, as much as he could, the effect of 
this public playing out of their relationship on the younger male. Again, this echoes the point 
that, in his own mind – then, as now – D had nothing to desist from. 
 
D: See, when you look at it like that, the question has to be: did you do this regularly 
– did you have something to stop doing? In other words, were you doing it all the 
time, with other people? Short answer – No, I wasn‟t. So, did I have anything to 
desist from? Probably, no, because it‟s only the one circumstance – only the one 
situation.  
 
The issue was that I committed an offence.  Further, I pleaded guilty to committing 
the offence.  This does not go to the issue of criminality - it goes to the issue of 
mindset.  I have said here, and I have said before, and I will continue to say: the 
relationship that developed between me and the boy was an inappropriate one - that 
is the end of that.  The relationship by virtue of the law is a criminal act. Ergo: I am a 
criminal.  To try and root out definitions of criminality requires one to look at a pattern 
which was not established at that time nor has it been established since.  I maintain 
control of myself in all things, including my interactions, when they occur, with young 
people. 
 
I asked D if he had any residual guilt over that incident from long ago, or if he still bore 
feelings of guilt? 
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D: I have guilt over the actual act, and the decision to allow it to occur. So, yes, I 
maintain a level of guilt in my own heart about that. I have forgiven myself, and I 
know C (the young man) has as well. C has gone beyond it.  
 
D has not had further contact with C after his conviction and imprisonment – in fact, he 
studiously avoided it. (C would now, in 2011, be 31 years old). But D did have a contact who 
knew C, and was able to keep in contact with how he was going in life. C has apparently 
done quite well over the years, and D felt a sense of pride in the young man‟s achievements. 
 
D continues to care about C as a person – he felt a responsibility for having an influence on 
the young man, and wanted to know that he was living a „good life‟, and doing well. He 
reported feeling a sense of pride in C‟s achievements, and a sense of some minor but 
significant responsibility for the fact that C is as successful as he is. 
 
D: I cared about him very much! But I haven‟t „kept tabs‟ on him – merely kept track 
of him. So I know what he‟s doing, and how he‟s going...I feel a sense of pride in his 
achievements. I do feel a sense of responsibility for the fact that he is as successful 
as he is. 
 
This does sound like an attempt to assuage personal guilt – a personal reassurance for D 
that his effect on the 13 year old had not been negative. It could also have been a reversed 
splitting off and projection (see Miller, 1987) on D‟s part – with the success in the younger 
person‟s life being a metaphor for the success in life that D had hoped for, but didn‟t achieve 
until later in his own life. 
 
D‟s wish to see (from afar) C‟s success might also indicate that he is still feeling the 
responsibility he had in the original sexual encounter with the 13 year old. This notion of 
never quite being allowed to be free from the stigma of homosexuality is a quite constant 
theme throughout D‟s interviews. Even though he has long (since his late teens) been 
personally at ease with his own sexuality, he still almost expects the judgement and 
condemnation of his sexuality – from family and social authorities, in particular. 
 
 
Life history – brief version 
 
D was born in 1956, in Western NSW. His father was a church minister and his mother was 
a nurse. He is the eldest child, although he was the second-born – his parents‟ first child was 
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still-born. D has four younger brothers, and one younger sister, who was adopted. She was 
a late adoptee - not adopted until she was 7 years old (when D was 11).  
 
D describes his parents‟ situation in those early years as „very stable‟. They weren‟t well off, 
but the family did have two incomes. The church didn‟t pay very much, but his father had a 
stipend, a house and a car. They moved around, on average, every four or five years 
(following church or parish vacancies), but didn‟t usually move a long way.  
 
As a small child, D had a quite idyllic country upbringing: 
 
D: Country, pet kangaroo, climbing the windmill – all that shit. Complete and utter 
freedom – go where I want to go, do what I want…within the realms of good common 
sense, of course…but in a small country town, it wasn‟t an issue for me at age four to 
decide to go and visit my friend on the next corner, and then for the two of us – four 
year olds – to go to the park by ourselves. 
 
D‟s brief recollections about life from age six to twelve centre on the sort of things that young 
boys used to get up to at that time in country towns. With his best mate he used to venture 
into the storm-water drain on a Sunday afternoon and go exploring. A favourite game was 
popping up through the drain grate outside the Fire Station, rushing across and hitting the 
fire alarm, then rushing back down the drain before anyone saw them. D‟s „second favourite 
thing‟ was to go to the local brick quarry with a pocket full of penny bungers (firecrackers) 
and blow up spider holes.  
 
D‟s earliest memory is of being on top of the high tank-stand at the house they lived in, at 
only eighteen months of age. A church official apparently told D‟s father he had to cut the 
bottom rung out of the tank-stand ladder, to stop D going up there. His father had to comply 
with that management directive, and that, as D somewhat disdainfully remembers it, was the 
end of his tank-stand climbing career. 
 
A little intellectually precocious, D started school still aged 4 (nearly 5), in 1960. He went to a 
public school initially, then to a segregated boys‟ school. Often bored at school, his energy 
sometimes spilled over into small altercations with authority – such as when he stole some 
biros. This childish impishness did not, however, translate into anything more than the odd 
reprimand. 
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At age 11 (1967), whilst at Newcastle Boys High, D joined the Sea Cadets – a precursor to 
the Navy. He remembers that his desire to join the Sea Cadets was prompted by a need to 
escape from his family – from their lack of understanding of him.  
 
Another significant intervention in D‟s life also came in 1967, when D‟s parents adopted a 
young girl, aged 7. At 11, used to having only male siblings, D suddenly had a little sister – 
and she was next to him in age in the sibling chronology.  
 
In 1968, at age 12, D‟s under-stimulation at school prompted his involvement in some petty 
thefts, which got him into minor trouble. By this stage, he was generally feeling that he was 
smarter than his school peers, and he was aware of his own emerging homosexuality. He 
felt different, on those two counts, from his school mates.  
 
At the beginning of adolescence, aged 11, D first realised that he was gay. He did not 
discuss this with anyone else. He recognised this difference, but he did not understand the 
why of that difference. That question – that feeling of difference – would bewilder D until his 
late teens, and his experience in the Navy. 
 
For his first decade, D had led a fairly typically rambunctious male childhood – carefree, 
having a lot of fun with his mates. He recalls no sexual abuse or sexual encounters in those 
first ten years. Adolescence, though, was a vastly different experience to his fun-filled and 
happily unruly first decade: 
 
D: Oh…you‟d have to break it up. Twelve to fifteen was APPALING! I had run-ins 
with the police through school…I was a PRICK of a child! Because I was a „brain‟, I 
was bored at school. And I knew that‟s what it was! I used to steal shit, and…like, I 
never did anything really bad, but I got into strife a few times with the coppers – 
nothing major…just crappy little things… 
 
By his mid teens, the constraints of both family and small-town expectations and 
interpretations became too much for D to bear: 
 
D: At fifteen, I blew my stack, and fucked off and joined the Navy. I had ten years of 
that, and it was wonderful! Great thing to do to start with, but the best thing I ever did 
was to get out of it! 
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In 1971, just 15 years old, D left school and home, and joined the Navy. There, he gained a 
trade as an electrician, and he also gained an appreciation for just how wide and varied the 
world and the people in it were. His Navy experience indicated to him that difference was 
normal - everyone in the Navy was different! „Finally!‟, D thought, „I‟m actually normal!‟ 
 
After a few years, though, even the Navy failed to challenge him sufficiently, and in 1973 
(age 17), D got a probationary sentence for some minor thefts.  
 
Also in 1973, whilst visiting home for the weekend with a mate, D‟s family were confronted 
with his homosexuality for the first time. He was 17 years old, and his mother found D and 
his boyfriend asleep in each other‟s arms. There was, however, almost no family discussion 
about this incident. Interestingly, D‟s sexuality has remained a „no-go zone‟ in family 
discussions, to this day. 
 
1974 saw D extending his love of and experience in sailing – he competed, with his friend 
Paul, in the Sydney to Hobart yacht race in both that year and the next. For D, that was 
freedom and independence. He still has an abiding love of sailing. 
 
In 1978, when he was 22, he said goodbye to the Navy. It had given him the freedom to sort 
out his feeling that his homosexuality was wrong, it had given him a trade, and now it was 
time to find new directions. 
 
In 1983, D committed the offence which sent him to prison. He served a total of 18 months in 
prison, and then 6 months on parole. 
 
He was paroled in 1986 (aged 30), and went to live with one of his brothers in a country town 
in NSW. His brother gave him both a place to stay and a paying job. He stayed with his 
brother for a while, then moved to a rented house in the country where he lived alone. This 
was a period of re-adjusting to being in the outside world. 
 
By 1990, D had moved to Sydney and started a small business.  
 
At age 36, in 1992, he had a motorcycle accident which put him into hospital, his significant 
injuries necessitating six months physical rehabilitation. 
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In 1996, at age 40, D moved to Thailand. He was looking for peace and a sense of harmony 
with self that he had not been able to find in Australia, even years after his release from 
prison.  
 
In 1997 he met Ron, an orphaned „street kid‟. In Ron he found a sense of obligation, and 
adopted the young boy. His relationship with Ron was that of an adoptive parent – it was not 
sexualised.  
 
A year later, in 1998, D met Mary – she was working in Thailand – and they quickly 
developed a relationship of mutual trust and respect, and married.  
 
In 2003, D met Tom, who he describes as his soul mate.  
 
In 2004, aged 48, D was convicted, in Thailand, of harbouring illegal aliens (Ron and some 
of his friends). He was jailed for 54 days, then deported to Australia.  
 
On his deportation to Brisbane, Australia, there were no further charges against him. Mary 
joined D in Brisbane shortly after his return.  
 
In 2005, D received the largest single psychological blow of his life – he learned that his 
adopted son, Ron, had been killed in Thailand. Deported from Thailand, and unable to 
return, D had been planning Ron‟s immigration to Australia as soon as it could be arranged.  
Ron‟s death was, to D, the death of his son. 
 
D and Mary set up their own IT (computer) business in Brisbane in 2006, and continue to 
rebuild their lives after Ron‟s death. In 2007, responding to an ABC Radio program on my 
PhD, D became a part of this research project. 
 
 
Pivotal life points – homosexuality and the withdrawal schism 
 
Possibly the single most significant pivotal point in D‟s life occurred when he was 11 years 
old. This incident has become, in D‟s own self-narrative, indeed in the unfolding of his 
Dasein - in his potentiality-for-being (Storolow, 2006) - a pivotal life point. It is around this 
point, and from which, the essential psychological schism between D and his family (even 
between D and the world, perhaps) has evolved. The incident started with a simple fight 
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between D and his second brother, but this single, simple starting point began a life-long 
change in D‟s agency – in his conceptualisation of himself and his relationship to all others. 
 
D: Well…when I was 11…I‟d been „bluing‟ with my brother, and my father came 
out…he was in a fucking rage…and I don‟t blame him really, because I was a prick of 
a kid, I think…and he said “Get in here, you POOFTER of a kid!” Those were his 
exact words, except he was shouting, at the top of his fucking lungs! 
 
Both the language and the strength of the outburst were, D insists, uncharacteristic of his 
father. D even doubts his father knew what the word meant – that he simply used it, in 
exasperation, as just the first pejorative term that came to mind. It is unlikely, though, that his 
father had no idea what the word meant – he was an industrial chaplain, and he had even 
read the novel „Portnoy‟s Complaint‟ (Roth, 1969).  (D‟s father apparently didn‟t want to 
preach about such a banned – as it was then - novel unless he‟d read it himself).  
 
His father‟s outburst, though, had a significant effect on D: 
 
D: Oh, it twisted my relationship with my father around 90 degrees. I just went away! 
I stopped regarding him as my father at that point. I didn‟t grow away from him 
outwardly, or grow cold towards him, or anything like that, but I suspect that was the 
point in my life where I determined to leave home as soon as I could…I cut 
something off… 
 
And this is 40 years later – I remember my life changing from that moment. And I 
remember the moment that it happened…I remember the moment it 
happened…and with utter clarity! 
 
 
D refers to that incident as the point in time where he „disappeared‟ – not literally, but rather 
metaphorically. He withdrew part of himself from interaction with his father – perhaps even 
his family as a whole. This „disappearance‟ was not prompted by fear, or even anger, but it 
seems to have had a lot to do with disappointment: 
 
D: I don‟t KNOW what it was! I couldn‟t give that emotion a name now. I just know it 
turned my view…it didn‟t turn my VIEW of my father, it turned my RELATIONSHIP 
with him around…to a point where he didn‟t stop being my father, but I stopped 
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relating to him in that way, and started relating to him…not on an EQUAL footing, by 
any means, but certainly just differently…just differently…I walked away… 
 
D was so seriously wounded by this outburst from his father that he couldn‟t grasp his 
feelings – then, or even now in retrospect. Did his father notice any difference in him, from 
that point on? 
 
D: He noticed nothing. I DID bring it up with him once – when I was living in 
Thailand…I came back for some reason…probably a „visa run‟ –– and we were 
talking, one day, about it - and I was 46 when I told him and he didn‟t even 
remember doing it!  
 
The question, of course, is why did this seemingly simple incident so change things? D says 
that he has no idea. Even now, he doesn‟t know why - but he remembers that it was at that 
point that he decided he was going to join the Navy. Miller‟s (1987) notion of Splitting Off and 
Projection seems to be in play here: D knew that he was homosexual – different – but he 
didn‟t know why. Was the cognitive dissonance (Festinger, Riecken & Schachter, 1956; 
Bramel, 1962) between the label of „poofter‟ (which his father had applied to D) or 
„homosexual‟ (which D applied to himself) and D‟s understanding of his sexuality too great to 
bear? (He felt unable, as an adolescent, to discuss these feelings, so they remained 
unresolved). It is likely that, unable to fathom his emerging sexuality, he took those feelings 
of confusion, split the burden of them off from his own sense of personal responsibility, and 
projected an amorphous „responsibility for things going wrong‟ onto his parents and family, 
blaming them, essentially, for his own „not understanding‟. It was, of course, easy to blame 
them for this confusion, since they made no obvious attempts to accept and understand D‟s 
„difference‟. 
 
Within three months of the „poofter‟ labelling incident with his father, D was in the Sea 
Cadets, trying to get away - to spend less time at home. In the Sea Cadets, he found both a 
different and a larger world. That new world was not, however, always positive: 
 
D: I think I got tampered with in Sea Cadets…I‟m not sure…Lt. Harvey – I suspect he 
tampered with me…but, anyway… 
 
It is fascinating that D‟s current narrative of these events casts the angrily labelling words of 
his father as far more injurious than the attempted physical and sexual predation by a 
relative stranger.  
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That label from his father – „poofter‟ – has stuck to D since the day it was applied. It is a 
condemnation that plays over and over in his mind. He feels that he can‟t walk away from it. 
Emotionally, he feels stuck – in stasis. He reports feeling uncomfortable when watching 
police shows on television that cover child sex offences – like „CSI‟ or „SVU‟ - not because of 
his own behaviours or because of his actions, but because of the label that he has felt was 
indelibly printed on his being from that one „small‟ incident in time.  
 
D‟s traumatisation by the labelling incident with his father may reflect contemporary research 
on homosexual self-awareness and self-labelling. Crucially, the literature suggests young 
people first self-identify as sexually different around age eleven, but typically don‟t self-label 
until age thirteen (Smith, Dermer, & Astramovich,  2005). D remembers that he was aware of 
his homosexuality at the time his father yelled that label at him, but that he had not yet (at 
the time) found or derived a label for those feelings himself. That is, at the time his father 
yelled at him, he knew he felt different, but he had no name for those feelings.  
 
Did the early labelling by his father set up a cognitive dissonance in D‟s mind that served to 
inadvertently inhibit D from generating a label that he could apply to himself to explain his 
„difference‟? Certainly, the label has been with him all his life: 
 
D: Totally! Absolutely! The label is always there. I level it at myself. Nobody else 
knows. 
 
A crucial point about that label, however, is that it does not seem that, in adulthood, it has 
been society that has applied it to D – he has applied it to himself. Is it a label, having not 
been self-derived, that has remained unacceptable to D‟s self? If so, even though the label is 
self-applied, it may have - in the absence of a self-derived origin - become some form of self-
persecution.  
 
D: Could be. Self-awareness of what I did 25 years ago, and what that has meant – 
what that has done to me from a life journey perspective. It‟s changed my life 
journey.  
 
D is referring here, of course, to the incident that sent him to prison. It does seem, however, 
that there are TWO elements to the pain that D feels from this internalised label of „poofter‟ – 
the first relates to the initial impact of the label at the time it was issued; the second pivots on 
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D‟s re-narration of his life history that grew out of his time in Thailand. These two elements 
require further examination. 
 
That original outburst from his father cut D to the metaphorical quick: 
 
D: Oh, when I was 11 – it cut deep! This is not something that was like…this is not a 
sudden realisation thirty years later – this is a realisation at the time – that I‟ve 
carried – I knew about it - I‟ve always known about it – since it happened I haven‟t 
forgotten it.  
 
But why did it cut so deeply? 
 
D: Because it was important to me! I was gay! I knew when I was eleven that I was 
gay! Absolutely! 
 
Does this indicate that, even at that young age, D not only had an understanding or a 
realisation that he was sexually different, but that he had also already developed some 
sense of the homophobia that pervaded Australian society at that time? Certainly, by that 
age, D had been engaging in homosexual activity, yet on the question of having a sense of 
social condemnation of homosexuality at that point, he is less certain: 
 
D: Possibly. But I‟m not aware of that now. I remember the word being used. I 
remember knowing what it was, and knowing that I was one, but not putting it all 
together – when I was 11, I wasn‟t that thoughtful. 
 
At the time, though, he was hurt by the dismissive label his father used. Was he massively 
hurt by it? 
 
D: Yes – well… massively hurt? No, I wasn‟t massively hurt. I was affected by it, and 
I knew it was part of who I was, but I didn‟t fully understand the ramifications.  
 
But the label, and the hurt, certainly stuck in D‟s mind – as he said, he carried it with him 
through time, even though the memory of the pain seems to have been somewhat repressed 
from his early teens until his thirties, and his post-prison retreat to Thailand. It was in 
Thailand that he started to again examine his own past. The projection and discourse of 
Dasein, of course, look backwards as well as forwards. Forgetfulness appears to be central 
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to Heidegger‟s (1994) notion of Dasein, since there is much in the historical development of 
Dasein (our own life be-ing) that may need to be re-questioned, or re-thought: 
 
The question is in our history and thought, but in a forgotten state...(Dasein) is changed as a 
way of thinking and speaking as the question that has empowered a significant part of its 
(Dasein‟s) thinking and speaking is rethought and respoken. (Scott, 1988, p. 65) 
 
Unresolved issues from childhood may lie semi-buried – dormant, or even repressed (Freyd, 
1996), only to erupt in thoughts and discourses years later, like ripples that continue to 
propagate through the universe of the mind as it journeys on. 
 
D: Oh, yeah! It didn‟t go away! And that month with the monk in Thailand made me 
think about it. I just reflected back on it – why it had been said – no idea, except that 
I‟d been fighting with my little brother. What effect did it have on me? How did I feel 
about it now?  
 
D is referring here to a month he spent in a Buddhist Monastery in Thailand, when he was in 
his thirties, and before he came back to Australia. He did not talk directly with the Monk 
about the „poofter‟ incident, but the retreat in the Monastery was spent talking about any life 
issues that came up, and what should be done to reinterpret – to re-examine - earlier life 
periods: 
 
D: Exactly what we started doing when we started this thesis interview process – but 
this was years ago, in Thailand…and shining points along that lifeline – that one 
when I was 11…um…too weird…too weird…weird that I remembered it. Weird that I 
took it to heart the way I did. Weird that I was still working on it and suffering with it 
years and years and years later…I don‟t know – maybe that‟s what the SERVICE is 
about – even faggots can be good for society. Maybe I‟m paying society back 
for…me being gay – I don‟t know.  
 
Why is it „too weird‟? Why is it so hard to fathom such personal introspection? This 
hermeneutic questioning of life lived – this re-narration of self-discourse, past and present – 
is not about logic and rationality, it is about emotions, about feelings, and those we struggle 
to put into words.  
 
D: Logic‟s not part of it – it‟s emotions…it‟s too hard. 
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Re-narration does not necessarily or immediately resolve Dasein, but the process is vital to 
that possibility.  
 
 
D certainly feels that the label of „paedophile‟ has been applied to him by his family (or by 
most of his family), since his conviction and imprisonment in 1983. None of them seem to 
make this accusation openly, but D nevertheless feels a generalised familial disapprobation 
of his sexuality. He insists that he doesn‟t care what his family thinks in this respect, but their 
silent disapproval obviously upsets him: 
 
D: I don‟t give a fuck what my family call me! But it‟s a good point – I have no idea 
what they call me…nor do I care, any more… 
 
This familial picture of D‟s „inappropriate‟ sexuality stems from his 1983 conviction, but was 
reinforced by a visit his youngest brother made to D in Thailand in 1997. Ron, who D had 
adopted, was 12 years old and had been living with D for three or four months. D thinks that 
his brother went back to the family in Australia and told them that D was having a sexual 
relationship with Ron. From that point on, D assumes that the family thought he was living as 
a paedophile. He was not aware of this familial perception of him, however (in relation to 
Ron) before he returned to live in Australia in 2004: 
 
D: I had no idea until I got back here - and had that one discussion with (brother) 2 - 
that that‟s what (brother) 4 had come back and said! And at that point, I said to 2…I 
think the word I used was that I had „no idea‟ that 4 was quite that stupid! I‟d always 
given him some credit for intelligence. Well that just put paid to that! I would have 
written them off years before (the family) if I thought that‟s how they regarded me.  
But I had NO idea that that little…no idea that they‟d done that!  
 
So, from late 1997 to 2004, D had no idea that his family thought he was living in a 
paedophilic relationship. He, in fact, had little communication with any family members in the 
eight years he was in Thailand. Interestingly, D seems to think that his father (who died not 
long before D returned to Australia) had little or no knowledge of this family view of D: 
 
D: I had very little communication with my family while I was in Thailand. We 
swapped emails occasionally…but very rarely…But my father died in March 2004, 
and then I was arrested and deported (from Thailand) in June 2004. So my father 
didn‟t have to go through all this bullshit, which I really appreciated. Because THAT 
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way, the pricks (his brothers) can never say it was my fault. And I just KNOW that 
they would have (if their father had died AFTER D‟s deportation).  
 
Can D‟s father have been kept out of all the family mutterings about D and Ron? Did D‟s 
father ever think of his son – really – as a „poofter‟? Did the family keep brother 4‟s 
accusations from him? It is probably important to D that he thinks this is the case. 
 
 
D has long felt the finger of judgemental suspicion – the labelling of „homosexual‟ or 
„paedophile‟ – pointed at him by his brothers and, to some extent (by extension, perhaps) by 
society at large. This feeling of being labelled as a paedophile appears to have a direct 
connection to his ongoing relationship with his brothers – particularly the two younger ones. 
These negative perceptions colour the attitudes of the siblings towards each other. 
 
D certainly carries a concern about the perception his brothers have of him. He deliberately 
never allows himself to be in a situation where he is alone with children, with the family‟s 
knowledge:  
 
D: You know how uncles might take nephews and nieces out to the beach or 
whatever…I would never allow that to happen. I would never even offer the service – 
if I was asked, I would laugh! If one of my brothers asked, I would laugh! And I doubt 
that they would ask, and I don‟t care if they did – I would laugh and say don‟t be so 
stupid – don‟t be fucking stupid. And it‟s not because I don‟t trust myself – it‟s 
because I don‟t trust them!  
 
D doesn‟t mistrust himself – he mistrusts the interpretation his brothers would make of any 
interactions he had with children. He even suspects that it is not beyond the realms of 
possibility that his brothers might try to set him up for such an accusation (by, perhaps, 
asking him to mind some of the children). D acknowledges that his thoughts in this regard 
may be slightly paranoid, because they probably would not try to set him up in this way. The 
important point for D is that he is constantly vigilant in his avoidance of any opportunity he 
might give his brothers to „prove‟ their suspicions of his imagined paedophilia.  
 
If, somehow, we could remove the distrust that the three brothers have of D – if all three of 
them could come forward and say „We understand the relationship that you had with Ron, 
and we now understand that you were not sexually molesting children, and that‟s not why 
you went to Thailand‟ – would that worry about being alone with children disappear? Is it the 
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brothers and their attitudes that is the crux that is driving this paranoia, or is it a more 
generalised feeling of wider societal condemnation? What would happen if a neighbour or a 
friend asked D to mind their children? 
 
D: Well I‟d do that. I do that! With Veronica, my niece…well, she‟s not my niece…her 
mother is Mary‟s (D‟s wife) best friend, and we‟re just like brothers and sisters-in-law. 
Humorously enough, they actually KNOW – Veronica‟s parents know about Thailand, 
but they trust me! They don‟t put any pressure on me. They‟re the ones that ring me 
up and say „can you take Veronica for the day?‟ 
 
D‟s brothers, however, seem to be perpetually mistrustful of his intentions. They are the only 
ones who appear, in D‟s eyes, to be unfailingly judgemental. And that judgement is based on 
a fallacy: 
 
D: Exactly! I wasn‟t fucking him (Ron)! God damn it! That still makes me angry!  
 
 
I asked D if he had been subjected to sexual abuse as a child or in his teens, but such 
abusive experience does not seem to have been part of the emergence of D‟s 
homosexuality: 
 
D: I think that I must have been a particularly ugly kid, or particularly smart, because 
the only person that ever tried to fiddle with me was the Lieutenant at Sea Cadets, 
and he never did a very good job of it…while I was fixing the telephone exchange, at 
the age of 13… 
 
D recalls being easily able to repel his advances: 
 
D: (Snickering) I laughed at him, actually! „Do you mind! I‟m trying to fix the fucking 
telephone exchange!‟ (Laughs) I couldn‟t concentrate on both things at once. 
 
Ridicule, of course, usually repels – regardless of the nature of the advance – and D was 
well aware, even at age thirteen, of the power of ridicule. He had probably learned this at 
school, amongst his peers, as a survival response to being the brunt of homophobic taunts 
or sneers against him (although he recalls little incidence of such taunts). Interestingly, D 
uses mild ridicule in his daily interaction with most others – I have been on the receiving end, 
myself, of several abrupt reminders that I „must be something of an idiot if I didn‟t know X...‟ 
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This gives D a definite (and deliberately cultivated) air of „not suffering fools gladly‟. He 
usually delivers such verbal barbs indirectly – the implication is often couched in a clever 
double entendre that ridicules the recipient. D particularly likes it when the recipient doesn‟t 
understand that they have been ridiculed. At age 11, he had already developed this 
psychological defence mechanism to ward off those he felt didn‟t understand him – he uses 
it, particularly, against his family. 
 
D: Ridicule has that effect, I think. There‟s a level of huge empowerment there, that I 
knew that I had! 
 
This power to resist, D believes, went further than resistance, extending to a power to even 
stop abuse if it started. Such a stance illustrates clearly that D had a very strong sense of 
self-empowerment from an early age. Such a sense of empowerment, especially one 
capable of stopping the advances of an unwelcome sexual predator, would likely depend on 
the extent to which the victim had experienced advocacy earlier in life. Supportive parenting 
is directly linked to adolescent self-esteem (Dekovic and Meeus, 1997; Spoth, Redmond, 
Hockaday, and Yoo, 1996; Rice, 1990; Hoelter and Harper, 1987), and robust self-esteem, 
or self-efficacy, is crucial to the development of an ability to be an advocate for others or 
oneself (Alessandri, Caprara, Eisenberg, and Steca, 2009). In D‟s case, that advocacy 
probably came mainly from his early relationship with his father and his philosophy (that is, 
from interaction with his father before the „poofter‟ labelling incident).  
 
 
The Navy – a refuge from DIFFERENCE (homosexuality)  
 
For D, the Navy was a refuge – most tellingly, from the difference from others that he felt his 
homosexuality bestowed upon him. Indeed, the Navy seems to have played a crucial role in 
allowing D the personal space to develop his own acceptance of that difference. The Navy 
experience showed him a quite wide world, where sexual orientations, like personalities, 
came in a multiplicity of shades. It was in the Navy that D figured out, for himself, that he 
wasn‟t different – he was just what he was.  
 
How did D see this period in the Navy – did he regard it (then) as a refuge? 
 
D: Yes – from family! But, actually, family was never the issue – it was me…it was a 
refuge from me, because I didn‟t have to think… 
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But what part of „him‟ was he hiding from? 
 
D: The gay part! I knew it was there from age eleven… 
 
D‟s realisation that he was gay came at that early age, just as he‟d entered High School, but 
it had emerged gradually. He remembers thinking about it – and being quite bewildered by 
this clearly evolving recognition that he was different.  
 
D: But I didn‟t quite understand everything about it, because there was, like…fuck, 
this was 1970-71…well, earlier than that...1968…and I didn‟t know anybody that I 
could talk to about it. I thought I was the only person actually like that! 
 
We know now, of course, that „feeling like you‟re the only one‟ is a fairly common perception 
for young people stumbling onto, or into, such sexual self-realisation. As Harrison (2003, 
107) suggested: “To avoid rejection and hostility, homosexual adolescents are pressured to 
hide their sexual identities”. At the beginning of adolescence and the onset of feelings of 
confused sexual identity, the child/adolescent is typically unable to articulate those feelings 
and emotions. What is happening „inside‟ literally has no cognitive definition, and in the 
absence of that self-definition, already socialised and internalised messages that are 
essentially homophobic may well produce a subconscious rejection of those feelings: 
“...internalized homophobia entails accepting the dominant society‟s prejudice against sexual 
minorities and turning those values and attitudes inwards” (Dermer, Smith and Barto, 2010, 
328). This is exactly what D seems to have done. 
 
How did D come to terms with his feelings of difference in those earlier years at high school? 
How did he deal with the conviction that he was walking around with „gay‟ metaphorically 
emblazoned on his forehead, even if no-one was actually saying anything to him at that early 
stage? 
 
D: Well, then along came (name deleted)! Then I knew I wasn‟t the only one! 
 
So this school mate, encountered when D was just 11 years old, is the first person in whom 
D was able to confide his worries about feeling gay? Well, no – this part of D‟s self-
actualisation was somewhat more practical… 
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D: I didn‟t confide in him – I just got off with him! We didn‟t talk about it…we might 
have both thought about it, but we didn‟t talk about it – we just went up on top of the 
hill and got off! We weren‟t thinking at an intellectual level. 
 
I responded to this story by suggesting that, for both boys, these actions must have just felt 
right – that the experience would probably have been cathartic for him. D, however, put it 
differently: 
 
D: No – it doesn‟t feel wrong!  
 
This is an interesting distinction – it wasn‟t wrong.  D didn‟t have a moral dilemma with his 
emerging homosexuality – he didn‟t care what the church or society said about it – he simply 
didn‟t understand it.  
 
D: I wasn‟t having guilt about it, or anything like that – I just didn‟t understand it. I 
wasn‟t running away from guilt! I was running away from something that I didn‟t fully 
understand. I wanted more information, but I didn‟t know where to get it.  
 
Five years later, what the Navy provided for D was not so much direct answers to his 
questions, but exposure to a wider, more varied world that allowed him to derive the answers 
himself. He was able to generate a clear idea of where he wanted to be and what he wanted 
to do, and moved on. 
 
D: It stopped being a run away thing after about 2 years. By the time I was 17, the 
Navy wasn‟t about running away – the Navy was about a career. The navy did not 
CHANGE me – it merely SHAPED me. It exposed me to other people – not from tiny 
small towns, but people from big cities…the navy finally exposed me to the fact that 
everybody was different! And then I didn‟t feel left out! 
 
Resolving that point of difference – or rather, realising that there was no difference – was the 
turning point that gave D permission to accept his homosexuality as different from some, but 
his difference was now one he understood and embraced. Mohr and Fassinger (2003, 492) 
concluded that “...the process of coming to terms with being an LGB [lesbian, gay or 
bisexual] person is influenced both by the interplay of broad sociocultural factors (e.g., 
societal intolerance for homosexuality) and by factors unique to individuals (e.g., attachment 
histories and attachment styles).” 
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Homosexuality – family finds out  
 
It is important to note that none of this process of dealing with his own questions about being 
gay was discussed with anyone in his family – not his brothers, and not his parents.  D didn‟t 
even discuss his decision to join the Navy with his parents or family. His parents supported 
anything he decided to do if he justified it sufficiently, and since he had already been in the 
Sea Cadets, joining the Navy and getting a trade seemed, to his parents, an appropriate 
career direction. In retrospect, D recalled he never even asked his parents what they thought 
of the Navy: 
 
D: I never asked them. I never said to them, while dad was alive, or to my mother 
since he died, „What did you think about me going to join the Navy?‟ 
 
If his family knew little of his rationales for joining the Navy, they knew nothing at all, for 
many years, of D‟s homosexuality. He was seventeen when his family finally came face to 
face with his sexuality.  
 
D‟s family were living, at the time, in Newcastle. They had a three-bedroom house and two 
of his brothers and his sister were still living at home. The family had a caravan parked in the 
back yard, and D would sleep there when he came home. He was only home on occasional 
weekends, and this arrangement meant that his siblings each had their bedrooms. D would 
sometimes bring his mate home, from the navy, for the weekend. His mother came in to the 
caravan one morning, and found the two of them asleep in each other‟s arms. When his 
mother confronted him about it that night, saying „I don‟t like this idea of you sleeping with 
other boys‟, D told her about his homosexuality, in a straightforward manner, and, in his 
words, „finished that conversation there and then‟. It wasn‟t necessarily the fact that his 
mother didn‟t want to talk about this issue: 
 
D: I had no intention of talking about it! My decision! She probably didn‟t want to talk 
about – I don‟t know – didn‟t talk about it, because it worked perfectly well. It had fuck 
all to do with her! 
 
D‟s parents didn‟t appear to outwardly object to his homosexuality – they certainly never 
condemned him. 
 
D: My father didn‟t care less – he said, „So long as you‟re a moral man…‟, and he 
knew I was. 
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Even with his father (with whom D had a greater intellectual connection than he had with his 
mother) he couldn‟t – or didn‟t – talk about his feelings. It certainly does seem that the 
schism D felt between himself and his father, directly occasioned by the „bloody poofter‟ 
outburst, lay in the road of D seeing his father as a confidant. His father, it seems, was 
unaware of this communication gulf. Either that, or he didn‟t know what to do about it. 
 
D‟s mother does seem to have objected to his homosexuality, but D has never had an in-
depth conversation about it with her. A part of the reason for this lack of communication lies 
in D‟s perception that his mother doesn‟t have the intellectual depth that his father had.  
 
D: I suspect she probably wishes it wasn‟t so. But I can‟t say that for a fact, because I 
simply don‟t know. But I don‟t know what she thinks, because I haven‟t talked about 
it with her, because I don‟t think it‟s got anything to do with her. Ergo, we haven‟t 
talked about it.  
 
D‟s parents did, over the years after his Navy time, meet the few other men that D was in 
long-term relationships with throughout his life, so they were certainly accommodating of this 
„difference‟, if, indeed, they saw it as a challenge to their own moral views. Later in his life, 
when D met Mary (whilst living in Thailand) and married her, D‟s mother, at least, seemed 
pleased: 
 
D: I do know that (my marrying) Mary made her fairly cheerful…she thinks Mary is a 
good thing. 
 
With Mary, perhaps, D‟s mother could live in her own little fiction that her son had finally 
reverted to a „natural state‟ of heterosexuality. D‟s reasons for marrying Mary, however, had 
everything to do with friendship and support, and nothing to do with sexuality. 
 
D: She can have her own little fiction about where I‟m at with Mary, and that‟s fine, 
because I DIDN‟T marry Mary for my mum‟s benefit! 
 
 
Support and recovery, post-imprisonment   
 
The need for close personal support immediately post-release from prison is an intuitive 
point, and one that is backed up by much literature (Savolainen 2009; Laub and Sampson 
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2003; Farrall, Sharpe, Hunter and Calverley 2011). All of the research respondents involved 
in the production of this thesis reiterated this much-ignored truism - more than at any other 
time in their lives, meaningful, supportive relationships immediately post-release were vital to 
their individual recovery. Such support is vital to recovery from both the trauma that might 
have influenced their early lives towards criminality, and from the trauma built up in their own 
lives as a result of their criminal behaviours, court appearances, and imprisonment. When I 
asked D about the significance of the support he encountered upon release from prison, he 
said this about his „reintegration‟ into society: 
 
D: I couldn‟t have – if I didn‟t have the people around me that I had around me – I 
couldn‟t have recovered. I‟d have either killed myself or…no, that‟s what I would 
have done. I couldn‟t see myself going back to jail – and I don‟t mean repeating the 
crime and going back for the same thing – I‟m talking about just going back to jail. It 
was too fucked for words – the whole process was fucked. 
 
Clearly, D is of the view that prison did nothing to rehabilitate him. He is dismissive of the 
rehabilitative potential of prisons, seeing his own future more in terms of logical, rational 
choices than in terms of anything that he needed to „rehabilitate from‟. 
 
D: It (prison) does nothing. I don‟t believe that „rehabilitation‟ should be used in the 
same sentence as „jail‟, because it‟s bullshit! People make a choice not to go back. 
Now, to what extent was I responsible for my own choices? I certainly made a choice 
not to go back to jail, and took responsibility for making sure it didn‟t become an 
issue, and IF I hadn‟t been able to find a job, and IF I‟d been alone and unloved, I 
would have killed myself. I would not have to go back to jail if I was dead. 
 
Far from being rehabilitative, or making a contribution to his reform, jail, for D, was merely 
the vengeful judgement of a simplistic, irrational society (Brown 2009) – a term of time and a 
short-term restriction of all „normal‟ life activities that had to be endured before he was then 
allowed to resume control of his own life. Significantly, the support shown D by one of his 
brothers upon his release was the crucial element in his initial recovery from prison – on his 
social reintegration: 
 
When I was released from prison I made a decision that was not about reoffending, it 
was about not returning to jail.  We mentioned the interruption to life and lifestyle (of 
a term of imprisonment) but it‟s more than that.  It‟s about a complete cessation of 
your capacity to interact at a community level. It removes you from the community for 
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the duration of the sentence, and then gives you no support in moving back into the 
community. In my case I could not have gone back into the same community from 
which I was jailed, because my reputation moved with me. Moving to a country town 
got me away from that and allowed me to literally start again, because nobody knew 
who the fuck I was. 
 
Even that couple of years with my brother and his family gave me time to recoup my 
emotional losses.  It gave me a chance to get back in touch with the reality of who I 
was rather than the community view of what I was. 
 
In discussion with D about the elements or constituents of relationship that proved of most 
importance to him in his immediate post-release phase, it was acceptance that „came up 
trumps‟.  At the core of things that were important for D in those immediate post-prison 
relationships, it was not so much the expression of support from other people, or the 
presence of somebody to listen to his stories – it was mere acceptance that stood out as 
being healing and reintegrative. 
 
D: Well, most of the time, you don‟t tell them about the fact that you‟ve been in jail, 
but they accept you as you present yourself today. Acceptance is part of that 
relationship – if you‟re not accepted, it‟s not a relationship. And I found people who 
accepted and supported me – straight out of jail.  
 
D‟s comments echo the contemporary desistance literature that reinforces the importance of 
the supportive acceptance of new, non-criminal peers in the process of building new lives 
and new, acceptable perceptions of self in the immediate post-prison phase. In reference to 
criminal desisters, Harris has noted: 
 
Coupled with turning points, positive talk, and reimagined selves, respondents consistently 
described the longing for reinforcement from their peers of their new lifestyle. This social 
support was an important dimension to transforming their lifestyles and behaviours. (Harris 
2011, 79) 
 
D‟s brother was obviously very supportive, as were his brother‟s friends and work 
associates, who didn‟t know D had been to prison, and who treated him as any other person. 
His brother knew his history, of course, but was unconditionally supportive of D (and his 
agenda to keep his immediate past secret). Interestingly, D reports that he had no idea why 
his brother was so helpful. It certainly seems that his brother willingly, deliberately offered a 
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safe and supportive environment - one that asked or required very little from D in terms of 
self-disclosure, either to his brother or to the locals. This seems to have given D a crucial 
breathing space on his exit from prison – a space where he could begin to live his life again. 
 
D: He („2‟) was crucial to me not killing myself! He was crucial in that respect! I 
couldn‟t have got out of jail, and recovered to the point I did without him – there‟s no 
problem about that – I couldn‟t have! But if I didn‟t have him, then I just would have 
killed myself. If I didn‟t have somebody there…it could have been anybody…it could 
have been Michael the street sweeper, for what it matters, but…it‟s not a specific 
person, you just need to have somebody that you can relate to, somebody that you 
can…looking back on it, it was important to be able to talk to him about the jail 
experience, cause that was a „download‟ issue – being able to download to him, and 
get it off my chest. 
 
What the two brothers talked about, though – during this post-imprisonment, reintegrative 
phase – was prison and what a waste of time it was. The two brothers did not have the depth 
of relationship that might have allowed discussion of D‟s homosexuality. That had never 
been a discussion topic between them before, and it wasn‟t now, in D‟s immediate post-
prison phase. It was, of course, acceptance by „2‟ of D – as he presented himself – that was 
crucial to D‟s relaxation back into an acceptable social status. This brother, and the 
community around him, showed D a simple Rogerian unconditional positive regard (Rogers 
1961) 
 
 
Thailand – a post-prison „geographical‟, and a new life 
 
D moved to Thailand in 1997, and there he met Ron first, then Mary, then Tom – arguably 
the three most important people in his life. 
 
D: I met Ron first, then Mary a couple of months later. Ron was 11 and reasonably 
healthy, but thin as a rail! 
 
Ron was in need of care - in need of support, and, as D says of him at the time, in need of a 
feed. D does not see his actions with Ron as amounting to „rescue‟, though, or even 
„mentoring‟:   
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D: Well, I wasn‟t in a position to mentor him – I didn‟t understand a word he said! He 
needed a feed. He needed a feed! I‟m not a rescuer! Is that not correct – as a Social 
Worker, a rescuer is not required? That was one little boy who needed a good feed 
and a good hard hug! And a regular bath – all of which he got! 
 
Ron was one of the many orphans living on the streets of Thailand. He was not born with 
HIV AIDS. In about July 1996 he was a heroin addict and shared a needle with five boys. 
(Heroin dulled the pain of the hopelessness and helplessness of being a child, orphaned, 
and living in hunger and squalor on the streets of Thailand). The heroin had been purchased 
by the eldest of the five children, with funds derived from a sexual encounter he had had with 
a foreigner.  
 
Ron apparently became symptomatic in about late 1996 and by 1997, when D met him, he 
had developed AIDS. D took him to a hospital and to a specialist doctor recommended by 
the hospital at which time they discovered he was HIV-positive. He was 11 years old. D 
arranged the best drug treatment program he could for Ron – he got medical advice, 
procured the drugs, and taught Ron to self-administer the life-prolonging drug regime. The 
end product of the night with five boys and the shared needle was that the other four, 
untreated, survived just 12 months. Ron had eight more years which he would not otherwise 
have had, due to D‟s direct medical intervention and his caring for him as his own son. 
 
It is interesting that D does not see this as rescue, and that he is somewhat dismissive of my 
suggestion of the label of „rescue‟. Is resistance to the acceptance of that label on himself 
allegorical of the extent to which he feels he was not rescued – from society‟s (his own 
family‟s) disapprobation of his homosexuality? 
 
Mary is the second of the very significant relationships D began in Thailand. He met her 
„across a crowded room‟ of a different sort:  
 
D: We met across a group of sweaty three year olds, in a computer classroom. She 
was their teacher and I was fixing the network. A pretty much run-of-the-mill 
friendship developed – certainly no sexual interest at the beginning – nothing at all. 
There was never any indication from either of us that that was wanted or expected. 
And now, here I am, at nearly 52, pleased as punch that I met her! And she‟s the 
same about me. 
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They married, and have developed a hugely mutually supportive relationship – one that 
includes a shared love of feline company: 
 
D: Oh yes! Us and our 7 cats! Life without cats would be zero fun!  A life without cats 
is a life not lived! 
 
Tom is the third of D‟s significant triad of relationships from Thailand: 
 
D: The love of my life! Almost 4 years after I met Mary – Mary and I had been 
together for…essentially, since 1997 we‟d been friends, we got married in 2000, and 
Tom came along in January 2002. Ohhh…I don‟t want to talk about Tom – without 
him, I‟m nothing! That‟s all I want to say about him. 
 
 
„My‟ Family – chosen, not biological 
 
D has long felt a disconnection between himself and most of the members of his biological 
family. Perhaps in place of that missing family, he has generated his own family: 
 
D: Family! We‟re a family - a real family. We just don‟t live together all the time, but 
we‟re actually a family. I live all the time with Mary, and Tom is here for one month 
every year…except next year (2008), when he‟ll be here for 3 months, but then 
eventually, he‟ll come out here and do his Masters and stuff, and we‟ll (all) be living 
together. 
 
Mary is D‟s wife, and Tom is his lover. D has a very emotionally and psychologically 
supportive relationship with Mary, but does not have a sexual relationship with her. Mary is 
heterosexual, but had suffered significant sexual abuse in her life before she met D, and part 
of her response to that abuse is to be celibate by choice. She was aware from the outset of 
their relationship that D was homosexual by choice, and that he had (and would likely always 
have) a male lover. I have spoken with Mary about their relationship, and she is committed 
to the relationship, within this acknowledged non-heterosexual circumstance. Matteson 
(1985) found, in a two-year follow-up of heterosexual marriages where the male partner was 
bisexual, that those relationships where the homosexual orientation was openly 
acknowledged (within the relationship) had good longevity. D and Mary‟s marriage, although 
there is no heterosexual commitment in their relationship, seems to echo this research 
finding.  
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„Damaged Man‟ – depression and rejection  
 
When we first made contact with each other for my PhD research project, D used the nom 
de plume „Damaged Man‟. He still uses it, as an on-line persona, and it is a label that neatly 
sums up D‟s own perceptions of how he has been harmed by the way he has been 
perceived and treated, by almost all others, throughout his life. This does not mean that he is 
fatalistic – that others control his life. Far from it – today, D is very self-assured, self-
reflective, and self-aware.  
 
D had moved to Thailand in 1996. After eight and a half years living quite happily in 
Thailand, he was deported to Australia (in 2004), on a charge of „Harbouring Illegal Aliens‟. 
He agrees that he WAS harbouring „illegal aliens‟ – the „illegal aliens‟ concerned were three 
street children he had taken in and was looking after. One of those children was Ron, who D 
regarded as his adopted son. This situation was brought to the notice of the Thai authorities 
by a person who D claims was a corrupt Australian Federal Police (AFP) officer in Thailand. 
Interestingly, prior to this charge, D had had a physical altercation with a friend of the said 
AFP officer. D maintains his deportation to Australia was retaliation by the fellow‟s AFP 
friend. There were no further charges relating to this matter in Australia.  
 
 
In Australia again, D adopted the nom de plume „Damaged Man‟ (DM) – I asked him to 
explain: 
 
D: Well, that was the email address I established when I got back here and got on 
the internet, because I WAS damaged! The person who went to Thailand did not 
come back – ever! I was damaged by what the AFP did – that was the damage! 
 
I asked if there was any other sense, from other parts of D‟s life, of Damaged Man? Is DM a 
life theme?  
 
D: If I was self-obsessed, I‟d say yes, but since I‟m not self-obsessed – or try not to 
be…I try to be more overt, whereas DM is quite a covert character – a very dark-
night character, that one! The average punter never sees DM!  
 
Is DM really a part of his person or psyche, or is DM a tongue-in-cheek invention?  
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D: Oh, it‟s a part of me…what was done in Thailand damaged me – brutally! Brutally! 
 
Clearly, the wrongful accusation D felt was at the base of his deportation from Thailand lies 
at the heart of this damage. Interestingly, there may be an echo or allegory here – does this 
wrongful accusation (or wrongful interpretation of intent) mirror the central wrong that D feels 
was done to him in his original charge and conviction over his sexual relationship with the 13 
year old male? Does it also mirror the wrong interpretation by his family that he is a 
paedophile? D is happy to say that he broke the law in both the 1983 case and the Thailand 
case, but in both cases, it seems he felt those sitting in judgement on his actions failed to 
understand what he thought was morally right action. This is the central damage that 
„produced‟ DM - the dismissal of what he believed were moral actions as immoral actions. 
Neisser, reflecting on the remembering self, emphasised the importance of how we 
remember life experiences: 
 
To manage the present or survive the future, we often need an honest account of the 
past...we must still believe that the past consisted of some definite set of events that have 
had specific consequences for the present. (Neisser 1994, 2) 
 
Managing his own present and future, D is convinced he has an honest account of his own 
past, but he is hurt by the dishonest account of his past that others hold. Even with the 
passage of time, though, „Damaged Man‟ is an epithet that D does not want to give up: 
 
D: It gives me a cubby-hole. If I want to be a complete screw-ball, I can use 
„damaged man‟. Like, if I‟m rattled… 
 
Not surprisingly, „Damaged Man‟ tends to have been associated, historically, with D‟s 
several depressive episodes. These have been minor – typically several days in duration, 
and resulting from episodes in his life where he experienced significant rejection. His 
deportation from Thailand reconnected D with past feelings of rejection, mistrust and 
misunderstanding that he had felt twice before in his life - his father‟s labelling of him as a 
„poofter‟ and his sex offence conviction in 1983.  
Throughout many of our conversations, D indicated repeatedly that he is more or less 
constantly upset with what his family think of him – of their collective perception of him. 
Again, this echoes the situation of two recalled pasts – the recalled past that his family and 
„the authorities‟ attribute to him, and the recalled past of himself that he holds. The 
dissonance between the two means that he feels perpetually misinterpreted by most of those 
around him. He often says that he doesn‟t care what his family think of him, yet their views of 
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him do seem to matter to him – he wants their acceptance, even if he says he doesn‟t. As 
Crocker and Knight (2005, 200) note, “...the importance of self-esteem lies in what people 
believe they need to be or do to have worth as a person”. D feels that he has worth as a 
person, but that many of those around him (who should be referent and significant others) 
infer that he has less worth than he himself believes. 
 
D: I might want acceptance, but nothing else. That‟s not material. I‟m talking about 
where people are always looking at, and analysing why you do things, in terms of 
what you gain. 
 
It certainly seems that D views his entire family as devoid of understanding of his motives – 
indeed, of perhaps deliberately misinterpreting his motives – especially in relation to his 
adoption of Ron, who was terminally ill with AIDS. 
 
D: Not for one minute (did my family) understand the gain of, for instance, why I 
brought Ron up? The answer to that is so fucking simple that my brothers would 
never get it! What did I get out of bringing Ron up? Every single night when I sat in 
front of that television and when he said, „It‟s time to go to bed‟, he‟d walk up, he‟d 
give me a hug, he‟d kiss me goodnight, say „goodnight Pappa‟, then off to bed. And 
my whole life revolved around that one minute! What did I get out of that relationship 
with that child? „Goodnight, Pappa‟! 
 
This is quite crucial self-analysis on D‟s part – parenthood, caring, nurturing, belonging, 
obligation…there are so many themes about humanness that are encapsulated in the words 
and emotions of D as he recounts this story. Does D‟s unconditional love and caring for Ron 
reflect the unconditional approval he always had from his father? Is his advocacy for Ron a 
reflection of the advocacy D was shown by his own father? It certainly contrasts with D‟s 
perceptions that his brothers (and probably his mother) thought that he was simply using 
Ron for sexual pleasure. 
 
It is worth, for a moment, focussing in on that „Goodnight Pappa‟ moment that D describes. 
The feeling from that one minute pervades the whole of D‟s life. 
 
D: It WAS my life. I knew he loved me…I knew he loved me, and that‟s all there was 
to it.  And he didn‟t love me the instant he met me, and he didn‟t love me for a week 
or a month or a fortnight or whatever after…it grew on us both. And 
suddenly…suddenly…it dawned on us both. This was OUR life, and I was living his 
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death, and THAT‟S what it was about! And my brothers will never, ever understand it. 
Never ever understand what I got out of it. In those terms…they will NEVER grasp it. 
 
D is adamant that his brothers cannot understand his love for Ron – but is there an element 
here of him not allowing them to understand? Why? Why must they be forever condemned 
as „they who will not understand‟? Is this inability to understand, on the part of the brothers, 
in fact a metaphor for society not understanding D‟s homosexuality? 
 
Caring, it seems, and being cared about, may be at the core of the personal and familial 
rejection D feels so acutely (Rohner 2008). This is a quite psychodynamic interpretation of 
D‟s feelings, of course. Is his family, generally, not caring enough?  
 
D: I don‟t know whether they care about me or not. I don‟t THINK they care about 
very much at all, in all honesty. 
 
D‟s family‟s total (in his mind) lack of understanding of his relationship with Ron – of the 
depth of feeling and commitment he had to his adopted son – is made even harder to bear 
by the fact that he has been unable (and unwilling) to communicate to them, or to share with 
them, the pain he felt at Ron‟s death. D will not talk at all about the details, but it was clear, 
from our interviews, that he believed that the AFP were responsible for Ron‟s premature 
death – before he would have died from AIDS: 
 
D: And Ron didn‟t die until I‟d been back here a year. June 2004, on the 9th, I got 
back here (to Australia) - June 11th, 2005, he was murdered. 
 
There is, it seems, no evidence to pursue here, but D insists he knows who is responsible. 
Such a situation, where there is no possible redress for a wrong done - murder, even - is 
even more massively harmful than an accidental or medical death. D‟s son, who he seems 
to have cherished more than all others, had been taken prematurely and unfairly. Even with 
me, he would only allude to the pain he felt here. 
 
 
Thrownness - emotional distance from family 
 
Looking at Heidegger‟s (1962) notion of thrownness – in terms of how we are thrown into a 
family not of our own choosing - I asked D about his perception of his own sibling 
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relationships. He recounted an overwhelming sense of fractured or non-existent connections 
with his brothers: 
 
D: Well, the second one (brother), I had none with - number 3 – I had nothing to do 
with - I didn‟t like him from the time he was three. He was a vile, self-opinionated little 
fuck! I certainly didn‟t like that one! But you know what‟s really humorous? The 
youngest – 4 – had nothing to do with HIM for fifteen years, either, and it was 3 that 
got those two talking, and now the three of them are always doing shit together! They 
even recently wandered off together on a jaunt across the Simpson Desert. 
 
There is a significance, of course, to D‟s use of numerals to refer to his brothers. He feels so 
disconnected from them – even rejected by them – that he has reduced their 
meaningfulness in his own narrative by replacing their names with numerals. 
 
I asked D if it rankled with him that his three brothers have that relationship – evidenced by 
their trip across the Simpson Desert that he refers to - and that he‟s left out? 
 
D: Ooohhh…(reflection)…yessss. I think SO! But I don‟t know what I want to do 
about it – I don‟t know if I want to do anything about it. I don‟t really honestly know 
why I even give a fuck! That‟s my biggest worry – I don‟t understand, don‟t know, I‟m 
not sure if I should even give a fuck. 
 
I suggested to D that it is natural to feel upset at being not included (for example, the 
„Simpson Desert incident‟). I asked if, given his situation of significant familial estrangement, 
he in fact had nothing to lose by going to those members of the family who don‟t have a 
positive attitude towards him (his three brothers, specifically), and endeavouring to open a 
personal dialogue that might bring misconceptions and differing interpretations (of D‟s life 
and character) out of the realm of family mythologisation, and into the sphere of direct 
discourse, where all could explore the different narratives that had been created over time – 
the different narratives the brothers had each created about their siblings.  
 
D: Yes, I understand that. And there are portions of what 2 said the other night (on 
the phone) - that there was like…the January thing in Lismore (a family meeting that 
took place in 2007) could have been an opportunity to do something like that, but 
they didn‟t WANT to, and I didn‟t know HOW.  
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D‟s comments are insightful – the time and distance, literal and metaphorical – between 
himself and his brothers, and even between himself and his mother, meant that the family 
simply wasn‟t used to interacting with each other. In the absence of long-term associations 
that might breed knowledge and understanding of each other, mythologisation reigns and 
awkwardness prevails (Bennet, Wolin and McAvity, 1988). 
 
I asked D if there would be any use in him writing an open letter to the family, to express 
some of these feelings – to raise some of these questions about how this (to his mind) 
erroneous family narrative of him evolved – about how and why it had become such a 
distorted description of him. They should all get it, I suggested - Mum included. 
 
D: No – not to Mum – it‟s got fuck-all to do with Mum. My mother doesn‟t know what 
my brothers think of me! That‟s my view. I don‟t think they‟ve told her. I don‟t think 
they‟ve told her why they don‟t speak to me. She knows that we don‟t speak – I doubt 
that they‟ve told her why. That‟s a feeling I get from John‟s - 2‟s - wife. 
 
This comment came early in our succession of interviews (the fourth one), and it‟s one of the 
earliest personalisations of his brothers that D injected into our conversations. He would go 
on to use their names more often in later discourses, but reverts to referring to them by 
number when he feels angry towards them. His assessment that his mother knew (knows) 
little of the depth of this sibling discontent is probably quite accurate – she seems to have 
not asked many questions of her children about their relationships.  
 
 
D has strong feelings of disconnection from, and rejection of, his own mother. She seems to 
be unaware of – indeed, D does not seem to have informed her of – the details of his life in 
Thailand. She was aware of Ron‟s existence, but either did not understand, or did not want 
to fathom, the depth of feeling D had for his unofficially adopted son. She visited D recently 
(in 2007), but his interpretation of her visit indicates he perceives a gross insensitivity 
(towards him) on her part. She turned up on the day of the third anniversary of D‟s 
deportation from Thailand, without noticing the significance of that day for D. She then left on 
the second anniversary of Ron‟s death, again without either being aware of the significance 
of the date, or (worse) ignoring it. D‟s reaction, on recalling this visit from his mother, shows 
the hurt he felt: 
 
D: I DIDN‟T want her in my space - at all! Especially at that time of year! When she 
wants to come up next year, I‟ll find out when‟s the best time for her, then be away, 
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so I don‟t have to do it, because I don‟t want her in my space. Because she doesn‟t 
know about the name change, or anything. And nobody else knows about my old 
name, so I mean…I just don‟t care…  
 
There‟s a trailing off of D‟s voice at this instant that indicates there‟s a deep hurt there. D 
changed his name on return from Thailand, and, feeling apart from his family, and that they 
don‟t understand, or deeply care about him, he hasn‟t wanted to give them that information. 
He feels estranged from his family.  
 
It would be hard, perhaps, to bring his mother „up to speed‟ on the things that happened to 
him in Thailand. Does she have the psychological capability or the mindset to understand 
the changes that he has been through? Is it a case of simply trying to explain himself and his 
world in terms his mother will understand? 
 
D: I have NO intention of telling her about the name change. It‟s in my Will that she 
doesn‟t get told that I‟m dead. If I pre-decease her, she doesn‟t get told till five days 
after I‟m gone – not just dead – GONE! Cremated, or whatever. Because it‟s 
just…my brothers would want to be involved, because they‟d want to support her and 
blah, blah, blah. That won‟t happen. I just don‟t want them around AT ALL! They‟re 
not part of my life – end of story.  
 
The depth of D‟s feelings of disconnectedness with his family is obvious, and these feelings 
were evident much earlier in his life, when he couldn‟t wait to leave home at age fifteen and 
join the Navy. It is salient to note that, contiguously with these comments about his mother 
not being told of his death, he also suggested that his preferred „way of going‟ would be at 
sea: 
 
D: Truth be told, my best and most favoured way to go would be at sea! Lost at sea! 
Gone! 
 
This almost speaks to D being already „gone‟ from his family – a faded and fading presence. 
If he was lost at sea, there would be a memorial service of some sort, but no fussing over 
the body – no (or little) chance to be the subject of family pronouncements, good or bad, 
about him and his life. If his body was not there, these others – these strangers – could not 
„claim‟ him. This is a deep-seated sense of disconnection, and it taps into the same allegory 
that D‟s desire to „disappear‟, at age 11 does (when his father called him a „bloody poofter‟). 
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Curthoys and Docker (1999), discussing Western historiography and its task of „performing 
the miracle of restoration‟ (of keeping lives and their meanings current by writing and 
discussing the lived existences of those past) touched on the notion of a form of (limited) 
immortality that many of us might desire: 
 
Our task of rescuing the past from the finality of being past is...an attempt to prevent 
people‟s erasure before their death. Through oral history, we invite them to participate in this 
memorializing process, to help us determine just how they will survive their own deaths, how 
they will be remembered. (Curthoys and Docker 1999, 7) 
 
D‟s point is that he doesn‟t want to be remembered – at least, not by his biological family. 
His deep-seated allegory of this desire to disappear speaks of a past lifescape littered with 
obstacles to familial communication and understanding that are, in his view, too massive to 
move. 
 
 
Relationships with significant others 
 
D and I spent some time talking about the relationships that are possible with other special 
mates or friends (relationships with no sexual component). This discussion is about those 
friends to whom we can and do sometimes „bare our souls‟. I asked D to reflect on what we 
get out of those relationships – the ones we regard as special.  
 
D referred frequently to two separate relationships that he has developed with two men – 
Paul and Bruce. These two men are both very important figures in D‟s life. Each one each 
adds quite different points of significance to D‟s existence, but they have no relationship of 
significance with each other: 
 
D: They‟re my best mates.  They‟re the first best mates I‟ve ever had. But they are 
two separate parts of my life.  They know each other.  They have met – we all went 
sailing together once.   
 
D feels he has a good relationship with both of them, and that they are relationships of quite 
some depth, but premised on different shared interests – Paul and D have IT (Information 
Technology – computers) in common, Bruce and D have sailing in common. Interestingly, 
neither knows that D is homosexual. Both Paul and Bruce are heterosexual. (It should be 
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noted that although D is not a „rugger-bugger‟ type, he is most definitely a „bloke‟, and is not 
at all effeminate in his mannerisms). 
 
Paul is divorced, and carries much pain over this turn in his life. His divorce was seven years 
ago, but the effect is current: 
 
D: Seven years, but it feels like yesterday to him. He feels like he‟s lost his family. 
(He does maintain contact with his children). 
 
And what does D expect and get from his relationship with Paul? D couches his answer in 
terms of his giving, not his receiving: 
 
D: I think it‟s what I give, as far as the relationship with Paul‟s concerned, because I 
provide a safety valve for him. I know damn well that he‟s been so close to killing 
himself so many times – like, seriously close on two or three occasions, and I know 
that hasn‟t happened because of my interaction.  
 
So, whilst D and Paul have a relationship that was founded on their common IT interest, the 
continuance of the relationship is at least partly based on Paul‟s strong need for support 
(some – but not D – would say „rescuing‟), and on D‟s satisfaction at being able to simply 
support a friend. Weinstein and Ryan (2010, 222) noted that, as far back as Aristotle, 
philosophers have been reiterating that human happiness is increased primarily by being the 
giver of love, rather than the receiver. 
 
Paul and D met through a Men‟s Group that they both attended in 2004 - the year that D was 
deported from Thailand. Probably not coincidentally, this was a time in D‟s life when he was 
feeling suicidal. Mary saw an advertisement for the men‟s group at the Newfarm 
Neighbourhood Centre (Brisbane), where she was conducting academic research. She 
suggested that D should go, and the friendship between D and Paul evolved from their 
meeting at the group sessions. 
 
Bruce, on the other hand, is what D refers to as „a bloke‟s bloke‟. He‟s a sailor, and he built 
his own boat – a 9-metre sailing boat. They met, D recounts somewhat humorously, at a 
brothel - Bruce was working for the marketing arm of the brothel that D was contracted to 
provide IT support for. But D sees Bruce as a very different friend to Paul: 
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D: Bruce is a different kettle of fish – he has an interesting cast of mind. He thinks in 
lines that are different to the way I think. He tends to be very practical. He can take a 
physical problem and work at it, whereas I can take an emotional or spiritual problem 
and work with it.  
 
Does that mean that Bruce is not so good at talking about the emotional side of 
relationships? 
 
D: No, he is. It‟s just different. Paul‟s an emotional person, and he‟s an emotional 
counter-point to me. Bruce is a practical counter-point to me. Bruce and I talk in 
philosophical terms, about practical things - about boats, for example. For me, a boat 
is a ticket out of Australia, a time of quietness, a space… 
 
 
In this process of discussing the contrast between these two quite different relationships with 
these two mates, Paul and Bruce, D has a sudden „aha!‟ moment: 
 
D: I wonder if the two mates aren‟t filling in for the brothers!  
 
D is being most observant: this seems likely. Lang and Carstensen (1994) suggested that, 
as we grow into and past middle age (where D is, chronologically) we tend to deliberately 
reduce our social networks to smaller and smaller groups of those whose company and 
thoughts we genuinely enjoy and value. D has spent far more time with Paul and Bruce than 
with any of his siblings, and he has talked through far more issues, values and topics with 
them than he ever has with his brothers. He has talked with Paul and Bruce, in fact, about 
things that he might never talk over with his brothers, and it is not at all surprising that D 
feels a much greater depth of connection with his two friends: 
 
D: It‟s interesting, because Bruce and Paul together have far more depth than all 
three of my brothers put together - far more depth to them, as people.  
 
D‟s stronger relationship with his two friends than with his brothers begs an obvious question 
about how Paul and Bruce have helped D to reintegrate: 
 
D: Into society? Socially? Oh, totally! They accept me.  
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This is a crucial point for D – personal acceptance. It‟s what he feels few people – from 
family to society to the justice authorities – have not given him. But do they know about D‟s 
time in prison? 
 
D: I don‟t know! Bruce might – Paul definitely doesn‟t. Bruce might, because he was 
aware of the Thailand issue. So I don‟t know. 
 
I asked if that was something he would like them to know about? Is that a new area of 
personal exposure that was ready for exploration? It would, in a way, be a test – to see if 
either Bruce or Paul would abandon D, as he feels his brothers have. 
 
D: Yes – that‟s something that I‟ve thought about – frequently. I do want to find out…I 
want to sound them out – talk to them about it - like, find out. I‟ll start of with Bruce 
and find out what he knows! I don‟t think it will cost me those friendships. 
 
D then reflected on one of the great elements of close relationships – the mutual obligation 
of reciprocity. On this point, Molm said that “...positive emotions of pleasure or satisfaction 
are involved in the positive relation between the expressive regard communicated by 
voluntary acts of reciprocity and the formation of integrative bonds” (Molm 2008, 187). Just 
such integrative reciprocity is evident in the stories that Bruce and D share: 
 
D: The other day, Bruce told me something that was, like, one of those life secrets. 
And I thought about it at the time – like, that I probably owe him a life secret…The 
fact that he trusted me enough to tell me what he told me says more for him as a 
friend than anything.  
 
D obviously has an immense feeling of satisfaction at this thought, and he does, incidentally, 
illustrate his „friendship trustworthiness‟ by not revealing to me what Bruce‟s secret was! 
What D was realising was that there‟s not really an obligation to divulge a life secret in 
return, but that when someone trusts you to that extent, that usually generates a heartfelt 
willingness to reciprocate. Did this trust make D feel good? 
 
D: Hugely! And this is the first time I‟ve thought about it in those terms! It would 
probably be interesting for me to know…it would be good for me to have 
somebody who knows! I think it would be a big weight off me! 
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D was feeling the catharsis (albeit potential) of risking self-exposure to a trusted other. In 
that moment, it seems, D was engulfed by feelings that echo the thoughts of the 
autoethnographer Lee (2007, para 7), responding to a question about herself: 
 
I respond. The paradox of telling. If I lay out words, I excavate a fresh and fleeting 
moment, I find structure and symmetry. I discover a rough but magic catharsis. The 
conscious and unconscious leak into my hermetic world.  
 
 
The value of talking 
 
The extensive interview sessions I conducted with each of the five respondents in this thesis 
research project did seem to have a therapeutic function for the respondents, although, as I 
told each respondent at the outset of our relationships, I did not set out to „do‟ counselling. D 
encapsulated the therapeutic potential of the hermeneutic circling we were doing through his 
stories with several responses, over time, to my various apologies for sounding like I was 
„doing counselling‟ with him: 
 
D: I think it‟s great! This is great – I‟m sorry, but, look, I don‟t even take it as 
counselling – this is the one opportunity I have to talk about something that grieves 
the bejesus out of me! It is the ONLY time that I… I don‟t HAVE this conversation…I 
have NEVER had this conversation with anybody in my entire life before…where I re-
visit such PAIN…from back then, and I‟m…actually feel…I actually feel I‟m being as 
honest as I CAN be. (6/7) 
 
The hermeneutic circling that my conversations with D produced were, indeed, taking us 
down the Heideggerian path of searching for explanation of the disconnection in his life. As 
Hoy (1993, p.176) emphasised, “...what needs to be explained is not the connection (of 
Dasein to the world), but the disconnection”. D‟s discussions about his life were always 
about his feelings of disconnection with others and the world. 
 
 
Throughout our conversations for this thesis project, it became quickly obvious that D was 
very selective in terms of who he would bother engaging in conversation with. His 
guardedness that comes from feelings of betrayal and misunderstanding (by and from 
others) combines with a significant intellect to result in what even he would probably call a 
„don‟t suffer fools gladly‟ attitude. When he DOES engage in meaningful conversation with 
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others, though, what is it, I asked him, that he is looking for? What does he seek (and 
sometimes get) out of the relationships that he puts conscious effort into? 
 
D: Just being able to talk to somebody who can work with me on a couple of levels – 
one, my intellect, two, the fact that I don‟t have to hide shit – the fact that if something 
comes up that I can relate back to something that occurred earlier…I don‟t have to 
put together the scenario – the scenario‟s already been discussed – I was in jail, and 
that‟s why I think about that in this way. 
 
Again, D is talking about those spaces for discussion – whether it‟s the space he and I share 
in our thesis discussions, or the spaces he shares with his closest friends – in person or on 
the internet: 
 
D: At the end of the day, this whole business we‟re talking about with the 
mentoring is about a space to talk – it‟s not about a space to be changed – it‟s 
about a space where you‟re allowed to MAKE change – and be supported in 
making that change...How do you feel about yourself? How are you going to 
change that? What do you feel about yourself right this minute, and what are you 
going to change about that? What don‟t you LIKE about how you feel? What can you 
change? What do you need help looking at? Because people come out of jail in a 
pair of green tracksuits, and it‟s NOT the best look! 
 
D‟s image of the „green tracksuit‟ is something of a metaphor; a reference to a homogenised 
receptacle into which a soul is poured to be kept – sealed – whilst in prison. Far from being a 
place for positive change, prison is perhaps more a place that leaves the soul and psyche in 
limbo, at best, and ravaged, at worst. 
 
 
The theoretical base that I came into this research project with is very psychodynamic - very 
Life History/Life Narrative structured, and involves the constant hermeneutic circling through 
the narratives that my research respondents present. Additionally, my respondents were 
deliberately and consciously asked to be co-constructors, in the constructivist-interpretivist 
process, of their own stories. This process has emphasised that our pasts are WITH us, in 
an everyday sense - on an ongoing basis. The problem with that ever-in-present-past, 
though, is that memories sit uncomfortably when they enter our consciousness if we haven‟t 
„sorted‟ their meaning. As Hunt and McHale (2008, p. 42) stated simply: “Without meaning, 
memory is nothing”. They were talking about the recalled memories of traumatised, aging 
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war veterans who were, like the respondents in my thesis, working through the interpretivist 
process of re-constructing the meaning of their memories by reviewing both their own 
narratives of the past and their recall of the dominant social discourses of their world at the 
time the original memories were encoded.   
 
D, however, raised a significant point of caution in my own rush to claim that we were, 
together, involved in something of an all-encompassing re-narration of his life: 
 
D: Yes – the past is with us. And if I want to tell you about my past, that‟s my choice! 
How much do YOU know about MY past? VERY small bits and pieces… 
 
He has a good point – our willing disclosure to others (about our pasts) is always a „carefully 
tended garden‟ – we reveal some things, but not others – all our conversations, in that 
sense, are press releases (see Wiersma, 1988). 
 
 
Payback or punishment? 
 
The concept of reparation is one that is central to Restorative Justice (Slobodan, 2008; 
Radzik, 2003; Lazar, 2008; Umbrett, Vos, Coates & Lightfoot, 2005), and one that has also 
been included in our extant Retributive Justice system – usually in the court-ordered (and in 
human terms, emotionally inadequate) sense of monetary payments to victims. All social and 
justice systems seem to include some notion of „payback‟ – something owed to those who 
are victims by the perpetrator of the harm. Reparation is also a theme that runs through D‟s 
life, and his thoughts on payback have been influenced by both his own life experiences and 
his contemplation of Buddhist teachings. 
 
D: (Payback) it‟s not for the prisons.  It's giving back to society.  I hold myself guilty of 
what I did, and in some ways, Ron was giving back.  He was payback - my foster 
son.  See, I knew the first day I took him home that he would die. (Ron had AIDS 
when D adopted him).  And I knew, I knew, the day that he went home with me - I 
knew he was going to die.  There were no ifs, buts or maybes about it.  All I took him 
to the doctor for was to get medication to ease his pain. Isn't that funny?  I actually 
felt – feel - a debt for that.  Not for Ron‟s death – but for all of that bullshit that I went 
through in 1983 (D‟s original charge of sex with a minor). Isn't that funny?!  I still have 
a sense of guilt! I still haven't paid it back! Isn't that strange?! 
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A long-lasting sense of guilt is not, of course, strange - many people carry guilt for many 
years, over any manner of „debts owed‟. If such feelings and emotions aren't talked about – 
adequately discussed with empathic listeners (Miller, 2001) -  then the guilt sits there, 
unresolved, causing ongoing problems in the psyche and life. 
 
D frequently reflected on the long-term effect of his original offence, expressing a feeling of 
lifetime guilt, apparently over his sexual offence with the thirteen year old boy, suggesting 
that prison had not punished him enough. He went further with this punishment theme, 
stating that he felt his adopted son was punishment: 
 
D: Ron was punishment - you think about it: The day your child is born (the day D 
found Ron and fostered him), you know he's going to die.  You've got limited time.  I 
knew that!  I wonder if I took him on because of it? Or in spite of it!  Isn't that scary!  I 
never thought of it that way! This has just put a whole new spin on things…  
 
This is definitely a point of introspection for D, and, again, in a later reflection on this turning 
point in his life, he offered these further thoughts: 
 
D: I‟ve often considered the decision that I made to take my son on board, knowing 
that he had already been sentenced to death by AIDS.  I knew the only thing I could 
do was to make what life he had left at least palatable even if not everything that I 
hoped I could be responsible for. Till the day I die what I did for my son will be the 
source of the greatest pride I have as a human being. 
 
 
Payback, punishment and guilt are themes within D‟s life narrative that are complexly and 
intimately linked, and it is clear that, in our dyadic hermeneutic circling through his stories, 
we were co-constructing new narratives, even reinterpreting his Dasein. 
 
D: You know, I sat down and talked about it one day, and I was talking to a guy in 
Thailand…and I said to him that Ron was my „caamora‟ – which is „Giantish‟ (from 
the science fiction book „White Gold Wielder‟, by Steven Donaldson, 1983) for a ritual 
of cleansing pain and grief by fire – and I often thought that Ron was mine, because 
what greater punishment could you inflict on a person than he has his son 
from birth to death? Knowing that he was going to die, and knowing that there was 
no way out of it. And it took a LONG time to come to terms with that – that that‟s 
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what I was actually doing…that I‟d actually said, „I‟ll take care of you until you 
die‟. 
 
D was wondering if he had actually taken on Ron as part of his payback – his required 
reparation. Was he voluntarily putting himself through that ordeal – through that pain? 
Indeed, was the pain of Ron part of his debt payment?  
 
I asked if, in fact, D felt that this pain was part of a debt for his homosexuality: 
 
D: I don‟t know. I don‟t really have any idea. I just…I think that‟s part of it…But I 
don‟t feel guilty about being gay. I suspect it‟s to do with the…um…deal in 
Gladstone (D‟s offence), and maybe it is a matter of, I don‟t feel I was punished 
enough. I don‟t know - I have no idea… 
 
This is convoluted – a proudly gay man, whose father once called him a „bloody poofter‟ (and 
that label and memory still irritates D intensely), the nagging feeling of a debt to pay back - 
why hasn‟t D been able to pay back what he owes, to repay his debt in full? Who does he 
owe the debt to? To his father? To the young man involved in the encounter that sent D to 
prison?  
 
I asked D if the seat of this „unpayable debt‟ might, in fact, lie somewhere else. Was it 
something else in his childhood – something that had nothing to do with either Gladstone or 
his father‟s accusatory exclamation? What was the „unpayable debt‟ an allegory for? It could 
have been something to do with his offence in Gladstone, but he had surely been punished 
enough for that. When D accepted that he had made a wrong choice, he put his hand up, 
and pleaded guilty. He acknowledged that it was his own choice – and a wrong choice – and 
said that he would never do it again. It would seem strange, then, to still be trying to punish 
himself, as he tends to think he is, thirty-six years later.  
 
Is it possible that D‟s „unpayable debt‟ may simply be his lifelong feeling of difference from 
others? He felt different as a child (always smarter than others), he felt different as an 
adolescent (he was gay), and he felt different as an adult (his homosexuality was never 
understood by others). Is it this „difference‟, rather than his behaviour, which is 
„unforgiveable‟? This would be close to a Milleresque Repetition Compulsion (Miller, 1987) – 
D would be locked into a circular pattern of never being understood, but being forever 
punishable, and never understanding why. That seems close to the core of his stories. 
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If we follow Miller‟s (1987) notion of adult action in the present as allegorical of unresolved 
childhood trauma, then it is hard to see D‟s rescue of Ron as an allegorical representation of 
his sexual encounter with his consenting but under-aged sexual partner back in 1983, which 
is the interpretation D seems to be applying to that historical fact. Ron may not have been, 
as D reflected, part of his punishment. Instead, in rescuing Ron, D may have been 
subconsciously attempting to allegorically rescue himself. If we view D‟s caring and 
advocacy for Ron as an allegory for the caring and advocacy that D‟s own father failed to 
show him at age 11, when D was faced with the bewildering emergence of his own 
homosexuality, then the allegory of rescue comes into focus.  
 
Combining D‟s feeling of his „unpayable debt‟ with his rescue of Ron leads to a different 
narrative: Perhaps D was not rescuing Ron to atone for his own „sins‟, but to subconsciously 
reflect his own childhood need for rescue from the abyss of aloneness that he had fallen into 
himself, at the beginning of adolescence – at the beginning of his emerging but 
misunderstood awareness of his own sexual difference. Just as Ron was abandoned to a life 
on the uncaring streets of indifference, D was abandoned in his metaphorical street of 
unlovable difference. In enfolding Ron in the arms of his caring, D was also enfolding the 
child within himself, the child who had felt – who still feels – so alone. His rescue of Ron was 
the rescue he never received. 
 
 
 
 
**************************************************** 
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PAUL‟s STORY   
 
The respondent in this chapter chose anonymity. „Paul‟ is the nom de plume chosen. He will 
be referred to simply as „P‟. 
 
Family background  
 
Born in the mid-1950s, P was the second child in his family of three siblings. His parents had 
been married almost two years when P arrived. His older sibling was a girl - P is 18 months 
her junior. His parents were living in the Parramatta area of Sydney, and life was difficult. His 
father was a labourer who worked hard and liked to have a few beers on the weekend. P 
saw his father as a „fairly responsible person‟, suggesting that, at that early stage, he usually 
only drank on a Saturday and „only had a few‟. He was not a violent drunk. 
 
There was violence in the home, but this was not because of the more usual pattern of the 
male spouse drinking heavily and then wreaking havoc on the rest of the family. Instead, the 
violence came from P‟s mother. She might have blamed her husband‟s drinking for the 
raging arguments that erupted on a daily basis when he returned from the pub after work, 
but these arguments were always, P remembers, instigated by her.  
 
P: It was my mother‟s attitude - her upbringing - that brought her to the conclusion 
that you‟re either at work or home, nothing in between - very authoritarian. 
 
Her husband‟s arrival home from the pub usually precipitated verbal abuse about his 
drinking habits which would quickly escalate into yelling matches, thrown crockery, P and his 
sister hiding under the table, then the slamming of the door as his father retreated to the pub 
for another hour or two. P‟s mother‟s rage would then be turned on him. This is the pattern of 
his abuse that probably started from his birth. His earliest recollections at about age three 
indicate that this is the world he always lived in. 
 
In adulthood, P did eventually have discussions with both parents about this family violence. 
In his late 30s, in prison, P had written a lengthy stream-of-consciousness text that 
documented most of the trauma he had suffered. He gave that document to his parents 
(then in their late 60s), and they read it. 
 
P‟s father passed away in 2005, but P felt that by then he had „squared things away‟ with his 
father.  
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P: I mean, I understand where they‟re coming from, and my mother has a response 
to what I‟d written, because they actually took it and read a page each, alternating.  
They read it to each other, and got through it, and my mother wrote something in 
response about where she was coming from - about her upbringing.  
 
P‟s mother‟s story clearly illustrates the intergenerational transmission of violence (Cort et al, 
2011). She was the eldest of five children - three boys, and two girls. She had huge levels of 
responsibility thrust on her young shoulders. As she grew up, during the Second World War, 
her father was away frequently - almost never home.  He was working in essential services, 
and her mother gave her the primary responsibility of looking after all her siblings.  Her 
mother worked around town, doing whatever work she could find. P‟s mother was blamed 
for, and punished for, anything that her siblings did that was „wrong‟. The eldest of her 
brothers was apparently very good at getting her into trouble, and she grew up feeling 
wrongly blamed and unfairly punished all the time. She found no opportunity to resolve the 
psychological damage done by this unfair pedagogy, because she would go on to visit 
exactly the same pedagogic approach (and worse!) to her own child, P. 
 
P: Just to describe my mother a bit – it‟s hard to have a conversation with her for 
more than 15 minutes, where something related to death doesn‟t come up.  Freud 
would have a lot of fun with her, I imagine. She is a fairly sadistic person. 
 
As the story of his mother‟s behaviour towards him unfolds, the reader might come to see 
those words from P („she is a fairly sadistic person‟) - as an understatement. 
 
It is important to note that P‟s mother singled him out as the primary recipient of her 
unreasonable and unreasoning rage. She was not as violent towards her other children - P 
remained, throughout his childhood and adolescence, the focus of her continual abuse. 
Miller (1987) would say that P‟s mother, unable to find an empathic listener who could help 
her resolve her childhood trauma, had split off her hated childhood self (the one that was 
always unacceptable to her mother, and therefore repeatedly and unreasonably punished) 
and projected it onto her second child, P. 
 
Why P? Why not one of the other children (he did have an older sister)? Perhaps partly 
because P was her first male child, and the first possible substitute for her younger brother, 
who was the source of much of her childhood punishment - he would create „trouble‟, and 
she would be blamed and punished by her mother (as the older sibling „who should know 
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better‟). Each of P‟s siblings adopted their own strategies (unconsciously, of course) to avoid 
the wrath that their mother demonstrated so frequently towards P, and they have differing 
views (as all siblings do) of the „shared experience‟ of the family home. Although the 
maelstrom of violence raged around them as they grew up, it was only P that stood at the 
centre of the storm. 
 
 
P‟s mother‟s random brutality – a constant from P‟s earliest recollections  
 
P has memories from around three years of age. His first memory of abuse comes from 
about that time: 
 
P: The first memory I have that‟s not just a general thing…the clearest, as in the first 
event, is …we had a pair of concrete laundry tubs, and I just remember, like a violent 
birth, having my head dunked in this FUCKING ice-cold water…and full-on tension, 
like my head‟s going to explode… I just remember gasping for air…my head comes 
out of the water, there‟s water going everywhere – it‟s in my eyes and ears – but 
before I can get another breath, I‟m back in the water again…and the, the distance 
between the tubs and the wall is about a metre or so…and I‟m about 3 or 4…and 
then I was just thrown down on the concrete floor, thud, bang…and it‟s like, „What‟s 
going on?‟  
 
 
Who was doing this to P? His mother! He doesn‟t know why – it could, he says now, have 
been any one of a number of different things she wasn‟t happy about. He didn‟t necessarily 
have to do anything, he recalls, to „evoke‟ this sort of outburst of violence from his mother. 
He was bewildered, as a child, when he was subjected to these sudden random and brutal 
punishments, and he sees no rational explanation for them now, as an adult. Even more 
bewildering, perhaps, was the „normalness‟ that would immediately follow such violence: 
 
P: Then straight away after the water-dunking we were going down town, and she‟s 
just wiped my head with a towel, and got my shoes down, and told me to put them 
on…then – and I clearly remember this - I distinctly remember being smart, having an 
attitude, when she‟s told me to put my sandals on…she said something about „Make 
sure you‟ve got them on the right feet‟, and she‟s given me some socks to put on 
first, and I‟ve gone, „Like, which foot do I put the socks on?‟  
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This example of defiance against the perpetrator is most interesting! It shows a very early 
characteristic that is evident throughout the story of P‟s life. In the absence of empathic 
listeners or advocates - a tragic constant throughout most of his life - this personality 
characteristic probably served P well. He remembers knowing at the time that his quip about 
which foot to put the socks on was „being smart‟, and he knew at the time that he was risking 
further retaliation. Coming immediately after the head dunking abuse, perhaps his mother 
didn‟t have the energy at that instant to take things further – her immediate rage had been 
expended. If P was „reading‟ the situation with such finesse (just avoiding further 
punishment) at that early age, he was both naturally intuitive, and it is more than likely that 
this first recollection of violence was not actually the first one to occur. 
 
P‟s mother was very inconsistent in the way she treated him. The anger would turn on and 
turn off. He didn‟t need to do anything to be the object of her anger. If something went wrong 
for her, she would take it out on him. That, of course, is classic child abuse (Painter and 
Howell, 1999; Peterson and Ewigman, 1994). 
 
 
The rages of P‟s mother were a regular, constant part of his family‟s psychological 
landscape - they were pretty much daily occurrences, with an „extra serving‟ on Saturdays. P 
quickly adopted the tactic of avoiding his mother as much as he could during the week, so 
weekends were the only time he and his siblings were in the house. His father worked 
Saturday mornings, but would then drink at the pub for some time - probably to avoid the 
fight he knew awaited him at home. This strategy from P‟s father would, of course, 
exacerbate the tension that would build in his wife‟s mind. 
 
Saturday was the day when P‟s mother‟s stress would especially escalate. She usually 
arose around 9am, and by the time her husband was supposed to be home from work at 
1pm, and he wasn‟t, then her tension would just get worse until he came in. If it hadn‟t had 
such tragic results, this situation would almost have been farcical - the woman steaming 
because her husband wasn‟t home and the husband avoiding going home because his wife 
was steaming. Neither of them appear to have had any insight into the effects of their 
behaviours on their children.  
 
P: We had three or four sets of crockery, you know, to make up a set of six, because 
different bits had been broken over the years – thrown, hit, smashed, dropped down, 
thrown on the floor, across the room…I recall sheltering under the dining room 
table…my sister and myself were under the table, and you couldn‟t really see, 
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because the table was in the way, but you could hear everything going on…and 
things would be getting smashed, and eventually it would all end with the slamming 
of a door – the front door – and that would be it.  
 
For a four year old child, the screaming, yelling and smashing of crockery would have been 
bewildering and traumatising enough, but, at the end of every such session - when his father 
had walked away from this turmoil - P would invariably be immediately dragged from 
underneath the table and his mother‟s full, uncontrollable rage would be physically vented on 
his small, frail body. There was no rescue or escape possible for P (unlike his father) - the 
beating would stop when his mother was physically exhausted. 
 
There are many startling images from P‟s childhood that tell of the extent of the abuse he 
suffered, but one stands out in particular. Most of us can remember pencil marks on 
doorways or kitchen walls in our childhood homes that chronicled our growth in height and 
age throughout our childhoods. P also remembers marks on the wall that chronicled his 
growth, but not in the way the rest of us do. 
 
P: She‟d (P‟s mother) be, like, using bits of 2 x 2 (pieces of wood), or newspaper – 
roll it up – BANG – and like, across the head, and your ear would feel like it was that 
thick, and throbbing…and there‟s a wall, still there, in the same house, that‟s full of 
spackfiller…I used to go to school with a lump here, and a lump here (pointing to his 
head)…just from having my head jammed into the wall…bang, bang…and I‟m sure 
they start about that high, and go until about that high (indicating increasing height 
over time)… and if the wall was cut out, you'd see all these compression marks, 
where it was cracked. 
 
The walls of P‟s childhood home chronicled his growth, but they did so in holes or dents in 
the plaster where, over time, his mother repeatedly smashed his head into the wall. There 
could hardly be a more telling image of the abject abandonment to violence that P suffered 
in his childhood. 
 
It was not just P‟s head that was continuously attacked though - his whole body was a target: 
 
P: Oh, I used to have welt marks all over my legs, and welt marks on my arms, from 
trying to block the blows with the timber.  And the fucking timber would always be on 
the edge.  And the welt would be swollen and almost bleeding. 
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Although his mother deliberately dressed him in long-sleeved jumpers and shirts at primary 
school - in an obvious attempt to hide the evidence of her abuse - someone must have 
noticed some of the time…but this was the early 1960‟s, and no-one came to his rescue. No-
one spoke in his defence. No-one came to his rescue. The child was completely abandoned 
by all those adults who should have protected him. 
 
 
Escape/retreat/hiding from his mother - the beginnings of a major life theme  
 
P‟s earliest response to the dilemma of the constant physical abuse he suffered, and to the 
dilemma of being abandoned, was to hide under the low-set house, where his mother 
couldn‟t reach him. Astonishingly, he did this from about age three, often hiding there until 
his father came home – his mother never laid a hand on him (literally!) when his father was 
there (although she would verbally admonish him). Whilst this tactic was fine for evenings 
(as he waited for the return of his father), there were the daylight hours that weren‟t spent in 
school that also presented the problem of where to go and what to do to avoid the constantly 
random risk of a bashing. P‟s life, from the earliest age, became one long task of avoiding as 
much contact with his mother as he could. 
 
P:The way it evolved over time, certainly by 1963 or 1964, when I was 7 or so, was 
that it became evident, at some point, that if I wasn‟t there, I didn‟t have to do it – you 
know, the bullshit, the violence, all the dramas…so I would have lunch (on a 
Saturday), then disappear over the back fence. Behind the back fence there was just 
paddocks for miles!  
 
At that early time, P‟s family lived right on the outskirts of town. Over the back fence, there 
was just bush. There, P could wander all day, and not see the same thing twice. So that‟s 
what he did. By himself, or joined by a couple of other kids from the neighbourhood, he 
would just go and have fun, looking around, playing games in the wide open, unsupervised 
spaces – being a normal kid.  
 
At the beginning of the development of this escape strategy, P would wait until after lunch on 
Saturdays before disappearing. Pretty soon, though, with his mother starting the physical 
abuse as soon as her husband went off to work, P began to take his own leave earlier and 
earlier. This often meant, tellingly, going without food. 
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P: So I began to leave earlier in the mornings (on Saturdays). My old man would go 
to work at 5.30, or whatever it was - he‟d be out the front door, and I‟d be out the 
back door 5 minutes later.  
 
P would wait in the back yard (trying to keep out of sight) until about 8.00am, when the sun 
would be up, and the other kids in the neighbourhood would be finished their breakfast. For 
several hours, P would be just waiting outside for them to come out and play. In winter, he‟d 
be „freezing his legs off‟ in shorts. 
 
Usually, he would miss breakfast – he might grab a couple of biscuits here and there, but he 
had to disappear out of the house before his mother got up, or had the opportunity to ask 
him where he was going, and why – if it got to that point, it was too late to escape! Hunger 
was an acceptable price for freedom from her bullying abuse – and it wasn‟t just breakfast 
that was often missed. 
 
P: Oh, AND lunch, AND dinner! But sometimes, after the usual argument with the old 
man, it would be, like, total disgust (on the part of P‟s mother), so we‟d be going to 
bed without dinner, anyway – not because of what we‟d done, but because she‟d had 
this argument with him, and she just didn‟t want anyone around. 
 
Nobody, of course, was taking responsibility for the well-being of the children – the father 
simply escaped back to the pub every time he had an argument with his wife, and she had 
no concern at all for the children if she was in „a mood‟. Neither, it seems, did the father think 
of anyone‟s comfort but his own. 
 
P: Dad would be gone back down to the pub and we‟d be into bed with no dinner, 
and she‟d have the rest of the house to herself – we‟d be out of the way, we‟d be 
gone… 
 
Is it possible for two parents to more fully ignore the well-being of their children? P‟s 
unwillingness to condemn either his mother or father for their abdication of responsibility 
towards their children is phenomenal, given the extent of the abuse – the all-pervasive 
abuse – that he suffered. 
 
 
P describes his father as „...a happy drunk who cruised along‟. He got aggressive in reaction 
to the arguments his wife would always start, but P remembers his nature as essentially „...a 
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happy-go-lucky sort of a guy‟.  The arguments with his wife were always started by her, and 
it seems, from P‟s recollections, that she was always seething about the wrongs of others – 
usually her husband or P. These issues would play on her mind during the day, feeding her 
growing anger that erupted on at least a daily basis.  
 
P: There would often be things that had been in her mind that weren‟t even 
necessarily true…and she‟d be waiting for him (P‟s father)...she‟d see him, 
sometimes, walk down the drive to the house, and he‟d go round to the back, and 
she‟d jump up and just throw his dinner in the garbage bin, then he‟d walk in, and 
she‟d say „Oh, you‟re too late – I‟ve just thrown your dinner out‟…where it had been 
on the plate, on a pot of hot water on the stove, with a lid on…just waiting for him to 
come home. 
 
This particular tactic was not aimed at P (for a change), but it neatly illustrates Alice Miller‟s 
(1987, 59) notion of the trap-laying tactics of poisonous pedagogues. 
 
P‟s earliest escape tactic – hiding (under the house) – quickly developed into his absconding 
tactic (over the back fence and away). The aim in both cases, of course, was the avoidance 
of the inevitable abuse. Hiding and absconding would later (in his teens and adulthood) 
develop into retreating from any negative environmental stimulus. All these behaviours could 
be summarised, though, by one word – escape. 
 
If P was going to get beaten up for things that he didn‟t even understand, then escaping over 
the back fence looked like a good option. Over the back fence, he was suddenly in an adult-
free zone. Of course, if you are trying to escape the adult world, as a small child, you need to 
be resourceful. P and his several mates proved to be just that. The places P and his mates 
found to spend time in provided them with shelter, safety and even food. 
 
There was an old Cobb and Co stage coach building that was derelict, sitting on an empty 
block, and P and his mates would play there. As time went on, he stayed away from home 
more and more often, and he found that he was not alone in his world of abuse. Other 
abusive family situations and the 1960‟s zeitgeist of ignoring child abuse (Kempe et al, 1962; 
Fontana, Donovan and Wong, 1963; Labbe, 2005) ensured that P encountered a few fellow 
sufferers. In fact, these „same others‟ were the only opportunity P found for catharsis in 
childhood. I had wondered, until I heard this story from P, how he had managed to survive 
with no empathic listeners. Here, in the briefly, vaguely, childishly communicated stories of 
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his fellow-abused, lay P‟s only chance to find relief from the unreasoning world he had 
encountered since birth. Here were just a few others who knew and understood. 
 
P:  It was like, „we don‟t need to go home - we can go other places‟… 
 
They also broke in (or, more correctly, „squeezed in‟) to the local bakery after hours – they 
were so small that they could fit through a gap between the old bakery oven and the wall. In 
the bakery, there was a fridge that was always stocked with butter, jam, and milk, so they 
were „right for a feed‟ This was not, however, mere pre-adolescent delinquency – it was a 
desperate response to the need for sanctuary: 
 
P: We used to go down there when things were tough.  
 
„When things got tough‟ is code, of course, for „When the abuse got too much to bear‟. P and 
his few mates were all, one suspects, in more or less the same abusive „boat‟. Sanctuary 
was needed on frequent occasions – several days (or more) each week – so they had other 
refuges besides the bakery, like the old abandoned council chambers.  
 
P: And that was right there in the main street. So that was another place to crash – 
and I‟m about 7 or 8 at the time. 
 
The resourcefulness of P as a young child is amazing – the need for him to provide 
emotional security, physical safety, and even food for himself is an incredible indictment of 
all of his pedagogues. This was sanctuary sans adults. Where were the adult care-givers 
who were taking notice of the child‟s needs? 
 
 
In discussions defending his father‟s failure as an advocate, P raises another elaboration of 
the central „trapped‟ metaphor in his life – the trapped in the corner metaphor. 
 
P: He (P‟s father) did sort of try to uncover the truth. On occasions I recall that he 
was quite frustrated that he couldn‟t. These are the times I remember the best, or 
most easily, because I‟d be looking over the table to where she (his mother) was 
sitting, and I‟d be in the corner, and dad‟s next to me, and to get out, I‟ve got to 
manoeuvre past him, past my brother, past the fridge near the wall…maybe I FELT 
trapped…that was just my seat, of course…I got trapped in the corner quite a bit. 
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A similar „trapped‟ metaphor has arisen in research with adult male survivors of childhood 
sexual abuse. In one study, the adults talking about their past trauma used the metaphor of 
a dungeon (Draucker and Petrovic 1996). The authors of this study likened the responses 
from study participants to a nineteenth century description by Hopkins (1897) of the horrors 
of the dungeons of Paris in the late 1800s. The experience of the dungeon-bound souls of 
the 1800s was echoed in the words of those from the twentieth century who had been 
abused as children – words that centred on entrapment, isolation, worthlessness, and utter 
abandonment.  
 
P‟s place at the family table is a metaphor for his entrapment in a cycle of inescapable 
violence. His mother would have placed him there deliberately – across the table, directly in 
her line of sight, in her constant gaze, and so under her extended power. She always looked 
directly at him any time his father questioned what he‟d been doing, and it was his mother 
who had direct eye contact with him, not his father. Would it have made a difference if P‟s 
father had seen the fear in his son‟s eyes on those occasions? P‟s mother made certain that 
that could not happen. 
 
P: And my old lady would just be looking at me. I knew if I said anything, I‟d be 
paying for it later.  So, it was like, I couldn't really tell dad why I hadn't been in the 
house earlier, why I hadn't had a bath, or a shower, or had dinner earlier, and gone 
to bed, or whatever the case was, because my mother was sitting there, looking at 
me, and there was this threat in the look in her eye - I knew that if I said anything… 
 
So P was always vague in his replies to his father, giving deliberately non-communicative 
responses like, „Oh, I don't know…‟ He was in the grip of a very firm poisonous pedagogy - 
this was classic poisonous pedagogy „trap-laying‟ (Miller 1987, 59). P‟s mother was almost 
daring him to tell the truth - but if he did, both knew he would suffer for it later. It must have 
been an intense conflict, to not be able to say anything in his own defence. To make matters 
worse, on these occasions when his father was questioning him, his mother would say 
things to divert any suspicion from herself, while adding to the threat represented by her 
gaze: 
 
P: And my mother would join in! She goes: „I don't understand - why don't you say 
what's going on?‟ Like she cared! She knew I couldn't say anything!  
 
This is indeed a violent game of abuse - here we see the psychological dimension of P‟s 
abuse in stark relief. His mother would feign a simple innocence when urging him to tell his 
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father „what was going on‟, whilst simultaneously (but hidden from her husband) holding her 
metaphorical finger on the trigger of extreme physical violence (to be delivered later) if P 
gave the „wrong‟ answer. 
 
Extent of physical abuse produces syncope  
 
The extent and the ferocity of the abuse that P suffered, on a daily basis, is quite hard to 
comprehend. His own words paint a picture of a rag doll – but a living, breathing one – 
thrown and battered and utterly unable to influence the outcome of the violence he was 
suffering...and he lived with the constant consciousness that such inescapable violence 
could befall him at any moment. How do you live in a world like that? 
 
P: And that‟s amazing, like, at 27, when I‟m writing this stuff, thinking about that – 
recalling that…but at the same time…you know, I never bled a lot…only once when 
she got me with the knife – other than that, I never bled! All bruises – everything from 
purple to yellow and all shades in between…I used to black out, too…sometimes I 
think I was knocked unconscious, like when I got my head slammed into the 
wall…but other times, it would start (the beatings), then I wouldn‟t know anything that 
was happening…then I‟d become aware of something, or I‟d be seeing stars, or I‟d 
be flying through the fucking room (thrown bodily across the room – he was 
small)…and someone told me since then that it‟s a mechanism – like, the stress is 
just so much that you shut down…it‟s at that level where you shut down, and then 
you‟re just like a rag doll…and maybe that saved me from having a few broken 
bones, too…and it would also indicate – I don‟t know how long that would last for 
(how long I‟d be out) – but maybe, when I wasn‟t responding, I might well have got 
slapped round more for not responding… 
 
P‟s „shutting down‟ into his „rag doll‟ condition during these phenomenally brutal beatings 
could have been Syncope. It is difficult to find connections in the medical literature between 
childhood beatings and syncope. Humm and Mathias (2010), however (although the 
syncope victims they were discussing were not child abuse victims) noted that vasovagal 
syncope (VVS) was firmly associated with head and neck trauma: 
 
Painful head movements were identified in 42.3% as putative provoking factor...In one 
patient, exacerbation of syncopal attacks clearly followed a physical and emotional trauma to 
the neck. Emotional distress and/or pain was reported to possibly provoke (pre-)sycope in 
more than a quarter [of patients studied]. (Humm  and Mathias 2010, 1063) 
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It is possible that syncope may be a frequent outcome of child abuse physical trauma, but 
this medical connection with such extreme beatings as those experienced by P may go 
largely unremarked by both the medical and child „protection‟ fraternities. 
 
In those fits of rage, P‟s mother must have been quite „out of control‟. Rather than being a 
cue for her to de-escalate her violence, or even stop the assault, P‟s lapses into 
unconsciousness may have had the opposite effect – they may have increased her rage.  
 
P: Well, it gave her more power…if she‟s in a fit of rage…like, I believe she was out 
of control (at these times), so she wouldn‟t have had any conscious decision-making 
ability to stop…she‟d just keep going until she didn‟t have any more energy left, then 
she would stop – when she was totally buggered.  
 
Apart from being a horrifying picture of uncontrolled rage (which must have had some sort of 
antecedents in P‟s mother‟s own unresolved past) note that P is still excusing his mother‟s 
actions. He never seems to be able - or willing - to hold her fully responsible for her actions. 
Where has the anger you would normally associate with being the victim of such abuse 
gone?  
 
At age 7, P considers killing his parents  
 
P does remember that for a short period, at the age of seven, he quite seriously considered 
killing both his parents. He was lying in bed, recovering from the flogging his mother had 
handed out that evening. His father was not yet home, but when he did arrive that evening 
there was no altercation between him and P‟s mother - all her frustration that had been pent 
up that day had already been relieved on P.  
 
P: At the age of 7 - I don‟t know how I knew what a shotgun was - but I used to have 
conscious thoughts…if a shotgun would have been available, I would have shot them 
both. I‟d pre-meditated how I was going to do it, but I just didn‟t have a gun.  
 
There is little emotion in this statement, made almost 40 years after the thought entered P‟s 
head – it is an almost matter-of-fact statement, bland…but it starkly illustrates the utter 
absence of advocacy in P‟s life at that point. He didn‟t have a shotgun, and the thought was 
not one that stayed around for long – this was not a recurrent theme in P‟s thinking over the 
subsequent years. But if there had been a shotgun there, then...? 
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Literature confirms that very few younger children kill their abusive parents, that patricide is 
more frequent than matricide, and that even the relatively rare matricide is usually carried 
out by adult sons (Heide and Frei 2010). As P says, he entertained the thought for a while, at 
age seven, then somehow dismissed it as a desirable or useful option in his set of responses 
to his ongoing predicament. Apart from the reflection that the thought „came and went‟, P 
has no explanation for why he never again entertained the idea of parricide. He does not 
recall talking to any others about these thoughts at the time, so the point of sufficient 
catharsis to enable him to give up on the notion is obscured. Perhaps – and he couldn‟t 
confirm this – P may have joked about the thought with some of his mates as they hid away 
in the old council chambers or the bakery. Perhaps voicing the thought was enough 
vengeance for a very young mind.  
 
 
Mother‟s violence and psychological predation constitutes a criminogenic vector   
 
At approximately 12 years of age, P stole a bicycle to run away from another of his mother‟s 
rages. He viewed it as borrowing the bike, intending to return it. The result was a court 
appearance, a brief detention, and a little subsequent attention to his case from the child 
care authorities. P refers to it as a Probation, and he certainly had a child care officer 
appointed to his case. This departmental person saw P while he was briefly in that first 
detention (just two weeks), and then briefly visited P‟s home several times over a period of 
some six months. 
 
It seems that part of this intervention was an encouragement of P‟s involvement in „boys 
activities‟.  This enabled him to join the Cubs (Scouts) - something his mother would have 
otherwise stopped. She would prohibit anything that might bring P some enjoyment. The 
intervention had prompted his father to also take a bit more of an interest in his son - one of 
his friends was the local Scoutmaster, and so was able to facilitate P‟s scouting enrolment. 
With activities to attend on the weekend, P‟s life had changed for the better – at least for a 
brief while. The scouting activities were not unlike what P had been doing (on his own) for so 
long, but doing it in a group was different. P was still just playing in the bush, but now he 
learned to light fires and tie knots properly, because he was doing it in the Scouts. For P, this 
was fun. 
 
As always, however, there was a price to pay for anything vaguely resembling happiness. P 
remembers being able to talk to his „Probation Officer‟ (Child Care Officer), and the fact that 
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he had begun to talk about some of the things that were happening to him obviously came to 
his mother‟s attention. Note that it was not the case that P had told the Officer much detail 
about the abuse he was suffering, but that the Officer was apparently gaining a little insight 
into P‟s situation: 
 
P: Anyway, I must have said something to him one day (the probation officer, who 
must have told P‟s mother), because I‟ve gone home this day - he‟d been there after 
he‟d been to see me (at school)…I walked into the lounge room, my mother was 
sitting there, knitting or something, and I sat in a chair. It was winter, and the fire was 
going – and then, WHACK! I copped it straight up the back of the head! Nearly 
knocked me off my feet – I was stunned! I was still being abused here and there, but 
this came out of the blue! Anyway, I‟ve suddenly got this WHACK on the back of the 
head…and I‟m thinking, what‟s that for? But before I could even verbalise a question, 
she said to me: „You tell that man (the probation officer) anything ever again, and I‟ll 
kill you!‟   
 
P doesn‟t recall what he said to the officer, but he certainly recalls being whacked on the 
back of the head! He also took the menacing threat to kill him seriously – he didn‟t doubt his 
mother would carry out her threat. A child could not be further from maternal advocacy than 
P was in that instant. 
 
P‟s mother‟s reprimand for „telling‟ in this instance, reinforced by the sudden physical 
assault, represents a classic element of Poisonous Pedagogy (Miller 1987) and, indeed, of 
all forms of abuse – the coercion of the victim into silence. The Probation Officer probably 
was looking out for P‟s well-being, but P felt that he was „to blame‟, and „at fault‟. 
 
P: I was 12 at that time, and I couldn‟t say anything to anybody…and I didn‟t realise 
for another 20 years that the Probation I was on back at age 12 was more for my 
protection than anything else. Yet, for ever and a day – at least until that point 20 
years later – I was under the impression that it was some sort of punishment. That 
probably contributed to whatever level of paranoia I had at the time…you know, be 
careful, because you‟re under observation and surveillance, or whatever. And, in fact, 
it had been my mother who was actually under scrutiny - but I never knew that then. 
  
By his own summation, P was a loner as a child. This is a direct consequence of his 
mother‟s quite extreme poisonous pedagogy – the classic strategy of the abuser is to cut the 
victim off from all other support. Forced into a corral of aloneness, the victim comes to 
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believe that he (or she) is to blame – that he is somehow unworthy of rescue. “Children 
subjected to severe and repeated parental maltreatment do not receive the support 
necessary to develop a sense of the self as worthy” (Harter 1998, 151). This separation from 
advocacy is almost a prerequisite – certainly a common factor – in criminogenesis. As 
Leschied et al (2008, 460) suggested: “...in early childhood, family factors including coercive 
parenting and child maltreatment will play a more significant role [in criminogenesis] than 
peer influence and substance abuse..”. As an adolescent in juvenile detention, then later as 
an adult in prison, P had some understanding of this mechanism that lies behind so much 
criminal behaviour – but it took a lot of time for this realisation to emerge from P‟s 
subconscious that had been so utterly convinced that it was he who was „the problem‟. 
 
P: I was a loner. Most guys in prison are probably loners…it varies a bit, but 
feeling…not being aware, but feeling alienated…maybe if I had have been aware of 
why I felt that way at the time, I might not have done some of the things I did…Which 
goes back to what you were saying – if you can verbalise your feelings to someone 
with an empathic approach, then maybe the issues can be dealt with so you don‟t get 
to the point where you‟re shoving guns in people‟s faces… 
 
As an adult, P had „shoved guns in people‟s faces‟ – he had committed some robberies – 
but, in prison in his late thirties, deciding (unprompted by anybody else) to write his 
autobiography, he began that catharsis that he was referring to here when he talked about 
the talking process that he and I were engaged in during the production of his story for this 
thesis. 
 
Perhaps the difference between living a legal and an illegal life is as simple as finding an 
empathic listener, or – as it seems in P‟s case – beginning the process of a talking catharsis  
(Nichols and Efran 1985; Kaminer 2006 ) by writing your own story. In P‟s case, he was 
perhaps acting as his own empathic listener, since he wrote, alone and in secret, in prison. 
Now in his fifties, P has certainly gained significant insight into his own past – he has arrived 
at a quite insightful view of the „wages of crime‟: 
 
P: You‟ve got to have a conscience…you have to realise it‟s NOT an issue about 
consequences…obviously sometimes you can go „Who gives a fuck!‟ or „I‟m not 
going to get caught‟…you know, you can fool yourself. The bottom line is, if you do a 
crime, you‟re going to get caught, and when you‟re caught, you‟re not going to have 
any control about that…your whole life is going to fall apart on one day when you go 
out and think you‟re off to the airport to buy a ticket to help someone out – to help 
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someone go where they want to go – and everything‟s rosy in the garden, until you‟re 
run into the gutter by a Police car, and the handcuffs go on, and ten years later, you‟ll 
turn up with that airline ticket, and they won‟t be there anyway!  
 
Whether P is talking here of an actual or an imaginary incident, this story clearly illustrates 
the „knife-edge‟ between „freedom‟ and capture for the „criminal‟. In his teens, his twenties, 
and even his early thirties, P lived his life – and committed various crimes – without any 
apparent insight into his actions and motivations. He was, during these decades, acting out 
the scenario he had learned in his early childhood – he was going to be punished, no matter 
what he did, so he could do anything without considering the consequences. For P, crime 
was pretty much a case of „balancing the ledger‟ – a ledger where he was perpetually „in the 
black‟, because he had „banked‟ so much punishment already. 
 
P: That‟s right! See, this is the whole scenario – basically, by doing that, as far as I 
was concerned at that point in time (when he was committing crime)...I was in the 
RIGHT when I thought that I could do anything I wanted, because I‟d already been 
punished for it! 
 
P likened this to going to a shop and buying a shirt – what you do with the shirt, once you‟ve 
bought it, is your business. The „shirt‟ that P had bought as a child was „punishment‟, and he 
had paid dearly for it. Whether he deserved it or not, P believed that he would be punished 
unreasonably, regardless of his behaviours and deeds. From childhood onwards, it was 
simply a matter of when and where the next punishment was coming from – not a matter of 
deserving punishment or not. There was no reason to the way he was treated by his 
pedagogues, so there were no limits on his behaviour – he had already paid for the „shirt‟. 
 
Somewhat surprisingly, it does not seem that P was, in his illegal behaviours, taking out his 
anger and frustration on society for the unreasonableness of his world – he simply seems to 
have been disregarding the consequences of anything he might do, because he knew that 
the consequence of anything he did would be punishment. So, for instance, once he had 
been taught (by his peers in juvenile detention) how to steal cars, if he needed to go 
anywhere (on the „outside‟) and didn‟t have access to a car, he would simply steal one. It 
was a pragmatic response (to P) to an immediate situation, and it recalls his actions as a 
young boy, running from his mother‟s wrath, and stealing a bicycle to try to reach safety. In 
his own mind, P‟s „criminal‟ behaviours always had that same purpose – he was always 
trying to alleviate some stressor – trying to find escape or relief or retreat from something in 
his environment. 
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P‟s  aborted TWIN and a failed adoption – two more reasons for his mother to hate him  
 
In addition to the rage she felt from her own childhood, P‟s mother found two other (quite 
unreasonable, of course) reasons to hate P to the extent she did. At the time of P‟s birth, his 
parents were living in Cabramatta, Sydney. Some of his father‟s family also lived in the area 
– particularly two of his aunts – spinsters who, P believes, had a significant influence on his 
family. During discussions with his mother in the last decade (the 2000s, when his mother 
had both read P‟s life story and started to write some of her own life history as a result), 
something arose about her being pregnant, and times were tough, and she didn‟t want to 
have the situation as it was - and this was when she was pregnant with P. 
 
P: And these aunties tossed up this abortion deal, and there were other discussions 
at other times about knitting needles and backyard operators.  When I was born, I 
had a twin.  I was born on Black Friday, July 1956.  My twin, she was a stillbirth.  
I won‟t say that I recall anything, but maybe there‟s something really deep in the 
unconscious there. I believe that that‟s the case – I‟m not sure about the records – I 
haven‟t seen anything in writing, but that‟s how everyone tells the story…There was a 
still born twin, and she was a girl, and they just took her away. According to my 
mother, that‟s just how it was at the time. The pregnancy was pretty rough…what 
she‟s never actually admitted, but possibly inferred about possible abortions…that 
might be a contributing factor there… 
 
What emerges – in fragments – is the possibility that P was a twin, that his mother had tried 
to abort the child she thought she was carrying (she would not have known if she was 
bearing twins), that the abortion was only partially successful, and that one twin - P - 
survived to full term.   
 
There is a medical „unlikeliness‟ to this story, though. If, as the story fragments suggest, P‟s 
mother, poor and desperate to terminate the pregnancy, turned to her husband‟s maiden 
aunts for help, and if they used knitting needles to try and effect a „backyard abortion‟, surely 
the medical consequences would have meant severe complications for the pregnancy, if not 
the death of both foetuses. Even more medically unlikely, it seems, is the story that is still 
believed by P, his mother, and perhaps other members of his family – that the attempted 
abortion killed only one of the two twins, the other (P) surviving normally to full-term, with the 
dead twin remaining in the womb, and expelled at birth (along with P) as a still-birth.  
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Contemporary medical literature shows that it is clearly feasible to medically, selectively, 
abort one or more foetuses in twin or multiple pregnancies (McClimans 2010; Morris and 
Kilby 2010), but the use of knitting needles in a back room in the 1950s would likely not 
achieve the medical accuracy available in twenty-first century hospital operating theatres. 
P‟s family „one twin survived‟ story has to be medically questionable. 
 
However, whether the story is literally true or not, the consequence of this tale has had a 
lifelong resonance for P, and a very negative one, at that: 
 
P: And, you know, I was always told that I should have been the one that 
died…it‟s one of the first statements I really recall my mother saying, cause she said 
it over and over…and I can recall back to about age three. 
 
There could not have been a more complete way for a poisonous pedagogue to dismiss the 
worth of a child – you are so worthless that it was you who should have died, and your twin 
who should have survived! P has lived with this for all of his remembered life. In light of this 
„fact‟ (which P finds he is still not quite able to refute) perpetual punishment would seem 
almost axiomatic. It would be like being born Judas Iscariot – condemned to damnation with 
no possibility of reprieve. This is one of the deepest roots of P‟s childhood trauma, and it 
may well be based on an erroneous family myth. I have tried to convince P to check the 
medical veracity of this „dead twin‟ story, but as of this final thesis draft, he had not done so. I 
hope he does. 
 
 
The other significant part of this family story/myth of „the wrong twin was aborted‟ is that the 
twin who died was a girl. This plays into psychological importance in the abuse P‟s mother 
gave him over this, because it seems his mother may have seen, in the aborted child, a 
substitute for herself as a child – an opportunity forgone (through the „wrong death‟) to 
rescue the child within herself that was abused.   
 
 
The second „extra reason‟ P‟s mother had to hate him concerns an attempt to adopt a baby 
girl. When P was still quite young (about four years old), his mother tried to adopt a female 
baby. Was this an attempt to replace the female child she believed was killed in the failed 
abortion attempt? This is not clear, but it seems plausible. What is clear, though, is that P‟s 
mother blamed him, as a small child, when she was not allowed to keep the young girl she 
tried to adopt. P found out, in his 40s, that the child‟s parents had actually married at the 
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time that his mother was going through the process of adopting the child. When the parents 
married, the adoption was cancelled and the child went back to her parents. P lived the next 
four decades believing that he was to blame for this – for his mother missing out, once again 
(it seems) – on „procuring‟ another female child. This is another example of how his mother 
blamed him for absolutely everything that displeased her or went wrong in her life, and how 
he had become, at a very early age - by about 4 - such a „complete‟ victim. From that earliest 
stage, he was in a state of learned helplessness (Nunn and Thompson 1996; Flannery and 
Harvey 1991; Robertson and Burton 2010:) - he simply accepted that he was to blame – for 
everything. Or, at least, he expected to be blamed for everything. 
 
P: When I was 45, I was in Sydney, and I contacted this woman (the child who had 
nearly been adopted), and I organised to meet her. But she didn‟t come. I didn‟t think 
that she would, but I hoped that she might. But until that point, all those years back - 
for this 40 year period, almost - I was under the impression that her non-adoption 
was my fault.  
 
Part of the story that P tells points to a subconscious connection in his mother‟s mind 
between the „dead twin‟ and the adoptive daughter she was denied. She (P‟s mother) gave 
various pieces of memorabilia to the potential adoptee before the child was returned to her 
birth parents – things, P recalls, that you would keep if you had a dead child - mementos. 
 
It does seem plausible that this potential adoptive daughter was a „replacement‟ for P‟s lost 
twin – the twin that has always been cast as a girl. Yet there is no proof of the gender of the 
twin – if it existed. How does P know it was a girl? Because his mother said so! 
 
P: She said that was the case, but how much she really knows, and how much was a 
figment of her imagination, I don‟t know - but that‟s what she always said. 
 
It appears that the hospital records have never been interrogated. P‟s mother has told him 
that hospitals of the time didn‟t keep records if the child wasn‟t alive at birth. This seems 
possible, but unlikely. The veracity of the story of the twin – and its gender – has never been 
questioned. Even P‟s father never talked about this: 
 
P: No, but she would not tell him anything she didn‟t want him to know. 
 
Given hospital and medical mores of the 1950s, it is more than likely that P‟s father was 
largely (if not totally) excluded from the birth event and from any detailed information about 
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what had happened. Fathers of the time usually did not want to be – and were not allowed to 
be – present at their child‟s birth. Layer upon layer of secrecy about „the twin‟. 
 
 
Other pedagogues in P‟s childhood and early adolescence 
 
With so much attention paid, these days in the twenty-first century, to legislation and policy 
regarding the reporting of child abuse, the experience of P‟s primary school years – just four 
decades ago, might be viewed from today‟s perspective with incredulity. 
 
P: I always had to wear jumpers to hide the bruises, and try to pull my long socks up, 
because I had to wear shorts.  Early one year - I was 7 - it's summer, and I'm wearing 
a jumper.  And eventually the jumper comes off, because it's so hot, and the teacher 
sees these marks.  It must have been early in the week, because the weekends were 
the worst for the violence, and I'm there, and the whole class is all around, and I'm 
being put on the spot (to explain the welts). And I probably put this out of my mind for 
a long, long time… and the teacher has said something like „0h, what terrible wounds 
– where did you get those? You must have had a bad accident‟. And I never used to 
really lie, so I said, ‟Oh, my mother hit me‟. And basically, her response was, „Well, 
you must have been a very naughty boy to get all those marks, that sort of bruising.‟ 
And then she declares to the class that I must be a bad person, which suggests that 
they should stay away from me. 
 
It is interesting that at this moment in his young, abandoned life, when P might have found 
some support, the responsible adult - the teacher, who should have been an advocate for 
the child - like his parents, abandons him. The abandonment by those who should offer him 
support, empathy and advocacy is complete. His mother, his father, his teachers – all 
primary caregivers – utterly fail in their responsibilities to act as advocate for the child.  
 
This total lack of advocacy is an extreme element in P‟s thrownness – and his reaction to it is 
twofold: Firstly, he decides, as an eight-year-old, that he might as well do whatever he likes, 
because he‟s going to be punished anyway (the idea that he had „pre-banked‟ punishment, 
so he might as well be „bad‟); and secondly, he sides with underdogs – he looks out for 
those less fortunate than himself. Interestingly, altruism, in the form of “...giving to others 
what one would like to receive oneself...” (Mrazek and Mrazek 1987, 362) is noted as one of 
the skills or strategies that enhance resilience in abused children. With no advocates in his 
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own young life, P was perhaps subconsciously saving himself by trying to save those few of 
his young peers who were in something of the same situation as he was. 
 
 
P remembers one particular school teacher only too well - she specialised in psychological 
child abuse. At school, children would go to the tuckshop in the morning and put their lunch 
orders in. These would be written on the paper bag the lunches would be packed in, then the 
lunches would be sent to the classroom in a box at lunchtime. The teacher would hand them 
out, and the children would go off to lunch.  
 
P‟s teacher made a comment to the class – perhaps on more than one occasion – that was 
deliberately designed to belittle him: 
 
P: And the comment she makes later - a big announcement to the class, after she's 
gone through the box and read out all the lunch labels (names and contents on the 
bags) - is that Devon is made of sawdust, and she hopes no one's got any Devon on 
their sandwiches, because that would be a bad thing to be eating for lunch. 
 
P doesn't know if any other kid ever had Devon sandwiches or not (Devon was the cheapest 
sandwich filler), but everyone knew that he had Devon, and that he was eating „sawdust‟! 
This is poisonous pedagogy at its worst – psychologically devastating. 
 
P: I was the butt of her jokes, her ridicule.  And I used to day-dream a bit in that 
class…I didn't find anything that I could follow - anything that was all that interesting 
anyway, and she was a bit of a turnoff in herself.  And I had this thing at one point in 
time, where I thought that she and my mother must have been in cahoots.  Like, it 
was very strange that they were both ganging up on me. 
 
In a paradoxical sense, P was right – his mother and his teacher were not deliberately 
colluding with each other (they probably never even met), but their psychological warfare 
against P would have been driven by essentially the same forces. They both were perhaps 
abused in their own childhoods. (We know for certain that P‟s mother was). Thomas and 
Hall‟s (2008) work on „redemptive narratives‟ – narratives that take life „turning points‟ (like 
significant abuse or trauma) and re-story them in positive ways – suggests that those who 
experience childhood abuse, but do not pass that abuse on to their own children have been 
able, through their redemptive narratives, to interrupt the intergenerational transmission of 
violence. Conversely, those who do go on to abuse their own children have not found their 
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redemptive narratives – they have not found an empathic listener (Miller, 1987). If neither P‟s 
mother nor his teacher had resolved their own childhood abuse by the time they were adults 
(P‟s mother did start to write her own story, but only when P was forty years old) then both 
would have passed the pain on. In both cases, P was the convenient target – small, 
defenceless, and a ready scapegoat for belittling prejudice. In that sense, P‟s judgement that 
they were colluding wasn't incorrect. 
 
This particular teacher obviously liked this „sawdust‟ jibe, because she used it on at least one 
other occasion. A new boy had come into P‟s class, and he was seated across the other side 
of the room from P, near the front of the class. P was about five rows back, near the back of 
the room. One day, not long after lunch, this new boy felt sick and he vomited on the floor.  
 
P: Anyway, we've come in after lunch, and he got sick, and he‟s chukked (vomited). 
So it was all my fault that he'd vomited.  She (the teacher) had seen me talking to 
him at lunchtime, and that must have been enough, so it was „all my fault‟.  And he 
ended up being my best mate, this kid - HE knew it wasn't my fault! 
 
P was ordered by the teacher to go and get some sawdust, and to clean up the vomit. He 
had to go all the way down to the other end of the school yard to get the sawdust, and bring 
it all the way back. When he returned with the bucket of sawdust, the teacher revelled in the 
opportunity to say that he „...must have been down there eating sawdust sandwiches‟, he 
had taken so long. 
 
These are the type of belittling accusations that this (female) teacher levelled at P, in front of 
the whole class. Some of his classmates laughed, but a couple approached P later, outside 
the classroom, and said things like „I asked my mother and Devon isn't made of sawdust…‟  
Obviously, at least some of his classmates had experienced advocacy in their own lives and 
were able to feel empathy with P‟s situation. Most of them, though, laughed as an immediate 
response to the teacher‟s comments in class - it was a joke, and P was the brunt of it. In fact, 
to the teacher and most of the class, P was the joke. It is easy – especially as a child – to 
side with the ridiculer. Was it a belittling experience for P? 
 
P: Well, yes - it had an impact. It certainly made me more and more introverted.   
 
Once again, P is a master of understatement. 
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Sunday School and Primary School - early environmental juxtapositions  
 
As a young boy, weekends always held a particular set of ominous possibilities for P. School 
at least took him away from his mother, and then he only had the evenings to contend with – 
in terms of trying to avoid her. So he would be late home from school, or hide under the 
house until his father came home. This was a daily and weekly routine all of his school days. 
The weekends, though, were a particular problem – two full days where he had to find 
inventive ways of avoiding his mother‟s presence. When he started going to Sunday School 
at the local church (his parents thought it „might do him good‟), he found a very different, and 
paradoxically disturbing world. 
 
P: We‟d go to Sunday School, and there would be all this OTHER information coming 
at me, about „how good the world is‟…you know, the different things you learn in 
church… 
 
The juxtaposition of the two vastly different worlds - the random but certain violence in the 
world with his mother, and the „everybody just loves each other‟ proclamations at Sunday 
School - must have been phenomenal for a five year-old. Already, at that age, P had been 
coerced into silence by his abuser. He couldn‟t tell anyone, even though he could clearly see 
that the „Christian‟ world was a vastly different one to the one he inhabited. He didn‟t 
understand it at the time, but these contrasting worlds were creating a significant cognitive 
dissonance (Festinger 1957) in his young mind: 
 
P: I never put any conscious thought into it at that stage (the juxtaposition between 
these worlds). I think that if I enjoyed being somewhere, I took a lot away from it…I 
got what I could out of the experience – it was something to look forward to going 
and doing. And when I didn‟t understand it, or enjoy it that much – like school – I 
tended to zone out – you know, wander off, daydream… 
 
Nevertheless, at a fundamental level the world of Christ-like kindness and love towards 
others could never „gel‟ with the world as P had already experienced it. 
  
 
Primary school was not as different to P‟s „real world‟ as Sunday School was, but he still 
preferred it (like he preferred Sunday School) to being home. He was undoubtedly a victim at 
school, as well as at home. Several of his teachers were poisonous pedagogues par 
excellence – pedagogues who abused him with a verbal and psychological violence akin to 
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(but nowhere near as extreme as) his mother‟s. But school was also something of a safe 
place – at least initially. 
 
P: What school was, to some degree, was a sanctuary. To go to school, it wasn‟t a 
bad experience – I recall all the things about going to school, initially, as being good. 
You know, getting out there, and having a good time. Obviously, although I didn‟t 
realise it at the time, but not being home meant that there was no stress or yelling or 
violence, because everything was, like, you know…at home it was always I „should 
have been the one that died…‟  
 
Any avenue for escape from the violent uncertainty of his mother‟s presence and her 
constant dismissal of his worth as a being would have been a relief. The great tragedy of his 
schooling is that he found much the same pedagogy there that he was subjected to at home.  
 
In his early primary years, school was a place P could go and not have to think about the 
dramas at home. It was an escape, to some degree.  He just had to make sure he got there 
on time in the morning and went home straight after school, and didn‟t stop off at other 
people‟s houses – which he used to sometimes do, because the other kids used to.  
 
It is important to note, though, that P was not getting normative socialisation via these 
experiences. For most of his primary school years, he remained convinced (and simply didn‟t 
question) that being beaten up regularly with a piece of wood was something that all kids 
experienced. Most readers would find this statement incredulous, but it needs to be taken 
literally – until he was about 10 years old, P thought that beatings and violence were literally 
normal. 
 
P: It wasn‟t until grade six, just before high school, that I realised that other kids didn‟t 
have the same home experiences that I had… that other kids in their own houses 
had other scenarios, and that they were all quite dissimilar to mine. 
 
The key to this abnormal and uninformed view of the world lies with the friends the young P 
associated with at school. Like most of us, he was drawn towards „people like me‟. He did 
see a few other homes, but they were the homes and families of kids who had somewhat 
similarly violent backgrounds. In a very real sense, P was right – the world was violent – kids 
were beaten, frequently. At least, that is, the kids he associated with. 
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P: I‟d hooked up with a couple of other guys who were in a similar situation to me. So 
the people that I associated with were the ones who felt less confident in themselves, 
had low self-esteem, and therefore tended to remove themselves from the group. 
Just like me. 
 
As Widom (2000, 341) notes, child abuse victims tend to associate with antisocial peers, and 
to therefore inadvertently foster their own descents into „delinquency‟. P was drawn, 
subconsciously, to „kids like me‟ – kids who had abusive childhoods. It is not surprising that 
he thought the adult world was universally violent.   
 
Sport was also a problem for the young P. He was very good at individual activities that 
required physical skill or stamina, like rope climbing (he was the fastest rope climber in his 
class). But he tied to avoid team sports, especially cricket. He was small and had bad hand-
eye coordination, so he remembers that he could never see the ball coming. 
Understandably, he didn‟t like cricket. Because he was so small, he was always the last 
picked on teams. This always left him with a feeling of rejection – even being the second last 
picked was a bonus, he said - he was usually the last. 
 
P: I was never one of the captains doing the picking, but even if a friend was captain, 
I‟d be saying, „Don‟t pick me, because I‟ll lose the game for you‟. Maybe telling them 
not to pick me was a way of avoiding my own disappointment, because of the 
expectation that I wasn‟t going to get picked until last anyway.  So I sort of created a 
self fulfilling scenario. 
 
 
Growing up in juvenile institutions 
 
Somewhat similarly to his early school experiences, P‟s early „correctional‟ institutionalisation 
was paradoxically positive. His first experience of detention came when he was just eleven 
years of age. He was placed in a juvenile detention centre for two weeks, for stealing a 
bicycle he took from outside a butcher‟s shop to get to his friend‟s place – a „crime‟ 
committed because he was trying to flee his mother‟s wrath over the school pants he‟d got 
mud on. (Paradoxically, this was another attempt to escape certain punishment). Far from 
being the deterrent that society imagines - even, ridiculously, believes in – this first 
experience of detention, for P, was not only totally new, but not at all unpleasant.  
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P‟s recollection of these events is quite detailed. When he was first arrested, he was taken to 
a juvenile Remand shelter. He was delivered there by a Police Officer, but, since it was late 
in the evening when they were travelling, the Officer took P to his own house, and he had 
dinner with the policeman‟s family before he was delivered to the shelter. It would seem that 
the Police Officer didn‟t see him as much of a problem, and this officer (probably 
deliberately) provided one of those few small moments of humanistic caring that P‟s life was 
so devoid of.  
 
P: There‟s all this new experience of being at the cop shop, and doing a statement, 
and the interview…and seeing how the copper‟s family interacted at the dinner 
table…all this stuff is just outside my experience to this date! 
 
P arrived at the Remand Centre at 8pm that night, and went through the whole 
institution/prison reception process for the first time. He was measured, weighed, and issued 
with strange clothes that had a strange smell to them. Then he was locked in a little room 
while all the paper work was done. After that, it was out of that room via another door into a 
big yard area: 
 
P: ...and I‟m thinking „it‟s similar to a school‟…and we go up to some other rooms, 
and I have a SHOWER! I‟d never had a shower before in my life! So that was another 
totally new experience. 
 
This is important – P‟s first experience of imprisonment wasn‟t bad. He was the youngest 
boy there, and the smallest, and the other kids looked after him. He got into trouble a couple 
of times for talking on muster – but that was just because he didn‟t understand the rules – 
and „getting into trouble‟ there was not the drama it had been at home. The Detention Centre 
had a points system for behaviour – if you made your bed properly, folded your clothes, and 
sat up straight, you‟d gain points. If you did anything outside the rules, you lost points. There 
were penalties for „bad‟ behaviour, and rewards for „good‟ behaviour. This was such a 
relaxation from the very real and physical punishment he‟d been receiving at home (all his 
life) that P remembers he didn‟t really take a lot of notice about infringing the rules. 
 
P: Everyone was looking at this as though it was punishment, but it wasn‟t! It was 
quite okay for me. I had a rapport with all the kids in there, and nothing negative 
happened. I basically had a good time. I didn‟t get into trouble, and no-one beat me 
up. So the experience, in comparison to being at home, was a thousand percent 
better! It was at least ten times better than a GOOD day at home! 
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There was a consistency to the way you were treated in such institutions, P found – even if 
the „rules‟ were often unwritten, or interpreted in ways that didn‟t match the written rules. 
Those things could be quickly worked out. This was an entirely different world to the one he 
had always occupied with his mother. There, he couldn‟t work out what was going on. With 
his mother, there was no predictability – other than that she would be unpredictable, 
inconsistent, but always physically violent. This was the key - the answer to the apparent 
paradox: Detention, for P, was predictable. It was a welcome holiday from the violent 
unpredictability of home! 
 
P: And there was NO VIOLENCE! Even if you lost points, the only time the points 
really mattered was when they did a report for court. So if I lost too many points when 
I went to court, I might be locked up, but it didn‟t really seem to be a bad thing to be 
locked up, anyway! So losing a couple of points didn‟t matter. 
 
P‟s life had prepared him for imprisonment. Gaol (whether juvenile or adult) wasn‟t a 
deterrent, it was a relief! 
 
 
Two years after this first experience of just two weeks in juvenile detention, P was sent to the 
Salvation Army Gill Memorial Home for Boys. He was thirteen years old. Gill was an 
orphanage, but a small number of juveniles were also placed there by the courts. Strangely, 
this was not the case with P. It was his mother who chose to send him there – it was her 
preferred option, even though he could have (should have) gone to the Catholic school at 
Campbelltown (where the family lived).  
 
P: It seemed to be the preferred option, in her mind, that I was a bit further away.  
 
Is it possible that this act represents some deeply subconscious glimmer of understanding 
on P‟s mother‟s part – that, if he stays in contact with her, she WILL harm him? Is she, 
subconsciously, actually trying to protect him - a sort of subconscious advocacy for him, 
against herself? Is it possible she is trying to rescue the child in herself from the harm that 
she suffered – rescuing him from herself as an allegory for rescuing herself? Or did she just 
want to get rid of him? 
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P: Yeah. That‟s how it seemed to me. I think she had a feeling that if I was two or 
three miles away, I‟d be coming home on the weekends, or that if I was close, I‟d 
shoot through on the weekends and come home.  
 
The Gill Memorial Home was about 100 miles from P‟s home. What were his thoughts at that 
time, as a 13 year old?  
 
P: Well, I thought it might be okay, because I wouldn‟t have to deal with the drama 
she was dishing out…the unnecessary drama, in some cases…but by this time, the 
majority of the time, I WAS doing things [worth being chastised for?] – not illegal 
things, other than smoking cigarettes, but I was doing things that she didn‟t agree 
with, or I WASN‟T THERE. Now that seemed to be the biggest point – not only wasn‟t 
the old man there when he was having a few beers with the blokes down at the pub 
(which she objected to, constantly), but I wasn‟t there, either.  
 
Again, P‟s mother seems to be Splitting Off and Projecting (Miller 1987). Her hatred of her 
husband‟s actions seem reflected onto P – the absences of both the father and son seem to 
be generalised, in her mind, into both being wrong, bad, and contemptible. Was it about 
control, on his mother‟s part - the desire to control both P and his father? 
 
P: Well, yes…and part of it, too, was that she didn‟t want me to be a bad influence on 
my younger brother – because she HAD control over him…he was more conforming. 
But I saw (the impending move to the Salvation Army home) as more of an 
opportunity. Before I went, I just assumed that there‟d be other kids there who were 
similar to me. I knew there were two other boys there that came from where I came 
from – their parents had died in a car accident. I didn‟t know them, personally, till I 
got there, but I knew they were there – I‟d heard mum talking about them. Mum knew 
the place (the home/orphanage) was there, because it was near where she grew up, 
and it had always been there, on top of the hill. 
 
Just how his mother got P admitted to an orphanage is a small mystery, but P knew that she 
signed over the Child Endowment (that she was paid for him), and paid some extra weekly 
fees.  
 
P: I don‟t really know what the deal was…they had a meeting in the office while I was 
outside, then I came in, and the only question the Salvation Army Captain asked me 
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was, was I allergic to anything? After that, it was „See you later mum‟, and that was 
that. 
 
P‟s father wasn‟t there at this „hand-over‟. He was working, since it was a week day, just 
before school started in 1970. P had already been to Mindah (another Salvation Army 
juvenile detention centre) for a couple of weeks, and he had had a pretty good time there. 
He had related well to the other kids, and although he found it wasn‟t all fun and games, it 
was certainly better than being at home – the „punishments‟ weren‟t bashings! So he thought 
this new place would be similar. It was, but the Gill Memorial Home for Boys, in Goulburn, 
was the beginning of P‟s prisonisation (DeLisi et al 2011; Brugman and Aleva 2004).  
 
 
From this early age of thirteen, most of P‟s next four decades were spent in prisons. Juvenile 
or adult, the basic structure was the same, and the skills P quickly developed in that first 
institutional stay were skills that equipped him well for survival in detention, but gave him no 
skills usable in the outside world. 
 
Like adult prisons, the juvenile institutions P encountered all had similar characteristics. They 
had the same physical structure and architecture – bricked-in spaces, high fences, and 
razor-wire boundaries. They all had strict rules – sometimes written, sometimes unwritten, 
but always interpretable – consistency in the application and interpretation of regulations 
was rare to non-existent. Silences were often enforced – twentieth century echoes of the 
eighteen century notion of Reform through control (Morris and Rothman 1995). Punishment 
– at least in the juvenile institutions – was not usually physical. Punishment therefore had 
little effect (if any) on P – loss of privileges was something he took for granted. Deterrence 
didn‟t work – especially in P‟s case. By the time he was sent to Gill, P had already absorbed 
the lesson from his life to that point: He was going to be punished, anyway, no matter what 
he did, so he might as well do whatever he liked. 
 
 
P‟s Escape/Retreat theme - the allegory of flight from his mother – found further 
(subconscious) expression when he started his „career‟ in juvenile detention. When he 
arrived at his first juvenile institution, P was already something of an expert escapologist. He 
had spent the first decade of his life learning to escape from his mother. He had learned, 
from the earliest age, to run away, to hide, to escape. When he was presented with negative 
situations at primary school, his natural inclination was to escape – to leave – to simply try to 
remove himself from the negative stimulus. This is exactly what he was doing on that day he 
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stole the bicycle to go to his friend‟s house – hoping for refuge. In his mid teens, he stole 
cars to escape negative stimuli. His actions as a small child – his learned behaviours in 
response to his environment – stayed with him into adulthood. When he was sufficiently 
threatened by any aspect of his psychological or social environment, and couldn‟t see any 
other exit strategy, he would simply leave. From his mid teens he was quite the expert at car 
stealing (he‟d learned the skill – been „taught‟ – in juvenile detention). But, like that bicycle 
when he was ten years old, every car he took was simply transport. He never tried to sell a 
car he stole, and even sometimes returned them to near the spot they‟d been taken from. 
 
In a five-year „career‟ across six different juvenile detention institutions, P escaped (or 
absconded, as it was frequently referred to) something like twenty times. He quickly gained a 
reputation amongst his juvenile peers as the expert in escaping, and frequently helped other 
children to escape. These juvenile bouts of freedom were always short-lived, of course, 
because although he was very good at getting away, he was very young, and never had 
plans of where to go. As in his earliest childhood – in his advocate-less state – he knew how 
to leave, but not where to go. It is significant that, whenever he „went‟, whether in earliest 
childhood or later in his teen years, he never found the respite, the shelter, the sanctuary 
that he was always searching for. He was always simply found, returned, and punished. No-
one looked for deeper meaning in his „escapes‟. Perhaps the adults around him were all too 
busy excusing themselves from any personal responsibility to recognise the loudly shouted 
allegory in his actions: He was simply seeking sanctuary - always. 
 
 
When P was taken by his mother and left at the Salvation Army Gill Memorial Home for 
Boys, he was excluded from yet another opportunity to find sanctuary. He often wondered 
why he was sent to the „home‟ in Goulburn, instead of to his grandparents. Both of P‟s 
parents came from Goulburn (where the Gill Memorial Home was), so P had relatives in that 
town. Significantly, his grandparents lived there – they had a three-bedroom home that they 
lived in by themselves. When he was sent to Gill at age 13, P wondered why he couldn‟t 
have gone to his grandparent‟s instead. 
 
P: ...and my turmoil at the time was, I couldn‟t understand why I couldn‟t just stay 
with them and maybe go to school in Goulburn? If I‟d done that, maybe I would have 
had a normal sort of existence, you know? 
 
This is a more than salient point – and it certainly illustrates one of the crucial elements of 
Thrownness (Heidegger 1994) in P‟s life.  This was a real, potential turning point: Released 
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from the continual torment and abuse from his mother, if he had gone to live with his 
grandparents and gone to school in Goulburn, and if his grandparents had provided even a 
moderately non-abusive environment, maybe P would have had „a normal sort of existence‟. 
Our lives often turn, in a moment, upon the decisions made by others – decisions that 
sometimes seem to be devoid of foresight, and of rational, empathic understanding. 
 
 
P‟s changing views (throughout life) on „trust‟ and „responsibility‟  
 
Gradually, as P grew older (in juvenile detention) he started to learn that people were less 
trustworthy than he had first thought. 
 
P: Well, I trusted everyone until they shafted me. That‟s why, I guess, in most cases, 
people only get one chance. I‟ll still talk to people now, but I‟m aware of where they‟re 
at – no confidence in them anymore. It was just disappointing - when you‟re in that 
type of environment (detention/prison), you want to feel confident or comfortable that 
the people who are backing you up, or that are your friends, actually are your friends, 
and they‟re not going to run away, or even create dramas for you. And creating a 
drama is worse than just avoiding dealing with something or not backing you up.  
 
Trust was something missing from P‟s early life experience. From his mother to his teachers 
to the various other pedagogues and adults in authority that he had encountered – even his 
father, for whom he had significant respect – none of the adults around him had proven 
trustworthy. None had shown P advocacy. They had all, in their own way, blamed him for his 
behaviours. In juvenile detention centres, P found others who had had similar experiences to 
his, and even though the shared life stories were infrequently discussed in detail, he had 
found an affinity with these peers. Even those who had similar experiences to him, though, 
were not to be trusted all the time. 
 
Along with life learning - particularly early life learning - about trust goes learning about 
responsibility (Wright 2011; Smullens 2010). In a psychological environment constantly 
devoid of advocacy and empathy, it is little wonder that P didn‟t learn what personal 
responsibility was. It wasn‟t until he undertook his self-appointed task of writing his own story 
(in his late thirties, in prison) that he began the self-exploration that led to an undergraduate 
Degree and then a Master of Arts Degree, and in that process, the development of a real 
depth of self-analysis.  
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P: So I think that I went, for many years, blindly through life avoiding accepting 
responsibility (for my actions), and to the extent that I avoided responsibility, I never 
THOUGHT about being responsible. I didn‟t think „Am I, or am I not responsible?‟ I 
just didn‟t even consider it. Consequences (of my actions) weren‟t an issue. The 
ripple effect of my behaviours on others were irrelevant to me.  
 
When P says that the effects of his actions on others was „irrelevant‟, he means, of course, 
that he had simply not learned to consider the consequences of his actions. No-one – at 
least, no adults – had considered their actions towards him in his first two decades. Having 
not been shown empathy, he had none towards others. Empathy, it seems, is learned 
(Feshbach 1990). 
 
Almost paradoxically, P had an early emergent sense of justice, and this is illustrated in a 
story from his early juvenile detention years, when a breach of the rules by one boy would 
often result in the punishment of a whole dormitory. This is, of course - as Heckathorn (1988) 
notes - an old and simplistic strategy of punishment: punish the group for the „sins of the 
individual‟, and the group will punish the individual who „brought this on them‟. 
 
P: I didn‟t care if the whole House got lights out early, I„d just get up the screw if I 
thought he was wrong, and tell him that was outlawed under the Geneva Convention 
and that mass punishment was not on! By the time I was finished, the whole 59 other 
people would be in agreement! I think that might have been what rattled some 
screws. It was certainly unfair when you were blamed, or the blame for everybody 
losing some privilege. 
 
This is P as a fourteen-year-old. How did he arrive at this early sense of justice, when he 
had been shown so little himself?  
 
 
P‟s early sense of justice and the key to why he didn‟t turn violent himself lies in a rational 
decision he made as an eight year old. It is amazing that a young child whose psychological 
environment was so devoid of advocacy could have made such a rational decision, yet he 
did. It was a choice born of a very real and overwhelming pressure and anxiety, but that 
choice was startlingly rational: 
 
P: Well…I‟ve tried to explain this before…it was probably around 8 or 9 (years of 
age) that I had a major stress attack - the times all ran together around those ages, it 
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was so repetitive, I couldn‟t say what happened at 8 or what happened at 9, unless it 
was at the extreme end of things (the brutality). Anyway, I‟d had this major stress 
attack, and I‟d come to the conclusion that the only way I wasn‟t going to fall ill with 
all the bullshit going on was just to kick along with it.  
 
Of course, his mother‟s violence continued – he had no control over that. Whether he did the 
right thing or not, he knew he would be beaten. Neither could he tell what the „right thing‟ 
was – even if he tried to do the right thing, he would be blamed for something he hadn‟t even 
thought about. This rational resolution he made at this very young age didn‟t free him from 
any of the trauma he was suffering – it didn‟t alleviate the pain and the randomness and the 
irrationality of the beatings – it was simply the point in his life from which he accepted that 
these things would happen to him. This was a psychological turning point in P‟s life – it 
coloured his actions with the world for decades. 
 
P: Yeah. And I didn‟t care about whatever anyone said to me after that. If I thought it 
was a fair thing, I‟d just do it - punishment wasn‟t a real issue, because even the 
worst punishment at Daruk (a juvenile detention centre) was a laugh compared to the 
real thing at home!  
 
„Punishment‟, in his early juvenile institutional days, usually involved being locked in a room. 
To P, this was good time out! The detention centre staff didn‟t exert any direct control over 
him while he was on „separate treatment‟ - he could sing and carry on and it didn‟t really 
matter, no-one would care. The absence of the random physical beatings at home meant 
that P now had no need to comply with any directives he didn‟t like. He became, as a 
thirteen year old, almost boundary-less. If he thought some action or behaviour was fair or 
reasonable or profitable to himself or any of his friends, or even if he thought an action would 
be „interesting‟, he would do it! 
 
This was not, one should note, a mindless state of anarchy, nor was it an abdication of all 
principles and rules. Rather, it was a moral stance that was quite close to Moral Relativism 
(Harman 2011; Wiggins 1990) – a level of moral reasoning uncommon in one of such a 
young age. P‟s peers in those juvenile detention centres were the only people to give him 
psychological succour – it was from them that he got vague feelings of personal worth (he 
was known as something of a „Houdini‟ of the system, and gained great peer credibility from 
that), and it was to them that he felt allegiance and connection. The adult world, after all, had 
provided him with nothing of the emotional and personal support that he needed. 
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P‟s faltering, unaided journey to self-understanding 
 
The „talking cure‟ (Freud 1995, 8-9; Gay 1988, 64), or the psychoanalytic process more 
generally referred to as catharsis is repeatedly illustrated by the discussions that provided 
the raw material for this thesis. P illustrated this when he reflected on his lack of normative 
socialisation: 
 
P: It might sound like I‟m looking for excuses...and this is all just coming to mind as 
we talk...but my not having the skills to be able to deal with the circumstances that I 
encountered in the outside world has an obvious origin. When I look at other people 
and compare myself to them - even later in life, looking back and making 
comparisons between myself and other people - I don't (and didn‟t) have a lot of 
normative references. 
 
P is right - he grew up in detention, and apart from the few mates (peers) he may have found 
something in common with, he found no opportunity to unburden his psyche of the trauma it 
had suffered – he found no empathic listeners. Neither, it seems fair to say, did he 
understand that an empathic listener might be possible. His mother had coerced him into 
secrecy through brutal force, his father had never talked to him without his mother being 
present (so he was always restrained from speaking openly to his father), and the police, 
welfare and detention staff he encountered appear to have not been capable of empathic 
thought. 
 
Between the ages of 13 and 18, he spent a mere sixteen months in the outside word. That 
meant some three and a half years in detention – three and a half incredibly formative years. 
All P„s first friends - the ones that he had started school with on the outside - were going 
through „normative‟ socialisation processes while he was going through an entirely different 
set of „normalisation‟ processes, in a social environment that is literally a different world - the 
world of juvenile prison, with it‟s totally non-normative set of values. P explains it clearly: 
 
P: Yes. When I think about it, what's the difference? Well, the difference is standing 
there on the parade ground not talking to anybody, eating half rations, and lucky to 
get that (so-called „disciplinary measures‟), and being subjected to 95% negativity 
and 100% directives, no time for a personal thought about anything… maybe a very 
small amount of time for creative thought at school, because there was a little bit of 
school, but that would be minimal. The rest of the time, even at school, 100% of the 
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time, you were under extreme control. That's how it was. All the other kids that I 
started school with, who weren‟t in juvenile institutions, were out there on weekends 
playing sport, on Friday and Saturday nights, as they got older, they would have 
gone to dances and things like that.  They could go down town.  They could meet 
with people and go to the pool, make lots of decisions about their own life.  As far as I 
was concerned, at that point, I hadn't done anything to be where I was. When I was 
on the run (P frequently escaped for brief periods), it was easier to steal a car to get 
where I want to be, then ditch it.  And I'm on the run because I'm escaping from a 
place where I don't think I even should be, because I didn't think I'd done anything to 
go there.  
 
 
It is interesting that P points out that he had little anger against the world in those adolescent 
years – that came later, when, as an adult in his 20s, he tried to fit into the adult world that 
he had had so little experience with: 
 
P: There wasn't any aggression in those early (juvenile) years - only later, when I 
rebelled against the system, as an adult. I unconsciously realised, while I was trying 
to conform to normality, to society, the community, and work - getting married and 
doing the whole thing - it all became too much pressure.  And how do you get time 
out in that situation? I mean, I had to actually go and create a victim in order to get 
time out. 
 
„Time out‟, in this context, meant prison. Adult prison became an escape from the pressure 
of not being able to „fit in‟ in the outside world. He couldn‟t find good, consistent paid work, 
he tried marriage and that was difficult or failing, and the „rules‟ of the „normal‟ world just 
didn‟t seem to work. The world of prison was known, fathomable, understandable, and 
interpretable – but the „outside world‟ wasn‟t. Yet prison wasn‟t one of P‟s aims – it just 
seemed to happen. 
 
P: Yes - after I was 18, it (adult prison) was the alternative. But I never thought about 
it - I never thought I‟d go to prison.  
 
 
This is the central allegory of P’s life – whether hiding under his parent‟s house as a small 
child, returning repeatedly to juvenile detention centres as an adolescent, or spending much 
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of his adult life in prisons, P was attempting to escape from the world he had never been 
equipped to deal with. 
 
 
The beginning of catharsis 
 
The beginning of catharsis for P (of some degree of resolution to this need to escape) 
arguably came from his own hand – literally. In 1984, at age 38, P hand-wrote his life history 
whilst in prison. He wrote on foolscap-size writing pads, both sides, from the very top to the 
very bottom, and from side to side. Paper was not easy to come by in Australian prisons in 
the 1980s. Prisoners, it was assumed, either had nothing to write about, or nothing good to 
say, and P would have told no-one what he was writing about (since information in prison is 
power – to both prisoners and guards).  It took him about four weeks to write his story, and 
for that period of time, he remembers, he was „...just sort of regressing back to that earlier 
period‟. Mentally, he was there – in the scenes of his life he was remembering. It was almost 
a monastic period of silence, contemplation, and writing. 
 
P: I wasn‟t even in jail (in my mind). Things came to me that I hadn‟t thought about 
for a long time. Even if I didn‟t remember the finer details, the important things came 
through.  
 
P‟s recall, in our interviews for this thesis, was often very detailed – places, people, 
descriptions of furniture in a room…he clearly pictures quite detailed scenes in his 
recollections. I believe that P‟s writing of his steam-of-consciousness life history, as he sat 
there in prison as an adult, was the beginning of a true life catharsis that is still progressing. 
As he notes, he was totally absorbed in his recollections during that writing phase. He even 
quipped, during our interviews: 
 
P: So I‟ve got a really positive experience out of the institutional scenario (being in 
prison)! 
 
Was P‟s tongue planted firmly in his cheek when he said that to me? Probably. 
 
 
P‟s self-exploration as he wrote his story in prison certainly enabled him to express and „own 
his own story‟ to that point. Fascinatingly, it also had an effect on both of his parents. He 
gave it to them to read (as mentioned at the beginning of this chapter) and they apparently 
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read the whole document out loud to each other, reading a page each in turn until they had 
gone through the whole document (at least 100,000 words, or a thesis in itself). 
 
This could (indeed, should) have been a turning point for both parents – a time turning that 
should have caused both of them to face their responsibilities for the psychological trauma 
that had been visited on P during his young life. Instead, P‟s father seems to have 
acknowledged his son‟s feelings in some vague way, then retreated to his usual stance of 
ignoring his role – an escapist tactic, of course (escape from personal responsibility). P‟s 
mother, though, had a very different reaction. 
 
Reading P‟s personal history immediately threw her into a compulsive exploration of her own 
childhood – a childhood that bore some similarities to P‟s (although the level and extent of 
violence she suffered seems to have been measurably less than that which she visited on 
her own son). She began to write her childhood history – she, too, was a victim of abuse at 
the hand of her mother. She had a younger brother who was „always getting her into trouble‟. 
If the younger brother „mucked up‟, she (as the older sister who „should have known better‟) 
would be punished. So P‟s mother, in her own turn, had been the victim of an unfair, harsh 
and unreasoning pedagogy herself. 
 
Any hope, however, that such self-searching might result in a personal catharsis that would 
allow P‟s mother to finally begin to take personal responsibility for what she had done to her 
own son was in vain. She became obsessed with her own story for a little while and then, 
perhaps because she sought no professional counselling guidance to work through the 
stories she was revisiting – or even questioning for the first time – she seems to have 
retreated from the challenge. In retreating from that challenge to understand her own life, 
she would have obviated any chance of beginning to understand P‟s life. If catharsis of her 
own experience was blocked, she would never find the personal authenticity (Neuman 2010) 
that might give her the ability to empathise with her own son‟s plight.  
 
 
From (almost) „I‟m OK, you‟re OK‟ to „Fuck the world‟  
 
So how does P regard life now? How far has P‟s cathartic processing of his story gone? 
 
P: Well, I don‟t have any goals or any ambitions or any motivations for doing 
anything. The less you‟ve got, the less you lose. The less you want, the less chance 
there is of you doing something illegal to go and get it. It‟s when you‟ve got delusions 
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of grandeur about big and beautiful things that you end up fucking up, and end up in 
the arse-hole end of the world. 
 
So, if you expect little from life and from other people, you won‟t be disappointed. This is a 
realistic view of the human condition, even though it is touched with a large dose of 
cynicism. Many (particularly those older and more wearied by various negative life 
experiences) might have a personal sympathy with this view. 
 
This isn‟t, though, the view that P has always held. Following his self-appointed and self-
directed project to write his own life story (in jail, in his late thirties), P completed an 
undergraduate and then a Masters Degree. By the time he was finishing his Master‟s, he 
was on Parole in Queensland, in his forties, and was working part-time in the Head Office of 
the Queensland Corrective Services Commission (the QCSC, or the prisons department, by 
another name). He had, as part of his Master‟s Thesis, generated a plan for a post-prison 
rehabilitation scheme, and he had put it to the QCSC management as a workable prisons 
program. Regardless of why it was rejected (and I suppose that few ex-offenders in history 
have been allowed to write Departmental policy or programs for prisons), P felt personally 
rejected by the establishment that he had begun to feel some connection to, and this 
spiralled him into a defensive state of „Don‟t bother, because they won‟t listen anyway‟ – a 
life view he largely still subscribes to today, and a world-view that mirrors his early life 
learning that he would be blamed and punished, whatever he did! 
 
This is a bleak view of the effects of prison, and of the worth of trying. Thankfully, though, P 
does not maintain this bleakness all the way through our lengthy contact during the co-
construction of his story for this thesis (a three year period). Is this cynical existence the 
existence that P wants? 
 
P: I have nothing to contribute - no expectations, I‟m not delusional… 
 
It is a safe way to be. Perhaps we shouldn‟t hold ourselves to any immutable obligation to 
„get out there‟ and make some sort of contribution. Sometimes, if we feel like we have 
nothing to give, that should be allowed. 
 
P: There comes a time when you get sick of wanting to do something, when you 
realise that no-one gives a shit anyway…you know?  
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P‟s cynicism is understandable, in light of his rejection by the establishment he felt he was 
finally talking with on equal terms. It would be almost impossible to imagine someone with 
the lifetime of negative pedagogy that P has suffered ever being able to generate anything 
but negative expectations of the world in general. 
 
P: I think I‟ve sort of done a full circle (over time) - I sort of went through this „I‟m ok, 
you‟re ok‟ down to „I‟m ok, fuck the rest of the world!‟ I‟ve done this whole full circle, 
since I understand where I‟m at, at the moment. The world doesn‟t care - the world 
doesn‟t want to do anything for itself.  
 
“The world doesn‟t care...” This is another phrase that summarises P‟s life: his mother clearly 
didn‟t care for him, his father and the „welfare people‟ seemed unable to understand his 
plight, and the juvenile and adult prison systems (indeed, society as a whole) treated him as 
someone who was not worth caring for. When he finally complied with normative social 
expectations, eventually gaining a Master‟s Degree, his voice was then effectively still 
dismissed as not being worth listening to.  
 
Most people seem to want a better future for themselves and those they care about - 
whatever „a better future‟ means to each individual. But, I suggested to P, if we feel the 
future is hopeless, we stop projecting ourselves into the future – we lose something of our 
Dasein (Kockelmans 1923). P‟s response (not the response he always gave to such 
questions) is illustrative of the despair that prisonisation engenders: 
 
P: That‟s it! That‟s what you‟ve got to do - you‟ve got to stop existing! You‟ve got to 
live like „Mark‟ (a friend of P‟s, an ex-offender, who has „given up trying‟). Or go and 
offend - but then there‟s a victim. The only thing that stops me from going back to jail 
is that I just don‟t see any sense in creating another victim. That‟s it. That‟s the only 
thing. There isn‟t a day in the last 13 years that I couldn‟t have been arrested.  
 
This is not a reference to crimes committed by P, but a reference to the potential solution to 
fiscal problems and a reaction to the unsatisfactory world that P could have invoked at any 
time - a potential for criminal behaviour. Yet this is a potential that P has kept - voluntarily, 
deliberately, consciously - in check. Desistance, it seems, may sometimes be a 
deliberate, conscious, and always potentially rejectable choice, rather than a changed 
state of being. 
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In his late forties, P made a conscious and deliberate decision to not act criminally – he 
chose not to create another victim. This indicates, of course, that he has learned empathy – 
despite its absence from his psychological environment in his first two decades. 
 
P: It‟s really senseless to negatively influence anybody else‟s life with anything one 
does, really - the less you have to do with other people, probably the better it is. 
 
Is this a case of „Do no harm‟? 
 
P: Just have no effect - positive, negative or otherwise. Half the people I say hello to 
fucking run the other way, anyway, so why bother trying? That‟s backed up by people 
like my ex-wife, who can‟t be reasonable in interactions, to the degree that we can‟t 
live together…and that‟s alright - that‟s her way of saying, „we can‟t do this…‟, so she 
behaves in a certain way that pushes me away - but it‟s the same thing…So, I‟ve 
been trained to survive, on my own. 
 
There, encapsulated in just eight words, is the essence of P‟s existence – „I‟ve been trained 
to survive, on my own‟. From hiding under his parent‟s house, or jumping the back fence, or 
repeatedly escaping from juvenile detention – for all of his formative years, P had to learn to 
survive on his own, because there were no advocates who looked out for his interests.   
 
Prison certainly also left its mark on P. With his second, third and fourth decades spent 
almost constantly in detention, he learned to survive in prison. This is not a place to learn 
empathy, of course. Rather, prison is still, today, what it has been for two hundred years – a 
place where revealed inner thoughts are seen as weaknesses to be exploited, and 
relationships depend on power hierarchies based on and reinforced by muscle and facade 
(O‟Donnell 2001; Karp 2010).  
 
 
 
So how or where or from whom did P learn empathy? It seems to have come from two 
sources: Firstly, his psychological self-defence decision at age eight to simply accept that he 
was going to be blamed and punished, regardless of what he did; Secondly, the cathartic 
process of writing down his life story. The first element allowed him to grow up through an 
unreasonable and inconsistent world of random punishment, at home and in juvenile 
institutions, without becoming a violent abuser himself. The second element gave him the 
„talking space‟ that he could find with no-one else – he found it with himself. This latter point 
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raises a fascinating question: Can you act as your own advocate? P does seem to have 
generated a rational, critical awareness of his own life largely by himself. 
 
But what about plans for the future – that part of Dasein that sees us projecting ourselves 
into an imagined future? What plans does P have, and does he project himself into a positive 
future? 
 
P: Well, after 10 years doing what I‟m doing (working for wages), I‟ve come to the 
conclusion that I don‟t have to do it much longer. That‟s a bonus, I guess! At the end 
of next year (2009)…I‟m taking my long service, and I‟m out of there! What happens 
after that, who knows? I don‟t have any plans - the only plan I have is I‟m not going to 
be doing that job.   
 
I suggested that, when he got to that point of collecting his long-service entitlement and 
being free to go, he would generate plans at that point, but P sees things differently: 
 
P: Oh, no…I don‟t plan any more. I might think about a few things along the way, 
but...I used to have a 5-year plan, but I think, about 1998, it died in the arse! I just 
couldn‟t be bothered continuing planning. It probably died, actually, back in 1994, 
when I finished my undergraduate Degree, because while I had a plan there, 
everything was falling apart, slowly… 
 
The reference here to 1998 is about the QCSC‟s (Queensland Corrective Services 
Commission) rejection of P‟s plan for his prisoner rehabilitation alternative – the plan that he 
had presented in his Master‟s Thesis. The 1994 reference takes us back to the beginning of 
his disillusionment with the senior bureaucrats in Corrections in Queensland at the time. P 
had been encouraged to undertake his studies, the writing process involved had extended 
the self-enquiry that had begun with the writing of his autobiography, and he had begun to 
generalise his thoughts to positive suggestions for reform of the prison system. After all, he 
had a lifetime of experience in prisons, and he had now generated a significant intellectual 
grasp of the world he had so long inhabited. Surely, he thought, „the authorities‟ would listen 
to what he had to say – surely they would give his words some credibility. 
 
By the mid 1990s, however, there had been a shift in correctional management style across 
most Western jurisdictions, Queensland included. That change in prison management styles 
was from one that had at least some willingness to entertain experimentation in rehabilitation 
to one that was almost entirely based on „risk‟, and its measurement (Skeem and Monahan 
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2011). Regardless of whether P‟s plan was efficacious or not, a prisoner (he was still on 
Parole when he finished his Masters) was not going to be allowed to play an active role in 
generating rehabilitative program directions. 
 
P felt (then and now) much dissatisfaction with the authorities that totally ignored his 
expansive vision and plan for an alternative to prison – essentially a paroled prisoner 
cooperative design.  He feels that his logical, commonsense, rational plan for reform was 
ignored, dismissed, and devalued, and he felt ignored, dismissed, and devalued himself.  
 
Critically, this is just what has happened to P all his life – he has always been ignored, 
dismissed and devalued – by his mother, by most of his pedagogues at school, and by 
almost every adult he encountered in juvenile and adult detention. It really didn‟t matter that 
the rejection of P‟s plans was mostly about the ascendency of politics over rationality – P felt 
the anguish of fighting a war with righteousness on his side, but with no arrows in his quiver. 
 
P: Why waste 10 years trying to get somewhere when you get nowhere? When I got 
to 1998 and read that shit - one lousy fucking piece of paper…one piece of paper 
after 10 years of hard slog - and 25 years before that of being fucking abused and 
treated like a scumbag and a cunt and a fucking arsehole, and one fucking 
bureaucrat comes along and…(scuttles P‟s ship - This is about the written notice 
giving him the final and complete rejection of his prison alternative plan. P‟s emotion, 
recalling this event, is so raw that he still can‟t finish that sentence). 
 
When discussing this period in his life, and remembering this rejection, P expresses some 
vitriol about how he is going to get back at all those who scuttled his ship via a written 
expose of what happened during this time - a public expose of the ineptitude of those QCS 
public servants who thwarted his plans. Perhaps he will write a book about his experiences. 
It is certainly about P settling old scores.  
 
So P does have at least one long-term plan - exposing and damaging those who have 
damaged him. Interestingly, in this general plan to call people to account for what they have 
done, there seems to be both Allegory and Splitting Off and Projection. Is this desire to 
„make the bastards pay‟ (the „bastards‟ in the corrections hierarchy) really a reflection - a 
displacement - of the anger that he will still not aim at his mother? 
 
I suggested to P, on several occasions, that his mother still (today) has such an 
unchallengeable perpetrator‟s grip on his psyche that he is still locked into finding substitute 
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objects to project his anger on to. Is this why he can talk calmly and objectively about the 
unfathomable harm his mother has done to him, yet, at the mere mention of a few names of 
past corrections managers who had relatively little effect on his Dasein, he bristles, explodes 
emotionally and spits vitriolic expletives at their memory? Perpetrators always engender, in 
their victims, an inability to hold them responsible for their actions. 
 
P politely continues to disagree with me. He „knows who the bastards are‟. 
 
 
The paradox of prison and the value of talking about it 
 
One of the great paradoxes of modern (and past) „corrections‟ is that the values and 
strategies for survival that a person learns in prison are irrelevant, and even inappropriate for 
the „outside world‟ (Harper 2011; McBride 2010). Even today, more than a decade after his 
last exit from detention, P still has something of that nagging thought that all ex-offenders get 
when they walk back into the everyday world: 
 
P: Everyone‟s looking at you funny and you go „Why is everyone looking at me?‟ Is 
there something strange with what I‟m doing? You don‟t realise…it‟s a little bit odd… 
 
So the stigma of prison lingers long – the experience of prison is still an experience of 
branding (LeBel 2012; Murphy et al 2011). Most ex-offenders feel that they have something 
like a large tattoo on their foreheads – a metaphorical stigmata that screams „Look out – 
prisoner – beware!‟ How much does continuing to talk about these life experiences help? P 
had been talking with me for something like 20 hours, over 10 sessions and some 8 months 
when I asked him this question. What, I asked, was his reflection on this whole talking 
process that we were engaged in? Was it helping him, hindering him, throwing up things that 
were hard to deal with?  
 
P: Well...a better understanding, maybe. Although I wouldn‟t be confident to be able 
to put my finger on behaviours and types of attitudes formed from different 
behaviours...But to understand better, and to have confirmed, as well, some 
thoughts...At least be given other perspectives, with regard to different behaviours 
that have come from experiences…it‟s helpful, yeah. 
 
Does the process of talking, over time, make P feel more comfortable with his story? 
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P: It comes back to this - I needed to go through that (the hermeneutic circling 
through stories) to get to this point. 
 
Every time we tell a story about our lives, of course, we reinvent the story - not from scratch, 
because we remember the story as we told it before, but in the retelling, we might modify it 
ever so slightly, and in thinking about it again, end up creating a new story. In that sense, 
there‟s no final destination to arrive at through all the talking P and I were engaged in. There 
is no final story - there is only the story that we tell at any point in time. But there is a strong 
sense of developing more understanding of ourselves through this hermeneutic circling over 
and over our stories. 
 
P: Yes, I suppose it depends on what you‟ve learned over time, or what you might 
recall (that hasn‟t come to mind before) - I agree with what you say there. And when 
you talk about discussing things with different people, if I was talking to a psychiatrist, 
for example, I might talk about my stories in a different way to the way we discuss 
things, and a psychiatrist would give me different perspectives, through his or her 
perspective. A lot of the time, when I get to talking about that stuff with people (my 
life), it‟s just general discussion…it‟s not like I go talking to everybody about it, but 
there‟s some people that you‟ve got to be on the level with.  
 
Although I asked some questions and suggested some interpretations, I hoped that P felt 
more in control of our talking sessions than he might have in the past when he had been 
sitting down with, say, a parole officer, or a prisons department psychologist, for example. 
Had he felt, during our sessions, that he could say what he liked and disagree with me with 
impunity? 
 
P: Oh yes, sure - yes, that‟s fine - I do feel comfortable…I don‟t feel that there‟s any 
scrutiny going on here - you ask questions and I tell you what I think or feel - I don‟t 
think I really avoid too much...I get another opportunity to look at it from a different 
perspective than I‟ve had a chance to do in the past. And I think that‟s a lot of what I 
AM getting when we interact - a better perspective - still not enough to be sure that 
that‟s how it is…but to paint a fast and easy picture - to look at and gain a logical 
sense of my past. If there‟s no logic in it, if it has no internal correlation, one would 
wonder what sort of a fucked-up life I‟d had - you know what I mean? 
 
It does seem that P needs to see or find positives in „all that shit‟. We all do, of course – we 
all need to find positives in our pasts and project positives into our futures. 
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I do see internal correlations in P‟s story. One of the dominant themes that runs through his 
life, or one of the scripts that he is living his life to, is the script that says „you don‟t deserve 
to exist - you should have died, not your twin‟. Was P therefore hiding away, somehow 
feeling responsible for his twin‟s death, as unreasonable as that may be? Has he needed, all 
his life, to hide away from that responsibility, as well as from his mother‟s wrath? The hiding 
away theme seems to continue throughout P‟s life, metamorphosing in his adulthood into 
hiding away from other aspects of unreasonable authority. What he was subjected to in the 
juvenile institutions he encountered, then in the adult prisons he spent time in - the stupidity 
of the authority that he encountered - was always as unreasoning and unreasonable as his 
mother‟s unreasoning anger (even if it wasn‟t as physically brutal). So hiding away from all 
these negativities became a life theme.  
 
P: I think that to understand those correlations as time flows on helps, and not just to 
know that one thing was a contributing factor to another thing, but how…what is it, 
the emotions or the experience, or the thought patterns… 
 
Could P separate the emotions, thought patterns and experiences, or are does he see them 
as parts of one whole - the goal of Hermeneutic Circling (Warnke 2011; Guignon 2010)? 
 
P: Well, I think that different perspectives come at different times. So you might not 
think about something until you‟re emotionally stressed by it, then you‟ll be stressed 
to the point where you actually put some consideration into the issue. But first you 
have to have that feeling of something not being right, or that you even feel a certain 
way…but sometimes, there might not BE any emotion - like when I got blamed for 
everything - the death of my sibling, the loss of the intended adopted sister (she went 
back to her parents) - I was blamed for that, too. 
 
 
In the end: Incomplete catharsis, but there is value in talking 
 
One short quote from P encapsulates the value of our talking sessions: 
 
P: See, it‟s interesting looking back, even for me…as we discussed things now, some 
of those things haven‟t come to mind when I‟ve been thinking about these things by 
myself.  And it IS a matter of making connections for myself... 
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That was the structure of our project together - conjointly going over P‟s story, looking for 
commonalities and relationships between events, and gradually trying to connect things that 
you might not have been connected before.  What we arrived at, together, is a new narrative 
of P‟s life. P will continue that constructivist project that is himself, as will we all. 
 
 
 
 
************************************************************** 
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PHIL‟S STORY 
 
The respondent in this chapter chose to use his real name – Phil. 
 
 
Phil‟s offence history  
 
From the age of eighteen, Phil embarked on several decades of participation in what we 
might call the „grey economy‟ – a world of illegal economic activities that ran parallel to, and 
frequently intersected with, the legal economy. This was a world of double standards, where 
Phil eventually got involved in drug importation, and ended up with convictions, serving 
prison sentences on two occasions (12 months in 2000, and 9 months in 2003). 
 
The first of these convictions came from charges that initially included kidnapping, 
deprivation of liberty, torture, armed robbery with violence in company, attempted murder, 
assault occasioning grievous bodily harm, and assault occasioning actual bodily harm in 
company. All of these charges arose from a single „incident‟: An individual within the „grey 
economy‟ owed Phil a substantial amount of money. Phil threatened him, shut him in the 
boot of his car, drove him around Brisbane for a while, then let him out in a secluded spot on 
Mount Coot-Tha, at night. The hapless victim, of course, was quite convinced that Phil was 
going to kill him. Phil had no intention of actually physically harming his victim, but every 
intent of scaring him – obviously with the objective of getting him to pay the debt owed. 
 
In the end, the charges were reduced to „assault occasioning bodily harm‟. Phil pleaded 
guilty to the lesser charge of assault, and was convicted (in 2000). He had already been on 
remand on that charge for nine months, so he received an extra three months in prison, and 
was then released on Parole.  
 
Phil thought that this was quite a „stiff‟ sentence for what was, he maintained, just an assault. 
He suggested that there was, theoretically, a deprivation of liberty, but that there was no 
torture – apart, he admitted, from saying to the victim: „I‟m going to fucking kill you!‟ Upon 
further reflection, Phil agreed that his actions HAD made the victim fearful for his life. He 
HAD locked him in the car boot, and driven him around for several hours before letting him 
out. The victim would have been convinced, after some hours captive in the car boot, that 
Phil WAS going to carry out his threat. Reflecting on this, years later, Phil did show some 
insight into his own behaviour: 
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Phil: I WANTED him to be convinced too - at the time. I admit that it was a disgusting 
thing to do to somebody – if somebody did that to me, I would probably shit in their 
boot! 
 
 
Allegory in his actions 
 
This point will be dealt with in more detail later in this chapter, but it is salient to highlight it 
briefly here: there is a definite echo in this „victim in the boot‟ episode – an allegory, in 
psychoanalytic terms. Phil‟s subjugation of his victim in this case, his deprivation of his 
victim‟s freedom, the extent to which he made his victim feel so utterly helpless and 
powerless and hopeless – these actions can be seen as a directly subconscious allegory of 
Phil‟s own disempowerment and subjugation, in his childhood, at the hands of a Catholic 
priest who sexually abused him.  In the same way that Father McArdle had deprived Phil of 
all power, Phil had, years later, deprived HIS victim of all power. The allegorical Repetition 
Compulsion, as Miller (1987) points out, re-emerges at unpredictable times, and in ways that 
only unconsciously (and so in an obscuring way) reflect the original trauma. The Repetition 
Compulsion drives the re-enactment - in allegorical terms, Phil was unconsciously crying out 
for recognition of his own childhood „capture and physical threat‟. 
 
Was it also possible that Phil was trying to subconsciously punish the perpetrator of his 
childhood abuse, many years later, by punishing a substitute for the priest who abused him? 
 
Phil: Yeah – I‟d go along with that, because I was enjoying, at the time, making 
somebody feel bloody disgusting! 
 
Phil‟s second charge and sentence came just several years after the first, and for a quite 
different offence. In 2003, he pleaded guilty to „Aiding in the Import of a Prohibited 
Substance‟. He was charge with importation of a prohibited substance, and a lot of other 
associated charges, which were reduced in the end to the one conviction, with a three and a 
half year sentence. He served twelve months of that sentence, and was then released on a 
Federal Recognisance Order (since this was a Federal charge). He was a Federal prisoner, 
in Queensland, released in 2002, and was on parole until 2005. Since that last release, Phil 
has had no recidivist actions, and no further charges.  
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Adoption – Phil adopted at birth – no knowledge of birth parents 
 
Phil was born in 1958, in Brisbane, and adopted by a couple in Mackay at 2 days of age. 
Interestingly, Phil did not mention this fact before our twelfth interview! When asked why he 
hadn‟t previously mentioned this potentially fundamental influence in his life, he replied: 
 
Phil: Oh, hadn‟t I mentioned that? I can always remember knowing – at the earliest 
stage. I can never remember having found out – I just always remember knowing… 
and my sister always knew, as well. I never think about this – I‟ve never ever 
made any attempts to locate my birth mother, or anything like that. I‟ve just 
never had any desire to – whatsoever. 
 
 
Phil always felt special – „picked‟ by adoptive parents  
 
Knowing nothing about his birth mother or his biological father has never seemed to concern 
Phil, primarily, he suggests, because of two factors: Firstly, he was told about his adoption 
from a very early age, and secondly, he was also told that he was especially chosen by his 
adoptive parents.  
 
Phil: I think it‟s because I‟ve always known (that I was adopted)…All the kids I 
started school with knew, as well, because I used to tell them. I was always taught 
that I was more special than those other kids, because their parents HAD to 
have them, but I was PICKED OUT. It certainly didn‟t make me feel BAD about 
being adopted! So it never distressed me. I look on it as Mum and Dad, whether they 
were biological or otherwise. 
 
This chosen, picked out, wanted aspect that was communicated to Phil from the earliest age 
seems to be a large part of his basic self-assurance – a characteristic that is quite strong. 
Phil certainly seems to have readily accepted his Heideggerian Thrownness, falling easily – 
because of the way he was essentially valued – into the family and life that he was hurled 
into. As McHugh (2011, 262) noted: “Thrownness provokes a recognition of the involuntary 
yet motile discovery of having entered a place that is already underway...”. Having entered 
that new place, Phil grew into adulthood aware of his other origin, but indifferent to it. He 
willingly and consciously embraced this (his) other place and the different directions it 
projected him on. 
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Phil‟s early psychological, cultural, moral environment  
 
Every Christmas during his childhood, Phil and his family would go to the Whitsunday 
Islands for a holiday. He recalls that they went to the same island, with the same people 
(other family friends) every year, and they would be there for three weeks to a month. He 
didn‟t realise at the time how expensive such holidays were, later realising (as an adult) that 
the fact that they regularly holidayed for a month put his family in the top economic social 
strata. All the other family friends who went with them were graziers, farmers and real estate 
developers. So Phil grew up with other children who were exactly the same as him, without 
realising that they were all the wealthy kids, and had a lot more than most other children. He 
simply had no concept, in those first ten years, that he was a part of the Queensland 
„squattocracy‟, or that he was more privileged than others. He does not remember feeling 
privileged or spoilt – just „normal‟. 
 
Phil‟s adoptive father certainly seems to have been a significant influence on Phil‟s 
philosophical development:  
 
Phil: Dad would be what you would call, still, a „good Christian‟. And I don‟t mean just 
someone who goes to church on Sundays. He visited old people‟s homes and 
hospitals, just walked around, spoke to people, bought them magazines and 
books…He was also the President of the St Vincent de Paul Society in Mackay.  
 
Phil considers that his father would make a good Buddhist, although he would have no idea 
that what he‟s been doing all his life is in any way Buddhist. Would his father, then, see his 
own behaviour more as somewhat Christ-like? 
 
Phil: He‟d never ever compare himself to Christ! He‟s no fire and brimstone Christian, 
though…Dad believes in purgatory – where you go if you‟ve done a few wrong things 
– but I don‟t think he believes in hell as such.  
 
He is certainly a man who has lived a life of doing good deeds for others, and of being 
considerate of others. He did not deliberately teach Christian precepts of service to his son – 
he simply went about doing practical Christian things, without shouting about it from the 
rooftops. Phil did imbibe, it seems, something of that orientation towards helping others 
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(notwithstanding his past illegal activities, on an interpersonal level, he is a warm and helpful 
person). 
 
 
Parents‟ occupations  
 
Before Phil‟s mother married, she managed a shoe shop, but stopped working completely 
when she married Phil‟s father – a social more of the 1950s. They married in 1955. Phil was 
born in 1958, and immediately adopted by this couple that he has always known as his 
parents. Since he knew from the earliest time he can remember that he was especially 
chosen by his adoptive parents, Phil consciously chose them as his parents, to the exclusion 
of his biological progenitors, who he has never been curious about. 
 
Phil‟s father was a property developer, farmer and grazier. Phil never thought that he came 
from a wealthy family, although he knew that his paternal grandfather was very wealthy, and 
that his father worked for him. Phil‟s father and his brother Ray (Phil‟s uncle), were left the 
family business in their father‟s Will. 
 
 
Parent‟s relationship 
 
Phil summarises his father as „unflappable‟ – he does things at his own pace, and never 
loses his temper. His mother, though, wants things done „now or sooner‟, and is a little 
impatient and short-tempered.  
 
Phil: Mum‟s always into dad about procrastination. Like she always wants this fixed 
or that fixed and as dad‟s got older I think he‟s got less interest in the house and less 
interest in the yard and more interest in just enjoying life after sixty years of working 
or whatever. 
 
His mother is not at all a procrastinator: 
 
Phil: Mums not, no she‟s not really at all. Mum decides to do it and starts five minutes 
ago. Mum is a bully and dad is a „…if I just ignore her for long enough she‟ll 
eventually go away…‟ kind of person. 
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Phil suggests that his father should not have been a Catholic – rather, Phil says, he should 
have been a Buddhist. He is a calm person who simply doesn‟t get upset about anything. 
Phil cannot recall ever seeing his father angry in his whole life. He has seen his father upset 
in grief – such as when his mother (father‟s mother) died, but he cannot recall ever seeing 
him angry to the point of emotional outburst, even when people have done horrible things. 
 
While Phil‟s father is not an angry person at all, his mother can be more „fiery‟: 
 
Phil: Dad always says „…don‟t upset your mother, I‟ve got to live with her, you‟re 
going home‟. I don‟t know if she‟s getting angrier as she gets older or whether I‟m 
noticing it more, because I‟m around more. Through my hectic years I might not have 
gone home for two or three years at a time, now I come home two or three times a 
year. 
 
Now (circa 2009) in his early fifties, Phil is seeing more of his parents, and therefore 
observing more about them. He is becoming more reflective about his own life, and generally 
more reflective of his family and their lives, as well. He sees himself as „taking after‟ 
elements of both parents – his father‟s long fuse, but his mother‟s explosiveness:  
 
Phil: I‟ve got an incredibly long fuse but an incredibly powerful explosion. It just takes 
a long time really to get me there. Dad‟s got a long fuse and at the end of it, it just 
has no explosion. 
 
There is, perhaps, an interesting argument here for nurture over nature. If Phil does possess 
this „short fuse but big explosion‟ combination of his parent‟s characteristics, it may not have 
come from biological inheritance. Nes (2010, 369), taking happiness as a behaviour for 
discussion, notes that although the literature indicates that “...long-term happiness is 
predominantly caused by genes”, environment can change that genetic expression into 
phenotype, and that such change is very individual-specific. Powledge (2011) takes this 
debate even further, into epigenetic territory, noting that identical twins can be unalike in 
behaviour, and that nurture can, indeed, shape nature. Phil is probably right – a lifetime of 
absorbing the influences of his family environment must have had its effect on the ways in 
which he thinks and behaves, even as he must also carry elements of character and 
inclination that stem from his biological progenitors. In the end, we are complex outcomes, 
and the boundaries between nature and nurture are fluid and blurred.   
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Parent‟s differing approaches to disciplining children 
 
Phil regards his father as an excellent example of the parent who teaches his children 
honour, not lying, owning up, and standing up for what‟s right. Everything a good, born-in-
the-1930s Catholic father would try to teach his children. He certainly modelled these 
behavioural precepts, demonstrating them by living by them himself, but he also spoke 
directly (but didn‟t lecture) about what he meant, as well: 
 
Phil: No, he didn‟t lecture. He‟d just sort of mention things. Mum used to do the 
belting, dad used to do the talking. I don‟t think I‟ve ever been hit by dad in my life, 
but I‟ve been belted by mum. 
 
Phil‟s father frequently told him „don‟t upset your mother‟, but he had a gentler approach to 
discipline than his wife. He would tell Phil when he‟d done the wrong thing, and that there 
were implications for his behaviour, and that he shouldn‟t tell lies, and that your own 
behaviour could get other people into trouble, and that you shouldn‟t talk about people 
behind their backs…but he wouldn‟t punish. He seems to have deliberately, consciously set 
out to teach Phil all the little but important lessons that he needed to learn in order to live a 
„good life‟. 
 
His father‟s admonitions about the good life were probably more based on Catholicism than 
on rationalist moral arguments. There is a sense now, though, as Phil looks back, that he 
was demonstrating a moral stance - illustrating it with his life. 
 
Phil: I think Dad‟s got very high morals and basically expects everyone around him to 
have very high morals too. Whereas mum has what she thinks is very high morals, 
yet she will bash the living daylights out of anybody who doesn‟t measure up to her 
standards. 
 
Clearly, Phil perceives moral consistency in his father, but some moral inconsistency in his 
mother‟s actions in the world. 
 
Phil: You see, Mum used to say „you wait until your father gets home‟ and Dad used 
to take me for a walk outside and say „don‟t upset your mother‟…He‟d know that 
she‟d already flogged me - that‟s why he didn‟t. Five hours later, Dad would realise 
there‟s no point flogging me again. 
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Phil recalls that, at the time, he thought his father was easy, and his mother was hard, but 
looking back decades later, he now sees his mother as misguided and his father as probably 
pretty much on the right track. If his father had been born in the 1980s and was starting to 
have kids now, Phil suggests, he would probably still be a little bit ahead of his time. Even as 
a child, Phil was aware that almost all of his friends used to get physically punished by their 
fathers, in the name of „discipline‟. 
 
Phil: You‟d see them with bruises on their arms from where they got held to be 
bashed on the backside – well, that didn‟t happen with dad. 
 
 
Parent‟s differing family backgrounds  
 
It is interesting to reflect - to the extent that we can - on the childhoods of both of Phil‟s 
parents. His father, for instance, probably didn‟t have much physical violence in his own 
childhood, since, as Miller (1984, 1987, 2001) tells us, we tend to pass on the Poisonous 
Pedagogy inflicted on us in our own childhoods (unless we find empathic listeners to confide 
in). Given Phil‟s father‟s non-violence, it is unlikely he had much violence in his childhood.  
 
Phil: Dad, I don‟t think, had any. His father was the cocky - you know what I mean - 
he was the landed gentry.  
 
Phil‟s family has a photo, taken some time in the late 1940s, showing Phil‟s paternal 
grandfather sitting on the veranda of his family homestead in North Queensland with the 
then Premier of Queensland, Ned (Edward) Hanlon, the Archbishop of Brisbane, James 
Duhig, and an assortment of other members of the Catholic and political elite of Queensland 
at the time. The Labour Party was then staunchly Catholic, and Catholics were then 
staunchly Labour supporters – Hanlon, born in Paddington, Brisbane to working-class Irish 
Catholic immigrants, epitomised this religious-political union (Blackmur, n.d). Phil‟s 
grandfather was, indeed, part of the „squattocracy‟, and moved in high social circles. 
 
Phil‟s grandfather also had money - during the depression (in the 1930s), he was an 
established and wealthy grazier and cane farmer. When the depression came, he had the 
economic foresight (and the financial wherewithal) to purchase many houses as they came 
on the market, buying them for sums like 150 or 200 pounds(still a fair amount at that time). 
By the end of the depression in the late 1930s, he had an extensive real-estate portfolio. 
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Rather than sell these houses for an instant profit, he simply retained and rented them, 
obviously providing an ongoing and substantial income for the family.  
 
Phil‟s father sold it all some years later. Phil‟s grandfather died in 1963, and a lot of that 
property portfolio was sold off then. Some of the profits went into other property 
developments as investments. Phil, however, has not yet inherited any of this money – if, 
indeed, there is any substantial sum left in the family coffers.  
 
Although Phil‟s grandfather was a member of the moneyed, landed gentry, Phil‟s father did 
not necessarily have a „silver spoon‟ upbringing.  
 
Phil: No, he had to work and worked after school, on the family farm and all that sort 
of thing…There was no easy ride, and my grandfather, he wasn‟t a very nice sort of 
person, really, I don‟t think.  
 
Phil‟s father had four brothers and one sister. When it came to the patriarch‟s Will, though, 
because the other boys had moved away from the family farm and business and sought 
independent life and career paths, Phil‟s grandfather didn‟t leave them anything in his Will. 
His reasoning seems to have been that the inheritance was all about farm property, and 
because they weren‟t working with it, they either didn‟t deserve it or weren‟t interested in it, 
so he didn‟t leave them anything. Phil‟s father was the sole beneficiary. Phil‟s father‟s 
altruism, however, contrasted with his own father‟s judgement in this case - when he (Phil‟s 
father) got this inheritance, he immediately divided it evenly with all his siblings, so that 
nobody had any need to dispute the old squattocrat‟s will. 
 
Phil: That‟s just what Dad‟s like. I don‟t think he‟s really a material person, if you 
know what I mean, like he‟s got the stuff but it doesn‟t really mean anything to him. 
 
Since Phil‟s paternal grandfather was apparently a gruff and judgemental character, one 
wonders if the egalitarian attitude shown by Phil‟s father came down from the influence of his 
mother? Phil was not sure of the psychological inheritance in that instance. Such very 
interesting musings about the transgenerational transmission of behavioural or psychological 
characteristics in his father‟s line can have nothing at all to do with Phil‟s nature, but it can 
all, of course, have heavily influenced his nurture. If there is an epigenetic force that can 
vector on the phenotypic expression of genotype (as discussed before), then a childhood 
and adolescence of absorbing the family history of his experienced family (as opposed to his 
biological family) must have left its mark on Phil. 
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Differential parenting from mother and father  
  
If we understood more about memory, we might understand more about how those 
psychological barbs that are driven into us in childhood can so affect us later in our lives - 
much later in some cases. Many of us absorb messages about not being acceptable for 
some reason, or we might be told „…you‟ll never amount to anything…‟, or „…you‟re not 
good enough…‟. Whilst Western folklore still, in the  twenty-first century, largely regards 
such „put-downs‟ or verbal abuse as something that we can all easily „get over‟, research is 
beginning to show that easy dismissal of parental verbal abuse is not wise. 
 
Choi, Jeong, Rohan, Polcari, and Teicher (2008) were amongst the first researchers to show 
that verbal abuse produces a measurable change in neural connectivity structures in the 
developing child brain: “...exposure to PVA (Parental Verbal Abuse) is associated with 
alteration in the integrity of neural pathways...the brain is chiselled in precise ways by 
exposure to adverse early experience” (Choi, et al, 2008, 231,233). Names, it turns out, can 
hurt you. 
 
Phil suffered verbal abuse from his mother, and the effect of that was an enduring confusion: 
 
Phil: I actually remember one of mum‟s: „Why can‟t you do the right thing?‟ That‟s 
one I remember from mum…but I used to think, „but I DO do the right thing!‟…It was 
only when I‟d done the wrong thing that she said it, but it was along the lines of „why 
can‟t you EVER do the right thing?‟ 
 
Phil can remember protesting to his mother on occasions, asserting that he had OFTEN 
done „the right thing‟, whereupon his mother would counter with remonstrations about all the 
times he HAD done wrong, which caused Phil to „shut up‟.  
 
Phil: But I don‟t think she meant I was wrong all the time…it was like…mum‟s an 
exaggerator…‟I‟ve told you a million times…you wait till your father gets home‟…and 
the first couple of times she said that, I was worried…but I remember her telling dad 
„he deserves a flogging…‟, and dad said, „well there‟s no point doing it now - that was 
4 hours ago…‟ I was outside going „Yeah!‟ 
 
Although Phil‟s mother was often the deliverer of physical punishment (since she learned 
that Phil‟s father would not punish him post hoc), her „floggings‟ weren‟t very violent. She 
would smack Phil on the bottom, perhaps several times, with her hand, but never with a stick 
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or any other weapon. She was, though (Phil recalls) a very angry woman, with an explosive 
temper. Phil remembers that she would explode „…just like that, over nothing…‟. She still 
does, he says. 
 
 
When asked if he knew where his mother‟s explosive temper came from, Phil resorted to his 
father‟s explanation: „She‟s Danish!‟. That, of course (as Phil admitted) is a clichéd 
explanation, and there must be better explanations for his mother‟s behaviour – perhaps 
rooted in the way she was treated by her earliest pedagogues. Miller (1987) would say that, 
rather than inheriting a „short fuse‟, Phil‟s mother is a victim of Poisonous Pedagogy – that 
process of intergenerational transmission of violence that simultaneously harms the child 
and constrains the child from voicing objection to the damage being handed out. 
 
 
Phil – victim of childhood sexual abuse 
 
The positive influence of Phil‟s father on his childhood philosophical development may well 
have led in quite different directions if Phil‟s late childhood and early adolescence hadn‟t 
been thrown so off-centre by the sexual abuse he suffered at the hands of a Catholic Priest. 
This was abuse that, significantly, was NOT talked about, not brought into open discussion, 
and so not resolved. Again, in Alice Miller‟s (1987, 59) terms, Phil was a classic victim of 
Poisonous Pedagogy at the hands of this priest. The trauma lay there in Phil‟s psyche, 
altering his life course, until he finally began, three decades later, to bring the trauma into the 
light of open discussion and disclosure.  
 
Phil was sexually abused by a priest at his school, beginning when he was 8 years old (in 
1966) and ending when he was 11. The Catholic priest‟s name was Father McArdle. This 
priest was finally brought before a court for his actions in 2003 by a class action by a number 
of his former sexual abuse victims. Phil was invited to join this class action, but declined. 
Thirty-four years after the abuse had ended, Phil could still not face his perpetrator – he was 
still powerless at the mere thought of his abuser. 
 
Father Michael McArdle was the Chaplain at the Christian Brothers School that Phil 
attended. As the school Chaplain, he had many opportunities to molest his victims, Phil 
among them. The abuse started when Phil was 8 years old. 
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Phil: From age 8. It was just fondling. From 8 until about 11 – three to four years. Not 
daily – sporadically over that time - sometimes three or four times in the same week, 
then I mightn‟t even see him for three months – he‟d be off doing his „pastoral care‟ – 
to maybe 20 kids. 
 
FM would isolate his young victims by allocating them to Alter Boy duties in the church. 
Under this pretext, he could get them alone in the church Vestry or in his office.  For Phil, 
these abuse encounters would typically last just a couple of minutes. FM would put his hand 
down the front of Phil‟s pants and fondle his genitals while masturbating himself.  
 
Phil: Knowing what I know now, he was masturbating at the same time, underneath 
his robes or cassock. I didn't fully understand what was going on then, at age 8, but I 
did know a few years later…but the other thing that stands out to me is that all the 
times it was happening, there was absolutely no verbal communication whatsoever.  
He never said a word.  And I didn't either. 
 
There was little verbal preamble to each of these encounters, as well. He would give Phil a 
hug, put his hand around his shoulder, and talk about „normal‟ things – FM doesn‟t appear to 
have tried to justify to Phil what he was doing, using his general chatter (probably about 
church matters) to present the happenings of those moments as „normal‟. All Phil can 
remember is wanting to get out of there as soon as possible.  He had no desire whatsoever 
to have those „normal‟ conversations with his abuser. 
 
How did Phil feel during those encounters? 
 
Phil: Honestly, I can't dredge one feeling up from that time… like, utter confusion. I 
can't even think of a positive or negative feeling that I had at the time.  I can 
remember feeling sick a lot, but that wasn't only while it was happening, it was 
general...vomiting, things like that…even when I wasn't thinking about the incidents. 
 
Phil‟s blank responses when asked to recall how he felt during those abuse events more 
than thirty years ago is possibly typical of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), where 
victims of extreme and chronic stress fail to encode clear memories of the traumatising 
events (Yehuda, 2002).  
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Phil was under an extreme amount of stress. As an Alter Boy, FM could access him any time 
he wanted to, and Phil had no choice in the matter - as the priest, FM could choose Alter 
Boys at will. 
 
Phil: I used to vomit, so I wouldn't have to go to school, and that was because I 
thought…see, when I was at school, sometimes, if there was a funeral logged on, the 
priest would ring a Nun (in the classroom) and say, „send over so-and-so‟ (one of the 
boys), because there was going to be a funeral today.  And it didn't matter whether 
you were doing Maths or English or Geography at two o'clock in the afternoon, the 
Nun would just say „Phil, go to the church‟. He might take a different one each time - 
you never knew when a funeral was going to be on.  
 
 
FM clearly spread his victim selection around, probably amongst a small coterie of victims at 
any one point in time. Phil was unaware, at the time, that he was one of several – he thought 
he was the only victim, even though a number of boys might be called to Alter Boy duty. To 
Phil, there was a horribly random chance that, on any day at school, he could be summoned 
into the presence of FM, and therefore into the fear and confusion of the sexual abuse. Phil 
lived in a constant state of fear and apprehension about when the next encounter might be. 
Randomness of negative stimuli, of course, is one of the key elements in stress and fear 
(Haddad, Lissek, Pine & Lau, 2011). It is also one of the key strategies used by abusers to 
control their victims – when the victim never knows when the next episode is coming, fear is 
constant and debilitating. 
 
 
Phil‟s abuse (24 times?) – but the fear is still present 
 
Over this period from age 8 to 11, Phil says that there were probably two dozen of these 
abuse encounters with FM, and that all these abuse incidents involved genital fondling. The 
priest would put his hand up Phil‟s trouser (shorts) leg and fondle his genitals, whilst he (the 
priest) masturbated under his cassock. These encounters were conducted in silence. The 
physical side of the abuse seems to have gone no further. 
 
The essence of the harm, from Phil‟s point of view, was the OVERPOWERING – he would 
be on his way to the church, and he would be literally, physically sick (vomit) over the 
inevitability of what he was fearful of suffering. It was literally like going to his doom… 
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Phil: Like going to the gallows…walking the green mile…Even now, forty years 
later…I had a nice cup of coffee and a nice croissant before coming to this interview 
session (this morning), and now I‟ve got a sick feeling in my stomach, just from 
talking about it! 
 
Phil‟s comment highlights how intimately connected our memories are to our feelings - even 
though we had discussed McArdle a number of times before this particular interview, that 
childhood feeling of absolute dread and foreboding was still there, simply through the 
evocation of memory, three decades after the abuse stopped! Current research suggests 
that we should not be at all surprised by the connection between Phil‟s physiological 
reactions and his three-decade-old memory of abuse: 
 
Recent research on the effects of adverse early life experiences on central nervous 
system (CNS) stress systems has provided a greater understanding of the link 
between childhood abuse and susceptibility to mood and anxiety disorders. 
Specifically, early life traumatic events, occurring during a period of neuronal 
plasticity, appear to permanently render neuroendocrine stress response systems 
supersensitive. (Penza, Heim and Nemeroff, 2003, 15) 
 
 
First disclosure of sexual abuse  
 
The first person Phil ever told about his abuse was a friend called John (a pseudonym), 
when they were both 14 years old - not long, in fact, after Phil‟s abuse had stopped. He then 
told nobody else until he was in his 30s, when he disclosed it to a woman he was in a 
relationship with at the time. Phil eventually also told his parents. He wrote to them from jail, 
disclosing what had happened some 30 years before.  
 
That first tentative disclosure, though, came when Phil and John were smoking marijuana 
together. They discovered that they were both victims of FM. 
 
Phil: It came about through John trying to get me to smoke pot – I was 14 at the time, 
so was he. I don‟t think that I understood the mind-altering part of pot at that 
stage…But I eventually tried the pot, and I liked it a lot.  And it was during that first 
time that I tried it that John mentioned that FM had touched him up.  
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Phil remembers not being shocked, but, rather feeling disgusted and disappointed. He was 
disgusted at the abuse itself, but more importantly, angry and disappointed that it had 
happened to somebody else. Somehow, and for some reason, Phil had convinced himself 
that while FM was abusing him, it was not happening to others – that, in fact, his suffering 
was somehow saving others. 
 
Phil: I can't explain that feeling to you.  I don't even fully understand that feeling 
myself, either.  I can still feel the feeling – while it was happening to me, I thought, it 
wasn't happening to anybody else.  And then I found out it was. 
 
FM, of course, may have said something to Phil to the effect that he was the only one – the 
„chosen one‟, or „special‟. Phil can‟t remember words from his abuser to that effect, but there 
is an interesting possible allegory here in Phil‟s feeling and belief that he was the only victim 
– it could be an echo of his parents‟ mantra from his earliest childhood that he was „special‟ 
and „chosen deliberately‟. 
 
Phil also remembers that his mother had a frequently repeated saying that may have 
influenced his thinking about the singularity of his abuse: 
 
Phil: My mother used to say things like, „…while they're talking about you, they're not 
talking about someone else‟.  Maybe that's where this came from - while it's 
happening to me it's not happening to somebody else.  
 
Regardless of the source of this feeling, though, for Phil there was disgust and 
disappointment that it could happen to somebody else, because „…it was only supposed to 
be happening to me‟. 
 
 
John and the first McArdle revelations  
 
While Phil and John discovered they were both FM victims over a shared „smoke‟, they didn‟t 
talk extensively about their experiences at all. They both found some catharsis in brief and 
infrequent joking and laughing about the things they would do to him, but their conversations 
on the topic were few.  
 
Phil: I remember we used to plot and plan things we were never going to do – like 
wait around corners and bash him. It was more joking – but it was serious at the time. 
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Like, if a corner had have arrived, and he‟d walked around it, and I had a baseball bat 
in my hand, and John was there at the same time, FM probably might have died, and 
we would have gone to jail as a murdering duo, but… 
 
This marijuana-hazed mock retaliatory plotting came after FM‟s victimising of both boys had 
stopped. At this point, FM was no longer at their school - he had been moved on. In fact, FM 
was moved about five times in all – this fact was revealed in the recent (2003) court case 
against FM. It appears the church simply (and quietly) reprimanded him, told him to stay 
away from the boys, and moved him on - frequently.  
 
Neither Phil nor John found any lasting resolution to their feelings from their brief mutual 
disclosures at age 14. Indeed, more than four decades later, it seems that John may not yet 
have found resolution: 
 
Phil: I look at John‟s life now, and he‟s been married and divorced twice, and hasn‟t 
re-married the second time. Somebody told me recently that he‟s now an alcoholic… 
 
All of McArdle‟s victims would now be in their 40s or 50s. There were 14 male and 2 female 
victims who came forward to give evidence as victims in McArdle‟s 2003 trial. (Broken Rites 
Australia, 2011). McArdle received a six-year sentence at this trial. There were probably 
others besides Phil who chose not to reveal their victim status publicly – who did not come 
forward at the trial. Phil chose not to be a witness at the trial, simply because he could still 
not face his abuser – the fear was still too overpowering. 
 
 
End of the sexual abuse  
 
As often happens in such cases, the end of the abusive encounters, in retrospect, seems 
almost anticlimactic. However, for Phil, the physical incidents may have stopped when he 
was 12, but the trauma is still with him, now, in his 50s.  
 
Phil: I had said „NO‟ this particular morning, before the mass had even started, I started to 
cry, and I think I put him into panic mode.  He had tried to put his hands down my pants, and 
I resisted (for the first time).  And I started to cry.  And I ran out.  He tried to get me to go 
back, saying nothing will happen, but I think he realised that that wasn't going to work either, 
and he told me to go home. So I went home and said that he sent me home because I was 
sick. 
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From that point on, the abuse stopped - suddenly. FM would have known that that was a 
point of danger for him – a point from which he couldn't push any further.  He would likely 
have been through a series of such encounters with other young boys, arriving at similar 
points with all those for whom the abuse stopped. In a recent survey of sex offenders, 
Leclerc, Wortley and Smallbone (2010, 1878) found that the simple „NO‟ stopped abuse in 
more than 50% of cases: “(Victims) Saying that they did not want to have sexual contact and 
saying „no‟ to the offender was particularly effective in preventing the abuse (74% and 56%, 
respectively)”.  
 
From the point of that first „NO‟, FM would have had feared that Phil would have told his 
parents, or somebody else, and that he would be discovered. He immediately ceased 
targeting Phil, and would have turned, instead, to other victims who hadn't shown resistance. 
Raised as a Catholic, Phil had become an appropriate victim:  “Such victims have been 
subjected to a special form of indoctrination from their earliest years. This has left them 
incapable of questioning, doubting or criticizing the word of the priests and bishops for fear 
of incurring divine wrath” (Benkert and Doyle, 2009, 233). As long as Phil hadn't shown 
resistance, he, too, was an appropriate victim.  
 
For Phil, this overt resistance came at about the onset of puberty. It's hard to say where the 
impetus came from, but Phil had found, somehow, some sense of a boundary of self. He had 
shown resistance prior to this incident, of course, but it had been subconscious, and no-one 
had seen it – his physical reactions of vomiting (and even spontaneous defecation) at the 
thought of facing FM. 
 
However, even though the physical abuse had stopped, Phil felt no relief – the fear 
continued (and even continues to this day). Additionally, Phil at this point began to worry that 
he might be a homosexual. 
 
Phil: I think, when puberty sets in, that everybody starts talking about  „so and so is a 
poof‟... it's the same thing as today, when young kids might say that something is 
„gay‟ - they say things now like,  „Have you been to see Dancing Feet, the movie?‟, 
and kids will say „ no, that's gay‟. 
 
For those who experience childhood sexual abuse, this fear of being homosexual can be 
lifelong. In a recent study of adult male victims of childhood sexual abuse, researchers found 
multiple barriers to disclosure by the victims and long-term effects, fear of homosexuality 
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among them: “These results highlight that barriers to disclosure exist in multiple domains of 
experience and are encountered across the lifespan” (Sorsoli, Kia-Keating, and Grossman, 
2008, 333). Although Phil, thirty years after his abusive experiences, does not fear that he is 
homosexual, he is still secretive about his story. He still fears – at some feeling, child-within-
the-adult level – that he may be seen as homosexual. Miller (1987) would say that his 
perpetrator still has a firm grip on his psyche, all these years later. Involuntarily vomiting (an 
autonomic nervous system response) in a coffee shop at the sudden sight of FM‟s name in a 
newspaper, Phil illustrated that that is indeed the case.   
 
 
NOT talking about Sexual abuse – the silence/projection/continuity  
 
Apart from the brief and only marginally cathartic disclosure to his teenage friend and fellow-
abusee John, Phil told no-one of his abuse until he was in his late 30s. His behaviour while 
the abuse was going on (vomiting and soiling his pants on the way to school/church) should 
have indicated, to aware and observant adults, that he was experiencing severe trauma of 
some sort.  
 
There was, though, another direct indicator during this abuse phase that should have alerted 
the adults around him that something was indeed wrong with the fabric of Phil‟s world. This 
overt allegorical behaviour from Phil fits squarely into Miller‟s (1984, 1987) Splitting Off and 
Projection and Repetition Complex theories. It took the form of Phil picking on his sister. 
 
Phil: Well, during age eight to fourteen years, I gave my sister hell - not physically 
bashing her, but the emotional torture I put her through… I‟ve discussed this with her 
since, and I‟ve apologised for the way that I used to speak to her and everything, 
back at that time…because I thought she knew - but nobody knew…and I said to 
her, „I don‟t know why I thought you knew‟.  
 
Perhaps Phil just desperately wanted somebody to know. The notion of the subconscious 
allegorical playing out of the trauma that we are suffering (or have suffered) is often central 
to the human expression of psychological pain (Miller, 1984). Taking much the same line as 
Miller, Fowler (1994) suggests that memory is malleable, fluid, and constructed – that it is 
frequently not literal (even when the speaker thinks it is). Mayman (1968), in a seminal work 
on the re-construction of memories, views them as reflections (by the individual) of the 
psychological truth of the incident, rather than the objective truth.  
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Paradoxically, even though we may be unaware of the messages we are subconsciously 
trying to communicate to others, we may nevertheless consciously expect that others will 
understand. We expect them to see the metaphorical flare in the sky fired by our 
subconscious, and come running to our aid. As an adolescent, ranting against his sister, Phil 
had no conscious concept that his projection of anger toward her was an allegory of his own 
overpowering at the hands of FM, but he still thought that others must have known what was 
going on – and he wondered why they didn‟t say anything, and – ultimately – why they didn‟t 
rescue him. 
 
Phil: My parents had taken me to a psychologist I think at that time…because of the 
way I was treating my sister. They couldn‟t work out why I had all this hostility for her, 
and I don‟t…I wasn‟t really sort of thinking at the time, „she knows so I‟ve got to 
attack her‟, but it‟s looking back a few years after that I realise that it was because I 
thought she knew and wasn‟t saying anything. Now where that thought came from I 
have got no idea! 
 
Another possible mechanism at work in Phil‟s behaviour towards his sister is the „flipping of 
the coin‟ strategy that many abuse victims utilise (Simons, Wurtele and Durham, 2008; 
Hanson and Slater, 1988; Ryan, 1989; Miller, 1987). This is the subconscious strategy of 
escaping feelings of victimisation by becoming the perpetrator - a way of subconsciously 
trying to escape your own victimisation by victimising someone else. Since Phil thought his 
sister must have known about his abuse, and then chose to do or say nothing to help him, 
he had a subconscious and vague rationalisation to excuse his abuse of her – he could take 
out on her the anger and anxiety he felt at what was happening to him. He could put that 
harm somewhere else. He could split it off and project it onto somebody else – a convenient 
victim (and all victims are convenient, for all perpetrators, in all abuse situations). This, of 
course is classic Splitting Off and Projection, as Miller (1984) theorised.  
 
Phil: And I couldn‟t do it to mum or dad, I suppose, could I, really? And I couldn‟t do it 
to the priest because I was supposed to respect him. 
 
Phil couldn‟t tell anybody about the abuse and he couldn‟t live with the shame and the 
feelings about the sexual abuse - feelings that have never left him. Neither could Phil project 
his anger onto those who had some power over him – his perpetrator or his parents – only a 
less powerful person than the victim is a suitable target for such projection of unresolved, 
unreasoning anger. A younger sister may make a convenient „target‟. This happens, of 
course, without conscious rationalisation by the „projector‟. 
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And what were the feelings that Phil was projecting, as he ranted irrationally against his 
sister? 
 
Phil: Shame and fear, I think. And I can still feel that feeling of sickness in the 
stomach - like when I think about it now! I still feel like I could walk out that door and 
vomit. Doesn‟t leave you, alright...it makes you feel…my skin feels cold now. 
 
This is an absolutely fascinating but sometimes horrifying aspect of human memory. Our 
logical and rational memories are quite different from our feeling memories. It seems that our 
feeling memories lie deeper and affect us more than our more literal, verbalisable memories.  
Simply remembering the abuse put Phil, immediately, currently – decades later - into a 
physiological state where he started to react to those old, old memories in exactly the same 
way he did when that abuse was actually happening. Time travel exists, and the mechanism 
is hidden within our fear memories. 
 
Phil: Yeah, well I can still remember feeling really cold at that time. Yeah, like back 
when I was eight, nine, ten and eleven, and it was probably summer, but I remember 
feeling cold all the time. 
 
Phil felt trapped and helpless, yet his abuser did not use physical force. The terror of being 
utterly unable to escape was none the less traumatic, though, for that absence of physical 
force. Psychological chains can be as effective as iron ones. 
 
Phil: Well I think it‟s more psychological, there was no meanness or malice, if you 
know what I mean. But I was trapped! I was trapped, alright!  
 
 
Mid-adolescence - effects of sexual abuse  
 
At 14 years of age, three years after the abuse stopped, Phil was in a psychological state of 
considerable disruption and anxiety: 
 
Phil: School results were going down. Sport was going downhill faster even.  And this 
was before the drugs.  I was full of despair. 
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At this point, Phil encountered drugs (marijuana), and that allowed him to escape some of 
these feelings. There was perhaps a small amount of catharsis for Phil in telling his friend 
John about his abuse, if only briefly. 
 
Phil: I honestly think he (John) wouldn't have wanted to hear about it at length.  And I 
don't think I wanted to hear about his abuse at length, either. Even though finding out 
that it had happened to somebody else upset me at the time, I think it was probably 
comforting to know that it had happened to someone else as well.  I can't remember 
feeling comfort in the situation, but after that John and I hung out together more.  
Prior to that we weren't good friends, but after that we were. 
 
In an interesting example of the process of narrative development that is a central 
methodological plank in the structure of this thesis, Phil made a concomitant remark with his 
above summation of his relationship with John: 
 
Phil: You know, up until five minutes ago, I had thought it was just the dope that our 
friendship was based on, but now, I think maybe it's more about a common soul.  
There must have been some comfort in that relationship, or I wouldn't have wanted to 
hang around with him. 
 
Phil‟s statement illustrates the worth of the hermeneutic circling process that is part of the 
narrative process. Before the conversations that constituted our interviews in this thesis 
research phase, Phil had had little opportunity to talk and think at length about the abuse he 
had suffered as a child. Now, though, different interpretations of his past became possible. 
“Through such disciplined and committed engagements insights „come‟” (Smythe, Ironside, 
Sims, Swenson and Spence 2008, 1389). The relief that Phil felt upon knowing that John 
was a victim like him was enough to make a difference, even though the catharsis was 
incomplete (is it ever complete?). The secret was finally shared with someone – and with 
someone who understood, without the need for lengthy discussion.  
 
Significantly, though, when they „found‟ each other, both were still locked in the power of 
their perpetrator, and could not talk about it to others. The catharsis from „knowing that 
someone else knew‟ was brief, limited, and not at all enough to overcome the fear memories 
that would continue to plague the futures of these two victims. 
 
The mutual discovery that they were both victims of FM‟s sexual abuse came at a time when 
both Phil and John had begun to question the power of the church, in reaction to their 
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individual traumas. Did their similar experiences affect their attitudes to religion in a similar 
way? 
 
Phil: John is not really religious now, either.  We both come from religious families, 
but I am now something of a Buddhist, and he is now an atheist.  Those old priests 
did a hell of a lot of damage to their church! 
 
When the church that claims to protect and nourish becomes the perpetrator and victimiser, 
faith must be challenged (McLaughlin 1994). 
 
 
Grip of the perpetrator 
 
Just how completely – how comprehensively – the perpetrator of abuse is able to shift 
responsibility for what is happening to the victim is illustrated by what Phil said in our 
conversations when I asked him why, once he had finally resisted McArdle‟s advance, he 
hadn‟t then told someone else what was going on. The answer was simple: 
 
Phil: I was actually scared that somebody was going to find out! 
 
Scared that somebody was going to find out and blame him? Phil was afraid that McArdle 
would tell on him? 
 
Phil: Now that you say that, I think that you're quite right. Because when I resisted, 
and then took off, I thought he was going to tell someone. And that doesn't make 
sense, at all! 
 
But it does make sense!  It shows that Phil believed that he was the one who was wrong. 
Like all perpetrators do – sometimes deliberately, sometimes, even, subconsciously – 
McArdle had thoroughly convinced Phil that the wrongness of their interaction was his fault. 
“[S]exually abused children...often inappropriately take responsibility for their victimization, 
that is, they engage in self-blame. Self-blame may be directly reinforced by some 
perpetrators who blame their victims...” (Mannarino and Cohen 2006, 391). Phil had 
absorbed into his consciousness the conviction that this bewildering, horrifying thing that 
was happening was happening because of him. 
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Phil: I was terrified that MUM was going to find out… I was always more scared of 
mum than dad... I was terrified that Mum was going to find out. 
 
He was terrified that she was going to blame him for what was probably a mortal sin, in 
Catholic terms.  Does he still live with that feeling? 
 
Phil: No. I don't think it's my fault any more.  I can't consciously remember feeling it 
was my fault, and I don't have any subconscious feelings, any more either, but it 
WAS my fault (then).  I do have a lot of hatred there, though - you know, the hatred 
you feel when you have been deceived - that sort of hatred. 
 
This is a hatred born of betrayal – FM convinced Phil that this was happening because of 
him! That is the lie. That is the betrayal. That is the harm. FM is the one who is the 
perpetrator, Phil is the one who is the victim.  Phil is literally innocent - he is the one who is 
being coerced.  The responsibility that should live with the perpetrator was transposed onto 
the victim. 
 
Phil: Priests are supposed to be mentors, and so are teachers and other adults.  So 
it's probably no wonder that those people who do get abused don't end up with many 
positive mentors in their lives.  When abuse happens at that young age, suddenly, 
anybody in authority is a danger. 
 
Phil‟s ability to trust adults was shattered by McArdle, yet priests in general were held up by 
his mother (and the society he lived in) as the apotheosis of trustworthiness.  If you're ever in 
trouble, his mother said, go to a priest.  But Phil knew that was wrong, because the priest 
was the trouble.  As a child, though, he couldn't draw such logical conclusions by himself, 
and that was terrible, because it meant that he couldn‟t trust the world.  It wasn‟t just priests 
that he was learning to mistrust - he was learning to mistrust all authority. This generalised 
distrust would play a large role in leading Phil, in his early adulthood, into „Distrustopia‟ (see 
p.21 below). 
 
 
Phil is in prison when McArdle is arrested – effects on Phil & mother  
 
Phil‟s parents finally found out the sexual abuse he suffered, almost 40 years after it had 
happened. One of McArdle‟s abuse victims finally went to the police with a complaint against 
him. Task Force Argus (a sexual abuse police task force of the time) had also been given 
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Phil‟s name (by one of the witnessing victims) as someone to also give evidence in the court 
case, because they knew it had happened to him, too. 
 
Phil: The police went around to mum and said „we‟re trying to contact Phil Crowley…‟ 
and mum obviously knows I‟ve been in trouble over the years, so when she saw the 
police at the door, she just collapsed and thought „what the hell‟s he done this time‟? 
 
Phil was in jail at this precise point in time – he was on Remand (before getting Bail), on the 
charges that would lead to his final conviction and brief imprisonment period.  
 
Phil: When the cops went around to see mum…she wouldn‟t tell them where I 
was...‟Look, he‟s away at the moment…‟, and it was Task Force Argus and they said, 
„Look, we don‟t know how to bring this up, but we‟ve been given your son‟s name as 
having been molested‟. And mum, thinking they meant by dad or something, said, 
„Oh no, that can‟t be right‟…then they said it was by Father McArdle, and the 
world fell out from underneath her feet! 
When Phil, in the Remand section at Arthur Gorrie Correctional Centre, got a phone call 
from his mother, he knew from the tone of her voice that something was wrong. She said to 
Phil, „Is there anything you‟d like to tell me?‟ Phil hadn‟t, at that point, let his parents know he 
was in jail again. He immediately thought that she‟d found out that he‟d been arrested, but 
then she brought up the reason for the Task Force‟s visit. For Phil, this was devastating.  
 
Phil: I got off the phone and I was a mess! I‟d only spoken to her for about four 
seconds…the first thing when she rung up was „The police came to see me...‟, and I 
shat myself (not literally, this time!). I thought, what have they found out about? Why 
didn‟t they come here? And she said „Did anything happen to you when you were a 
kid?‟ Well, my mind just started doing cartwheels – I said, „What do you mean?‟ She 
said „With a priest.‟ I said „I can‟t talk‟. I got straight off the phone. I went straight to 
my slot (cell). 
 
Phil may have begun, around this time, to critically contemplate where his life had taken him 
and where he was going, but he hadn‟t been (and wasn‟t) ready to contemplate the long-
term effects of the sexual abuse he had for so long deliberately refused to face. Without 
inviting it, without being ready for it, there it was – suddenly and unavoidably in his present.  
 
Phil: I was shaking…I was sick…I didn‟t know what to SAY! I didn‟t think anybody 
would ever find out about it…like, anybody like mum…I didn‟t want to discuss it with 
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her. I didn‟t want to tell her what happened…I STILL haven‟t told her what REALLY 
happened – I just told her it wasn‟t REAL bad, you know what I mean? 
 
 
McArdle – Phil‟s responses  
 
Phil had repressed, to some extent, the memory of the abuse - not repressed it to the extent 
that he had no recollection of it, but repressed it to the extent that it was not invading the 
consciousness of his adult life. Phil was released from Remand on Bail just two days after 
the phone call from his mother that revealed that, whether he or his parents liked it, his 
childhood abuse was now suddenly centre stage and had to be dealt with. Several days 
later, Phil was sitting in his favourite coffee shop in Fortitude Valley (Brisbane), having 
managed to push the McArdle memories to the back of his mind once again. He opened the 
free paper at the coffee table (the Courier mail), and his freedom from FM was suddenly 
curtailed… 
 
Phil: The way I found out that FM was actually charged was, I walked in, bought a 
coffee at a coffee shop, sat down, grabbed the paper, put it in front of me, opened 
the first page, saw McArdle, and went blurggghhh!, and vomited on the footpath! 
That was the reaction that a photograph of him could instil in me…and it‟s still 
there!!! Still there!! 
 
I hadn‟t seen him since I was 11…and I recognised his face straight away, all those 
years later! I looked at it – I hadn‟t even read the headline - and I vomited on the 
floor. Everything just went waaooo! It was the most disgusting feeling I‟ve ever had 
in my life! Just seeing his face in the paper… 
 
 
Perpetual grip of the perpetrator (the fear remains, decades after)  
 
All that fear, from those three years of abuse, was encapsulated in that one moment, 
decades later. It‟s an illustration of how blindingly powerful the disempowerment of the victim 
is. FM had so thoroughly disempowered Phil – without the use of physical force – and he 
had gained so much control over Phil and his actions and behaviours. Forty years later, 
upon seeing his abuser‟s picture in a newspaper, Phil was immediately transported back to 
those feelings he felt as an 8 year old. The sudden rush of fear – feelings, not thoughts - 
overpowered Phil in that instant, and his body reacted by instantaneously emptying his 
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stomach. His mind went into stress overload, his body immediately released all sorts of 
chemicals and hormones in reaction to that stress overload, and his autonomic nervous 
system switched into a „flight‟ state - panic mode. As Barlow (2002, 3) noted: “In the short 
term, voiding will further prepare the organism for concentrated action and activity..” It is not 
surprising that whatever he‟d eaten that morning came straight back up.  
 
The randomness of the abuse had reached across time. The fear engendered by the original 
abuse could still, forty years later, reach out and grasp Phil like a vice. In that precise 
moment, when he opened the paper and saw FM‟s photo, he was instantly back in the 
vestry, with his abuser, with that devastating feeling of fear. The feeling of an absolute lack 
of control that the power of the perpetrator can produce has remained with Phil to the 
present time.  Even though he has talked about the abuse, with a few people, it does not 
seem that he has yet resolved the ongoing effects it has had (and is having) on his feelings, 
thoughts, and actions.  It takes a very long time for most victims to talk through their 
experiences to the point where the fears start to diminish.  The feelings of entrapment seem 
to last for a very long period of time (Irish, Kobayashi, and Delahanty 2010). 
 
During McArdle‟s court case, Phil kept track of some of the emerging details (through the 
news). He quickly learned that every one of the victims had a similar tale to his.  
 
Phil: He did to them what he did to me – he wasn‟t raping, as in raping anally, or 
things like that, but it‟s still bad enough! 
 
The essence of all abuse, of course, is the assault – the over-powering and subjugation of 
the less-powerful victim. In a Childhood Sexual Abuse Typology (derived from research with 
adult female survivors of childhood sexual abuse [CSA], but relevant to all CSA cases), 
Gold, Swingle, Hill and Elfant (1998, 240) noted three „Factors‟ of abuse: Coercion, 
Subjugation and Objectification. Subjugation, they suggested, “...consist(s) largely of acts 
which can take place without compliance on the part of the victim” (Gold et al, 1998, 240). 
What happened to Phil happened without his compliance.  
 
Although FM „only‟ fondled Phil‟s genitals – put his hand down his trousers – Phil‟s reaction 
was one of fear and revulsion. McArdle explained it by saying that „all boys did it‟. That would 
have been confusing, because Phil knew that other adults didn‟t do that to him. He felt that 
this was wrong, yet the priest – the embodiment of all that was good and right about religion 
- was saying „All boys do this – this is normal‟. This would have set up, in Phil‟s mind, a 
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significant cognitive dissonance – he who was the embodiment of „right‟ was surely doing 
„wrong‟? 
 
Phil: It was secretive – I know the word „secret‟ was used – probably „let‟s keep this a 
secret, between us…‟ 
 
Does Phil remember wanting to try to talk to someone about this?  
 
Phil: I honestly can‟t remember...I honestly can‟t remember. A lot of it‟s blurry…and I 
know that‟s because I wanted it to be blurry (at the time)…whether or not, 30-
something years of smoking pot does affect your memory, or whether it‟s just 
because…like, I can remember other things vividly – all the way through – people‟s 
names, my Sydney phone number that I had till I moved back to Queensland in 1987 
– so my brain‟s not totally screwed! 
 
It is the common experience of every abused child, that, if you can‟t talk to someone about 
the abuse, you can‟t live with the trauma. You can‟t deal with the feelings of fear, anger, and 
uncertainty, and you need to forget – at least to a point where you can manage to go on 
living. It is the conflict that the victim can‟t live with – the conflict between what the victim 
thinks is right (and wrong), and what the perpetrator says is right and wrong (Miller, 1984, 
1987). 
 
 
Memories of FEELINGS, not words – FEAR  
 
Memory is not always stored in words – it is more frequently stored in feelings and emotions 
that might later be put into words (Holland and Kensinger 2010). Could Phil remember any 
words that he used to described his experience to himself, at the time the abuse was 
happening? 
 
Phil: No I don‟t remember. I remember certain things, like, that I went to church on 
one particular morning to be the altar boy and on the way there I shat myself – 
literally, on my pushbike - shat myself! I had to go home, and my mum just thought I 
had diarrhoea so she rang up (the priest) ‟No, he won‟t be there this morning - he‟s 
sick‟. Well that was just fear that made me shit myself. I look back on that now and 
that‟s a vivid memory, shitting myself on my pushbike.  
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It was fear that brought this autonomic nervous system response on – just as it did three 
decades later when Phil vomited at the sight of his abuser‟s face in a newspaper. As the 
young boy, Phil was riding to the church knowing that he was riding into danger. He didn‟t 
shit himself to avoid it – there was no plan here. This was a reaction of pure fear. That same 
childhood fear was there, still, unchanged – even if unremembered – thirty years later, in the 
middle-aged adult. 
 
Phil remembers another time when fear took control of his actions. He locked himself in the 
toilet outside the church when he was supposed to be inside being the altar boy. He sat on 
the seat of the toilet for the full forty minutes the service took, then got quickly on his 
pushbike and rode home. He had the pushbike in the toilet cubicle with him so no-one would 
see it. Nobody knew he was there, and his mother, none-the-wiser, had no reason to call the 
priest and say he wasn‟t coming. As far as everyone was concerned, Phil just didn‟t turn up 
that day.  
 
Did he use that strategy – or others - to escape again? 
 
Phil: Well when I was eleven I stopped being an altar boy. And mum and dad - mum 
thought that I was just turning off religion at that time, right? And she said to me 
(many years later), „I could never understand why you so violently didn‟t want to be 
an altar boy‟.  
 
 
Sexual abuse the CAUSE of Phil‟s criminality?  
 
After talking through Phil‟s abuse with him, it seemed obvious to ask how he thought life 
might have been different if he hadn‟t been sexually abused.  
 
Phil: See, I‟ve often thought – IF I hadn‟t been molested, would I have been a crim? I 
can‟t answer that! 
 
It seems likely that the answer is: probably not! Phil‟s abuse experience is an apocryphal 
turning point in his life, especially in terms of the way in which he viewed authority. Neither of 
his parents would ever say anything bad about those in authority – „you must always respect 
authority‟ was both a spoken and unspoken rubric that Phil was expected to live his life by. 
His mother, in particular, frequently expressed the attitude that if you‟ve got a problem, you 
go to a priest - the priest will fix it for you. Phil knew (from his abuse) that priests created 
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problems – they didn‟t fix them. He also felt that he couldn‟t contradict his parents, yet he 
knew that they were wrong on this score. This conundrum set up an incredible cognitive 
dissonance in Phil‟s young mind! His parents were not aware of the reality that he had 
encountered, but their attitudes indicated that they didn‟t even see the possibility that such a 
thing could happen. This propelled Phil into that „other world‟ – the world of the grey 
economy surrounding his local pub, where the morality was more along the lines of, „Well, 
sod it – the conventional world‟s morality is fucked, so we might as well make up our own 
rules.‟ 
 
When he left school, instead of going to work for his father on the farm, Phil got a job in the 
local hotel, owned by a character who was involved in the grey world of questionably legal 
(and some clearly illegal) business transactions. Phil quickly decided, upon entering this 
parallel world, that those in it were not hypocrites. They were „crooked‟, but they were open 
with Phil about it. There was an honesty there that was absent in the „straight‟ world, and the 
drugs further complicated matters. Gradually, Phil was embraced by, and embraced, the 
apparently more „trustworthy‟ world of „Distrustopia‟. 
 
Phil: Yes – I often wonder what I would have done – or could have done – if I‟d 
stayed on the right path. 
 
 
The past as influence on the future – Phil‟s „Distrustopia‟  
 
One of the central notions explored in this thesis is the concept that the psychological 
damage we suffer in childhood, left unresolved, propels us into altered futures, much as 
Miller (1984), Leibrich (1993) and others have suggested. Phil found some resonance with 
this idea, even if he still held himself primarily responsible for his own past: 
 
Phil: It doesn‟t determine futures, does it? It sends you down a particular path, and 
eventually you have to then make decisions about which road or deviation to 
take…and I think, when you deviate off and go over there a little bit, find a lot more 
people like yourself…rather than if you stay on that straight road and go over there… 
 
Phil seems to have left the ghosts of his childhood abuse in the metaphorical cupboard for a 
long time, taking, instead, the path to the „parallel world‟ of the „trustworthy crim‟. 
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I coined the term „Distrustopia‟ to describe the world Phil gravitated to when he left school. 
Through his sexual abuse at the hands of FM, he had learned to not trust people who were 
the socially accepted paragons of virtue and authority in his world. Unable to narrate his 
story of abuse when it happened, and therefore condemned to an irrational distrust of all 
formal authority, Phil‟s adolescence had prepared him for a move, as a young adult, into a 
world apart from formal authority. He found what he thought was honour amongst those that 
the formal world regarded as thieves: 
 
Phil: But the people inside this parallel world…when they gave you their word, most 
of them stuck to it! When people say „there‟s no honour among thieves‟…well, I didn‟t 
really hang around with that many thieves…but there was honour! If you shook 
hands, and made a deal, that deal went through. And there was also that little bit in 
the back of your mind that „if I don‟t do this, I‟m going to get clobbered!‟ 
 
Of course, this „honour‟, based heavily on the threat of repercussions for non-compliance, 
was an honour based on fear - the fear of payback, penalty, or harm. There was, however, 
one central element to what Phil perceived as this „honour among thieves‟: 
 
Phil: A lot of those people I‟ve had dealings with over those years, I‟ve still got 
respect for, because they were honest – not honest as far as breaking the law went – 
but if they told you something, they didn‟t lie. 
 
Lying must have been pretty important to the young Phil. His priest was the biggest liar. 
Indeed, McArdle‟s life was a lie! His priesthood, his ministry, his „trustworthy representative 
of god‟ status was a lie. It seems little wonder that Phil found at least a form of 
trustworthiness in the parallel world. In Distrustopia, you could at least trust some of the 
„crooks‟ some of the time.  
 
Phil: If I rang some of those people at 3 o‟clock in the morning and said, „I‟m in 
trouble‟, they wouldn‟t ask „What sort of trouble?‟ All they‟d ask is „Where are you?‟, 
and they‟d BE there in 10 minutes! Now, other people in your life…sometimes 
including your parents…they DON‟T turn up in 10 minutes…they go, „You brought it 
on yourself…‟ 
 
Of course, there are some friends and supporters in the „straight‟ world, too, who are just as 
reliable… 
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Phil: But I didn‟t know that, then! 
 
 
Facing the real problem – the unresolved childhood abuse  
 
From the beginning to the end of Phil‟s involvement with Distrustopia and illegal commerce, 
drugs were a central feature of his life. He was smoking marijuana from the age of 14, and 
then later, in his 30s, dealing in harder drugs (although personally always using only 
marijuana).      
 
Phil: I used to call it self-medicating, which is sort of trying to rationalise it more. It‟s 
not abuse, it‟s like I‟m fixing up things that are wrong – filling in the holes that I can‟t 
deal with. 
 
But of course, Phil now knows that he wasn‟t fixing things at all. 
 
Phil: Exactly! Yeah. When you start on that path, though… That‟s the thing that I 
have realised now after all these years – there‟s no getting off until you face 
what you were trying to fix up to start off with. And in my case, that‟s the 
molesting.  
 
 
Poisonous Pedagogy – the coercion into silence  
 
It seems possible that the hatred Phil feels toward his perpetrator is a feeling born of the 
anguish of being under such inescapable coercion – such total control. This absolute control 
- this taking away from the victim the ability to act for himself – that is where the 
psychological damage comes from! It is an external denial of self-control – a situation of 
forced external locus of control that the perpetrator gradually extends over the victim 
(Colton, Roberts, and Vanstone 2010). If the perpetrator (as in Phil‟s case) still has so much 
control over his victim - years after the event - that the victim can‟t bear to face him, then the 
perpetrator‟s control may last a lifetime. Even if the perpetrator doesn‟t intend it. 
 
Phil indicated, quite a few times during our discussions, that the crux of the negative 
influences in his life had been the sexual abuse that he suffered. It does not seem that we 
were exaggerating the effect of that abusive experience. 
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Phil: Well, if that hadn‟t have happened, I wouldn‟t have tried…well I might have tried 
drugs, but I don‟t think I would have been on them for so long. 
 
Did he turn to drugs because he couldn‟t talk to his parents about it? 
 
Phil: I couldn‟t talk to anybody, really, there was no-one I was talking to – just me. Big 
Secret. Yep. I was in my 30s by the time my mum and dad found out. 
 
That‟s a long time to keep a secret – from 8 till 11 the abuse happens, and from  8 to 39, he 
kept silent about it. This „long silence‟ is not uncommon in cases of abuse (Summit 1983). 
Such extended, complete and suffering silences illustrate the power that perpetrators of 
abuse exert over their victims. It is long-term. A portion of the power to control your life 
remains with somebody else (Hiroto 1974). Further, that lack of sense of self-control, for 
males, as Ryan (1989, 327) suggests, may later turn outward in aggression towards others 
or in antisocial behaviours. Many of the illegal „businesses‟ that Phil conducted as an adult 
can be classified as antisocial (for example, his importation of drugs). 
 
Because the silenced victim has nobody to turn to, nobody to confide in, their minds are 
fertile breeding grounds for thoughts and feelings of self-blame - feelings like „I am 
responsible for this horrible thing‟, or „I am bad‟. These are vague feelings and thoughts, but 
they pervade the victim‟s subconscious, and often leak into consciousness. Sometimes, 
other thoughts of self-blame arise: 
 
Phil: And also, a feeling of „I must be a poof!‟ Like, because otherwise he wouldn‟t be 
attracted to me, or interested in me… 
 
With nobody to talk to – no empathic listener, no advocate - there is nowhere for the victim to 
go to explore his vague but insistent perception that what is happening is not right – not fair. 
What every victim needs, and many do not inadvertently find, is an empathic listener to tell 
his tale to. Someone who will give different possible explanations about what is happening, 
and, most importantly, corroborate to the victim that perception that the perpetrator tries to 
stamp out – that it is the perpetrator, not the victim, who is wrong (Miller, 1987). 
 
The nature of Victims – power and powerlessness   
 
There is significant evidence (especially within the area of the „battered child‟ syndrome) that 
those who abuse were once abused themselves (Briggs 1995; Haywood, Kravitz, Wasyliw, 
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Goldberg, and Cavanaugh 1996). I would suggest that all abusers should be seen as once-
were-victims themselves, but be removed from the opportunity to continue to abuse other 
victims. In the same way that Phil and other victims like him need recognition of their 
suffering, the abusers – Phil‟s abuser McArdle included – need recognition that they, too, 
were once victims of some sort and have „flipped the coin‟, victimising others in a 
subconscious attempt to escape their own past trauma (Miller 1984, 1987; Cavara and Ogen 
1983; Widom and Wilson 2009). 
 
For Phil, and probably most victims, however, this is not an easy view to take: 
 
Phil: It‟s very hard to see them in the same light! 
 
Phil‟s stance is logical – if you haven‟t had a significant abuse experience yourself, it seems 
to be easier to see both victim and perpetrator as victims. This conceptualisation is harder to 
accept when you have been a victim yourself. 
 
Phil: See, I don‟t like to think of myself as a „victim‟, either, because a victim seems to 
me to be somebody who doesn‟t survive. There‟s victims of an accident, victims of a 
murder, victims of a robbery…people who lock themselves up in rooms and don‟t go 
out any more. It‟s hard to label yourself as a victim…I think „victim‟ has bad 
connotations to it… 
 
A victim, though, is someone who has had control of their own life taken from them – 
someone who has been coerced into powerlessness: 
 
Powerlessness – or what might also be called disempowerment, the dynamic of rendering 
the victim powerless – refers to the process in which the child‟s will, desires, and sense of 
efficacy are continually contravened. (Finkelhor and Browne 1985, 533) 
 
The „bad‟ connotations that Phil sees surely only exist if we continue to blame the victim, and 
many victims (Phil included, it seems) continue to blame themselves for what is happening 
or has happened to them. Phil certainly didn‟t like the thought of being a victim – many of the 
phrases that he used to describe his victimisation indicated that he didn‟t want to accept 
victim status, because it was somehow „weak‟. 
 
Phil: Yes, well…that‟s exactly what my impression of a victim is – a person who can‟t 
deal with something! 
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The corollary of such thinking, of course, is that if a person is weak, and can‟t deal with 
something, then they are to blame for not finding resolution to the problem. This is exactly 
what the perpetrator wants the victim to believe!  
 
Phil: Yes. I can see the total wrongness of that thought. That‟s doing what the 
perpetrator told you to do – it‟s going along with the perpetrator! And that‟s an 
enlightenment from two and a half minutes ago! I‟ve never thought of that before 
in my life!  
 
Inducing such a belief in the mind of the victim is central to the perpetrator‟s ability to control 
his victim. The power to act for oneself is something that is so easily taken away. 
 
Phil: See, I‟ve always thought that I have, since way back THEN, (the sexual abuse) 
HAD total power over my own life – but I haven‟t! Because, drugs, that‟s right up 
there at number one! No power over my own life whatsoever! For a lot of years! See, 
now I feel I‟ve got power over my own life BECAUSE I got rid of that…the drugs. 
Haven‟t taken up alcohol, gave up smoking…all those things that were controlling 
me, I got rid of that…but I never thought of those other things like that.  
 
 
Does fear of abuser morph into fear of other threat foci?  
 
Can fear of an abuser metamorphose into fear of substitute threats? The state of 
apprehension in which Phil had lived most of his adult life - for the 30 years he was carrying 
on illegal activity - may have been a metaphor for the state of apprehension he was in during 
his late childhood/early adolescence abuse years. Did Phil replace the apprehension about 
what will (or was going to) happen with McArdle with apprehension about the illegal activities 
he became involved in? 
 
Phil: With the apprehension about who‟s going to come through the door? Got to 
have something to be scared of? Got to have something to justify that feeling? 
 
Is that, in some sense, a continuation of that same fear, the same sort of anxiety? 
 
Phil: It is. It is. You know, I don‟t know anyone who‟s involved in crime who doesn‟t 
walk up to the venetian blinds in their house and look out to see what‟s going on 
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down the street…I still do it! And I‟m not in crime, anymore. „Who‟s walking around in 
the street outside at night?‟ I‟m still looking. 
 
Perhaps, if you live with that sort of apprehension long term – the feeling that some sort of 
harm is going to be visited on you, and you better look out, because you don‟t know where 
or when it‟s coming from – do you end up in some sort of hyper-vigilant state? Could that 
state have been induced in Phil by his early sexual abuse, never to leave him? Once 
induced, did Phil subconsciously seek out situations that would confirm this inner conviction 
that harm was waiting for him? Was the apprehension of the criminal world subconsciously 
selected by Phil as a metaphor for the apprehension he had felt as McArdle‟s victim? (Miller, 
1984). 
 
 
Talking about abuse – moving TOWARDS catharsis  
 
Today, in his early 50s, Phil can talk about his childhood abuse. Every time McArdle comes 
up, though, something of the same thing happens – Phil can‟t think about what happened 
without those feelings coming back - without feeling anger, and without feeling guilt.  But 
every time he does tell somebody a little bit about what happened, it becomes a little bit 
easier to talk about the trauma. 
 
Phil: Yes…you lose a bit of it (the fear of talking). See, I‟ve told other guys who I‟ve 
become friendly with…not just „Hi, I‟m Phil, I‟ve been molested…‟, you know…and (if 
the topic of abuse comes up in conversation) somebody might say „ You know 
anybody who‟s ever been molested?‟, and you go „Well, now that you ask…‟ 
 
 
Phil cannot (will not?) feel empathy for McArdle  
 
Despite finding common intellectual ground with Miller and myself in the understanding that 
abuse flows out of unresolved abuse, Phil remains not only unforgiving of his abuser, but 
unwilling or unable to feel any empathy for the victim that he too - once - must have been. In 
all likelihood, McArdle was molested by a priest, himself – probably even as an altar boy! 
 
From this psychodynamic perspective, it would have been impossible for McArdle to do what 
he did to Phil and his other victims unless something similar was done to him in the past 
(probably in his childhood) and he hadn‟t found resolution for his own abuse. As Miller (1984, 
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1987) explains, those victims who do not find resolution of their own abuse remain locked in 
the Repetition Compulsion, repeating their maladaptive subconscious strategies for escaping 
their abuse. This will inevitably involve either self-abuse or the abuse of others.  
 
One of the indicators that a person has not reached resolution of their past abuse 
experiences comes in the form of the erroneous „truism‟ that many abusers cling to in an 
effort to avoid their own responsibilities (particularly in the case of pedophiles) – the „they 
wanted it‟ defence. Father McArdle used this excuse in his own court case:   
 
I don't want to put the wrong thing before you but they didn't resist. To some extent they 
wanted it. (Catholic News 2002) 
 
However, even if McArdle was unable to perceive the harm he was doing to his victims 
because (as a result of his own abuse) he was unable to do anything but blame the victim, 
Phil still found it hard to feel empathy towards him. 
 
Phil: I do find it hard to feel empathy for him…if I did find out he‟d actually been 
abused in some way himself, well then I‟d think, „How could you do it to somebody 
else!?‟ 
 
Obviously, despite our discussions to this point, Phil could not see McArdle as a victim as 
well as a perpetrator – someone who had been abused in some way, never found resolution 
to his own trauma, and therefore attempted to escape his unacceptable self by splitting off 
that self and projecting it on to other victims, like Phil. But could Phil imagine a time in the 
future when he might feel empathy for McArdle? His answer is interesting: 
 
Phil: If I knew – and this is a stupid condition to put on things – if I knew that he‟d 
been treated WORSE than me, I probably WOULD feel empathy for him…or as 
badly as me… 
 
 
Whatever abuse McArdle may have suffered, it would have been different to Phil‟s 
experience in some ways, and Phil‟s comment raises the question: Just how does one 
measure „worse‟? How does one measure harm? Perhaps, though, that is an irrelevant 
question. Perhaps the point here is that the ability to feel empathy for another may rest on 
the psychological distance between oneself and the person you are asked to empathise with 
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(Pronin, Olivola and Kennedy 2008; Strayer and Roberts 1997). Phil could feel empathy, he 
said, for one of history‟s worst mass murdering tyrants, but not for his own abuser: 
 
Phil: I can feel empathy for Hitler…I think…at the moment…and I don‟t think HE had 
a good childhood, either… 
 
History has documented that Hitler did, indeed, have a horrendous childhood (Bromberg 
1974). Phil‟s comment here reinforces the notion that empathy depends, at least in part, on 
the perceived psychological distance between victim and perpetrator. 
 
 
Finding rock bottom 
 
The first time Phil went into jail (in 2000), he was starting to think that life was pretty well 
„stuffed‟ - things just weren‟t going his way. But even though he could see the problems and 
knew where they were coming from, he still didn‟t stop using drugs. In fact, he admitted that, 
at that point, he still had no intention of giving up marijuana. 
 
Phil: I got out and used them in the car park of the bloody jail and went straight back 
to making an earn (from selling drugs).  
 
But the last time Phil went to prison (in 2003) he was beginning to contemplate the real 
effect of his lifestyle on his parents:  
 
Phil: When I rang mum from the watch house, and I said, „mum, I‟m in the watch 
house and I‟ve just got three and a half years‟…the sound in her voice was 
something I never ever want to hear again for the rest of my life! It was just…I 
can‟t describe it. There was virtually no emotion in her voice…it was just, like, rock 
bottom.  
 
He started thinking about all the money he‟d cost them, all the heartache he‟d cost them – 
he began to see himself as „sort of the world‟s worst son‟. His sister was a successful 
teacher and school principle and there he was - the son who was a „junky crim‟. Phil was 
beginning some real introspection. 
 
Phil: I think the fact that I was thinking about what I was doing to mum and dad and 
them being, you know, close to seventy. I just thought well, they‟re supposed to be at 
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the period of their life where everything‟s nice and easy and rosy and you sit down 
and sleep…I worked it out they spent over a hundred and seventy something 
thousand dollars on legal fees over a period of thirty years…and I was…I‟m the 
one who took it off them, not the lawyers. 
 
Those self-recriminations are still running through Phil‟s head today. He began this process 
of introspection the first time he went to prison - he was thinking about these issues then, but 
his contemplations then didn‟t have much effect on him. This lack of real attention to the 
issues he had begun to analyse was, he admits, a direct result of the fact that he was still 
using drugs. Still, there was a glimmer of critical realisation: 
 
Phil: I knew that there was stuff wrong. 
 
It seems hard for any of us to contemplate our failures. If we do, there always appears to be 
a transition. No-one suddenly wakes up one day, says „yes, I‟ve been a shit of a person‟, and 
changes his life over night. Personal change is a slow and gradual transition (Leibrich 1993). 
Many people can remember, though, a point in time when they realised that they had 
actually started thinking about their life. For Phil, this apocryphal moment came when he was 
in the watch house for the second last time: 
 
Phil: I just looked at all the old faces. Every time you go to the watch house - it might 
be three years apart - but you always seem to see the same old faces…faces from 
the Valley, down in New Farm, down in West End, up in Highgate Hill, and at 
Annerley (Brisbane inner suburbs that were Phil‟s „stomping ground‟). Like it makes 
you realise how small Brisbane is and how easy it must be for the coppers to keep 
tabs on you because there‟s not that many of you. 
 
Not only is he realising that this is „the same old bunch‟ being cycled and recycled through 
Queensland prisons, but he starts to see them (and himself), for the first time, as less of a 
„success‟ than he had considered himself before.  
 
Phil: It was the first time, because until then, I had thought I was with a real pack of 
winners. All the way through the previous twenty years of my life, we were the blokes 
who didn‟t have to work - we used to actually say that we worked harder than most, 
but without actually having a job! I read somewhere a few years ago that the 
chairman of BHP was working sixty hours a week! We were joking - we were 
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thinking, sixty hours a week!? We earn the same amount as him and we‟re working 
twenty! 
 
This mentality of „everybody else is a fool and I‟m one of the winners‟ is a belief - a faith, 
almost – that Phil began to absorb as an „apprentice‟ in the pub he began work in when he 
left school.  
 
Phil: It‟s lost logic though – (the chairman of BHP) he‟s still got his everything and I‟ve 
got not a lot to show for all those years. And that makes you sit back and think: what 
could I have done if I had done the right thing, thirty-four years ago and not had that 
first joint when I was fourteen. Would I have been a successful barrister? (Phil had 
thought of studying law when he was young – he didn‟t say whether that idea came 
pre or post McArdle). 
 
 
Turning point was emerging, even without last arrest  
  
Even before his last arrest and imprisonment, Phil was beginning to question where he was 
headed. He was in his mid forties, associating and doing business with 18 and 25 year olds 
– young „crims‟ who Phil said sometimes seemed to think that they were Lucky Luciano! One 
of these young „gangsters‟ that Phil encountered was a 14 year old Vietnamese boy, very 
slightly built. He pulled out a revolver – a 38 calibre police special – and pointed it at Phil.  
 
Phil: That was about 4 or 5 months before the Feds got me (before the police raid 
that sent Phil to prison a second time), and that was one of the nights I said to 
myself, „I‟m getting too fucking old, if the BOYS are running around with pistols!‟ – I 
definitely didn‟t trust a kid!  
 
Phil was having second thoughts about his life.  The relationship he was in at the time (a 
girlfriend) was still going then, and it was going well. Phil wanted to continue it. When he was 
raided by the Federal Police, he decided to give up marijuana. 
 
Phil: I said to myself, „Right – I‟m NOT going to get caught AGAIN before I go to 
Court this time!‟, because I WILL get slapped…like…very hard! So, I started to turn 
things around then…and obviously the money goes (disappears/stops being 
abundant), and she (the girlfriend) left…and that was a big disappointment! 
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She didn‟t come back? 
 
Phil: Oh, no! No support there whatsoever! I was at a turning point, though, and they 
(the Feds) helped push me over the edge. I was betting on a losing horse (drugs and 
crime). 
 
 
Turning point – last arrest, by „the Feds‟ - „from high school to university‟  
 
Phil: When the Federal police raided me that time the first thought I had was „sod 
this!‟ Like, they basically changed my life.  
 
The Federal Police were far more officious and professional than the Queensland police that 
Phil had been used to dealing with. They called Phil „Sir‟, and they were exacting in their 
inquiry.  
 
Phil: I knew I was nailed, and nailed properly.  On that day, I think I thought „…if I get 
out of this, almost like, if you get me out of this God ( I didn‟t actually say that), I will 
go to church every day for the rest of my life‟.   
 
At that stage, Phil still had local contacts - Brisbane police who he felt he could ring if he 
wanted a favour or needed help. But he knew it was no use on this occasion.  
 
Phil: I realised that this was a new game to a different set of rules.  It was like going 
from high school to university.  The Federal Police did the raid, but all the paperwork 
was done by the Australian Crime Commission, Australian Federal Police, and the 
Australian Security Intelligence Service - ASIS, not ASIO. They were the people who 
organised the actual home intercepts (his telephone had been tapped) because 
Federal police have technical people, but ASIS has really technical people. 
 
It seems Phil was somewhat sobered by the efficiency of the Federal Police – no „local 
escape clauses‟ here – and by the threat of a very significant jail term this time! His solicitor 
informed him that he faced a possible 7 to 25 years in prison. Even a portion of that would 
have been a significant sentence. A large percentage of Phil‟s life looked like disappearing 
before his eyes. 
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Three weeks after he was charged with drug importation, Phil found out that he and the 
other three people he was charged with were the first to be charged under a (then) new 
Federal Act that covered the importation of banned drugs like pseudoephedrine. Phil 
believes - and it is possible - that he was given far less than the maximum sentence because 
he was one of the first caught under the new laws.  
 
Phil: It was a few years ago that this happened – 2003. Now, they‟ve put that penalty 
up to life! That 5 year sentence doesn‟t exist anymore – I got caught, a few others got 
caught, then a lot more got caught, then a guy got caught with 2 tons down in 
Sydney. My sentence was 3 and a half years, with a Recognisance Order for release, 
so I was released after 12 months.  
 
Phil considers he was lucky that his offence happened in 2003, and not several years later, 
when heavier sentences would have meant much longer in prison for the same offence. 
 
Phil‟s tale here brings up Heidegger‟s notion of Thrownness (Guignon 2008). We have some 
control over things in our lives - Phil did choose to get involved in drug importation - but there 
are a lot of things we have little or no control over. The thought that he had just missed a 
really long prison sentence does seem to have had some effect on Phil‟s projection of 
himself into his future. This experience seems to have changed Phil‟s future narrative. 
 
 
Desistance – promises of – slow road to understanding self  
 
The first time Phil got out of jail (in 2001), he was pretty sure he didn‟t want to go back again. 
As he was getting towards the end of that sentence, he remembers the start of  self-
delusional thought, saying to himself „I‟ll never do it again! When I get out of this door, I‟m 
never going to look back…‟ It was true, he said, that the objective was there, but he now 
acknowledges that many of those exiting prison fool themselves when they promise 
themselves (or others) that they‟ll never come back. It isn‟t that the person who makes such 
promises is actually insincere, but the drive to succeed in desistance needs to be supported.  
 
Phil: Oh, I‟m sure I meant it – every time – until I got out the door. Then it was the 
excitement of seeing people you hadn‟t seen for a year or so, who‟d come to pick you 
up, and who were still such „good friends‟ that they‟d brought you drugs to have at 
the front gate of the prison before you even drove away! 
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The problem here, of course, is that the „good friends‟ - the supporters - who turn up to 
collect you from prison are taking you straight back into a life of crime! 
  
Phil: And the screws, they all know…they‟ll be laughing and joking with you as you‟re 
getting dressed in the suit you wore to court…‟See you in a couple of weeks…‟ and 
you‟re saying „I won‟t be back…you‟ll never see me again…‟ 
 
This is not quite the rehabilitative reinforcement that our society might reasonably expect 
from those paid to work within what is supposed to be a rehabilitative prison regime. When 
professionals working within the „correctional‟ system cynically reinforce the notion that 
returning to prison is inevitable - that the exiting offender will fail - labelling theorists suggest 
that it is harder to avoid the prediction of recidivism. Gaes and Camp (2009), for instance, 
found that increased labelling in prison predicted increased recidivism post-sentence. The 
more the system tells you you‟re a failure and you‟ll return, the more likely you are to 
reoffend. 
 
To add to this labelling that expects recidivism, many offenders (like Phil) when released out 
the prison door, find that the only people there to support the them are the ones who are 
likely to offer the „support‟ of drugs, somewhere to stay, and a car to drive - and all this „help‟ 
comes with „obligations‟. In effect, these „criminal world‟ associates are compounding the 
labelling the „correctional‟ system has applied. The ex-offender who made all those grand 
self-promises to start a „new life‟ is, paradoxically, now well on the way to fulfilling the 
fatalistic, negativistic prediction of the cynical prison staff who taunted „You‟ll be back!‟. 
 
 
The beginnings of desistance – change/pivot points  
 
When Phil got out of prison the last time, though, his thinking had changed beyond the 
merely socially-compliant „I‟ll never come back‟. He was not only sick of going to prison, he 
had become sick of his life of crime. Leibrich (1993) would say that he had reached a turning 
point. Where did this change in life direction come from, and was it a gradual change? What 
are some of the „way points‟ in that process of change? 
 
Phil: I was certainly sick of it (prison)! Sitting there and thinking „I‟m tired of looking 
over my shoulder‟! That was one of the things - but that was before I got busted the 
second time. The second time, I just thought „I‟m over this!‟ I was sick of running, 
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plotting, scheming – trying to keep this business separate from that business…tired 
of the run-around. I‟m in my late 30s, early 40s at that time… 
 
Crucially, Phil had tired of the constant subterfuge and the underlying mistrust that is central 
to the world of the illegal economy. Additionally, Phil was seeing „the same old faces‟ when 
he went back to prison - and his face was one of „the same old faces‟!  
 
Phil: Like, you walk in and see all the old blokes in their 60s and 70s walking 
around…they‟re not even all lifers – some of them come in and do 3 months, then 9 
months later they‟ll come back in and do another 3 months…you know, stupid, stupid 
little things like frauds or the eighteenth drink-driving charge, or…and I started 
thinking, „Do I want to be like them?‟ 
 
It was also during Phil‟s last term of imprisonment that „F‟, a very long-term lifer (serving two 
life sentences, and with a jail reputation as the „toughest of the tough‟) took Phil under his 
metaphorical wing. They ended up sharing a cell, and just happened to get along.  F has 
proven to be something of a significant mentor to Phil – he seems to have taken an almost 
paternalistic role, admonishing Phil to not come back to prison. The two men seem to have 
developed a genuine respect for each other, and still communicate by letter. 
 
Phil: F even said to me „If I ever see you back in here, I‟ll put a knife in you!‟ 
 
This is an odd paternalism, perhaps, but it probably reflects F seeing the chance for success 
in Phil‟s life that he never had, and perhaps won‟t have. If Phil stays out, F finds some 
vicarious contentment in Phil‟s successful desistance. Phil has no doubt that F means well, 
and that his concern is quite genuine, even if that caring is expressed in „jailspeak‟. 
 
Another central factor in Phil‟s growing self-analysis and a turning point in his life path was 
his feeling of failure in his close relationships with women. 
 
Phil: The fact that I wanted a decent relationship, and I wasn‟t getting one. My last 
defacto left me one week before I went in (to prison) – which was probably the right 
time…one week before, rather than one week after. I was VERY disappointed at the 
time…(that was) the seventh girlfriend who left me! That‟s a lot, isn‟t it? 
 
The lack of longevity in his spousal relationships wasn‟t that hard to understand, Phil 
suggested. He feels it was always about things like the dishonesty, the drug use, and the 
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time spent out of or away from the relationship. His juggling of legal and illegal business 
ventures would often see him getting home at 4am in the morning, getting up early the next 
day and going again - his relationships were always „time poor‟.  
 
However, there may be an element in these relationship failures that goes beyond this 
surface level notion of simple time neglect - does Phil have an inability to trust others 
intimately? Did FM‟s destruction of Phil‟s trust in those closest to him (through the sexual 
abuse) also destroy the young adolescent‟s ability to trust others in any relationship? Phil 
should have been able to trust McArdle - is that part of his later trust problem in 
marital/spousal relationships? Did his distrust of McArdle generalise to other trusting 
relationships? 
 
Phil: Well, probably…I‟ve never ever…probably because I didn‟t try to think about 
McArdle all that much – or anything about him – I‟ve never considered him part of the 
reason why my relationships were failing, because I didn‟t want to think about him at 
all! I didn‟t want to think about anything to do with him. 
 
Above everything else, Phil had expected that he could trust a priest – indeed, his mother 
and the church had continually told him that priests, above all others, were trustworthy! 
Through his actions, his behaviour, and his words, FM obliterated this notion of ultimate 
trustworthiness. Did Phil subconsciously learn that he could not trust any others - that he 
could never trust anyone in close relationship to him? 
 
 
Desistance, control, and philosophy  
 
Paradoxically, McArdle is probably a very large part of the influences that today are 
propelling Phil towards taking more and more control of his life back for himself. Desistance 
can be seen as a process of gaining back control over time. Rather than a process of trying 
to „go straight‟, desistance should more properly be seen as a growing desire, over time, to 
take control, rather than to live under the influence of others and their variable influences 
(Leibrich 1993). The criminological literature has long acknowledged the correlation between 
increasing age and decreasing recidivism – the maturation thesis (Farrington 1992; 
Hindelang 1981; Rowe and Tittle 1977; Gottfredson and Hirschi 1990). Maruna (1999, para 
9), in particular, has been emphatic about the effect of age on crime: “Maturational reform 
continues to be the most influential theory of desistance in criminology” (italics in original). 
The literature also hails the link between narrative self-enquiry and the desistance process 
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(Maruna 1997; Vaughan 2007; Youngs and Canter 2011), highlighting the importance of the 
hermeneutic, constructivist-interpretivist process. 
 
That process of critical, analytic self-enquiry involves conscious moral thinking. Phil has long 
felt he had a vaguely Buddhist morality, but he has become more conscious and more self-
questioning of his personal morality since his last release from prison (in 2004): 
 
Phil: Yes, way more! Like, most of the decisions I make down that road are now 
deliberate, conscious decisions - they‟re not accidental ones.  
 
 
The slow road to catharsis – talking about abuse doesn‟t immediately resolve the pain  
 
The road to catharsis is a singularly individualistic one, paved with the infinite complexities of 
personal interpretation. Whilst taking an abuser like Father McArdle to court was cathartic 
and healing for those who stepped forward as witnesses in that court case in 2003, it was 
not a path of healing that Phil chose to take: 
 
Phil: I didn‟t want to go to court for McArdle‟s case. It had nothing to do with being a 
„dog‟ (prison language for an informer or a „grass‟)…I didn‟t want to tell anybody, in 
front of anybody else, exactly what had happened to me. I didn‟t want to hear what 
had happened to anybody else. And I didn‟t want to be in the same room as that 
bastard! 
 
Much of the literature on healing the wounds of abuse suggests, quite correctly, that openly - 
even publicly - talking about the abuse is part of the recovery process (Kia-Keating 2010). 
Phil‟s feelings on being a witness at McArdle‟s trial indicates, though, that a victim has to be 
ready to face his abuser.  
 
Phil: It goes both ways (talking about the abuse) – it aggravates me, as 
well…makes me really on edge…umm…But it does you good to rant and rave about 
it sometimes – I rant and rave about it to myself, sometimes… 
 
It seems to take a long time for victims to convince themselves – to get their logical mind to 
overcome their feeling mind – that they were not to blame for the wrong. Logically, 
intellectually, Phil has known that for some time that he wasn‟t to blame. However, at a 
feeling level, there is probably still some residual feeling there that he is to blame - because 
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that central message the perpetrator always conveys sticks so deep within the psyche (Miller 
1994). 
 
Phil: Yeah! That idea that you brought it on yourself? Well…McArdle…if you can get 
hold of the court transcripts…one of the things that was in the Courier Mail was that 
he thought it was OK because „they kept coming back and seemed to be enjoying it‟! 
It‟s not that the kids kept coming back – you‟re thrown back into the same 
situation! 
 
In Phil‟s own words, here is a macabre restatement of Thrownness. Heidegger‟s 
existentialism holds that we all have the opportunity to make choices in our response to any 
particular situation we are thrown into. Yet victims often believe that they have no choice - 
the victim feels powerless to avoid his fate. Part of the problem, here, is the importance of 
verbally developing our narratives as trauma unfolds. As Brocklesby (1997, 454) put it: “First 
and foremost, there seems little doubt that people do reflect on their thrown-ness...The 
problem is that when we come to „know‟ any aspect of the world, ourselves included, we do 
so as observers operating in language.” This is a significant point – for the feelings of 
traumatic experience to be interpreted into acceptable elements of our life stories, we have 
to convert emotions into words. This process is enhanced by talking to others, and inhibited 
by talking only to oneself (a simple matter, in the first instance, of the variety of opinions 
canvassed on any issue). Talking to others about what has happened is exactly what 
perpetrators (and even social customs) stifle in sexual abuse victims. 
 
As Phil recalled, he would be going to church, and he would try to get out of it in various 
ways, but all the adults around him would compel him to go! Trying to refuse to go to church 
was simply seen by his parents and teachers and all other adults as childish rebelliousness 
that must be crushed. Wilfulness, after all, was synonymous, in that world, with sinfulness. 
Phil felt compelled to an inevitable fate, but the psychological trauma he constantly suffered, 
knowing what would happen, was devastating. It‟s not just the act of the abuse itself, but 
also the anticipation of what the victim fears that leaves deep psychological wounds. This is, 
in effect, psychological torture – you knowingly walk to your own doom. Phil put it succinctly: 
 
Phil: It‟s like walking out in front of the firing squad. 
 
That is an astonishingly concise explanation of the utterly powerless, entrapped 
psychological milieu in which victims (especially childhood sexual abuse victims) find 
themselves. 
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Re-examining the past – Phil‟s retrospective  
 
As part of his own ongoing path of desistance - and it is a path of desistance, rather than a 
path to desistance - Phil started to write down some stories based on his past. These are 
somewhat fictional, but often largely biographical. 
 
Phil: Yes, entitled…‟What Goes Around – A Bad Boy‟s Tale‟. I‟m the bad boy, but not 
necessarily the central character in all of the stories. In most of them, I‟m a little 
hanger-on around the edge – the observer…and in some of them, I AM that little guy 
in the centre who gets stuffed up – and the fact that I did get stuffed up is the funny 
thing. It can be funny to be the butt of somebody else‟s laughter, sometimes. 
 
Interestingly, most of these stories are about „stuff-ups‟ - none are about a successful life of 
crime. That, of course, raises the question - what is a „successful‟ life if crime?  
 
Phil: Getting through to 60 years of age, never having been caught, and retiring with 
all your money stuffed in a mattress and living happily ever after, I guess…(laughs). 
 
We joked that the only „crooks‟ that fit this definition are the ones at the heads of private 
business dynasties. Phil‟s stories are all about the little crooks, though: 
 
Phil: Yes. The ones that fill the jails! But when you‟re out there at the coalface of 
crime, very few things do go right, strangely enough…the best laid plans of mice and 
men…but in a lot of criminal activity, there‟s no planning whatsoever…it‟s just, „let‟s 
go and do it!‟…and you invariably get really big stuff-ups that are monumental when 
you look back at them, and you wonder why the hell you didn‟t go to jail that time. So 
these are narrow escape stories…where the character actually LOSES money and 
narrowly escapes getting away with it. 
 
Is this what we should call „the underworld‟? 
 
Phil: No - I think it‟s perfectly side-by-side with the other world. A WORLD WITHIN 
would probably be a better way of putting it. Most people walk through it every day. 
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The catharsis of storying  
 
Phil‟s explanation for embarking on this journey of story-writing is a vindication of the 
psychodynamic notion of the „talking cure‟ (Aho and Guignon 2011), and of the central tenet 
of narrative therapy (Etherington 2000). Phil noted that writing was a useful part of his own 
„talking cure‟: 
 
Phil: I was talking to you one day, and you were talking about the catharsis that can 
come from writing, also writing letters that you might not actually send to people, but 
that express how you feel about something, even if you don‟t send it, the action of 
writing it down can be a good thing. And then I was watching “My Name is Earl‟ (a TV 
comedy program), and he was writing down all these funny things that had happened 
to him in jail…and I linked those two things in my head together, and I started writing 
things down. I showed it to a mate of mine up at Channel 10, and he thought it was 
good, and that I should do more, so I just kept on doing it. It fills in those night-time 
hours…  
 
What is evolving out of this writing process, for Phil? He made a connection with his spiritual 
thinking: 
 
Phil: Well, from the Buddhist perspective, to basically tie up all the loose ends in one 
life, you have to acknowledge everything that you‟ve done that you knew was wrong 
when you did it, that effected or could have effected somebody else, and 
acknowledge the fact that you knowingly did the wrong thing at that time, and, if it‟s 
possible, apologise to the person who was wronged at the time. Then you move on 
and never think of it again – its past, been forgiven, acknowledged…no longer 
something that you have to carry around. Although it IS something that you still have 
to pay the price for - karmically - at the end of this life, so the next life might not be as 
comfortable as this one was. 
 
Is Phil being deliberately analytical in this writing? Part of it, he suggests, is just recounting 
stories, and many of them are basically humorous. They all, however, involve Phil knowingly 
doing the wrong thing, somewhere along the line. A lot of them didn‟t even end up being 
crimes, funnily, because the planned illegal actions were often so unplanned that the crime 
never actually happened. It is obvious, though, that there is a real level of introspection that 
is accompanying the sometimes jocular tales that Phil is writing. 
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Phil: But when I‟m writing these stories, I‟m thinking about all those events that 
happened at that particular time, and I‟m consciously thinking of where I made 
mistakes, acknowledging to myself that I made mistakes, and that they were 
mistakes I hopefully wouldn‟t make again, if I had my life over again…and putting 
reflections of these thoughts into my fictionalised stories…and then leave it there on 
the page. And that has to be enough, because I can‟t walk up to the real people and 
actually apologise in person.  Not everyone is forgiving…and I‟d be too 
embarrassed…some of the things I‟ve done were pretty petty! 
 
Writing all these stories is actually a process of re-analysis, of course - it is an extension of 
the constructivist-interpretivist process that Phil and I have been engaged in for this thesis. 
Phil has found that writing has added to the process of re-narration of his life that we have 
been engaged in. He has been going over his stories again, re-interpreting them again and 
again. 
 
Phil: Almost as an outsider – yes - as an observer…and more honest, I think…I‟ve 
told some of these stories to people before, but never with myself being in 
them…before I always talked about „a mate of mine‟, or „I heard once about a guy…‟, 
because, some of these stories, you‟re too actually too embarrassed to admit that 
you were the one this happened to, because they‟re cock-ups! 
 
It will be interesting to see, over time, what Phil gets out of these stories. He might keep 
doing this. He might write just for himself, or he might publish…the essential thing, I think, is 
that this is part of the cathartic process of revisiting and reanalysing his past. His writing and 
storytelling continue the hermeneutic process he and I were engaged in during the 
production of this thesis.  
 
 
Towards the end of our thirteen interview sessions, conducted over more than a year, I 
asked Phil if he felt our sessions were in any way cathartic for him? 
 
Phil: It is cathartic…it allows you to face up to a few of the things that you‟ve done 
without retribution, or without knowing that there‟s going to be a punishment to 
follow…which allows you to move on a little bit…like, to feel as though you‟ve dealt 
with something there.  
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What about other counselling situations? Has he brought up and discussed the same issues 
with counsellors or psychologists he might have seen over the years? 
 
Phil: I have been to psychologists and psychiatrists, but not for quite a while.  The 
last psychiatrist, I went to for a pre-sentence report. 
 
Was he more guarded in those situations, because such professionals are „part of the 
system‟? 
 
Phil: Well, the psychiatrist told me what to say.  Like, when I started to go down some 
tracks, he just said to me „I wouldn't go there‟. 
 
So what was different about the process that he (Phil) and I were engaged in? 
 
Phil: Well, you're pretty non-judgemental, like you don't come forward and say things 
like, „Shit, I wouldn't have done that!‟  There's no judgement held, so therefore I feel 
just a little bit more comfortable to talk about things I guess…And the editorial power 
I have gives me a bit of comfort as well. Like, if I inadvertently say something that I 
later want taken out of the text, then that's possible.  
 
(Part of the agreement of undertaking for this thesis was that respondents would have 
significant editorial control over their quoted words). 
 
This thesis is, at its core, about the stories the respondents tell about themselves and their 
lives, and about their own interpretations of the meaning of those stories and experiences - 
the emic perspectives of their stories. This process depends upon the setting up of an 
atmosphere of trust where, together, the respondents and I can take an interpretive-
constructivist approach to their stories.  
 
Phil: There‟s lots of things that have come out, or have come into my mind, over the 
past 9 months (of these interviews) that I probably haven‟t thought of for years, 
too…like little flashes of recognition…things here and there… 
 
It seems that we were, indeed, mining the mental archive of memory, that we were pulling 
things up that probably wouldn‟t have been looked at otherwise. 
 
****************************************** 
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ZIM’S STORY 
 
Zim chose to use his „real nickname‟ – the name he is known by wherever he goes. His 
quotes are labelled as „Z‟. 
 
 
Early childhood in PNG – move to Australia age 10  
 
Zim was born in Papua New Guinea, in 1953 to a French father (a mining engineer) and a 
Malaysian-Papuan mother. He grew up in an outer suburb of Port Moresby, and was an 
adventurous, mischievous, and independent child. He was just ten years old when his family 
moved to Australia in the early 1960s. 
 
The move was a huge disruption for Zim - he didn‟t want to leave the life he knew. The 
talents and independence he had developed in his somewhat idyllic childhood would not 
stand him in good stead in his new country, where, in the 1960s, conformity and somewhat 
rigid social structure ruled over and rejected independent free-spiritedness.  
 
Z: Well yeah and I guess to me that was the start where things went a bit off-track as 
you know, coming from Papua New Guinea as a 10 year old child and not 
understanding fully why we had to do that move.  
 
Zim didn‟t understand why they had to move, and his parents - probably his father, 
specifically - didn‟t explain the move to their children. It was simply announced that they 
were going. 
 
The family home in Port Moresby was in an upper-class, predominantly white suburb, but 
Zim had direct connections to village life and an ancestral sense of existence via his 
mother‟s (then) intact relationships with the village of her own childhood. He grew up with the 
proverbial „foot in both camps‟ – the world of white privilege and the world of traditional 
indigenous culture and belonging. This early childhood experience is the source of Zim‟s 
quite outstanding ability to diplomatically move between cultures and between levels within 
cultures. 
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Z: When I was between 5 and 10, looking at the village setting to the right hand side 
of me and the administration (the world of white privilege) to the left and realising that 
you can have that or that, or a bit of both. To the left, the western city and on the 
right, the village built on stilts.  
 
Zim grew up with strong connections to the village through both his mother‟s and his 
grandmother‟s (maternal) families.  
 
For Zim, though, Australia was a culture shock: 
 
Z: It was a bit of a „Wow, what are we doing here?‟ And I guess that‟s where my 
rebellion stepped in as much as I believed that if I was the naughty child - and I‟m still 
a child at 11 or 12 - that they would send me home, home being Papua New Guinea. 
But I didn‟t understand or fully grasp that home was Australia now so I wouldn‟t have 
got sent anywhere. And that‟s right, I didn‟t get sent anywhere - I got sent to prison 
and I was still in Australia! (Laugh).  
 
The essence of Zim‟s evolution into criminality lies in one simple fact - his boyhood 
socialisation was a maladaptive fit to the „strange world‟ of Australia. I will explain this 
evolution in greater detail later in this chapter, but Zim‟s largely absent father (a mining 
engineer, who was away working on projects most of the time), his very supportive but non-
disciplining mother, and his quasi-village boyish adventurousness all coalesced to create a 
ten-year-old who was not going to fit into the normative disciplinary structures of primary 
school and the local town in 1960s Australia. The peer cohort that Zim naturally gravitated to 
in his enforced relocated world was, not surprisingly, that group of schoolboys who were 
described as „wags‟ or „troublesome‟. They would „wag‟ school, go off on adventures, „pinch‟ 
(steal) food or whatever else they needed, lie to various levels of authority (whose legitimacy 
they didn‟t really accept), and generally regard the world as their playground. They didn‟t set 
out to do harm of any sort, but they were frequently acting outside normative boundaries, 
and they were quickly given labels like „bad‟, „recalcitrant‟, „disruptive‟, or „unmanageable‟. 
Without intervention to „correct‟ this path, Zim was heading directly into the vortex of juvenile 
detention, with all the attendant consequences of that judged and labelled state (Phillips and 
Dinitz 1982). 
 
Paradoxically, Zim sees his gravitation to this peer group as not being a matter of searching 
for belonging, but that, of course, is exactly what it was: 
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Z: It was not looking for acceptance, it was just „Oh this is what we‟re doing today‟. 
Because not every day we‟d go out and do crime, sometimes we‟d go to the river and 
go swimming and just be mischievous amongst ourselves in that sense that we didn‟t 
hurt or offend or annoy anybody we‟d just catch a train and go swimming. „Oh it‟s 3 
o‟clock we‟d better all head back to our homes and pretend to mum that we‟ve been 
at school‟. So it wasn‟t as if it was crime every day but that‟s what I will say: The 
more entrenched I got with that sort of behaviour, the more criminal activities came to 
the fore in as much as - like I was saying earlier on - I would get my older brother to 
write me notes to say that I had to go to the dentist at 10.30 and hand it to the 
teacher at the start of the class and then at 10.30 they‟d be waving goodbye to me 
and I‟d be going in the bike racks and stealing a push bike.  
 
In another world, with different values (which is where Zim was, of course), behaviours like 
the „recycling‟ of bicycles that he and his mates did would have been admired as 
entrepreneurial - they stole bikes, repainted them, and sold them, sometimes back to the 
original (and apparently unsuspecting) owners. At that point, Zim was a „little bugger‟, but 
„little buggers‟, unchecked (as he was), end up in confrontations with the police, then in 
detention (Schulenberg 2009).  
 
 
Early adolescent „offences‟ were cultural „payback‟  
 
There was a strong element of „payback‟ in Zim‟s early adolescent behaviour - responses to 
what would now be called racist labelling. Along with various other immigrants who had 
„coloured‟ skin, the white Australian children he encountered would often be derogatory and 
belittling, calling him names such as a „black cunt‟. A lot of his European, Maltese, Greek, 
and Italian friends at school were also getting called „Wogs‟ and the like, and to Zim, he and 
these other „outsiders‟ were always fighting for their culture. 
 
Z: Yeah…that‟s what they led me to believe they had to do. And in that, that‟s what I 
say, I guess the beast or the monster was unleashed within. But when I think about it 
now, it‟s…to me it‟s almost like bullying in that sense that the bully is bullied so much 
that they got bullied back on. 
 
Zim‟s interpretation here of the bully bullying back is uncannily accurate - one of the 
responses to victimisation lies in „flipping the coin‟ - the victim becomes the perpetrator (to 
other victims), in an effort to escape their own victimisation (Miller, 1984, 1989). This one 
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simple mechanism, of course, explains the inter-generational transmission of violence. To 
the early adolescent Zim, this „payback‟ afforded some satisfaction against his unwilling 
injection into a world he really didn‟t understand, or even like. 
 
Z: And then I found out their true worth, that they wouldn‟t even stand by their 
accusations or that they would beg for their mothers or fathers once you inflicted a bit 
of menace or violence back to them. Then they somehow didn‟t want to play 
anymore - and that sort of set me up as, you know… wow they‟re pieces 
of...whatever. Because they want to mouth off and call you this or that but when you 
go to punch them, they don‟t want to play anymore. So I guess that was the other 
way I could get back at them - by taking property of theirs, pushbikes and things like 
that.  
 
 
Earliest encounters with police – „tell them what they want to hear‟ 
 
Zim was thirteen when he had his first encounter with the Queensland police, and the 
experience was pivotal. He and two of his friends were sitting on a seat on the platform at 
Toowong railway station (in Brisbane, Queensland) - doing nothing wrong - when two police 
officers approached them. The officers made them stand up and asked them for their 
names. Zim replied with his real name - „Zim Sully‟. He was immediately slapped by one of 
the officers, knocking him to the ground. From the ground, Zim yelled out: „John Smith!‟  
„That‟s better‟, said the officer. Zim made a mental note to himself: „Oh - so that‟s how you 
play this game. Okay‟.  
 
It was an unfortunate milestone in Zim‟s adolescent development. The message he received 
was a clear one - if the authorities don‟t trust you when you tell the truth, then tell them lies.  
 
 
This experience that suggested one should distrust the justice authorities was reinforced not 
long after the false name incident. Zim‟s behaviours had brought him to the attention of the 
then Juvenile Aid Bureau in Brisbane. He was asked to attend a meeting there with his 
mother, and this had „shocked the pants off‟ him. The officials - men in suits, not police, sat 
down with Zim and his mother in the interview room and spoke nicely and politely to them 
both:  
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Z: Then they told my mother to go outside and wait and then them two offices 
assaulted me!  
 
They slapped him and punched and kicked the chair he was sitting in, obviously trying to 
intimidate him. It seems that they were perhaps using a version of the misguided „scared 
straight‟ tactic (Klenowski, Bell and Dodson, 2010). They were saying things like: „You‟re 
fucking playing up and this is how we‟re going to treat you‟ as they thumped him or his chair. 
These tactics did nothing to counter the dim view of authority that Zim was already beginning 
to generate. 
 
Z: They were men in suits, you know? They, half an hour before when my mother 
was there, they were speaking nice as pie; „Oh Mrs Sully, your son this and that and 
on and on…‟ 
 
 
Barely a teenager, Zim was already interpreting a strong rejection from normative 
authoritarian structure, and it pushed him towards social inclusion with social outcasts like 
himself. This, of course, was a direct collision course with the justice authorities.  
 
Z: From 10 to 13 I learnt how to deal with these other kids and their sort of bullying 
tactics and to me it was like, oh so these kids grow up to be these men and this is 
how they carry on. Oh! So they hide behind uniforms and badges and things like that 
and that‟s what gives them their right to do that. Oh, okay. Alright, now I already 
know I‟m different...And I guess that‟s when I went on that discovery or adventure to 
say, „Okay, I am different from them - how can I be more different?‟ That‟s when I 
stepped into, I would say, full-on criminal type stuff - stealing cars in a semi-
organised manner, mixing with bikie groups and doing what I considered „dirty work‟ 
and small time jobs for them.  
 
From age thirteen to sixteen, Zim was intermittently involved with „bikie-type people‟, doing a 
lot of organised car stealing for them. At age sixteen, though, his „mentors‟ played a direct 
and deliberate role in changing his future: 
 
Z: That‟s when I got into heroin. Until that point, they used to pay me good money, 
but then one day they said they had no money „…But you can have this...‟. 
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„This‟, of course, was heroin, and Zim was quickly on the roller coaster that led to several 
decades of crime and prison. 
 
 
Early critical awareness – everyone‟s lying for their own benefit 
 
Zim‟s „otherness‟, or his cultural difference from others in his new world did foster the early 
development of a critical ability. He had soon learned not to trust most authority figures in his 
new home, but he also quickly learned that even those others who revolted against authority 
had their own untrustworthiness.  
 
Instead of being subsumed into one particular bikie group, Zim developed a flexible 
relationship with several different bikie gangs. They would all use him for their own ends, he 
quickly realised (to steal cars or do other „small errands‟), but the loyalties within the groups 
had strict „our-group-only‟ boundaries - none of them seemed to have a wider sense of a 
„bikie brotherhood‟ that extended across group or gang lines. This was a limited morality, 
and Zim intuitively held back from personal commitment to any one group, scouring the 
edges of these groups‟ existences for his own benefit. 
 
Feeling like (and being treated like) an outsider from the start of his experience in Australia, 
Zim has always used his innate diplomatic ability to connect with disparate groups and 
individuals, but his core loyalty has never been easily given away. 
 
Z: Even later on in life, all the way through prison, I didn‟t belong to any of the groups 
in there and a lot of times I was confronted by you know, say the Aboriginal group to 
say „Hey you‟re like us, we‟re going to have a race war with these people and you‟re 
on our side‟. No I‟m not. And then the white gangsters would come and see me and 
say „We‟re going to bash them Aboriginals. You need to be on our side because 
you‟re part white you know?‟ No! If anyone‟s got any drama with me come and see 
me, and me and them will work it out. I don‟t need a gang. And I think they‟re things 
that helped save me and keep me different as well too, in that sense.  
 
 
Zim‟s „separateness‟ was something he consciously held strongly to, and his stance elicited 
respect amongst many of his peers. Indeed, this stance and the firm but awkwardly 
articulated philosophy behind it was the key to Zim‟s quite rare ability to cross cultural 
boundaries that others, especially in prison, would not dare to cross. In prison, he lived with 
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the Aboriginals (in their separated prison compounds and blocks), and played football with 
them. He also lived (at other times) with the „white gangsters‟ in prison, and played football 
with them. He has, at different times, captained prison football teams for both the whites and 
the Aboriginals. There would be few other individuals in the history of Australia‟s prisons who 
would have been able to cross such boundaries. 
 
Instead of choosing one culture or group or clique to identify with and embed himself in - 
which is what most of us do, in prison or outside - Zim has always chosen to move between 
cultures, groups, and cliques, never professing strict loyalty to any of them, but always able 
to „speak their language‟ and gain their personal respect.  
 
Z: I wonder, too, whether it‟s having a white father from the northern hemisphere, and 
a  coloured mother from the southern hemisphere, puts me in that… well I‟m not, I‟m 
not full black and I‟m not full white, I‟m me. And there‟s no one else like me.  
 
Importantly, this „not black not white‟ heritage did not throw Zim into a crisis of self-identity. 
Rather, he was always comfortable with his difference - he knew it was the fundamental 
enabler of his boundary-crossing abilities. 
 
Z: We, it didn‟t bother me, but then it helped me in that sense stay out of them sub-
cultural, cultural groups that I didn‟t really belong to, and, you know, to just break 
away when I needed to.  
 
 
Zim‟s „difference‟ from others - his sense of separateness - does seem to play a significant 
role in the adolescent development of what is seen by the authority structures around him as 
rebelliousness. He doesn‟t mind if people identify with him, or include him in their schemes, 
games or illegal activities, but he doesn‟t want to be „claimed‟ by anybody. 
 
Z: I wonder too at times, whether that…was part of that rebelliousness - that I didn‟t 
want to belong to anyone and I‟m doing this for me, I‟m naughty for me. If anyone‟s 
going to be kicked out it‟s going to be me it‟s not going to be all of you coming with 
me, it‟s just me. So in that sense I don‟t know whether that helped set that up or 
helped me create that individualness at that stage. And I guess, going back to that, 
yeah, the crime stuff sort of started to get out of hand, out of control - in as much as I 
started to get lots more police attention, more regular children‟s court appearances, 
and the like.  
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Mother ALWAYS supportive, never judgemental, but never DISCIPLINARY  
 
As Zim began to have more frequent interaction with the police, he found himself (around the 
age of thirteen) in court more and more often. He considers that he was very lucky at that 
stage, since his mother would always go with him to court, supporting him. Many of his 
friends were also appearing in court, but without much sign of parental support. For a while, 
when he was younger, this kept Zim out of juvenile detention. The extent of the support he 
felt from his mother is illustrated in the very young Zim‟s pleas to the court to let his mother 
take a few of his wayward mates home, as well: 
 
Z: „Oh can my friend come with mum too? Mummy they didn‟t do it…. No. Mum, 
come on take him!‟ I did that often, you know in the children‟s court with kids I‟d been 
in trouble with. I‟d say that my mum will look after them too. They‟d go „No, no - that 
can‟t happen‟. So I guess having a mother that was a little bit different too and 
understood things differently – that certainly helped me.  
 
His mother‟s support was quite unconditional - very Rogerian, in fact (Harris and Howard 
1984). She was always there for him and she never physically punished him or threw harsh 
or belittling words at him. She could see much of his behaviour was a problem in the sense 
of breaking rules and laws which had consequences, but it is clear that she never saw him 
as „bad‟. She tried to discipline him with forgiveness and kindness, rather than admonition 
and punishment.  
 
Z: They (the authorities) would call me „uncontrollable‟ and everything but she could 
control me. She would see me wagging school and she‟d say „Come home. Now go 
to the shop and buy some bread and I‟ll make you some lunch and you can mow the 
lawn‟. „Okay mum‟.  
 
She never made unreasonable (in Zim‟s eyes) requests of him, and always seemed to try to 
rein him in within boundaries that he‟d accept - like not ordering him back to school. And Zim 
would always obey his mother when she asked him to.  
 
 
Father largely ABSENT – played minimalist role in his upbringing 
 
Where was Zim‟s father while all this trouble was brewing in the strange world of restrictive 
behaviour in Australia?  
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Z: Yeah, father was a - he worked on oil rigs - diesel engineer. He worked on oil rigs 
so he would be away for six weeks, come home for two weeks. Away for six weeks, 
home for two. So the two weeks he was home, I‟d behave!  
 
When dad was home, Zim went to school and did „all the right things‟. He remembers 
consciously endeavouring to look the part and play the part. This was partly a „press release‟ 
(Wiersma 1988) on his part, and partly a desire to please his father - to gain his approval. 
Although it involved an obvious subterfuge, it was primarily one born of hope (for his father‟s 
approval), rather than one born of deceit. Each time his father left, though, Zim would enter 
his usual world - „Right, that‟s it! I‟m not going to school tomorrow!‟  
 
Z: It was like living in a broken home, my father wasn‟t home but yes he was. His 
work took him away. There was always money in the bank at the middle of the 
month, and we lived well, we didn‟t want or need for anything…But the downside to a 
lot of that stuff was my mother was alone. She had no support group, she knew no-
one here in Australia, there was no other Papua New Guinea connection - there was 
no support for her.  
 
 
Not only was there no support for his mother in the predominantly white, middle-class suburb 
they had moved to, there was also a strong undercurrent of racial discrimination. Some time 
in 1971, some of the people in their street signed a petition to „get rid of them little coloured 
kids‟. Zim was eleven years old, and he and his siblings (a sister who was 12 and two 
brothers, 10 and 15) had new pushbikes, and they rode them everywhere. Perhaps the 
locals thought there were more than four of them, and perhaps they envied the new bicycles. 
They probably also added a social prejudice about „single mothers‟ (and a fiscal prejudice – 
„blacks‟ weren‟t supposed to have money) to the racism that they were gripped by. 
 
Z: And don‟t forget too, this is 1971 - when were Aboriginals recognised in this 
country? (Electorally, in 1967) It‟s only fresh. This was the downside for them people 
who put the petition together - we actually owned our own house. We owned our 
home, most of them didn‟t.  
 
Prejudice and racial or classist contempt like that prompted the young Zim to feel contempt 
in return towards those who so unthinkingly and unreasonably dismissed or condemned him. 
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That certainly played into a lack of social conformity on Zim‟s part. Put simply, if they didn‟t 
want him in their world, then he didn‟t want to be a part of their world. 
 
Zim‟s mother certainly did try to fit in with the local community, volunteering for many social 
and church causes, but she never tried to force her children into conformity with the local 
social and cultural agendas. 
 
Z: No. That‟s what I say to my mother and I‟m glad of a few other things like that too - 
she never forced us to go to the Boy Scouts or the football or any sort of sports or 
church. And later on in life I find out that (kids in) them three groups were all getting 
sexually abused! Ha!  
 
 
Zim certainly used a „press release‟ strategy to interface with his largely absent father when 
he was home for brief periods between work assignments. 
 
Z: Yeah, I think with my father...a lot of that, I used to just say things that he wanted 
to hear in that sense. You know, it was almost like report cards every six weeks when 
he came home.  „What have you been up to for six weeks?‟ 
 
His father would ask him what he had been up to over the last six weeks, and Zim could 
hardly report that he‟d been frequently skipping school and generally mucking around. 
Instead, he would have to be inventive and make things up. Anglo Saxons, Zim thought, are 
satisfied to hear anything that sounds good or that meets with their expectations. And his 
dad was an Anglo Saxon. (By „Anglo Saxon‟, Zim meant „white‟). Although the young Zim 
had a genuine affection for his father that he didn‟t have for the „cops‟, he still used the same 
communication strategy with both authority interfaces - press releases, or simply „telling 
them what they wanted to hear‟. 
 
Z: Yeah, and it‟s that exchange of „okay what do they want to hear?‟  „Okay, I‟m going 
to try this.‟  Blah, blah, blah….oh good - story accepted. 
 
This strategy was also later used by Zim for the several decades of his adult imprisonment. 
The „press release‟ strategy he had developed as a self-preservation response in early 
adolescence seemed to work with all authority, at all ages.  
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Z: Let them hear what they want to hear and they‟ll….that‟ll determine my success 
rating.  Even as much as different interactions in jail with different intelligence squads 
and things like that.  „We believe that you blokes are getting in the drugs‟.  „Oh no, 
we‟re not, we‟re doing this and this and that and that‟.  „Well we believe you‟re doing 
this and that‟.  „Oh no, we‟re doing this and that‟. „Oh, well, okay then‟.  So you know 
what I mean - like again, it was just playing the field and filling in the gaps until you 
came up with what they wanted to hear and then locking on it. 
 
This is the way Zim approached all authority, from the age of thirteen right through to his 
forties.  
 
 
Father‟s absences – „fragmented father‟  
 
Zim‟s father was always in and out of his son‟s life, away working on oil rigs for six week 
periods, then home for one or two weeks. This constancy of sporadic contact with his father 
was already a feature of Zim‟s life in New Guinea, before the family moved to Australia. Zim, 
in our conversations, used a very evocative term to describe this fundamental, pivotal 
element of his childhood and adolescence. 
 
Z: It was, yeah, „fragmented father‟. 
 
The big difference between New Guinea and Australia, though, was that in the former place, 
the parental void left by the absence of his father was largely filled by his mother‟s relatives - 
his grandmother and uncles. In Australia, there was only his mother. This lack of guidance 
and culturally valued and accepted role models would prove central to Zim‟s „wayward‟ 
trajectory in Australia. 
 
Zim remembers never quite being able to get his father‟s approval. In hindsight, he now 
thinks his siblings were better at understanding how to gain their father‟s approval than he 
was - whatever he did to try and please his father seemed to „backfire‟. He constantly tried to 
get his father‟s approval, but perhaps sometimes he tried too hard: 
 
Z:  No, not on anything, not even the short hair cut, I shaved my head (laugh). He 
said to get a hair cut not shave your head. 
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You can see the young Zim‟s boyish, enthusiastic, over-imaginative thinking here - if Dad 
wanted my hair cut short, surely a shave would be even more pleasing to him. 
 
That overly short haircut also inadvertently put Zim into conflict with other elements of 
authority that he needed to please. He was thirteen at the time, and had a court appearance 
on a minor charge. His Legal Aid lawyer came to pick him up on the day, took one look at 
Zim‟s virtually bald head, and lapsed into despair. Apparently there was another young 
offender „running amuck‟ at the time that the police were eager to detain. He happened to be 
an Indigenous youth, with a shaved head. Zim‟s lawyer exclaimed in an exasperated tone: 
„Okay, where do you want to go, a bloody boy‟s home or something? You look like Bill 
Bloggs (a pseudonym)!  They‟ll bloody lock you up today - I won‟t be able to save you!‟ „Oh 
shit‟, thought Zim, „well I can‟t glue it back on‟. He didn‟t get locked up, but he‟d illustrated to 
himself, again, that he just couldn‟t please anybody in authority. Note, too, that he was 
genuinely trying to please – he was not trying to be provocative. 
 
 
Mother‟s influence – her cultural & personal history 
 
Zim‟s mother was only three years old at the beginning of the Second World War, and her 
own early childhood experiences played a significant part in her later devotion to her own 
children, including her reluctance to physically or even verbally reprimand and punish them. 
 
When the Japanese invaded New Guinea, Zim‟s mother and all the children from her village 
were sent to a Catholic Orphanage some five hundred miles away (but still in PNG). This 
would have been a genuine attempt by the Australian Armed Forces and the Catholic 
Church to try and ensure the safety of the young children (a sort of local version of the 
English children sent to Australia during WWII). For the children, though, this was a massive 
upheaval. They were suddenly in a new environment, where the language grouping, the 
dress conventions and the culture was foreign. Even in the mid 1940s, New Guinea villages 
just a valley or two away from each other could be vastly different worlds. Zim‟s mother and 
her fellow evacuees also had to contend with another foreign cultural imposition - that of rigid 
colonial Catholicism.  
 
For five years Zim‟s mother didn‟t see her own mother or any other adults from her village. In 
the Catholic Orphanage, the rigid daily routines of „discipline‟, even if they were „well 
meaning‟, would have involved harsh and unreasonable punishments, and the world of the 
village that she had known for the first five years of her life must have seemed like a distant, 
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surreal, but longed-for dream. She doesn‟t seem to have talked much with Zim about this 
experience, but it had to leave indelible marks on her psyche, and it probably played directly 
into her adult style of forgiving and supportive parenting.  
 
 
 
Zim‟s maternal grandfather was Malaysian, so Zim‟s mother - like him - had a mixed DNA 
and cultural heritage. In her village of origin, this was never a problem - Zim‟s mother and 
her parents found no racial prejudice there. But the experience in the Catholic Orphanage 
was different. 
 
Z: She used to tell me things like the other kids (in the orphanage) would blame her 
for starting the war.  You know, because you‟ve got „Japanese eyes‟ and things like 
that. So there was a lot of that and for a little girl you think, wow she‟s only three and 
these other bigger kids are laying that trip on her saying you know, it‟s all your fault, 
we‟re all here because of you - it‟s your fault. 
 
She had some support against these unfair accusations from her fellow evacuees from her 
village and surrounding villages. They had formed a bit of an enclave in their new situation - 
a situation not at all unlike the regimes of detention that Zim would later find himself in as a 
„juvenile delinquent‟ in Australia. 
 
Z: Yes, yes - Mum and her mates, they were a force to be reckoned with from the 
stories she tells me.  But it‟s like anywhere - there‟s little factions you know, so I 
should say sometimes these girls over here would be the ones to say, „Oh you 
started the war - it‟s all your fault‟. But then if her bigger sisters or cousins were 
fighting that group then she‟d join in with them too. And that‟s when she said a lot of 
times, when it came time for the nuns to hand out the discipline, they‟d sort of pull her 
aside from it saying, „oh you wouldn‟t have been involved with it Maggie, you‟re too 
little‟.  And she said a lot of the times she was instrumental - similar to what I went 
through, the verbalisation of things with the police officers and things like that.  So 
yeah, she was mixed up in that sort of banter, not as much as the fisticuffs but 
certainly with the verbal fighting. She was the smallest one, the skinniest one, yeah, 
the runt of the litter.  
 
In the fiery, self-defending „runt of the litter‟ image Zim draws of his mother, there is a strong 
allegory of the young Zim, fiercely defending his own unique interpretations of the world and 
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his place in it. Perhaps Miller‟s (1987) notion of allegory can span generations, and isn‟t 
confined to just one life - a sort of psychological epigenetics situation, where stories about a 
parent influence the phenotypic expression of the progeny. Zim‟s view of himself was 
certainly strongly influenced by his interpretations of his mother‟s view of her self as a young 
person. 
 
 
The Nuns that Zim‟s mother encountered in her very early childhood in that orphanage were 
brutal and inconsistent in their punishment practices, reinforcing a retrospective evaluation of 
her „rescue‟ (from war) as „internment‟. Perhaps this is one of the keys to why Zim‟s mother 
didn‟t know how to discipline her son, three decades later when he was clashing with an 
inconsistently punishing „justice‟ system in Australia. Did the way the adolescent Zim was 
treated by the police evoke deep and inexplicable feelings that connected Zim‟s mother, 
subconsciously, to her own treatment at the hands of those Nuns? Punishment hadn‟t 
helped her, so this may have been why she would not punish Zim. Instead, she constantly 
tried to rescue him - as she no doubt always hoped (against hope) that her own mother 
would come and rescue her from the Nuns of her childhood. 
 
Zim hasn‟t talked much with his mother about her early experiences, but she‟s told him 
enough to clearly show that there were serious beltings at the hands of the Nuns. Such 
„disciplinary‟ behaviours from pedagogues today would be labelled child abuse, and likely 
prosecuted in the courts. In true poisonous pedagogic style (Miller 1984), that „discipline‟ 
from the Nuns was not only brutal, it was also inconsistent. 
 
Z: I think it was inconsistent.  Inconsistent. That‟s why I feel that later on with my 
father‟s disciplining us children, it was hard for her to interact or even interject in any 
sense - she didn‟t know how to.  And then, also, it would have been reminiscent of 
what happened to her...and having no one come to her aid then, she - you know - 
like I guess like what we were talking about, having no one to advocate for you, you 
don‟t know how to advocate for someone else…. 
 
Illustrating the value of the analytic „talking space‟ created in our discourse for this thesis, 
Zim has, in the statement above, answered a question he has often previously asked of his 
mother - why didn‟t she intervene when his father was getting too physical with his 
punishment of the children? 
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Z: I‟ve often talked with her and said, „Well why didn‟t you, or how come you didn‟t do 
anything?‟ „Look I don‟t know, it was your father, your father was the disciplinarian so 
I just accepted that and let him do that, you know?‟ 
 
This was Zim‟s mother accepting brutality from her spouse (towards the children) in the 
same way she had had to accept the brutality of the Nuns towards her and her fellows in her 
own childhood. Victims who are coerced into learned helplessness are left there by the 
absence of an intervening advocate. Not experiencing advocacy - which is learned - they do 
not learn how to be an advocate for others (Abramson, Seligman and Teasdale 1978). 
 
 
Mother‟s reaction to teacher‟s hitting of Zim – powerful advocacy  
 
Interestingly, there is one incident from Zim‟s late primary school experience (in Australia) 
that shows that, although his mother might not intervene against her husband, she could be 
a fervent advocate for her son under some circumstances. Perhaps not surprisingly, the 
circumstances surrounding this incident would have undoubtedly connected Zim‟s mother 
directly (although probably subconsciously) to her early childhood emotions surrounding the 
beatings she got from „those nuns‟. 
 
Z: Early in Grade 7, I was, I would say, brutally assaulted by my music teacher. She 
hit me with a stick but across the knuckles here, this way, and she hit me probably 
about four times there because of a disciplinary matter. And I sat down, and I don‟t 
know, it just got the better of me. I kept thinking, „No, this is not right, this is not right, 
this is not right!‟ So I just got up and walked out of the classroom and went home and 
told mum. She was like a little powder keg. She exploded! 
 
Zim remembers being surprised at the extent of his mother‟s reaction - this wasn‟t her usual 
way of dealing with such matters. This time, though, she wasn‟t going to stand idly by: 
 
Z: She took me back to School and she was so - she was going to throw this woman 
off the veranda and everything, you know?! And the other staff are trying to hide this 
woman and usher her out - they were in panic stations. I can remember Mum 
strongly saying: „I‟m telling you people, don‟t hit my children! If there‟s any trouble, 
I‟ll deal with it! You tell me and I‟ll deal with it!‟  
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This incident changed Zim‟s relationship with his mother, in a positive way. From that point 
on, he felt that he could tell his mother what was happening - that he didn‟t have to be 
worried or scared if something went wrong at school, he could tell her about it.  
 
Z: It helped me see her differently in that sense and I thought, wow, she really fired 
up and… but I didn‟t want her to go that far and threaten the woman and things like 
that...  
 
Having a parent stand up for your rights is a liberating feeling. 
 
 
Paradoxically, this sudden outburst of assertive advocacy from his mother did not change 
Zim‟s school experience. Rather, it seems to have reinforced his view that he was right and 
just about all other authority was wrong - and, he now knew, his mother would back him up! 
 
Zim kept on with his usual school behaviours - frequent, on-a-whim non-attendance and 
when he was there he‟d often be disruptive. He simply didn‟t see much sense in school. 
When he put up his hand for assistance, trying to do his school work, it wasn‟t there. 
Perhaps some teachers ignored him deliberately, labelling him as a trouble-maker, disruptive 
and not really interested in learning. When he asked for assistance and it wasn‟t there, he 
tended to „shut down‟, interpreting personal rejection, and feeling there was little worth in 
schoolwork.  Teachers, he decided, should be treated like the police and other authority 
figures - „you‟ve ignored me and not cooperated with me, so I‟ll ignore you and not cooperate 
with you‟.   
 
 
Father once belted Zim, but he „wouldn‟t tell‟ – didn‟t want HIM to be punished  
 
There is a story from Zim‟s earlier school days in New Guinea that shows an early-emergent 
empathy towards other people and any harm they might suffer. Zim was eight years old, and 
his father was working at a mine in the local area, so he would send one of the workers in a 
jeep to collect Zim and other village kids from school each afternoon. On the way home, one 
of the kids‟ mothers often provided cordial and cakes for the kids, so the „bus‟ often stopped 
there. One day, a new driver appeared, unaware of the „cake stop‟, and with strict 
instructions from his boss (Zim‟s father) to take the kids straight home. 
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Z: And we‟re in a little troupe carrier you know - there‟s probably 12 kids. And I was 
sitting next to the driver and I‟m trying to explain to him about the cake stop, and he 
said: „No, no, Papa say straight home, no, no‟. „But we stop here, we‟re allowed to 
stop here‟. „No, papa says straight home!‟  And as we got close I grabbed the 
steering wheel and nearly rolled the bloody Land Rover. Oh, Jesus. God, and when 
my father got home he hit me with the garden hose, brutally, brutally, brutally. And 
this is the other bit that I‟ve said to people. I can understand why kids that have been 
abused don‟t want to tell on the perpetrator. Here I was at school the next day and 
there was welts all over me, everywhere, and there‟s all these teachers and that. 
„What happened?‟ „You tell us what happened, who did this?‟ And I‟m sitting there 
thinking, well I don‟t want it to happen to anyone else. Even though my father did it to 
me, I don‟t want them to do it to him. You know, so I‟m just going to keep saying 
nothing, nothing, I don‟t know what happened, nothing - and I stuck to that story.  
 
Zim wasn‟t afraid that if he said anything his dad would beat him again - he genuinely didn‟t 
want his father to be harmed for what he‟d done. As well, he had a pragmatic attitude to his 
own punishment - as unreasonable as his father‟s rage had been: 
 
Z: Because I guess I was the part with the most responsibility...my understanding of it 
was that I pulled the steering wheel, I nearly killed all the kids in the vehicle, this is 
the punishment for that. End of story.  
 
 
Family influences on Z‟s development/view of the world and self  
 
Both Zim‟s mother and his maternal grandmother were significant influences on his moral 
development. He remembers, from very early in his life, being proud of the openness and 
honesty of these two central women in his life. 
 
Z: My mother used to say things like, „There‟s no need to lie, I‟ve never lied, I‟ve 
never had to lie in my life‟…my mother was an honest woman…and that‟s how my 
grandmother was, too…I used to be so proud of my mum, that‟s what I used to say 
and she has never, ever bullshitted, I‟m like wow! You know? Like wow, that‟s fucking 
pretty good!   
 
So Zim remembers being aware of that quality of honesty and admiring that moral stance, 
even when he was, as a young „tearaway‟, interacting with most of the adults he 
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encountered in a manner that he describes as „full on bullshitting‟? Zim gives an interesting 
justification for this apparent double moral standard: 
 
Z: Yeah, well, we‟re living in a bullshit system, yeah exactly! And it is, little things like 
that, that sort of bring you back and tie you back and you think yeah, she survived, I 
could survive.  
 
Zim is referring here to the time, in his late 30s, when he started to think more critically about 
his past and how he had gotten to the place he was in (prison). He was close to being 
released for the second time and a little maturity and reason were starting to creep into his 
self-evaluation.    
 
 
School – disengagement, disinterest and truancy  
 
Zim‟s description of his early Australian experiences in the classroom indicate a potential 
that was not adequately fostered. He remembers being quite advanced in English and 
grammar, but having difficulty with Maths. His teachers would even use him to help some of 
the other kids with their English assignments, but he remembers little assistance with his 
own problems with maths. 
 
Z: Just in the course of any day, (the teacher might say) „Zim, can you sit with 
Michael and help him through this and that?‟ But then when I put my hand up 
because I was struggling at Maths, they didn‟t respond - there was no assistance, 
there was no sort of help.  And I think that‟s what helped me start to wag school and 
things like that. Because I saw…well I‟m not…if I put my hand up to learn something 
I‟m not getting it (help). 
 
Whether his teachers intended to ignore his needs or not is irrelevant - Zim believed that 
they were deliberately ignoring him, and the unfairness of such action cut to his core.  This 
was one of the underlying factors that led him to determine that he didn‟t want to be there. 
Misunderstood, „otherised‟, and rejected by the pedagogues at school, Zim retaliated by 
rejecting school and his teachers. 
 
Z: Once I felt like I wasn‟t getting a clear voice, I just went, well, if they‟re not going to 
listen to me, why should I listen to them?  
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Zim‟s school experience in Australia was categorically different - literally worlds away - from 
his early primary experience in New Guinea. 
 
Z: Oh yeah, they were so helpful and…that‟s what I say…I don‟t have any bad 
memories of the schooling up there in that sense that you know, wow, everything 
was just so great in that sense that there was no…I never struggled or anything like 
that, and if I did, you know, I‟m not aware of it because I must have received the help 
or the…yeah.  But in saying that, like it was an „A‟ school, which meant that we had a 
lot more Australians there as teacher‟s aides and things like that.   
 
 
By the time he entered High School in Australia, Zim‟s rejection of the worth of mainstream, 
normative education was quite entrenched. His behaviours and „attitude‟ were no doubt 
usually interpreted as „anti-authoritarian‟, but that label was a significant misinterpretation of 
Zim‟s thinking. He was rejecting the mainstream as simply not relevant, because he had 
asked for help and not been given it. Since he already - from his early, almost village 
experience, and from his mother and grandmother - learned that his own needs were 
reasonable, the non-attention of his adult pedagogues to his expressed needs told him that 
these were adults (authorities) that were irrelevant. 
 
There was also a strong element of Thrownness that intruded into Zim‟s early High School 
experience. He went to Oxley High School (in Brisbane), where there was a Police Training 
Academy directly across the road from that High School. 
 
Z: You‟ve got the Police Academy, they used to catch a bus to go to the Academy so 
they used to wait outside the railway station and sometimes I think they had to wait 
about twenty minutes or so, and sometimes we would be abusive towards them… 
 
Zim and his mates were thirteen or fourteen, and the police cadets were about nineteen. 
Now and then, Zim and his mates would bait the police cadets with various derogatory 
taunts (usually from the other side of the road). They got reactions from the cadets that 
ranged from ignoring them to chasing them and giving them a slap in the ear. This was 
considered „good fun‟, but it was certainly tilting at the windmill of authority. 
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LABELLING - the escalation of rebelliousness into deviancy  
  
Zim‟s sense of the fairness of punishment has always been based on the abiding belief in his 
own judgement - a sense of self-belief that was instilled in him from the earliest age by his 
mother and maternal grandmother. Yet at the time - and retrospectively today - he excused 
his own father‟s excessive punishment over the „almost turning the jeep over‟ incident (the 
beating with the hose) as fair and just.  
 
Z: I feel so, yeah. And for the time, I mean I would intervene if my next door 
neighbour was beating up his child like that today. You know what I mean? We‟ve 
matured as humans to say okay that stuff is really wrong. But back then (the 1960s), 
I mean even back then you can threaten to take your kids to the police station and 
even take them there and have the police say, we‟ll lock you up in jail if you‟re going 
to be naughty. You know so… it was that, the system or that sort of punishment was 
strict, in that sense. But we‟ve woken up or matured now…  
 
This, of course, is the moral double-standard that many in our society, even today, exhibit. 
Beating your child with a hose or other such weapon, today, would be universally 
condemned (in the West) as child abuse. However, the same people uttering such 
unconditional condemnation would also, like Zim, excuse their own parents if they had done 
similar things to them in their own childhoods. The excuse for this double standard, as Zim 
offered, is always that „that was then, this is now‟ - as if time alters moral standards. Time 
might alter mores, but it should have no effect on morals (Gibbs et al 2007). Zim, like many 
others, has confused mores and morals. 
 
But did this translate into Zim‟s thinking as a young teenager, when he was interacting with 
police here in Australia? Did he think that the punishment they were handing out to him was 
fair? No - quite the opposite. He felt that he was being roughly and unfairly treated, not for 
what he might have actually done, but simply because he‟d been singled out by the police - 
labelled - as a „trouble maker‟, and they, he thought, had decided to make his life 
troublesome. 
 
Z: If I had knew I‟d done that crime then you know what I mean - I‟ve got to cop what 
comes in that sense...but to be assaulted by the police over a criminal matter and 
then to go to the children‟s court and have them dismiss it, because they feel that it 
doesn‟t rate or register on their „bad‟ scale…you know what I mean? Like now and 
again I think, well, the cops would just beat us up for nothing!  
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Some punishment fits the crime, Zim thought, but those in authority abusing their power - 
being the power - well that simply wasn‟t fair. Could it be that some of Zim‟s misbehaviour 
was an attempt to „balance the scales‟ of justice - to bring „rough justice‟ where there was no 
accountability? He certainly had to endure such experiences without the opportunity (at 
home, school, or socially) for any moral or philosophical debate about what was happening.  
 
 
Deviancy amplification – „so you thought THAT was bad...‟  
 
This early and central perception - that, although he was getting punished for what he did, 
the „cops‟ were doing whatever they liked to him (harassing and belting him) and getting 
away with it - led directly to deviancy amplification on Zim‟s part (Dishion, Nelson and 
Bullock 2004). In the absence of clear moral guidance from the adults around him, Zim was 
attempting to balance the scales of justice with his own childish mind. The resulting 
rebelliousness was typified by what Zim called „cat and mouse‟.  
 
Z: This involved being more abusive to the cadet police or being more mischievous in 
our day-to-day actions. But yeah - it helped determine the degree of nuisance I guess 
in your next criminal exploit, yeah. It was an attitude of: So you think that was bad? 
Well have a look at this! You know, so yeah...and that‟s what I say, it was a bit like 
cat and mouse, tit for tat.  
 
In retrospect, Zim can see the escalation that his adolescent rebelliousness led to - a path 
that led through the next decade to more and bigger strife, and ultimately to long prison 
sentences that would take him into middle age. There were elements in this progressive 
escalation other than simply „cat and mouse‟ escalation (drugs, in particular - discussed 
below), but this mid-adolescent „war‟ with the justice authorities formed a significant part of 
his criminal trajectory. 
 
Z: And if we had a look at the way my crime cycle went at that stage, we could 
probably say shit, look it did, it went that bad it got out of control into the end that I 
think I eventually did the ultimate where I was involved in exchanging bullets with the 
police.   
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There is something of a linearity to Zim‟s escalation from wagging school to his shoot-out 
with the police, although the two ends of this continuum might seem, initially, unrelated. 
Wagging school led to various minor crime - stealing, cigarettes, food, or other „necessities‟ 
on odd occasions. The cigarette smoking led fairly quickly to marijuana smoking („Here, try 
this…‟), which then led to the need for more money, which had to come from stealing of 
some sort. The marijuana led inevitably to connections with bikie gangs (although not all 
„dope‟ suppliers are bikies, nor all bikies dope suppliers), which led to opportunities to make 
more money car stealing. The bikie connections led to the direct and deliberate offer of 
opiates (at age 16), which was quickly followed by the offer of heroin. Serious drug addiction 
led to bank robberies as a quick source of cash for the now very expensive drug habit, and 
bank robbery is usually a dangerous (for everybody) and short-lived „career‟. 
 
Recited quickly, these concatenated elements in Zim‟s life history look like they form an 
inevitable progression. There is nothing inevitable about such „progressions‟, of course - 
appropriate intervention at any point in this concatenated series of events and choices could 
have changed the young Zim‟s future as it evolved. The non-interruption of this line of 
evolution is not just Zim‟s own responsibility - some share of that responsibility for non or 
inappropriate intervention rests with all his pedagogues, and particularly with his parents 
(White 2010). 
 
 
DRUGS - escalation to serious crime is drug induced  
 
It is interesting that Zim has never seen himself as a „criminal‟. He readily admits to breaking 
laws, and sees his capture and imprisonment for breaking those laws as just, but he still 
regards his past criminal behaviours as „pragmatic‟, although he certainly concedes, today, 
personal responsibility for his actions that harmed others.   
 
Z: And that‟s again - you know, like, when I ended up having that shoot out and doing 
all them bank robberies because of drug addiction, I used to say: Well, what came 
first, the criminal or the drug addict? And you know, I couldn‟t say that I went to rob 
banks because I was a criminal, but I robbed them because I was a drug dependent 
person…it was the dependency that was the driving force.  
 
The drug dependency, at the bank robbing stage, was on heroin, one of the big money 
drugs. Since many of his associates were also dependent on heroin and other drugs, Zim‟s 
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innate altruistic drive to help others like himself produced some very socially maladaptive 
behaviours. 
 
Z: I could be with a group of people and they‟d be, „Oh we‟ve got no money and we 
can‟t buy any drugs…‟ and they‟d all be whinging and carrying on, and it‟s say 9 
o‟clock, 10 o‟clock in the morning. I could come back at lunch time and have ten 
thousand dollars. „Okay well what do you‟s want to do? Okay so and so you go and 
see that guy, here‟s two thousand dollars, go and bring that stuff back. Oh you‟ve got 
that guy? Well here‟s three thousand dollars, go and bring that back…‟ And because 
I was capable of doing them sorts of things, I wasn‟t like a lot of other people that 
would go out and do break and entries into houses and things like that. No, just go to 
where they keep all the money - get it all in one hit! Why worry about it and annoy all 
the poor people who are hard at work. Here‟s this place that has it all, all piled up, 
you‟ve just got to go and take it.  
 
This a strange sort of rationalised pragmatism, of course - crime that was much more spur-
of-the-moment than planned. If he needed to go to the Gold Coast with some mates - for 
whatever reason - he would simply steal a car. If he or his friends needed money for drugs, 
he would go and rob a bank. The resources in the community were not things that he 
needed to buy - he simply took what was „needed‟.  A caveat here is that his earliest 
childhood experiences of village life in New Guinea taught him that resources were shared 
and available to everyone. Much of New Guinea‟s land is still currently under family or clan 
ownership and administration, with the benefits of that resource shared by the clan 
(Anderson 2010). You get what you need, when you need it, from whomever or wherever at 
the time of that need. That is not to say that Zim‟s infant tribal memories had blurred his 
adult westerner sense of right and wrong, but they had probably blurred his sense of the 
boundaries of possession in ways that were unimaginable from a purely Western 
socialisation. Therein lies part of his own explanation that „bank robbing was pragmatic‟. 
 
During his heroin-powered criminal behaviour as a young man, Zim thought little about the 
dangers involved - to himself or to others. He almost always (probably until his last robbery - 
the one that ended in his one „shoot-out‟ with police) worked alone. He might be in Brisbane 
in the morning, talking to friends, and decide he needed some heroin. He could quickly fly to 
Sydney on a commercial flight, buy the drugs and come back to Brisbane with an ounce of 
heroin in his pocket, walking casually through the airport security. This was, of course, in 
earlier days, before sniffer dogs and today‟s security screening. There was the pragmatic 
element in such actions - Brisbane‟s drug scene might, at one time or other, be under more 
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surveillance than Sydney‟s, and Zim would know that - but there was also an element of the 
old „cat and mouse‟ game from his early adolescence:  
 
Z: Yeah but still with an air of they could catch you and you would be in serious 
trouble. But to me it was, oh I know I can go and do that and come back without too 
much ado so I‟ll just go and do that.  
 
Part of what Zim was enjoying as he blatantly challenged the airport security was the 
metaphorical two fingers gesture to the collective justice authorities, but part of it was also a 
conscious, deliberate, and even proud utilisation of the particular set of skills that he had 
developed to engage with the world. They were legally, socially, and morally challengeable 
skills, but they were the ones he had, and using them made him feel good in something of 
the same way that a young architect winning another contract might feel. To Zim, this was 
mastery over his world: 
 
Z: I feel that there‟s a big percentage of that in there - involved - and it was… I guess, 
how do you do it? You just do it in that sense, you know what I mean?...I just think, 
well I know what I‟m capable of, I can just go and use my own capabilities and 
achieve what I need to, you know? Whether it‟s right or wrong in that sense…from 
acquiring large amounts of money to acquiring small or large amounts of drugs, its 
much the same principal - I know I can do it, I‟m going to go and do it! Again I feel 
that that‟s what I say to people - that‟s why I was successful in a lot of that. I wouldn‟t 
go and tell anyone - I‟d just go and do it.  
 
Zim almost always committed his crimes by himself, but he remembers inviting a „friend‟ 
along on one occasion. This acquaintance had complained to him that some drug dealers he 
(the friend) owed money to were going to do him serious harm if he didn‟t hand over a lot of 
money, quickly: 
 
Z: I said: Well, I‟m going to go and do this on Thursday - do you want to come with 
me? „Oh shit‟, he said, „you‟re going to rob a bank?‟ Well, you‟re the one who‟s 
saying you owe a drug dealer five thousand dollars and they‟re going to kill you, you 
work it out! I‟m saying you can come with me and have half of what I get. I don‟t have 
to take you - I can go and get it all myself. So come if you want. 
 
Again, in his misguidedly altruistic way, Zim was trying to help someone else who was in 
difficulty. At that point in his life, though, Zim was not asking himself about the moral 
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questionability of what he was doing. Bank robbing then was still a mixture of drug-driven 
pragmatism and „sticking it up the system‟. 
  
 
Zim says that, for him, bank robbery was not a career, it was merely a means of supporting 
his drug habit. Many such offenders have attempted to justify their action in similar words, of 
course, and despite his „pragmatic‟ view, bank robbery was the way Zim earned his 
disposable income - whatever he did with it. He also says that he didn‟t involve himself in 
much planning - that his robberies were more spur-of-the-moment. That‟s a little 
disingenuous, though - by his mid twenties, his robberies might not have been pre-planned 
on a calendar, but they certainly involved a deliberately considered use of his knowledge of 
the resources he needed.   
 
Z: I need this they‟ve got that, I can get this and that and go and get that and then 
finish! And even earlier on, the car thieving helped me to be able to steal cars to get 
to the bank, contact with other different subcultures and bikies and other gangsters - I 
know where to get the weapons from…I‟d just go okay, well I‟ll go and get the gun 
from there and go to there and steal the car and then I‟ll drive over there and rob that 
bank and oh okay, yeah - I‟ll be back in two hours, no problem. 
 
Zim had a high degree of trust in his own ability to carry through these plans that were made 
up pretty much on the spur of the moment, but although he wasn‟t planning weeks ahead, he 
always had an „eye out‟ for potential „income‟ situations. Every time he walked past a bank, 
he would be taking mental notes, thinking: 
 
Z: Okay, well if I was to go here to extract money from here, I know that‟s here and 
that‟s there and the driveway is here and the back door is there. You know, it‟s a 
semi-structured plan.  
 
 
Turning point – police brutality and escalation to a „shootout‟  
 
Although he had always carried a gun on the bank robberies he had done, Zim had never 
discharged a weapon, but an encounter with the police when he was twenty-six years old 
served to change his attitude and his readiness to use his gun against police. 
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Z: Oh, that was a culmination of everything all catching up at once. Look, I‟ll go back 
to say that happened in January, mid 1980s. I‟d just turned 26. I‟d been in jail for 
previous robberies, drugs and violence, and I‟d been out, at that stage, for about 
fourteen months.  
 
The police were questioning Zim about his activities in general, convinced that he was, or 
had been „up to no good‟. With a significant record already, the police were understandably 
targeting him for various crimes after his release from prison. On this occasion, though, Zim 
feels they went too far:  
 
Z: The police took me to the river and I thought they were seriously trying to kill 
me...they were saying that they were sick and fed up with me, because they said I 
was doing this and doing that, and they don‟t like what I‟m doing... And I just looked 
at them and said, „Well, I‟ve been out for fourteen months now, and as far as I know 
I‟ve had a ball, so if you guys decide to end my night tonight, well so be it!‟ And they 
got so angry - they got super angry and assaulted me seriously – physically. But then 
they took me back to the police station and let me go. And that‟s what I said to 
people: Well bugger that! If they‟re going to carry on like that, well I‟m going to carry 
guns now and when they come I‟m not going to let them! They pushed it to the limit 
and I‟m not going to let them do it anymore! I‟m going to make my stand and that‟s it!  
 
Although Zim managed to stay out of significant trouble for the next few years (the early 
1980s), his attitude had hardened. Four years after being „really roughed up‟ by the police (in 
the mid-1980s) Zim was robbing another bank. This time, he had an accomplice - a driver. 
The police arrived as Zim ran out of the bank and leapt into the car - apparently he made a 
spur-of-the-moment decision that he would drive. The car chase involved some exchange of 
gun fire, but (luckily) no-one was hit. The chase ended with the escapees‟ car in a lake in the 
middle of a nature reserve. Zim hid in the rushes at the edge, out of sight, but the police had 
his mate, dunking his head in the water and threatening loudly to drown him if Zim didn‟t 
come out. Zim surrendered, and went back to prison, for the last time. 
 
Z: Again that‟s what I was saying, I‟m so grateful to my ancestors and everyone that 
watches over me that I was able to go into that and then out of that without even 
killing a cop. Had I killed a cop, I‟d still be in prison.  
 
This was a way-point for Zim. The drug scene was a very dangerous and fickle game at that 
point in time: 
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Z: And again, that‟s what I say - I‟m glad I wasn‟t entrenched in it. Yes I knew people 
and had contacts and moved in and out but that was my saving grace as well - that I 
didn‟t belong to any one that, you know, had gone bad or whatever... to be able to go 
all the way to that point and then have that (the shoot-out with the police), then cop 
my time, go to jail and come out… 
 
Zim went back to jail this last time in 1985, and didn‟t get out until 1993. That was the 
„turning time‟, and when he got out in 1993, he didn‟t go back. 
 
Z: Well I‟m in my 20th year now (in 2012) of getting it back together and being in 
control and being able to conduct myself without having to…to branch out, flow into, 
cross into any sort of criminality in that sense that I can walk that straight and narrow 
road and have contact, still with people (involved in crime) but not be involved in any 
way shape or form.  
 
 
Zim the diplomat still walks between contacts on all sides of the law, but he lives within 
calmer, narrower, simpler boundaries these days, by his own choice. 
 
 
 
Prisons, the „underworld‟ and criminogenesis – the real „uni of crime‟ 
 
Both before he went to prison, and in prison during his several periods of incarceration, Zim 
had plenty of access to the proverbial „university of crime‟. It exists not just inside prisons, of 
course, but in the connections and networks that exist either side of the prison gates. Zim, 
with his gregarious nature, always had quite extensive networks of connection. 
 
Z: Early on, the only thing I didn‟t know was how to steal cars - at that stage a lot of  
them had this steering lock stuff. I went and whinged to two people and they 
introduced me to one man and he took me out one night and showed me - this is 
how, bang, bang, bang, here‟s a Ford, bam, bam, here‟s a Holden, bam, bam, here‟s 
a Toyota, bam, bam, what do you want? Mazda? Bam, bam, bam. Oh my fucking 
God.  
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By the time he was in his early twenties, he had also been schooled in how to rob banks - 
not, in this instance by being shown, apprentice-like, how to do it, but in the sense that he 
picked up tips from various others, and - crucially - he picked up the concept that this was 
„easy money‟. 
 
Z: Yeah and park outside any bank I want and walk in there and extract money. 
Fucking what was hard about that? Nothing, nothing, nothing! And to me that‟s the 
worst thing. When I think about that the…it‟s not even a physical challenge! It was no 
challenge - it was nothing. It was almost like, if you can sit there and conceptualise it, 
well go and put the steps in and it will happen!  
 
In some ways, Zim conceived bank robbing as a purely business logic - an economic logic 
that made rational sense - leaving morals out of it, of course, he could partially construe 
such actions as rational. There was more than this somewhat forced and false rationality to 
his robbery „career‟, though - there was always, lying just below a philosophical surface he 
didn‟t question until he was in his late thirties, those two fingers in the air to the society that 
had marginalised and rejected him. 
 
Z: I embarked on a career of crime and my career was bank robbing or armed 
robbery, because I robbed other things not just banks. But yeah, to extract money 
from…organizations I guess.  
 
 
 
Prisons DIDN‟T prepare Zim for social responsibility on „the outside‟  
 
Zim spent much of the closing two decades of the twentieth century in Queensland‟s prisons 
– from the early 1980s to the mid 1990s. He used his negotiating and diplomacy skills to get 
along in the prison environment, but he retains a strong feeling that no-one in the system 
was really interested in actually giving him meaningful help to re-integrate into society. 
 
Z: No, who‟s going to tell you how to get a fucking job in that sense, you know what I 
mean?  Like the welfare officers didn‟t, and the superintendent wasn‟t interested in 
you going out and getting a job... 
 
Zim is right in saying that no-one in prison really cared about him and his future, and no-one 
thought it was important to give him real opportunities to make choices. In prison, you are 
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there (still!!!) to „learn discipline‟ - which must still be learned, largely, in nineteenth-century 
style - through the enforcement of compliance with rules that may, or may not, be rational. 
 
Z: Now (in prison) I‟m thrown into all these different jobs and, yes, I can perform, but 
fucking where was my choice?  Where was, „What would you like to do? Well what‟s 
your future?‟ You know what I mean?  Yes, I could have gone and performed like a 
seal - fucking ring the bell and I‟ll be Pavlov‟s dog! „You‟re going to be a (prison) 
clerk!‟  Oh right - that makes sense, I can‟t even use one of them things the police 
used to throw at me - what are they - typewriters, yeah!  And that, I guess…..I guess 
if there was a little boy in me then that‟s what he‟d be saying: Like where was my 
fucking chance, where was the help? „Look at your life today, how best can we help 
you change that?‟ „We did not assist you in any way shape or form and oh, look - you 
came back!‟ 
 
 
The attitude Zim encountered when he returned to prison didn‟t surprise him - the thing that 
stood out though was that no-one wanted to listen to why he was back. 
 
Z: When I came back in……the biggest part that hurt I guess, is all the officers 
practically lining up you know, and saying „What the fuck did you come back for?‟ I 
mean, oh my God, well did anyone of them want to hear why?  They were all like, 
asking the question, but then they walked away.   
 
They were all, of course, not really asking a question - they were making a comment. They 
were restating their belief in the Control Discourse driven notion that the primary purpose of 
prison is the enforcement of unquestioning compliance with „the rules‟ (Adler and Longhurst 
1994). To most prisons staff, historically, „Why?” is a waste of mental energy. However, this 
collective lack of interest in any answer Zim may have offered to their stated question did 
prompt Zim to think and talk a lot with others about why the system was so disinterested in 
that answer. 
 
From his early-1980s parole experience working with medical staff in South Australia on a 
community education program that focussed on long-term interventions in drug addiction, 
Zim had some experience - and had developed considerable faith in -  genuinely supportive 
case management. He hadn‟t seen that drug rehabilitation case-management strategy in 
prisons before (during pre-1980 incarcerations), and he didn‟t see it this time, either, when 
he returned to prison in the mid 1980s.  
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Release, „doing a geographical‟ to SA, and a drug counselling job 
 
The second-last time Zim got out of prison (in the early 1980s), he and his girlfriend decided 
to go to South Australia to a property she had there. Zim wanted to basically dry out, to get 
away from drugs - or rather, from drug associates: 
 
Z:  Yeah and I‟ll say drugs – not - but scratch that word out with crayons and put in 
„associations‟. That‟s the hardest thing that I felt that I had to withdraw from.  Like it 
didn‟t matter where I went around Brisbane, I knew people. 
 
In the Brisbane, or even the Sunshine or Gold Coasts (directly north and south of Brisbane), 
Zim was constantly encountering people he knew - prison officers, ex offenders or drug 
dealers. At the swimming pool with friends or family, at any supermarket he might go to, on 
the street at any time – he felt he was unable to get away from the expectations of others 
who had already categorised him in some way („crim‟, „druggie‟, „mate‟...). So he „did a 
geographical‟ – he changed his place of abode in order to change his personal connections. 
 
Although he thought the change of location might help his personal change agenda, Zim 
was aware that he couldn‟t look upon the geographical relocation as a guaranteed panacea 
for all his troubles. 
 
Z: I think it was to really to get that clean break and just get away from…it didn‟t 
matter, I didn‟t know anyone down there any more. Geographical relocations don‟t 
really work unless the individual wants it to work.  You know, it doesn‟t matter, that‟s 
what I‟m saying, that‟s not the answer but what I can now say about that move helps 
me answer it in this way...Like okay, I was still on parole, okay I still had to go to a 
parole office, but the difference was between going into a parole office and maybe 
bumping into four or five people in the foyer that you don‟t know as opposed to four 
or five people that you do know.   
 
 
In South Australia and on parole, Zim received medical advice that he could be put on a 
government-sponsored Buprenorphine program. Buprenorphine blocks both the cravings 
and the „high‟ of heroin (Sporer 2004), and some see it as a better way off heroin than 
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Methadone. This treatment regime was not available in Queensland at the time. For Zim, it 
worked well. 
 
Z: I had to go into hospital for one night, stay in hospital and they hooked me all up to 
that, signed me all up and all I had to do the next day was go to the chemist, hand 
him the script.   
 
One of the rehabilitative keys to this program – and a factor that Zim certainly keyed into – 
was the genuinely Rehabilitative Discourse approach of the South Australian government 
that allowed the individual with the problem to be largely in charge of their own rehabilitation. 
In Queensland (at the time), the Control Discourse dominated „rehabilitation‟ – if you had a 
heroin problem, you would go on the Methadone program, where the system could keep 
track of you. The central Control Discourse mantra, of course, is that offenders will never 
voluntarily change, and so must be forced to comply with rules, laws and regulations. 
“Treatment in this context becomes a hostile exercise in disciplining the unruly misuses of 
pleasure and in controlling economically unproductive bodies” (Bourgois 2000, 165). Zim 
found that South Australia and Queensland had very different drug treatment philosophies at 
that time in history: 
 
Z: And again I think that comes back to the way they police it here (in Queensland) 
and the way that the authorities act...they were very anti-user and anti-the-person 
who uses it – they were really down on them.  Because things were different in South 
Australia, well that‟s the course I did take and I only ended up being on them tablets 
for six months. 
 
The program was successful for Zim. Despite being around others who were using „speed‟ 
and other drugs, Zim was able to stay away from heroin.  
 
Z: Easy, easy, easy.  Look I got to know who all the coke dealers were and 
everything else instead.  But they‟re not my drugs.  You know, speed people living all 
around me, they‟re not my drugs. 
 
 
For Zim, the key to getting off heroin was the personal responsibility for maintaining the 
Buprenorphine program that he was given in South Australia. He was totally responsible for 
his self-medication. The drug was available in tablet form, in bulk, and the responsibility for 
the gradual reduction in dosage lay with the client (in consultation with his medical advisor). 
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Z: That‟s it, and see, that‟s what I‟m getting at - it was things like that that made me 
really be aware of „Okay, what do you want to do here?‟ You can mess about with 
these things and take as many as you like, get sick, get better or whatever. What do 
you want to do - get your life together and stop using drugs?  And the latter part won 
out!  I wanted to stop using, I wanted to see what it was like to live normally and do 
things and not be…I wanted to have that true sense of freedom and not think well I‟m 
out, I‟m free, I‟m free – oh, got to go to the chemist.   
By 1995 Zim had decreased the dosage of his Buprenorphine to a miniscule amount. He 
went back to his doctor and said he was sick of breaking the tablets up into little crumbs, 
because in the end the dosage was so small. The doctor said: „Well, are you happy? Do you 
want to stop?‟ „Yes‟, said Zim „I‟ll stop, I feel like I can - alright!‟ He was off heroin, and he 
was off Buprenorphine. 
 
 
 
Zim‟s paid work in drug rehab –„witnessing‟ 
 
There is a further factor in Zim‟s post-prison story in South Australia that is quite central to 
the rehabilitation stories of many ex-offenders. The doctor in South Australia who helped him 
get off heroin via Buprenorphine also gave him part-time paid work in a drug rehabilitation 
program – something of a „I-got-off-heroin-so-so-can-you‟ publicity role. Recognition of this 
very useful tool on the drug rehabilitation arsenal shines too infrequently in the rehabilitation 
literature. It can be summarised in several ways, but the best descriptors of this 
phenomenon of rehabilitation might lie in the terms „witnessing‟ and „helping others to help 
yourself‟. 
 
„Witnessing‟ – usually associated with evangelical Christian zeal – essentially involves telling 
others the story about your messed-up past and how you‟ve gotten over it (Man-kwong 
2004; Etherington 2008; Ozu and Akpinar 2010; Morgan, Brosi and Brosi 2011). The primary 
objective of witnessing is to awaken others - who are now like you were - to the possibilities 
that exist for the betterment of their own future. Not long after getting off heroin in South 
Australia, Zim‟s medical mentor gave him the opportunity to tell his story to other drug 
addicts, and to thereby help those others to help themselves. 
 
Z: It was in „97 that my doctor (the one who had supervised my drug cure) rang me 
and said that if I was interested in doing drug work with people who took drugs that 
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there was an opportunity.  It opened up a whole new door for me - a new life.  It got 
me working with people with chronic illnesses and also drug-taking as a chronic 
illness.  I worked with people with all sorts of stress related disorders - chronic fatigue 
and hair puller-outers and all that.  And to me it was only because of what I was able 
to do with my own life and come to terms with and get a good handle on why I was 
using and why I chose to use and things like that, that cognitively I was better able to 
sit down and help others see, and give them pockets or parcels of directions that they 
didn‟t have to use, that they could feel free to apply to their lives at different times.  
And geez - at one time, we were claiming to be 80% successful because of the client 
feedback and how we just…watching people change before our very eyes - it was 
wonderful. 
 
This was a Federal Government program, funded through Medicare and delivered by the 
Health Service that Zim‟s doctor was part of. 
 
Z: Well yeah, the doctor, he had his own family health practice.  So it was with the 
doctor, myself and a psychologist.  Sometimes the doctor, myself and a nurse - an 
RN.  She‟s an interesting story in that, she ended up , well she was associated with 
us while doing a part time counsellor‟s course and now she counsels the counsellors 
and is the…she runs the umm…the Australian Counselling Association service, she‟s 
the head of it in South Australia.  And it‟s interesting that while I was there I used to 
have to counsel her.  She was getting $120 bucks an hour to counsel the other 
counsellors around South Australia and she‟d say „Zim, but you have all the answers, 
you just know what to say‟. 
 
Zim wasn‟t getting paid $120 an hour, but he was getting a wage, and, more importantly, he 
was getting recognition from non-judgemental, significant others who genuinely valued the 
contribution that he was making to the whole health rehabilitation field. His „been there, done 
that – and got through it‟ persona was a positive to those drug addicted people he was 
working with through the health service. He was „one of them‟, not just a university-educated 
„do-gooder‟ who had no real world experience. The process of helping others also definitely 
provided a positive boost to Zim‟s own self-esteem – it was a definitive adjunct to his own 
rehabilitation and personal growth. 
 
Z: And to be able to do that and even watch myself grow while I was working with 
these guys, with the long term unemployed - man I just had so much fun with them! 
They gave me an area of town that‟s similar to Inala but I was on the other side and I 
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could only go over there one day a week, oh….because it was like my most busiest 
day (laughing) and these guys were in trouble higher than their heads! But then it 
was great - I worked through that with those guys, and brought a lot of change into a 
lot of their lives. Half of them say „Oh mate I‟ve been to jail and this and..‟  and I‟d say 
„So what? So have I, you know?‟ „Oh, oh…Well you know, you probably haven‟t done 
more than five years!‟  „Oh turn it up, closer to fifteen!‟ „Oh!? You‟re fucking kidding? 
Really, oh…oh…‟  And then they have that different perspective, you know? „Oh 
wow, so you really do know what it‟s like?‟  „Oh yeah, fuck - I know what it‟s like!‟ 
 
Zim certainly wasn‟t a textbook helper, and that was genuinely respected by those who had 
been in the „mill‟ of drugs and prison. Without using the terminology, Zim was being a really 
effective drug rehabilitation Mentor, and the doctor and other health professionals he was 
working with valued his input as an element they couldn‟t provide themselves. 
 
 
Zim an invited speaker at a drug conference – „clothes DO maketh the man‟ 
 
In South Australia, following on from his work with the health service and drug addicted 
youth, Zim was invited to speak at the South Australia Premier‟s Drugs Summit in Adelaide, 
June 24-28, 2002. He not only got to speak publicly about his drug rehabilitation 
experiences, he also gave a politician a lesson in honest presentation. 
 
Z: The Premier‟s conference on drugs of addiction.  Yeah, and I was invited as one of 
the speakers to the bloody six day event.  It was fantastic.  And I got up and gave my 
speech, it started on Sunday and I spoke on Tuesday and one of the politicians after 
I spoke, because I went on about a heap of things, what we‟re talking about now too, 
and I was dressed pretty much like I am (very Rasta) and this politician got up and 
said, „Why don‟t you try wearing a suit.?‟  (Giggle)  „Okay, yeah, yeah, granted‟.  So 
on the Thursday I wore a suit, and all the Aboriginal people saw me in the car park 
and said, „Hey, brother, what‟s going on?‟ 
 
Even the security people at the conference did a double-take as the suited Zim walked in, 
then all the young people that were serving the tea and coffee noticed, and by the eleven 
o‟clock morning tea break, that same politician came up and said, „Zim, you need to be 
wearing your own clothes. I see what you mean, you won me over!‟ 
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Z: „Thank you‟, I said - I knew that would happen. And that‟s what I say to people - 
we‟ve got to be able to try all approaches and even sometimes the way-out, 
alternative approach that you think „wow that‟s far out of the box, how could it 
possibly work?‟  Sometimes they are the key or they are the thing that brings it all 
around. 
 
Zim‟s quite Rastafarian appearance has long been part of his genuine persona – it goes way 
beyond affectation and speaks of his openness and communicativeness, and his quite 
special ability to relate across society‟s normative social and political boundaries. Zim in a 
suit might look good, but if you‟ve had ten minutes with him, it‟s just not Zim!  
 
 
Zim‟s reflections on „desistance‟ 
 
Zim has a more than salient point about criminal desistance: 
 
Z: I didn‟t give up crime - I just stopped being a criminal.  
 
This isn‟t just a play on words – Zim means that he consciously, deliberately re-learnt how to 
interact within normative (or legal) relationship structures.  
 
Z: Living my life differently for a start. Again I feel that I had to learn a whole lot of 
coping mechanisms before I gave up my old („criminal‟) style of life because in 1998, 
when my last parole finished - I can say up until that stage I had a good twenty years 
of involvement with the judicial system and prisons. So I had to learn a whole lot of 
new ways of coping and dealing with things. Things like that, in society today, if 
you‟ve got a problem you can‟t just go to Peter Beattie, your local member, really. But 
in prison you could and/or in prison if somebody was annoying you, well you had 
certain ways to go and deal with that. But out in society you cannot deal with them 
things in them sort of manners. So yeah there was a whole lot of new learning... 
 
The problem solving skills Zim had learnt and applied in the prison environment were of no 
use in the outside world. Far from being a „normative‟ or „normalising‟ experience – as those 
who subscribe to the Normalisation Discourse claim (Adler and Longhurst 1994) – the prison 
environment was, is, and always will be a social experience that could not be better at 
equipping prisoners with the antithesis of the skills they need to become accepted members 
of society. Since the birth of the Penitentiary at the turn of the nineteenth century, prisons 
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have been the last place in the universe to prepare for life in normative society. As that 
renowned reformer, Captain Alexander Maconochie, said in 1838: “Punishment may avenge, 
and restraint may, to a certain limited extent, prevent crime; but neither separately, not 
together, will they teach virtue” (Maconochie quoted in Morris 2002, xviii). What did Zim have 
to say about the transferability of his prison-learned skills to the outside world?  
 
Z: Oh, non-applicable. Just did not apply whatsoever. And if you applied what you 
learned in prison, you wouldn‟t break the cycle. You wouldn‟t break the cycle if you 
still practiced them - and I feel that they were some of the major things that I had to 
come to terms with: that this (the „outside‟) is different. And I guess that‟s the thing - 
it worked well for me because I wanted difference in my life at that time.  
 
As Leibrich (1993) says, giving up crime is a process that starts with a personal choice.  
 
Is that choice to give up crime made at a specific point in time?  Generally not.  A few 
individuals might have „road to Damascus‟ conversion stories, but for most, the personal 
realisation that they have set out on the road to desistance is a process that gradually settles 
over them as a result of multiple influences.  
 
Z: There were observations and thoughts along the way that I‟d made, and it‟s…I 
can‟t say that they were hard and fast in that sense. Like I had thoughts about, there 
has to be something better, there has to be something different - but not knowing 
what it was. I can‟t say „Okay well look, in 1997 I had this thought and from then on 
things changed‟. Yes I had the thought - well I had thoughts - but the 
environment...like I was still in prison and things like that, or still on parole, so I was 
still shackled or still locked into that system. To want to change and to have to 
change were like, two different things, in that sense. Yes I wanted to, and I knew I 
had to, but the environment at that stage wouldn‟t allow me to. Also, I had to develop 
the mental skills or the skills in coping with different systems (the outside world) that I 
didn‟t have.  
 
 
 
On Parole from Queensland in the early 1980s, and with his Parole conditions transferred to 
South Australia, Zim found himself interfacing with two distinctly different worlds – the 
„outside‟ world of openness and honesty, and the prison „world‟ of mistrust and secrecy. 
Initially, he couldn‟t – or was hesitant to – be genuinely open with the new set of 
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acquaintances he encountered outside prison. He found personal support and part-time 
work with OARS (Offender Aid and Rehabilitation Services). He recalls that they were a 
„fantastic‟ group of people to work with, but he had difficulty with talking to those new work 
colleagues about his past or his history. He felt he had to be elusive with his replies when 
colleagues asked simple questions like „Were you in Adelaide last year?‟ „Oh I wasn‟t here 
last year‟. „Where were you?‟ „Oh I was in Queensland‟. „Oh what were you doing in 
Queensland?‟ And so it would go – truncated conversations in place of normal open and 
flowing interchanges. Should he risk telling them he was in prison in Queensland last year? 
What would they think? Weismer (1988) says that many of our conversations are „Press 
Releases‟ – we limit the information we give others about ourselves in order to present what 
we think is an acceptable social face or persona.  
 
Z: Things could have gone wrong quickly had I not practiced „thought caution‟ - in the 
sense that when these things came up, I really had to think about, well what am I 
going to say here? So it was through that that I started thinking about, how can I 
reinvent Zim and give Zim history and make this entity more substance, more real 
and that just came with time and by not involving myself with others, it gave me time 
to develop myself.  
 
The second social face that Zim had to cultivate deliberately was the one he revealed when 
he went to the Parole Office for his regular reporting appointments. The problem here, 
though, was not the professionals: 
 
Z: I mean, like I was on parole and I used to have to run in and out of a parole office 
every fortnight. So I‟m looking at all the crooks of the district I‟m living in. But no one 
knew me. And that was the greatest part - that they didn‟t know me! One of the things 
that I understood about criminal thinking was that if you don‟t know someone you‟re 
going to be „sus‟ on him (suspicious of him). So I never let any of them get close to 
me to find out, oh he‟s okay, he‟s a good guy. You know what I mean? If I had, then 
they would have tried to draw me onto their turf.  
 
This is a salient observation on Zim‟s part – if he had been open about his past with the 
other offenders he encountered in the waiting room at the Parole Office, some of them would 
have seen him as a potential ally in the odd criminal undertaking they might still be tempted 
to engage in. 
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Z: Yeah I would have been drawn in, they wouldn‟t have had to try, I would have 
been putting myself into their circle...If I‟d thought „these guys look like they‟re not 
bad guys‟, then we‟d nod to each other, then it‟s „Oh look, what are you doing after -  
we‟ll go for a smoke or a drink‟ -  I‟m putting myself into that environment.  
 
This is perhaps a rare consciousness amongst those who are in the same sort of 
environment on parole - a rare awareness of the importance of the connections that you 
make.  
 
Z: Yeah, or the connections you don‟t make.  
 
That is definitely a step on the path of desistance. 
 
 
By this stage of his life, Zim had quite a good grasp of just what he could and couldn‟t 
change in his own life. He had (without having this label) a somewhat existential sense of his 
personal responsibilities (Perloff 1987), and he had developed a deliberateness about his 
thoughts and actions. 
 
Z: Yeah well, it is deliberately planned, in as much as, I guess, there‟s three things in 
my life that I can‟t change; my intelligence, my skin colour and my criminality. But 
there was one area I could move in - I could withdraw the criminal hooks or tentacles, 
in that sense.  
 
Zim understood that withdrawing from personal connection with „practicing‟ criminals was a 
necessity if he wanted to live a legal life. He couldn‟t change his past, or even the labels that 
others had given him in the past, but he could change the way he viewed himself, he could 
(deliberately, consciously) change who he associated with, and those changes would lead to 
real-world change in „who‟ and „what‟ he was.  
 
Z: Yeah, even though I was, and I mean as far as, say, the authorities are concerned, 
I‟m still a criminal - but what I say today is that I‟m not a practicing criminal. 
 
Interestingly, even whilst he was behaving in criminal ways in the past, Zim didn‟t see 
himself as „a criminal‟. He never felt that he was the label. Some, of course, would call this 
convenient psychological compartmentalisation (Campbell 2003) – the sequestering of 
socially non-compliant (and sometimes directly harmful) behaviour into a „box‟ that somehow 
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wasn‟t regarded as really being „of myself‟. Put another way, perhaps there was „good Zim‟ 
and „bad Zim‟ (or „socially acceptable‟ and „socially non-acceptable‟ Zim), and the later 
wasn‟t wanted as a part of „real Zim‟. It is true, of course, that individuals can exhibit criminal 
behaviours, but much (even most) of the time, the behaviour of those labelled „criminals‟ is 
actually legal. That is to say, their non-criminal behaviour is, by definition, legal behaviour – 
so, no – most criminals are not behaving „criminally‟, most of the time. 
 
 
Time, maturation and thinking – the seeds of real change 
 
Zim did most of his „last lagging‟ (long term of imprisonment) in Queensland prisons during 
the decade of the 1980s. At that point in time, the Queensland correctional system was quite 
committed to the concept of staged release, with legal provisions such as the then Leave Of 
Absence, which was designed to allow selected long-term prisoners day release (or 
weekends, sometimes) to do community work and to reconnect with family relationships, and 
to generate a gradual transition back into the outside world.  
 
However, Zim was not one of those selected for such programs. Inclusion in such programs 
depended largely on the achievement of a low security classification within the prison, and 
Zim had spent most of his time on higher levels of security rating. When he finished his 
sentence, he was released „cold‟. 
 
Z: The first time when I was sentenced to 8 years, I did 6 years and 9 months full 
time and was released from Woodford prison (one and a half hours north of 
Brisbane) with $126 one Friday afternoon.  „Brisbane‟s somewhere that way son, see 
you later‟. So survival rate then, like I‟m saying it was only 14 months before the 
police and I were really clashing and then it was only geez, not even 6 months, I think 
about another 5 months before it really hit the fan and it was all over.  
 
During his second (and last) stint in Queensland‟s prisons, Zim felt that he had gotten to a 
level of maturity, or „a stage in his life‟ where he had begun to question his identity. He 
began to feel that he didn‟t want to identify himself as a criminal like many of the inmates he 
shared the prison space with.   
 
Z I often used to say to myself that there has to be something else...I knew that I still 
had a few, or one or two things that I could do differently that would take me on 
another course.  Like, for example, going back to Papua New Guinea and things like 
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that. So I knew that I had other things that I could possibly go and do that would bring 
about change or…Well I guess I‟m living that now and what I‟m getting at is I can still 
be Zim… 
 
Zim‟s identification with the cultural lessons he had learned in his childhood – before the 
move to Australia and the total disruption of his known life – were a key that he had held on 
to. The very early happy, carefree, do-as-you-like-and-have-fun Zim (the pre-ten-year-old 
child) was quickly replaced, in Australia, with the „delinquent‟ Zim, and then the „criminal‟ Zim 
– labels bestowed on him by a legal, social and cultural regime he simply didn‟t understand, 
and didn‟t fit into. Several decades – and several sentences – later, he had started to look 
again to his early childhood values and culture in an attempt to „find himself‟. The change 
that this beginning of introspection eventually led to was quite profound:  
 
Z: Oh, big change! Like even now you know, I know if I can‟t, if I‟m not going to have 
any money for say tomorrow, then I know that it doesn‟t hurt to go and ask someone 
for $10 today.  You know what I mean?  Like I…and I‟m able to do that instead of 
thinking, okay, I‟ll just go down to the shop and I‟ll just take this... 
 
 
Planning for life after prison  
 
Zim had been sent to prison in 1986 for his last armed robbery. He was eligible to apply for 
Parole from 1992 onwards. As is typical for those with „long laggings‟ (extended periods of 
imprisonment), he spent the first few years just getting on with life in prison. The outside 
world, and plans for your return to that seemingly remote and unavailable existence are put 
on hold. Only when the possibility of parole approaches do you allow yourself to think about 
that future in another world. It was 1989 before Zim allowed himself to think about his 
possible release. 
 
Z: And the thing with that, too, is that - like - the self-realisation stuff started to…had 
to start happening.  You know like, I can almost say in the lead up to 1989, it didn‟t 
really matter what I did – well, within reason - as long as I didn‟t go around killing 
anyone in prison, I knew I stood a good chance of getting out. 
 
It was at that point in 1989 that Zim decided he would start looking at what he needed to do 
to be able to get out. Essentially, here, he‟s talking about presenting the right face to the 
Parole Board - like any of us facing an interview for an outcome we desire but have to ask 
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others for. But Zim was also beginning to ask other questions of himself – questions like 
„what do I want to do, what do I want?‟ 
 
Z: Yeah, parole was one thing but it wasn‟t everything.  Like I needed to know what I 
was going to do. I can‟t just go and say, okay I‟m going to get parole, that‟s it, I‟ll find 
a rock and I‟ll stay under that till it passes me over and it will be alright. 
 
 
In 1989, sitting in prison and beginning to think about a post-prison future for the first time, 
Zim was thirty years old, and perhaps a little maturity was creeping into his mind space. He 
could see what he‟d done in the past and where that had led him, but he had never been 
able (or never had the opportunity) to sit down and plan and structure a crime-free future.  
Until this point in his life, the drive within himself to consider the future in that way simply 
hadn‟t been there. 
 
 
Desistance – INvention, not REinvention – of self – new PROJECTION  
 
In this vague and flexible planning for his future, Zim was certainly engaging in what  
Heidegger called „Projection‟ – the process of trying to understand his self “...as the 
projection of possibilities” (Hoy 1993, 176). It is interesting that Zim saw his need as one of 
invention (of „self‟), rather than re-invention. In this view, he is not so much rejecting his past 
as unacceptable as counting it as unacceptable to the society he was going back to. Since 
the „old Zim‟ was forever – in the eyes of some – tainted by his criminal behaviours, Zim 
thought he needed to construct not just a revised, mended, altered, „fixed‟ „Old Zim‟, but a 
completely „new Zim‟ – one that had not been tainted by the old one‟s past. I get the sense 
that Zim has always cherished the core values that lay within his early childhood – the 
values he got from his mother and grandmother. He needed, though - or wanted - to fashion 
something like a new clone – one that included those original core values, but in which 
everything else was „new‟ or untainted. 
 
Z: I want to say reinvent but I also want to call it invent myself.  You know, I can‟t say 
„reinvent‟ because I wasn‟t that before either. I just needed to somehow come up with 
…‟this is who I want to be, this is what I want to do‟…..how best can I do that?  And 
you know, it was getting jobs, believing in myself, learning new things and then being 
comfortable and confident in passing that knowledge on and helping others. 
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Whether we call this process invention or reinvention, it might start with the desire to change 
emanating from within Zim, but the execution of that process depends heavily on 
opportunity. Opportunity, in turn, involves both chance and support – the opportunities you 
find (or are given), and the people you encounter who believe in you. 
 
An example of both opportunity and support, in Zim‟s rehabilitation, came from the doctor 
running the drug rehabilitation program in Adelaide that he was involved in. Zim was 
engaged as a consultant in the interface between the health service and its drug-addicted 
clients, and, on the advice of this mentoring GP(General Practitioner), Zim applied for and 
obtained an ABN (Australian Business Number) – so he could be paid for the work he did as 
a consultant within that health program. 
 
Z: So I had to fill out for an ABN number and I didn‟t even realise - like, probably 
about 13 or 14 months had gone past and he came to me one day and said, „Oh well, 
(he shook my hand) congratulations‟.  And I said „What for?‟  And he said „You‟ve 
owned a small business in Australia for longer than 12 months - you‟re now a 
successful businessman!‟ 
 
This was certainly a fillip to Zim‟s self-esteem – as his mentor had intended. It was an „Aha!‟ 
moment for Zim. He hadn‟t realised that he could view himself as a success in this way. He 
certainly felt that he was quite successful in helping other drug addicts onto the health 
program, he certainly felt that his people-to-people skills were noteworthy, but being able to 
call himself „a successful businessman‟ – well that thought hadn‟t entered his head before. 
He could now put that down on paper – „businessman‟! Okay, he thought, it mightn‟t have 
been run the way the normal business model goes, but he had been successful in keeping it 
going for that amount of time.   
 
Z: Exactly! And it helps - you come to that realisation too, that hey, I can do that! And 
that‟s what I was getting at about inventing yourself or reinventing yourself - you‟re 
creating that person that you want to be and you can be.  You know what I mean? 
 
 
Zim felt that he was finally taking his own future in a direction that he had some control over.  
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Desistance – time, truth, „real‟ listeners and being ready  
 
For any one of us, major life transitions – deliberate changes to the way we behave and 
think – take time. Transitions such as the desistance process take years, not weeks or 
months, and they often involve a number of „failures‟, or relapses into „old ways‟. When Zim 
was regaining and reasserting self-control over his future, he initially had something of a 
hard line towards himself and others in terms of drug relapses. In the counselling work he 
did with other drug addicted persons through the South Australian health program he was 
part of, his clients didn‟t find a soft and continuously forgiving „excuser‟ of their behaviours. 
 
Z: One of the biggest things I noticed and I‟d say at least 85 percent of the clients 
would say „Oh man, finally! Someone to talk to, someone that‟s been there!‟ So I 
used that: I‟d tell them „You can‟t bullshit to me. This is honesty time now. What 
happened before, I don‟t care. You can con all them people who have been to 
university and tell them what you want. Yeah, read the pamphlets and say oh yeah 
I‟ve done this and I‟ve done that and I‟ve done that, I don‟t care. This now comes 
down to your honesty and you. Not me, I‟m there! You want to be there? Come 
along!‟ And that‟s what I used to say to them, I‟ll give you the time, I‟ll stop any time, 
day time, night time, anytime. Ring me up. If you need it, I‟ll give it to you because I 
can. They‟re the things I felt worked best for me. But with relapses, like I was in great 
conflict with the program in South Australia because they were giving people up to 10 
relapse chances. And in the beginning I was a hard arse man. I was like Queensland 
was - one strike and you‟re out! 
 
There was an interesting contrast here between Zim‟s hard line on honesty and commitment 
from his clients, yet, if they were „fair dinkum‟, then he would be available to support them in 
any way, at any time. This level of commitment, though - of certainty about and unwavering 
dedication to a future direction – is quite hard to muster, for most people, most of the time 
(Andersen, Spielman and Bargh 1992). Was Zim‟s quite punitive approach to the personal 
responsibility (of others) for getting off drugs an unreasonably high expectation?  
 
Z: It was - and that‟s what I say - I was hard-line. But then I really had a think about it. 
The more I got to work with drug addicts and understand human behaviour, the more 
I had to pull back from being hard and fast with the „one chance only‟, and I worked 
out in the end that I was comfortable with three. So the first one was acceptable. 
Acceptable. You‟ve just come out of something heavy that‟s probably been your life 
so it‟s totally acceptable...Second time, what is the problem, what is the issue? Let‟s 
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deal with it! Third time...you‟re really not ready yet because if you were ready we 
would still be at stage two (dealing with the problem).  
 
This modified, but still somewhat hard-line approach isn‟t about sentiments like a lack of 
forgiveness. Rather, it is, for Zim, about the lack of commitment to change almost 
guaranteeing „failure‟ – relapse. This does raise the question, though, of how we encourage 
people out of such repeated „failure‟ – how do people find the personal strength to „try again‟ 
if they are rejected as „not ready to be serious‟ about addressing change? 
 
 
Desistance and the importance of second chances and encouragement 
 
Zim‟s work with reforming drug addicts in South Australia was definitely part of his own „self-
repair‟. This is the process I referred to earlier as „witnessing‟ – the personally cathartic effect 
of helping others to help themselves. He did (during this period in the late 1990s, early 
2000s) maintain his relatively hard-line stance of „only come to me if you‟re ready to change‟, 
but he certainly had some success with this approach. 
 
He maintains that, for him, it wasn‟t hard work – that was done by the people he was helping 
through their addiction - but he was successful on five different occasions in helping his 
clients escape re-imprisonment on breech of parole conditions charges. This would not have 
happened in the Queensland courts of that time, Zim maintains, but the South Australian 
courts would, he said, listen to reasoned argument about reasonably positive progress that 
his clients had been showing. It was that evidence of reasonable progress that Zim could 
present before those courts. 
 
Because Zim developed a quite personal connection with his clients, he was able to 
accurately document the things that were happening in their lives. He didn‟t just see them for 
an interview in an office once a week – he saw them at odd times, and in all the places they 
inhabited – however odd or not.  
 
Z: So I‟d present with them and I‟d say, well this is what we‟ve been doing over the 
last six months, this is all the documentation.  I‟ve got this, you know, if you want to 
go through it - who they‟ve been seeing and hanging with.  As far as I‟m concerned 
they‟ve been doing the right thing among our team and this is our assessment and 
this is the way that we look at it.  We believe you know, in a sense…Julie‟s 
(pseudonym) been really trying, you know, like, look at the visits she‟s been having 
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with her children, they‟ve increased over time because her drug taking has been 
moving down.  She hasn‟t been hanging out at the shopping centre with all the other 
guys, doing shoplifting, doing drugs and things like that. She‟s been attending the 
TAFE and library and doing these courses. So we could document that. 
 
Crucially – and this is what the courts took notice of – this wasn‟t hearsay information. 
Because Zim‟s approach was an „on-the-streets‟ one, and because he could move freely and 
openly in the sub-section of the social structure that drug addicts inhabit, his testimony about 
the successes of his clients carried an impressive credibility. Just as importantly, for the 
courts, Zim was embedded in a formal health reform process, and so had the formal 
reporting structures that could back up his verbal assertions about his clients. The second 
(and more) chances he could gain for his clients made significant differences to the 
progression of their paths to desistance. 
 
 
But did this approach work for all? This is where Zim‟s „hard line‟ appears: 
 
Z: See, look - I probably was approached by about 17 of them, but I only did 5 of 
them and it comes back to what I said earlier on - honesty.  If I felt they weren‟t 
honest, I‟d tell them, you know?  I‟d say, no, I feel like you‟re pissing in my pocket 
man! You know, if we go there, it doesn‟t matter what I say, you‟re going to be 
fucked.  So think about it, I‟m telling you now, I‟ll put the time in, but what you‟re 
telling me, I can‟t change it. So you‟re not going to change it. You‟re telling me you 
actually did this and you have no remorse and you don‟t give a fuck?  Man, I can‟t 
save you because you‟re not saving yourself, you know?  So it comes back, and 
that‟s what I say, they are doing the hard work, I‟ll be able to save them if they‟re 
putting the hard work in. 
 
 
The problem of the „criminal stigmata‟  
 
I asked Zim how he dealt with the problems his clients faced on a day-to-day basis. What 
were those problems, how were they manifested, and how did he try to help them deal with 
them? Zim said that he would workshop problems as they came up in conversation, and 
gave an example: 
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Z: „John‟ went into a shop and he spat at and kicked the chip stand over because 
they served a woman before him. He felt that they didn‟t serve him because he‟s a 
criminal. Well John, sorry, but they don‟t know you‟re a criminal unless you told them.  
 
John didn‟t have it written on his forehead, he was just over-reacting. However, he certainly 
felt that the label was screaming out to the world that he was undesirable, dangerous, to be 
avoided, to be shunned. The stigmata of criminality is something that is interpreted from the 
slightest hesitation on the part of others. The shop attendant in this situation may have 
simply not paid attention to who was „next to be served‟, or may have even deliberately 
served the other person first because she/he thought that person looked more needy, or 
even more friendly. John‟s reaction, though, came from his certain conviction that this action 
on the store attendant‟s part was because he was „obviously a criminal‟.  
 
Zim‟s approach was to examine this paranoid reaction with John. He could also share with 
John his own earlier feelings along the same lines. With his Rastafarian looks, Zim has long 
been used to feeling the judgement of others, whether such judgement was always present 
or not. Zim was engaging his clients in a discourse about their perceptions of how others 
perceive them – a discourse that his clients probably wouldn‟t have accepted from university 
trained „professionals‟. 
 
Along with this recounting of the success of this approach, Zim expressed some 
disappointment – a disappointment I share with him – that this strategy for the development 
of discourse with desistance clients has been (and continues to be) somewhat neglected: 
 
Z: Yeah, yeah. This… because I thought it would go and grow and turn into what 
we‟re talking about now, where we could take groups now and work with them on 
that restorative nature in that sense.  
 
If the economic rationalists hadn‟t taken over the world of corrections, we might have. 
Restorative Justice theory and practice dovetails straight in here, of course. If we (our 
„correctional‟ systems) had explored Restorative Justice as a basis for release programs, 
and included involvement of the community in the restoration of ex-offenders to social 
responsibility, then we would have entered into such discourses. But we haven‟t gone down 
that track because we have governments, everywhere, that believe that it is simply easier to 
„get tough on crime‟.  
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Interestingly, Zim challenged my ready pessimism about change in rehabilitative policy being 
the „fault‟ of the politicians. He swung the responsibility right back to „all of us‟. 
 
Z: Oh no - I‟m going to stop you there and say no, it‟s not Governments, Rob. It‟s all 
of us people that have been afraid to take it to the government in that sense. You 
know what I mean? Like yes, the government will say that, but Peter Beattie (the then 
Queensland Premier) bloody told me he was going to sew the rain clouds. You know 
why he‟s not going to do that now? I seriously believe that someone said that‟s a 
really bad idea Peter, what you need is to have the special clouds and they‟ve got to 
contain this and that in them, scientifically we looked at it and it‟s not going to work. 
So now he doesn‟t bring that up anymore, he talks about other things. And what I‟m 
getting at is if the idea is good, it‟s presentable, it‟s workable, it‟s suitable to their 
financial situation.  
 
From this point of view, the problem is not the jaded politician, it‟s how to get the ear of that 
politician – and that, says Zim, is our – individual and collective – responsibility.  
 
Z: Exactly. Yes. See, so we‟re logging ourselves out and using that as an excuse.  
 
Discussion about whose responsibility the creation of meaningful discourse is brought Zim 
and I back to considering how „rehabilitation‟ programs in prisons were, in the main, 
ineffective. Largely ineffective, said Zim, but not totally – there were some things that were 
„picked up‟. 
 
Z: Look, I‟ve sat through a lot of these programs, and I‟d probably say, for eighty 
percent of them, I jumped through hoops. The others that I feel I didn‟t jump through 
hoops I‟m only going to say I probably picked up 15 percent of what I wanted to hear 
out of their talking. When I think about it, I mean it‟s even like, you asked me the 
question a few interviews ago - how do I, what do I feel drove me to get into this 
counselling type work (in South Australia)? When I think back to the prison time, I 
can‟t think of anybody singularly...I can‟t credit a single incident...where I went „yeah - 
that really hit me!‟ and from that point on I started thinking about and looking at my 
future. There doesn‟t seem to be any key there... 
 
So does this mean that, for Zim, there was no „Aha‟ moment along the lines of Leibrich‟s 
(1993) study – no remembered point or experience in time from which a definitive resolution 
about change emanates? No - bearing Leibrich out, Zim does remember a moment around 
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which his long process of personal change can be seen to pivot – it just didn‟t come from 
any rehabilitation program or rehabilitation professional in Zim‟s prison experience.  
 
 
 
Zim‟s turning point -  in prison  
 
Z: My turning point was having a shot of heroin, looking at the others and going, 
„Fuck! There must be something better!‟ 
 
This was in prison, at the start of Zim‟s last and very lengthy sentence.  
 
Z: And that was my turning point. But it was like the seed popped, it started to grow - 
if I want to have a tree of knowledge I have to put the knowledge in there. If I just 
want firewood, I don‟t have to do nothing, just let it grow and it drops off and I can 
have a fire - its okay.  
 
This was a wonderful analogy. Zim had realised that the future was his to change, and that is 
the beginning of change (Bandura 1982). One caveat here, though – although Zim could see 
this point in his life as a change pivot, this was a retrospective analysis that emerged from 
our dyadic discourse – from the talking space we created in the development of this thesis.  
 
Z: So I sort of made that my point of change - but that‟s only a hindsight point. When 
I look back I can think, yeah - from then on I started gathering knowledge. I don‟t 
know why, but it was at that point I thought there must be something else.  
 
From that point on, Zim was looking for explanation – for information or interpretation that 
would help him understand himself, and help him to envisage a future that didn‟t involve 
more drugs, more crime and more imprisonment.  
 
 
Desistance, milestones, timelines – change is a long-term process  
 
At the point in his life when he was sitting down to discuss his life journey with me, Zim was 
quite satisfied with the progress he had made. He had been out of prison (by 2007, when our 
discourse started) for a little bit over fifteen years, having served nearly that long in prison 
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before then. This was a substantial journey we were discussing – both in terms of time and 
of resocialisation. But, again, there‟s a caveat to this quite substantial transformation. 
 
Z: Yeah, I‟ve eventually got to this...this stage now where I feel that I‟m in total control 
of my path and where I‟m going and how I‟m taking on the transitions, and to me 
that‟s the important thing. But if I really want to take it back to when I was first 
released on parole and they didn‟t do this and they didn‟t do that and they didn‟t 
accept that and because of my intelligence they didn‟t… you know what I mean? I 
feel that there were times lost back then that might have, might have…  
 
This is not really regret on Zim‟s part, or even complaint – it is merely statement. With a 
different input from the „rehabilitative services‟ he was subject to (both in prison and on 
parole), he could have made ground earlier that actually took him a longer-than-could-have-
been time to make.  
 
The crux of Zim‟s argument here is that the personal change he was undertaking - the long-
term process of personal change - was one that could have probably been accelerated by 
the creation of a deliberate, targeted and consistent discourse on that change.   
 
Z: Yeah and I‟ll use this word - they were using me to go around and do talks and 
things like that. So they had judged me as having high intelligence so there was a lot 
of mid-level things that I didn‟t have to do in that sense. Yes, it worked, but then, 
there were a lot of other things that, I don‟t know...had they tried harder, things could 
have been even more different... 
  
Zim was being used by corrective services in Queensland, whilst he was on his last parole, 
in several brief programs that fell under the „talked straight‟ umbrella (Kenemore and Roldan 
2006). Zim and several other „successfully rehabilitated‟ ex-offenders were being used as 
public examples of corrective services success – they were invited to talk to juveniles who 
were at risk of following paths that were leading to detention and then prison. Zim did enjoy 
doing this. He did feel that it was worthwhile – for the young people he would briefly see, and 
perhaps influence in some positive way. He received many „pats on the back‟ for these 
efforts, and they were definitely „brownie points‟ on his parole record (although I really don‟t 
think he cared much about that).  
 
What these experiences weren‟t, though, was discussed at length. There was no systematic, 
deliberately constructed effort to create - for and with Zim and his fellow „examples‟ – a 
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discourse around what was happening with these „witnessing‟ programs. There was an 
insufficient talking space created around these parts of Zim‟s life. That, I think, is what Zim 
meant when he said that there were „times lost‟ in the timeline of his long-term desistance 
process – times for accelerated change that could have been, if enough attention had been 
paid to the importance of discourses about change as it happens.  
 
Z: ...obviously having flexible timelines (for change) doesn‟t mean it‟s an endless 
timeline, but you can work towards (a goal) and at least if you‟re working towards, 
you know, things mightn‟t move for two years, but...it‟s almost like me coming to see 
you - six months ago something might have happened but I‟m only realising it now 
and I go „Oh wow, this is what‟s happening, this is what‟s going on!‟ I think that‟s 
great because I do have someone to talk to about it. But if you‟re out there in 
isolation and you‟re doing it, you might recognise some things have changed but 
because you can‟t bounce it or talk about it, you don‟t get the full feel of it, the full 
understanding.  
 
 
Have we all underestimated the importance of the hermeneutic discourse of Dasein? 
 
 
 
********************************** 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
At the beginning of this thesis journey, I was alert to the ontological complexity of human 
existence, and wary of becoming absorbed in a quest to „explain‟ criminality and the 
cessation of criminality, or „criminal desistance‟. Yet despite this best intention, I was 
concomitantly absorbed by an underlying imperative to reach some end point – some 
„conclusion‟ about how individuals „give up‟ crime. Overcoming this desire to „scientifically 
explain‟ has been the hardest task in my co-journeying with the storytellers I have walked, 
talked and thought with on the journey of this thesis. I have endeavoured to elucidate 
something of the emic perspective that my five storytellers have of their own life journeys, 
and their own words are the vehicles I have used to this end. Necessarily, though, since this 
is a doctoral thesis, my own etic perspective has intruded at every moment of interpretation. 
The stories the reader absorbs of these five lives are primarily my interpretations – my 
versions of the meanings gleaned from the extensive hermeneutic circling undertaken 
through each life continuum. 
 
So what have I concluded about „criminal desistance‟ from several years of reconstructing 
and reinterpreting, with my respondents, the stories of their desistance journeys? In the end, 
it seems, people don‟t „change‟ – they are change. „Desistance‟ is a journey, not a „road to 
Damascus‟ conversion. It does involve deliberate choice, it needs the support of 
unconditional positive regard, and it is related to maturation. 
 
The salient focus for the analysis of any life, as all the literature on life narrative, 
psychobiography and hermeneutics reminds us, is the „long story‟ – the examination and re-
examination of a life as one unbroken unity. All of our past is always in our present, powering 
our reactions, choices, decisions and thoughts at any moment. As Smythe et al (2008, para 
7) suggested, “Everything from our past lies within the soil from which thinking arises and 
bears fruit.” The past is not „behind‟ us, it is us. We are - at any point between our temporal 
beginning and end - in a timeless continuum rather than at a singular point in time. 
 
There is an interesting analogy between the story of our physical bodies over time and the 
story of our psyches (or self) over time. In the same way that much of our body is only ever a 
few years old – the cells in most of our various organs have an average chronological age of 
10 to 15 years (Spalding et al 2005) – so our conscious psychological self is continually 
refurbished by our ongoing hermeneutic circling through various details of our existence. The 
body we have now is not the body we had a decade ago – and the „self‟ we are consciously 
aware of now is not the self we „were‟ a decade ago. Our perception of our own ontological 
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reality is often that we exist largely unchanged over time and that, if there is something in our 
past that we dislike about our self, then that element of self is in the past, and does not need 
to be counted as relevant to our present or our future.  
 
Spalding et al (2005) also noted that some of our brain cells are as old as our chronological 
age, and that most of those new cells that continually repopulate various parts of our bodies 
replicate the damage already done to the older cells that have been replaced (because the 
cells might be new, but the chromosomes aren‟t). In a similar way, perhaps it is more 
accurate to say of our psyches that time keeps recasting the self. Our present self will 
always be a psychological evolution of the past – a „new‟ self that mirrors and repeats much 
of the „old‟ self, shifting and recolouring the old image in slight ways. The „chromosomes‟ of 
the psyche, if you like, are the experiences of our pasts, and echoes of the damaged old self 
are the „epigenetic‟ influence on our „new‟ self. 
 
If this point is intuitively hard to grasp, all we need do is remind ourselves that we can, at any 
moment, stop being in the moment, and instantaneously transport ourselves, within our 
thoughts, to any remembered past experience, place, time, and feeling – whether prompted 
to that recall by individual, deliberative effort or by any sounds, smells, words, or scenes 
thrown at us by any part of our environment. All animals carry with them, in their present, the 
sum total of their lived past learning, but humans, it seems, are possessed of an additional 
ability – given, probably, by the evolution of the neocortex – to feel the past, instantaneously, 
in the present. In that very real (but paradoxically abstract) moment, the past and the present 
are one. This past-in-the-present is an almost continual facet of all our lived lives. To attempt 
to convince ourselves and others that we can live apart from our past is to ignore the quite 
obvious reality of life as an evolving continuity.   
 
If life is an evolving continuity, then there can never be a conveniently „boxed‟, labelled, 
sufficient explanation of any life‟s path – not even at any path‟s end. There can, though, be 
any number of hermeneutic explorations of the metaphorical pavers, stones, bits of concrete, 
dirt, tree-roots, grass and any other „element‟ or subset of that path‟s concatenated 
continuity between its beginning and end. Our lives are a continuum, but our minds are 
temporally locked to moments of conceptualisation. It is only through the relaxation of our 
preoccupation with finding explanation (which tends towards universality) that we may find 
understanding (which is always partial, incomplete and limited). The constructivist-
interpretivist process of hermeneutically circling through and through life stories - the 
methodology of this thesis - is a journey rich in discovery, but necessarily never „complete‟. It 
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is on such journeys of incomplete understanding that I and my five thesis storytellers 
embarked. 
 
Research Questions 
 
This thesis began with four research questions: 
 
i. At the level of individual, emic experience, what does criminal desistance mean?  
ii. Are there commonalities of experience in the desistance transition that emerge from 
the hermeneutic exploration of individual life paths? 
iii. What importance do desisters attach to the role of relationships, employment and 
maturation in the desistance process? 
iv. What is the role of philosophical self-enquiry in the path to desistance? 
 
It is time to attempt to address those questions directly, in light of the hermeneutic circling 
through the five respondents‟ stories that have provided the body of this thesis. 
 
(i) Emic definition of „criminal desistance‟ 
 
Before defining criminal desistance, of course, one must start with the notion that there is 
some established pattern of „criminal behaviour‟ that one can „desist from‟. D („Damaged 
Man‟) asserted that this notion was irrelevant to his case and his life. He had, he said, 
nothing to desist from, since there was no established pattern of offending in his life. His 
relationship, thirty years ago, with a juvenile, had been classified as a legal offence – “Ergo, I 
am a criminal”. Yet D has lived his life as influenced by „branding‟ as the other four 
respondents in this thesis. 
 
The „branding‟ I‟m referring to here, of course, is psychological branding, and it exists 
primarily in the mind of those labelled „criminal‟. Historically, the practice of branding was the 
state-enforced burning of a brand onto some part of the physical body of a slave or criminal. 
It was used in various countries and in various forms from Roman times, but disappeared 
from most jurisdictions by the 1800s (Bentley 1998). The scarification of the body (whether 
on the hand, face, or other body part) produced by the red-hot branding iron left an indelible 
mark on the recipient, and was intended to literally mark the offender for the rest of his or her 
life. (This practice is similar to, but different from, the tribal practice of body marking or 
scarification – the difference, of course, centres on voluntarism). 
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Many contemporary offenders feel that they are „branded‟ by their prison experience. They 
feel that they bear the metaphorical but psychologically obvious mark of „the criminal‟. They 
feel constantly judged by others – that they may „look like‟ criminals, or that others may 
assume that they are dangerous, untrustworthy, and to be avoided. 
 
D has felt branded - or rather, feared branding - all his life. Yet while he has looked like he 
has long feared or loathed the possible branding of „criminal‟, it is more likely the pejorative 
label of „poofter‟ that he has long rebelled against. This seems to be primarily an internalised 
labelling (or branding) that he has applied to himself (although his imprisonment experience 
undoubtedly contributed to a cementing of that internalised labelling). As he said, he knew, 
by age 11, that he was homosexual – although he didn‟t, at that age, have either a label or 
an explanation for the difference that he felt. This is why his father‟s outburst of „you little 
poofter‟ has so rankled with him, all his life. It was a label applied at a point in his life when 
he had no explanation for his feelings, and no person or place to go to to work through those 
feelings. In such a state of philosophical confusion, the dismissive, pejorative label of 
„poofter‟ cut deep into his developing psyche, leaving a scar that still irritates him, four 
decades later. 
 
Does this mean that D‟s emic interpretation of his own life suggests that he hasn‟t come to 
terms with his homosexuality? Certainly not! He most definitely feels that he long ago (as a 
young man in the Navy) came to understand his own sexuality, and that he has long been as 
comfortable with that part of his psyche as any other person. What I think he hasn‟t come to 
terms with are his feelings (fears, even – though he would vociferously deny such an 
interpretation) that his family still see him as a „poofter‟. He steadfastly refuses to discuss 
this with any of them, and proclaims that he simply doesn‟t care what any of his family 
members think of him. Is there an allegory here? Is D‟s claim to not care for or about his 
family members an allegorical reflection (Miller 1987, 2001) of an early childhood „message 
received‟ (or interpreted) that he was not cared about? Did the „poofter‟ outburst from his 
father hugely exacerbate a damage already done? Despite our extensive conversations 
about much of his life, there will undoubtedly be aspects and experiences of various facets 
of D‟s life that he and I have not discussed. Is there an early seat of personal dismissal, an 
interpretation that he was not loved, valued, or cared for that we have missed? The assertion 
that „I don‟t care what they think about me‟ may be an allegorical reflection of „I learned, long 
ago, that they didn‟t care about me‟. 
 
In terms of an emic projection of personal progression through criminal desistance, D is clear 
– he committed one crime, and is therefore a criminal. He served his time in prison, and has 
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therefore paid his debt to society. He determined, from the point of his arrest and conviction, 
that he would never again put another person (or himself) in such a position of illegality. In 
that sense, his assertion that he had nothing to desist from makes sense. Brame, Bushway 
and Paternoster (2003, 423) suggested that “in general terms, criminal desistance refers to a 
cessation of criminal activity among those who have offended in the past”. In that sense, D 
became a criminal desister on the day he was arrested. He has held to his personal vow to 
never again put himself or others in such a position. Rather than „instantaneous criminal 
desistance‟, though, D would simply label his actions as a mistake – one that he would not 
repeat. Yet even if D did have nothing to desist from, he has lived his life acting like a 
criminal desister – hiding parts of himself and his past from others, constantly wary of 
investing trust in others, and keeping the secrets of his soul quite largely to himself. When 
part of the self becomes labelled (branded) as „unacceptable – under any circumstances‟, 
any one of us will seek to hide that part of self. 
 
 
Unlike D, P („Paul‟) does see himself as a criminal who has an established, illegal behaviour 
pattern to desist from. P‟s emic view of desistance dispenses with the traditional view of 
point-in-time desistance decisions, viewing desistance as a constant, daily choice: “There 
isn‟t a day in the last 13 years that I couldn‟t have been arrested”. Desistance, for P, is a 
deliberate, conscious, and always potentially rejectable choice – more a constant state of 
being than a turning-point change. How does he keep, then, from „lapsing‟, or simply giving 
up trying not to offend? 
  
P: The only thing that stops me from going back to jail is that I just don‟t see any 
sense in creating another victim. That‟s it. That‟s the only thing.  
 
Such a conscious, rational, daily choice to not create another victim has to be firmly rooted in 
empathy – and yet an evolved-over-time empathy would seem to be a strange state of the 
soul for someone like P, who has been so horrifically abused. P was not shown empathy by 
his direct carers in his childhood. He had no adult (or even an older peer) to confirm for him 
that the gross physical and psychological abuse he was suffering at his mother‟s hand was 
unfair. Instead – and despite the disagreement of this idea with normative concepts of 
empathy – Paul seems to have become his own empathic listener. In 1984, at age 38, and in 
prison, Paul became his own confidant, his own listener, his own support, when he sat for 
that month and did little else but write his life story. It was a purgative and therapeutic 
process – he wrote down what he remembered about his life, trying, I think, to be rational 
and non-emotional about the extreme physical and psychological abuse he was recounting. 
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The emotion, though, must have raged through his mind, and – being in prison – he shared 
those thoughts with no-one. That must have been a hell revisited.  
 
Prison, in the 1980s, was a place (and it still is today) where no secrets of the self were to be 
revealed. Any personal information or expression of the self was seen as ammunition to be 
potentially used against you, or as an expression of weakness, or both. P told no-one what 
he was doing, and he showed no-one what he wrote (and this was a substantial document – 
biro on foolscap writing pad, probably one hundred pages long). He wrote in secrecy. How 
he hid the documents from the prying eyes of both staff and inmates, I don‟t know, and P 
didn‟t say, but he had, by then, almost three decades of prison behind him, so he knew how 
to hide secrets. 
 
When he was released from prison he did show someone that document – he gave it to his 
parents, and they both read it. In fact, they sat and read it out loud to each other, one page 
each at a time. It must have been a journey of significant difficulty for both of them, since it 
documented gross parental and human failures on both their parts. The catharsis of this 
experience for all three of them, though, was somewhat truncated – very little in-depth 
discussion between any of them followed. P‟s mother seems to have been prompted by his 
narrative to go off and explore (indeed, to write) her own early life narrative, exploring her 
own childhood abuse at the hands of her own mother. She doesn‟t seem to have connected 
that this was the seat of her own horrendous abuse of her son. Rather (from what P has 
said) she wallowed in her own childhood pain, but gained no insight from the experience. 
She seems to have never offered P any apology for the endless, irrational beatings she 
rained down on him. 
 
P‟s father – always, to my mind, although not P‟s – a man who avoided his personal 
responsibilities towards his children, seems to have simply absorbed the details of P‟s 
abuse, perhaps offered a vague apology, then put it all in the „doesn‟t matter because it‟s 
past‟ memory category. No attempt seems to have been made to explore how his mother‟s 
abuse and his father‟s neglect of his situation affected P. Perhaps, in the absence of any 
structured counselling for any or all three of them, this opportunity to explore each others‟ 
feelings about past life was simply glossed over – too hard to contemplate too deeply. 
 
For P, the desistance journey has been (and continues to be, daily) a quite singular 
undertaking. In his late forties, P made a conscious and deliberate decision to not act 
criminally – he chose not to create another victim. Criminality is a potential that he has kept - 
voluntarily, deliberately, consciously - in check since then. If P is consciously choosing to not 
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create more victims, does this indicate that he has learned empathy – despite its absence 
from his psychological environment in his first two decades? 
 
P: It‟s really senseless to negatively influence anybody else‟s life with anything one 
does, really - the less you have to do with other people, probably, the better it is. 
 
Is this a case of „do no harm‟? 
 
P: Just have no effect - positive, negative or otherwise. Half the people I say hello to 
fucking run the other way, anyway, so why bother trying? That‟s backed up by people 
like my ex-wife, who can‟t be reasonable in interactions, to the degree that we can‟t 
live together…and that‟s alright - that‟s her way of saying, „we can‟t do this…‟, so she 
behaves in a certain way that pushes me away - but it‟s the same thing…So, I‟ve 
been trained to survive, on my own. 
 
There, encapsulated in just eight words, is the essence of P‟s existence – „I‟ve been trained 
to survive, on my own‟. From hiding under his parent‟s house, or jumping the back fence, or 
repeatedly escaping from juvenile detention – for all of his formative years, P had to learn to 
survive on his own, because there were no advocates who looked out for his interests.   
 
 
Phil‟s emic perspective of his desistance journey is, of course, different again (from the 
perspectives of the other storytellers) – his progression can be summarised as primarily one 
of maturation. When he went to prison in 2000, at the age of 42, he was still enveloped in the 
criminal counter-culture. As he remarked, when he got out after just one year in prison, he 
had a „joint‟ in the car in the prison car park as his mate picked him up, then went straight 
back into his former drug-selling life. However, just three years later, when he went back to 
prison again (this time for the more serious charge of the importation of drugs), he had 
started to question his own life journey. Then, when he had to ring his mother from prison to 
tell her what had happened, something changed: 
 
Phil: When I rang mum from the watch house, and I said, „mum, I‟m in the watch 
house and I‟ve just got three and a half years‟. The sound in her voice was 
something I never ever want to hear again for the rest of my life! It was just…I can‟t 
describe it. There was virtually no emotion in her voice…it was just, like, rock bottom.  
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That disappointment in his mother‟s voice shook Phil to his soul. She didn‟t criticise him, or 
rebuke him, or withdraw her support, but her fatigue with his „troubled‟ life was something he 
felt deep responsibility for – something he‟d known for some time, but probably not 
acknowledged to himself before. 
 
There were two other elements of maturation evident in Phil‟s self-contemplation at this point 
in his life – his confrontation with the federal drug police, and an emerging realisation that 
growing old in prison wasn‟t an attractive prospect. At the time of his second arrest on drug 
charges, Phil still had local contacts with the Brisbane police he had long been interacting 
with. It was almost as if there was a game between him and them – a game where he‟d 
occasionally be caught, get a minor charge, then get back to his comfortable life where he 
didn‟t care about anything. He could call in a favour if he needed to. But on the occasion of 
this more major arrest by federal police, the „game‟ had changed: 
 
Phil: I realised that this was a new game to a different set of rules.  It was like going 
from high school to university.  The Federal Police did the raid, but all the paperwork 
was done by the Australian Crime Commission, Australian Federal Police, and the 
Australian Security Intelligence Service - ASIS, not ASIO. They were the people who 
organised the actual home intercepts (his telephone had been tapped) because 
Federal police have technical people, but ASIS has REALLY technical people. 
 
The efficiency and thoroughness of the Federal Police introduced Phil to a different world – 
there no „local escape clauses‟ here. Further, this time, his solicitor informed him that he 
faced a possible 7 to 25 years in prison. A large percentage of Phil‟s life looked like 
disappearing before his eyes. The „old world‟ of easy money from drugs, with „tame‟ local 
police who promised no great consequences for Phil‟s illegal „business‟ was suddenly and 
rudely questioned. This was the beginning of a turning point in the way Phil interpreted his 
own life – a point in his lifetime where Leibrich (1993) would suggest Phil‟s life trajectory 
altered. 
 
By the time he was in prison for the second time, Phil was also becoming more aware that 
the prison yard reflected his future – a future he‟d begun to question: 
 
P: Like, you walk in and see all the old blokes in their 60s and 70s walking 
around…they‟re not even all lifers – some of them come in and do 3 months, then 9 
months later they‟ll come back in and do another 3 months…you know, stupid, stupid 
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little things like frauds or the eighteenth drink-driving charge, or whatever. And I 
started thinking, „Do I want to be like them?‟ 
 
This was not quite an „aha!‟ moment for Phil, but it was an identifiable time point that marked 
a major shift in his thinking about himself. It led him to choosing to go, if not „straight‟, then 
certainly „less crooked‟ in future. From his mother‟s deep fatigue in disappointment, to his 
encounter with a police force that was exacting and „unbuyable‟, to the thought of the waste 
of growing old in prison, Phil had begun to change. „Maturation‟ is probably a good way to 
describe the way that Phil‟s self-analysis and self-perception was moving. 
 
 
Zim‟s early adolescent rebelliousness, in the absence of male parental guidance, escalated 
into deviancy, then – in the enveloping haze of drugs – into the serious criminal world of 
bank robbery. The self-assuredness that sprang from his mother‟s unwavering valuing of him 
grew into a remarkable ability to cross personal, tribal, cultural and political boundaries – 
Zim, in a parallel world, might be a diplomat (and a very good one). Travelling, though, down 
that unguided path that led to prison, it took some years for genuine self-awareness to 
emerge.  
 
For Zim, „criminal desistence‟ is simply critical awareness. Until his last bank robbery (in the 
early 1980s), which involved a „shoot-out‟ with the police, Zim had been living an almost 
adolescent life – even in his mid-twenties, bank robbery was still somewhere between a 
game and a snub to a society that had never really made a place for him. He had always 
used a loaded gun on his robberies, but never before discharged it. On this last robbery, 
when the police gave chase, shots were exchanged. Zim was caught, of course, and 
sentenced to twelve years in prison, but this was his turning-point. He realised how lucky he 
was to have not wounded or killed anyone in the exchange of gunfire. 
 
Zim: I‟m so grateful to my ancestors and everyone that watches over me that I was 
able to go into that and then out of that without even killing a cop. Had I killed a cop, 
I‟d still be in prison.  
 
This was what Leibrich (1993) would term a significant „zig‟ or „zag‟ in Zim‟s life path. His 
decision to use his gun was prompted by the serious physical abuse the police had meted 
out to him just before his last robbery. They had beaten him in an attempt to get confessions 
from him (without result) and he had decided then that if they were going to „play rough‟, 
then he would, too - hence the „shoot-out‟. Up until that gunfire exchange situation, though, 
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life was something of a fantasy for Zim – it was only after his arrest on this occasion that he 
realised the very real consequences that would have flowed if his actions had resulted in a 
death at his hands. This was, essentially, a point-in-time of insight – a point where he saw, 
quite starkly, his own existential responsibility for his actions in the world; a point from which 
he observed the world in a different way.  
 
Desistence, for Zim, was not a process, or some external force that remoulded his thinking – 
rather, it was a decision.  
 
Zim: I didn‟t give up crime - I just stopped being a criminal.  
 
In realising that he could have – very nearly did – kill someone, he had perhaps seen that his 
life to that point had been something of a game, and that the continuation of conflict (with 
society, with the police) could only go in one direction – it could only result in increasing 
harm in all directions. Zim also realised, at this point, that no-one else was going to „pull him 
out‟ of this situation – to continue to live as a „criminal‟ would be to consciously tread down a 
path of exponentially rising strife and consequences. So he chose – consciously, deliberately 
– to stop „being a criminal‟. He chose to learn how to live legally – something he had spent 
his life, to that point, not learning. 
 
Zim: Living my life differently for a start...I had to learn a whole lot of (new) coping 
mechanisms before I gave up my old („criminal‟) style of life...I had to learn a whole 
lot of new ways of coping and dealing with things...there was a whole lot of new 
learning. 
 
Zim notes, significantly, that he didn‟t do that learning whilst in prison doing his „last bit of 
time‟ – he had to learn the skills he needed to live a legal life when he got out. In prison, he 
had long before learned how to live as a „prison gangsta‟ – someone who worked the formal 
and informal systems in prisons to his own end. For the duration of his final prison sentence, 
he saw „the system‟ for what it was – an alien society where the rules and protocols were the 
antithesis to the rules and protocols of the outside world. When asked about the 
transferability of his prison-learned skills to the outside world, Zim had a distinct reply: 
 
Zim: Oh, non-applicable. Just did not apply whatsoever. And if you applied what you 
learned in prison, you wouldn‟t break the cycle. You wouldn‟t break the cycle if you 
still practiced them - and I feel that they were some of the major things that I had to 
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come to terms with: that this (the „outside‟) is different. And I guess that‟s the thing - 
it worked well for me because I wanted difference in my life at that time.  
 
There, encapsulated in that last remark, is the essence of the change in thinking that had 
resulted from the „shoot-out‟ incident – Zim hadn‟t „given up crime‟, he had simply begun to 
desire a different life. Sometimes, „maturity‟ and the understanding of existential 
responsibility (whether one has the terminology or not) comes in a rush. 
 
 
Bernie‟s perception of criminal desistance is understandably „very Bernie‟ – he would say 
that „desistance‟ is the wrong concept to question – he did what he did and there were 
consequences that others imposed on him for those behaviours. He would also assert that, 
rather than changing his views and beliefs about the „rightness‟ or „wrongness‟ of his actions, 
he simply changed the way he waged war with the world – he swapped the metaphorical 
sword (the gun) for the pen. From 1976, when Bernie was in the NSW Katingal supermax 
prison, writing his first (and award-winning) play, to his use of the pen to challenge legal 
decisions against him within the prison system, to his later studying of journalism and his 
eventual publication of his book „Intractable‟ (which was an insider‟s account of the 
maximum security isolation prisons-within-prisons in NSW and Queensland during the late 
twentieth century), Bernie was „fighting the system‟. The lifetime transition for Bernie has not 
been from criminal to non-criminal, but from fist-fighter to writer. 
 
There were two essential things that Bernie realised writing could do for him that the normal 
prison response of fighting physically couldn‟t. The first was a matter of breadth of exposure 
for a cause: 
 
Bernie: Like, if I belt a screw on the chin, it stays within the prison system. But if I 
write a letter to the Civil Liberties Council, or the European Court of Justice, I‟m 
spreading my word internationally – it goes outside the system, from a prison cell, via 
an aerogram! 
 
The second was a matter of rights – and rights, as Bernie perceived them, were all that he 
ever fought for: 
 
Bernie: My writing started off as an antagonism – they‟d bagged me (the press – the 
false rape accusation) - they‟d not only hit me, they‟d verballed me! They told a lie 
about me, and I wasn‟t going to cop that! So it just progressed from there. When they 
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brought the law into it, and said, „You‟re just a crim, you‟ve got no legal rights‟, I said, 
„Well fuck that, I‟m entitled to legal rights‟, so I fought back! So it was just a continual 
battle. But THIS time, I wasn‟t battling with my fists – I was battling with a pen and 
paper and a typewriter! 
 
There are four basic themes to Bernie‟s life – abandonment, fighting, escape and 
storytelling. Abandonment came primarily from his mother (paradoxically, since he was the 
child his mother „kept‟), in the form of both her weekend binge-drinking and her refusal to tell 
Bernie of his father and sister. Fighting was something that Bernie was rewarded for at an 
early age (in the Police Boys‟ Club), and something that he learned was a basic means of 
communication within institutions of incarceration. Escape was something Bernie did when 
cornered in some way. When the pressure got too great, and too many individuals or 
bureaucrats thwarted his objectives, frustration and anger (righteous indignation, from 
Bernie‟s point of view) moved him to either attempt escape bodily (for example, from 
prisons) or metaphorically (by „blowing up‟, as when he set fire to his own cell in prison). 
Such escape attempts were, of course, metaphorical representations of the injustices he felt 
were committed against him (Miller 1984). Storytelling, though, was something that was 
always „within‟ Bernie – the raconteur was there from the start, and it helped Bernie develop 
his unique self-confidence against the world. It isn‟t surprising that this storytelling „gene‟ 
developed into professional journalism and writing. Raised in a different environment, Bernie 
would likely have written about other things, but his opinions would doubtless have been just 
as assertive and campaigning. 
 
One seldom meets anyone as assertively self-assured as Bernie. He has always believed 
that he was right. He acknowledges that his bank robberies, for instance, would have caused 
trauma to those in the banks at the time, but he quickly glosses over the thought of that 
individually perceived trauma and explains his actions, primarily, in terms of fighting against 
the „system‟. Banks were a convenient source of income and the funds were insured, 
anyway, so Bernie could justify his actions to himself – he was hitting the bulwarks of an 
unsympathetic and unsupportive authoritarian society, not the individuals who stood in the 
banks those days. Now, in the (likely) last twenty years of his life, Bernie isn‟t changing his 
views on his own behaviour – he didn‟t undergo some sort of values transformation and 
move from „criminal‟ to „desister‟, he simply found less physically combative ways to carry on 
his life-long rage against the system. 
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To summarise my thesis respondents‟ emic views of desistance (and such a summary is 
necessarily far too lacking in comprehensiveness), „Damaged Man‟ believes he had nothing 
to desist from, but has lived his life retreating from confrontation of the „poofter‟ label he feels 
his family has applied to him. „Paul‟ made a deliberate decision, in his fifth decade, to not 
create another victim, yet that decision is a daily one for him – desistance is a constantly-
made decision. For Phil, desistance was primarily a matter of growing tired of the energy 
required to live an illegal lifestyle – maturity, or age, has played its hand here. Somewhat 
similarly, Zim has found the mellowing of age. He has kept his unconventional lifestyle but 
settled into something close to elder status, both in his native New Guinea, and amongst 
many of those he finds daily contact with today – people living on the fringe of financial 
poverty, where minor crime often interweaves with daily life. Bernie, on the other hand, 
suffers fools no less gladly today than he did four decades ago, yet he long ago found that 
taking up the pen is a less problematic way of „taking on‟ society than taking up the sword (or 
gun).  
 
If there is a common, shared theme of desistance here, it is probably „older and wiser‟ or, 
maybe more accurately, „older and making less drama-inducing choices‟. There are, 
however, no magical transformations evident in these life stories, and the various moves 
towards increasingly legal lives have been occasioned primarily by individual decisions – not 
by the rehabilitative efforts of social institutions. 
 
(ii) Commonalities in the desistance transition  
 
The five respondents in this thesis have trodden quite individual paths on their journeys of 
desistance. There is one overriding commonality to those separate experiences, however - 
prison did not help. I deliberately excluded detailed discussion about the prison experience 
from the hermeneutic circling through respondents‟ stories that is the „stuff‟ of this thesis - for 
three reasons: Firstly, this thesis is about the transition from criminal to non-criminal 
behaviour, and the literature is replete with references that support the notion (reiterated by 
all thesis respondents) that criminal rehabilitation predominantly occurs outside the confines 
of (and even in spite of) incarcerative institutions (Foucault 2009; Phelps 2011); Secondly, 
the collective prison experiences of these five respondents would have doubled or trebled 
the available thesis word limit; and Thirdly, this thesis did not set out to be a critique of 
prisons. 
 
Nevertheless, all five respondents were dismissive of the worth of prison, in terms of 
encouraging or developing desistance strategies and attitudes. In this respect, all five 
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respondents echoed the sentiments expressed by such incarceration historians as Morris 
and Rothman (1998), who comprehensively summarised the abject failure of the original 
penitential notion of Reform. With prisons as we now know them starting with the English 
Penitentiary around 1800, „reform‟ was to be forced on prisoners through hard labour, 
incessant discipline, harsh punishment, and enforced religious instruction. Together, these 
four factors would, it was envisaged, force the offender (who was synonymous with the 
Western Judeo-Christian notion of „the sinner‟) back to right relationship with God, which 
would therefore produce a socially and morally (as well as religiously) reformed character. 
By the 1850s, though – a mere half century into the penitentiary experiment, Western 
intellectuals were pointing directly at the failure of Reform.  
 
Indeed, Charles Darwin, on his tour of America in 1842, visited the penitentiary in 
Philadelphia (originator of the „Philadelphia‟ or „separate‟ system, which held prisoners in 
strict isolation, and was the precursor to modern solitary confinement strategies still used 
extensively today), and had this to say: 
 
I believe that very few men are capable of estimating the immense amount of torture 
and agony that this dreadful punishment, prolonged for years, inflicts upon 
sufferers....I hold this slow and daily tampering with the mysteries of the brain, to be 
immeasurably worse than any torture of the body. Those who have undergone this 
punishment MUST (emphasis in original) pass into society again morally unhealthy 
and diseased. (Cited in Morris and Rothman 1995, 111) 
 
To dismiss the notion that western society may have moved on significantly from this 
“tenacious Victorian inheritance” (Morris and Rothman 1995, 110), we only have to look at 
the experiences of Bernie in the 1970s and the years of solitary confinement he endured in 
the notorious Bathurst and Long Bay prisons of that recent period, or indeed, at the 
experiences in this twenty-first century of a current Queensland prisoner, Brenden Abbott: 
 
In the 13 years since being back behind bars, the majority of the time has been in 
solitary, his cell has been changed more than 200 times and his movements 
restricted and logged by officers every 15 minutes. (Wardill 2011)  
   
The 1970s resurgence of the Control Discourse in western prisons – especially in America 
(Mallory 2007; Simon 2007) was directly felt by Bernie: 
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Bernie: Well, we follow the American trend…15 or 20 years behind…they have 23 
hour a day lockdown (in SuperMax)…Pelican Island – put all the gang members in 
one prison…we‟ve got „ethnic clustering‟ here in Goulburn now…we‟ve got 
SuperMaxes, with our MSUs (Maximum Security Units)…so we‟re following the 
American trend of isolation, extreme solitary confinement, forms of Maximum 
security, and rehabilitation just doesn‟t exist anymore! 
 
Bernie suggests that Australian prison authorities became aware, from the 1970s on, that 
prisoners have the power to coalesce into groups to take action against the system – usually 
in the form of what are labelled riots, simply because prisoners have seldom been seen as 
having a right to negotiation regarding their conditions. He also sees contemporary prisons 
as being largely run by security forces whose primary task is the gathering of information 
from prisoner informers: 
 
Bernie: And it goes back to Julius Caesar – divide and conquer! And that‟s what the 
prison authorities are doing…it‟s so obvious in Queensland that it‟s unbelievable! 
Their favourite strategy up there now is the use of informers! Here‟s a ticket out of jail 
if you‟ll tell on them…segment the prisoner population, and you‟ve got controllable 
prisons! 
 
Intelligence (in the security sense) is, of course, of significant importance in the management 
structure of today‟s prisons, and it does rely mainly on informants, just as police intelligence 
in the wider society does (Pyrooz, Decker and Fleisher 2011). 
 
When looking at P‟s (Paul‟s) conceptualisation of the worth of imprisonment to the 
desistance process, we need to consider his life-long experience at the hands of public 
institutions. From the seemingly innocuous environment of church Sunday School as a pre-
teen, to his life in „Juvenile Justice‟ institutions, to his adult experience of prisons, P learned 
that the world was full of hypocrisy. Those with power over his existence said one thing but 
often did another.  
 
This is not to say, though, that P‟s early experiences in Juvenile Detention were all negative 
– as he has noted, his earliest experiences of juvenile jail were quite positive. These spaces 
were his first experience of an environment free of random, merciless beatings – the 
constant inconstancy in his home environment since his earliest recollection. As well, his 
already honed „street intelligence‟ meant that he quickly became something of an admired 
figure amongst his juvenile incarceration cohort. With his escapes from several „homes‟, he 
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found something of a „Houdini‟ mantle with his fellows. Adult prisons, of course, were a 
different experience. 
 
With some twenty years of his life spent in incarceration, P learned the skills necessary for 
survival in that alien society. However, whilst prison does not seem to have made any 
directly significant – or even meaningful – contribution to his desistance journey, it did make 
one inadvertent contribution in that direction. Prison gave P the time and space to write his 
own life story - for himself. At age 38, in 1984, P was in prison in NSW. He determined, in 
what seems to have been a desperate self-initiated effort to understand his own past, to 
simply sit down and write his life onto paper. He did this without prompting from anyone else, 
and without telling anyone what he was doing. By then, of course, he was adept at hiding 
emotion, feelings and activities from all others – prisoners, prison authorities and family – so 
no-one was aware of the creation of this tome. As I‟ve already said, though, this was the 
single soil from whence P‟s slow life catharsis and journey of desistance sprang. This self-
generated genesis of healing (complete or not) still amazes me! All that prison and the 
numerous psychological services it supposedly offered contributed to this process, though, 
was the space, the paper and the pen. The mind, the effort and the soul were P‟s, and I am 
in awe of his singular example of self-advocacy.  
 
Unlike P, Phil did not experience juvenile detention. However, he did develop a significant 
distrust of authority at an early age. For Phil, this came in the form of a world where that 
paragon of virtue and adult trustworthiness, the Catholic Priest, was allowed to sexually and 
psychologically abuse the young Phil at will – with impunity. How could Phil question what 
the priest was doing? His mother continually said that priests were always right – infallible, 
almost. (Being a devoted Catholic, of course, Phil‟s mother would never have used those 
words, since in Catholicism the term „infallible‟ refers primarily to Papal infallibility, but Phil‟s 
mother would have regarded Father McArdle as next in line to God and the Pope, in terms of 
infallibility). Phil managed to hide this story of abuse – from himself, as well as all others – 
for nearly four decades, and he was in prison when the story burst back into his life. He has 
no stories, though, about help that he sought or received at that time from the counsellors or 
psychologists on the prison staff. He was not ready to face his sexual abuse history at that 
point, but he was also unlikely to seek help from „the system‟ – like any other prison inmate. 
It took many more years to come to the point of possible discussion over those fears. 
 
Like both Bernie and P, Phil also turned to writing, and this inadvertently facilitated his 
process of therapeutic self-enquiry. As he has said, he was prompted to writing some of his 
stories by watching an American „sitcom‟ on television: when the central character in the 
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program started writing his own amusing life anecdotes, Phil decided he would do the same. 
His original purpose was not consciously self-cathartic, but an attempt at writing comedy. 
However, starting to write those amusing anecdotes began the process of the talking self-
enquiry that Phil was then able to take further through the Thrownness of involvement in this 
thesis journey. Writing those stories became a process of re-analysis for Phil - an extension 
brought about (at least partly) by the constructivist-interpretivist process that he and I have 
been engaged in for this thesis. He has found that his writing has become a part of the 
process of the re-narration of his life. He has been going over his stories again, re-
interpreting them again and again. 
 
Phil: Almost as an outsider – yes - as an observer…and more honest, I think…I‟ve 
told some of these stories to people before, but never with myself being in 
them…before I always talked about „a mate of mine‟, or „I heard once about a guy…‟, 
because, some of these stories, you‟re too... actually too embarrassed to admit that 
you were the one this happened to, because they‟re cock-ups! 
 
Phil had been pushed towards „rehabilitation‟ programs in prison, of course – these have 
been effectively compulsory for some time (since, although prisoner programs are allegedly 
voluntary, all inmates know that if they want a chance at Parole, they‟d better „jump through 
the hoops‟). Phil, though, remembers that programs like „Anger Management‟ didn‟t help with 
his anger at all. Paradoxically – and this is a point that prison systems seem not to 
understand – Phil finally (and unexpectedly) „got something‟ from the Anger Management 
program he had done in prison when he was asked to help another (illiterate) prisoner 
through the program. In the process of explaining the program‟s content to his fellow inmate, 
Phil found himself understanding and learning something himself. This, of course, is an 
element of „the talking cure‟ (Berman 1985): talking to others – about oneself, about self 
concept, about life analysis, or even explaining perceived meanings of terms and concepts – 
is an essential facet of the process of catharsis. 
 
Unlike Bernie, P and Phil, Zim‟s desistance path has not had much to do with writing about 
his life experiences, but it has had a lot to do with talking to others. Zim is as much a 
raconteur as the frequently ebullient Bernie. However, where Bernie will tell stories through 
both voice and writing, Zim uses only verbal, vernacular exposition of the paths he has 
trodden. He has found himself on community talk-back radio (voluntary, unpaid work), 
discussing issues of imprisonment and its consequences, and telling his own stories. He has 
done much verbal storying of his past to relatives in his extended family in Papua New 
Guinea (PNG), where he returns every few years. His ability to walk easily between worlds is 
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exemplified by his easy transition from suburban Australia to the village of his mother and 
grandmother in PNG, and his facility with words – talking with different people at different 
social levels – is based largely on open discussion about his life experiences. 
 
Zim also had that life-affirming and supportive experience of working with the medical 
program in South Australia where he was part of a community rehabilitation design to 
address drug addiction. Being able to clearly explain his own life choices and the 
consequences they brought about gave Zim a ready „entry pass‟ to the world of other drug 
abusers. In this sense, Zim‟s verbal interfaces with other addicts looks very much like 
„witnessing‟ – the process of finding personal healing and worth in the effort of using voice 
about life experience (both telling and listening) to help others through their own problems 
(Weingarten 2000). Zim‟s point of commonality with his peers in this thesis is his use of voice 
to explore his own meaning. He remains inquisitive about his own actions and reactions in 
the world – he looks thoughtfully at where he‟s been, and where he‟s going. 
 
 
D (Damaged man), as he has asserted, wasn‟t desisting from a lifetime of crime – he made 
a choice which was illegal, then made a choice to not behave in that illegal way again. He 
has, though, been as branded by his conviction and imprisonment as the other four 
respondents in this thesis. He has lived with several identities, deliberately separating 
himself from the „brand‟ of his past conviction, and from the „brand‟ (or mythologisation) that 
he feels his family of origin have applied to him. Of the five, he has perhaps been the most 
constrained from open discussion about his past. Perhaps that is why he may have found 
slightly more catharsis than the other participants in the dyadic, hermeneutic exploration that 
he undertook with me in this thesis. His statement of the worth of our constructivist-
interpretivist revisiting of his past illustrates that: 
 
D: ...this is the one opportunity I have to talk about something that grieves the 
bejesus out of me! It is the ONLY time that I… I don‟t HAVE this conversation…I 
have NEVER had this conversation with anybody in my entire life before…where I re-
visit such PAIN… 
 
D wasn‟t talking, here, about all the conversations we were having, but about those 
conversations we shared that had allowed him, in a trusting space, to explore some of the 
more problematic meanings of his own life. These, as he said, were opportunities for self-
exploration that he had not found elsewhere. In this sense, D‟s experience of exploring his 
own „desistance‟ took the same path as the journeys of the four other respondents. That 
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journey was (and is) a journey of words: words thought about, questioned, examined and re-
examined - thoughts, words and writings that led to new narratives of troubled pasts. 
 
 
After reading Leibrich (1993) - before starting this thesis - I had half expected that I would 
find specific, remembered „turning points‟ in the lives of all five respondents that would prove 
to be the psychological pivots from which their lives would move into positive (legal) futures. 
However, I found a general lack of such notable , all-encompassing turning points (although 
there were hints of some). Rather, transitions to legal futures, for all respondents, seemed to 
be gradual, and to arrive slowly, as age ushered in some further sense of needing less 
excitement and more stasis. The transitions each of these men have moved through have all 
involved significant personal introspection – there have been no road to Damascus 
conversions, and none of the five have received meaningful help with the process of 
wresting back control of their lives from any form of structured, formalised social intervention. 
Despite this lack of assistance from a world that has largely viewed them as outcast, each 
has developed a strong determination to change their own future. That they have managed 
to do so is testament to the strength of their individual determination. In the end, it hasn‟t 
been legality, redemption or success that they have sought - it has merely been human 
acceptance and the lifting of the brand. 
 
(iii) Relationships, employment and maturation in the desistance process 
 
For all five respondents in this thesis, three common conclusions hold throughout their lives:  
 Personal relationships have been fractured, short term and therefore of little 
assistance in rehabilitation;  
 Employment has been an irregular feature of their lives and has not figured that 
prominently in their desistance journey;  
 Maturation has figured significantly in their journeys out of criminal behaviour.  
 
On the first point of fractured relationships, I would hasten to add that my thesis respondents 
are not that different from „the rest of us‟ – the Australian Bureau of Statistics (2011) notes 
that, in 2010, the crude Australian marriage rate was 5.4 per 1,000, while the crude divorce 
rate was 2.3 per 1,000. With close to half of current marriages failing, the fractured personal 
relationships of my thesis respondents is not a measure of difference from the „normal‟ 
population. Prison, of course, fractures relationships at all levels – from spousal to parent-
child, to intra-familial relationships, the near complete separation from the „real‟ world that is 
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an inevitable consequence (part of the moral judgement, even?) of the prison experience. La 
Vigne et al (2005) noted that the quality (strength) of familial relationships prior to 
incarceration was a predictor of post-prison supportive relationships – if one enters prison 
with solidly established supportive relationships, enduring the prison experience and exiting 
on „the other side‟ is less problematic. If, on the other hand, relationships are already 
strained before entry to prison, then the possibility of failure for those relationships, together 
with an unsupported post-release future, is heightened. Imprisonment puts further strain on 
all types of interpersonal relationships, and those that are already tenuous will almost 
certainly be fractured by the imprisonment experience. So much, one might colloquially 
suggest, for the „rehabilitative‟ effect of prisons. 
 
It is interesting to note that, for most of my respondents, the mention of relationships was a 
corollary of our hermeneutic circling through their life stories, rather than a focus of our co-
constructivist analyses. Bernie mentioned intimate personal relationships tangentially, 
referring most of the time to his parental and sibling relationships – the relationship elements 
that mattered most to him. Paul talked about spousal relationship and the inhibiting effects of 
imprisonment on their continuation. Phil lamented his life-long inability to establish long-term 
spousal relationships, but always had supportive parents. Zim had unwavering support from 
his mother – the great relationship constancy of his life – but found spousal relationships 
difficult. D, though, experienced no great interruptions in his relationships because of prison 
– his familial relationships had been fractured long before he was incarcerated, and his 
spousal relationships post-imprisonment have been supportive.  
 
What each of these life stories indicate is that relationships (of all sorts) are intertwined in the 
concatenated complexities of the „long unit‟ of a life, and that, although prison significantly 
exacerbates tendencies toward relationship failure, the supportive „stickability‟ provided by 
interpersonal relationships that is vitally important to post-prison resettlement into „normal‟ 
life is primarily laid down in an individual‟s earliest life experiences. Bernie learned, from the 
earliest age, to rely on only himself – his mother‟s alcoholism meant that he was effectively 
an abandoned child for three or four days every weekend, and his mother‟s secrecy about 
his father and his sister taught him that even his most stalwart supporter could not be 
trusted. Paul‟s life, from the outset, taught him that he was alone – his mother abused him, 
horribly – and his father never came to his rescue. Phil found that the paragons of virtue in 
his world either ignored him or sexually abused him – not experiencing advocacy from any 
adult, he grew into adulthood without empathy for the victims of his various illegal money-
making activities. Zim learned that all adults (apart from his mother) judged children harshly, 
never said what they meant, and required a socially normative „conformative-speak‟ 
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response to their questions – that is, he learned to say what adults wanted to hear, not what 
the truth was. Damaged Man(D) felt different from an early age, didn‟t find cathartic 
opportunities to discuss this in his first ten years, finally found – in his late teens – that he 
was normal, after all, but by then had become significantly estranged from his own family of 
origin. 
 
Employment has not emerged as a significant element in the „rehabilitation‟ of the five thesis 
respondents. D is the only one of the five who has experienced long term post-imprisonment 
employment. His case in this respect is helped by several factors: he had the briefest total 
period of incarceration of the five (eighteen months), and has been „out‟ the longest (since 
1986), and he had a trade (electrician) before he went to prison. His post-prison employment 
was obviously less problematic than it would have been without certified qualifications.  
 
Bernie, Paul and Zim – the three respondents with past robbery convictions – all solved their 
problematic transition back into paid employment in different ways. Bernie found journalism, 
capitalising on his ability as a raconteur, and coupling that with his nagging need to expose 
secrets (a directly allegorical but subconscious expression of his disappointment at the 
secrets kept from him – see Miller, 1984, 1987, 2001). The financial return from his 
journalistic career, though, has been part-time. Paul found regular work as a dishwasher and 
cleaner in restaurants. Although he had, by the time he was last released, completed a 
Master‟s Degree, he has not found the mentoring to capitalise on that significant academic 
achievement. Working nights, of course, fulfils a primary need that developed in Paul‟s early 
life – in allegorical terms, he is still escaping from a world too threatening. Zim, on his last 
release, was determined to stay away from crime, and although he is constantly involved in 
community activities such as community radio broadcasting and helping many of those on 
the edge of the illegal world, he has survived (marginally, but satisfactorily) on 
unemployment benefits. 
 
Phil was imprisoned later in life (in his thirties), and his working life had been primarily in the 
gray economy, so when he was last released from prison, and determined to stay out of 
illegal income generation, he found himself without qualifications and previous work 
experience that he could parlay into remunerative pastimes. Like Zim, he has been 
surviving, just adequately, on unemployment benefits.  
 
Whilst relationship problems and the work and income continuum have been slightly 
problematic for all respondents, these factors have made little contribution to their successful 
reabsorption back into „the world‟. The one factor that seems to have figured prominently in 
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the life transitions of each one of the five respondents is what we might call the 
maturation/self-enquiry phenomenon. All respondents „got out of‟ crime, largely, through 
individually-generated introspection, and for all respondents, that introspection seems to 
have coincided with middle age and a significantly troublesome past receding behind them. 
Maturation, in the end, seems intertwined with age and introspection, introspection seems 
dependent on trusting spaces for talking reflection, and both maturation and introspection 
seem inseparable from change. 
 
(iv)  Philosophical self-enquiry and the path to desistance 
 
Since I am an Existentialist, a Humanist, and something of a disciple of both Heidegger‟s 
phenomenology and Miller‟s psychodynamics, it is perhaps unsurprising that my overall 
conclusions lean heavily towards philosophical self-enquiry as the essential path to criminal 
desistance (or, indeed, to any form of life or personal transition). Etic interpretations and 
apriori conclusions aside, however, the emic perspectives of all five respondents neatly 
underline the importance of philosophical self-enquiry to personal change. 
 
At the end of this thesis, I am almost personally disappointed with the lack of startling, world-
changing conclusion I have been able to generate. Perhaps, in that respect, I am not the 
proverbial „Robinson (Robertson?) Crusoe‟. That personal discontent is undoubtedly rooted 
in a general western pre-occupation with „finding answers‟ – what we might call „the etic 
imperative‟. I should, of course, have remembered that the purpose of narrative is „the emic 
end‟ - an end envisaged, not as a definitive conclusion, but as simply a richer texture of 
nuance and detail in story. Hermeneutic circling through and through stories produces ever-
richer texts, and the constructivist-interpretivist paradigm layers explanation and questioning 
towards the never-concluded question of ontological meaning. My five respondents – now 
five friends – continue to evolve their own emic stories. 
 
The response below from D highlights a point of commonality with all the respondents in this 
research project – like D, the others also hadn‟t found sufficient opportunity for reflection 
where they felt safe enough to explore the pains of their life stories in detail. All had talked to 
others – indeed, some had found relationships that were close to mentoring – but none had 
previously found themselves within a space of free verbal exploration of their pasts. The key 
to creating this space for them was, of course, simple – the provision of a Milleresque 
empathic listener‟s ear. 
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D: At the end of the day, this whole business we‟re talking about with the mentoring 
is about a space to talk – it‟s not about a space to be changed – it‟s about a space 
where you‟re allowed to make change. 
 
It is an indictment of our social support systems and our counselling and rehabilitation 
systems that all five respondents in this thesis had found few empathic listeners in their life 
journeys to the point where they joined the hermeneutic storying process of this thesis. 
Bernie and Paul turned to writing to work through some of their demons. Phil tried writing, 
but largely retreated to a life with little expectations of himself. Zim found meaning in helping 
others – in using his experience and skills to assist others on paths of self-destruction. D has 
long held a strong conviction that the rest of us are basically wrong (and often, I suspect, 
he‟s been right). All, however, have lived most of their lives telling few others their stories. If 
we don‟t re-tell our stories, we don‟t get the chance to generate new understanding and 
insight into the past that powers our present and future. If the self is not continuously, 
deliberately, consciously reconstructed, then our futures will be as beyond our control as our 
pasts. The five respondents in this thesis process have all gained further insight into their 
own stories, and are less captive to their own pasts as a result of the hermeneutic circling 
through their troubles. 
 
As a result of entering into the process of this thesis, which deliberately created spaces 
conducive to the reinterpretation and reconstruction of their emic selves, I believe that all five 
respondents have made significant changes in the ways that they interpret their own pasts. 
In the end, the conclusion of my thesis is simple, rather than startling: the constructivist-
interpretivist design of this thesis has produced an emphatic re-statement of the need for the 
non-judgemental listener as the beginning point of cathartic healing. The process of healing 
from troubled pasts is hermeneutic, it is constructivist-interpretivist, but it begins with - and 
depends on - the deliberate creation of a space to talk without fear. 
 
 
 
************************************************* 
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PARTICPANT INFORMATION AND INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
 
 
Queensland University of Technology  
 
School of Justice 
 
 
Participant Information Sheet – PhD Research Project 
 
 
Criminal Desistance: Life opportunities and hermeneutic circles of self-definition 
 
Researcher: Rob Robertson (PhD candidate) 
  School of Justice 
  Faculty of Law 
  Queensland University of Technology 
 
  Ph. (07) 3138 7133 
  E-mail: r.robertson@qut.edu.au 
  
Description 
 
This project is being undertaken as part of a PhD project for myself, Rob Robertson. 
 
The aim of this project is the further understanding of the process of „giving up crime‟ 
(desistance). Perspectives on this process, from the perspective of the desister, are sought.  
 
I am requesting your assistance in understanding your personal views of the processes that 
you have gone through in your journey from „criminal‟ to „citizen‟ (you will have your own 
words to describe this transition). It is your interpretation of the advances and setbacks that 
you have encountered on this personal journey that are of value.  
 
You are invited to tell your own story, and to develop your own interpretation of that story. 
 
Participation 
 
Your participation will involve approximately ten (10) two-hour interviews – one every several 
weeks over a period of several months, depending on the schedule that suits us both. These 
will be semi-structured sessions, with some questions asked by me, based on a life history 
timeline that you will construct – a simple timeline that plots the major happenings in your 
life, from your birth to now.  
 
During each session, we will spend approximately one and a half hours exploring your 
recollections and reflections around various life incidents or points from your timeline. The 
last half hour of each session will be a review of the session content, and will be digitally 
recorded (audio only). You will be given a copy of your recorded sessions if you want one.  
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After each session, I will create a transcript of this half hour audio recording, along with my 
comments and reflections on the life stories we have explored. This transcript (with 
comments) will be given to you for your own perusal (either sent by email several days after 
each session, or given to you at the next session). You are invited to give further reflection 
on each session by reviewing the audio recordings and/or the written transcriptions. Each 
weekly or fortnightly session will involve reflection on the previous session‟s discussion, and 
the exploration of new topics and issues from your life timeline.  
 
Over your ten interview sessions, you will be able to assist me to build new stories and 
interpretations of your own personal journey from „offender‟ to „desister‟. We will not be 
searching for „the‟ story – a final or definitive version of what happened to you – but we will, 
together, generate perhaps some different views of your journey.  
 
It is important to stress that you will remain in control of your own story. Although I may ask 
you to explore an issue or incident that has been raised, both the exploration and the 
interpretation remain within your own control. At the completion of the research project, you 
will be shown the final draft of the thesis (the part pertaining to your life story), and you will 
be able to request that I delete any passages from the analysis of your story that you do not 
want in the public domain. You will NOT be identified by name at any stage during the 
research process, or in the thesis itself, unless you want to use your own name. 
 
The interviews will normally be conducted in my office at the Gardens Point Campus of the 
Queensland University of Technology, but alternative venues that suit both of us can be 
arranged. 
 
Expected benefits 
 
This project may benefit you. The opportunity to extensively review and further analyse your 
own story of desistance transition may help you develop different and useful perspectives on 
your own life narrative. It is expected that your assistance in the exploration of your 
desistance story will contribute to a clearer social understanding of how people get into, and 
then out of, crime. 
 
Risks 
 
There is an obvious risk associated with your participation in this project – talking about parts of 
your own life history may raise feelings and emotions that you feel uncomfortable with. Should 
you have any negative reactions or experience distress as a result of the interviews, please do 
not hesitate to call the QUT Psychology Clinic on 07 3138 4635 (this is a limited free service to 
all research participants) or Lifeline Counselling on 13 11 14 (this is a free service for all 
persons).  
 
Confidentiality 
 
All comments and responses are anonymous and will be treated confidentially. The names of 
individual persons are not required in any of the responses. No persons other than yourself 
and myself (the researcher) will be present during interviews. A private, commercial 
transcription service may be used to transcribe interview texts, but this will be avoided if 
possible, and any such arrangements would be negotiated with you before being applied.   
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Voluntary participation 
 
Your participation in this project is voluntary. If you do agree to participate, you can withdraw 
from participation at any time during the project without comment or penalty. Your decision to 
participate will in no way impact upon your current or future relationship with QUT. 
 
Questions / further information 
 
Please contact me (phone number and email at the head of this document) if you require further 
information about the project, or have any questions you want answered. 
 
Concerns / complaints 
 
Please contact the Research Ethics Officer on (07) 3138 2340 or ethicscontact@qut.edu.au if 
you have any concerns or complaints about the ethical conduct of this project. 
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Queensland University of Technology  
 
School of Justice 
 
Participant Information Sheet – PhD Research Project 
 
 
Criminal Desistance: Life opportunities and hermeneutic circles of self-definition 
 
Researcher: Rob Robertson (PhD candidate) 
  School of Justice 
  Faculty of Law 
  Queensland University of Technology 
 
  Ph. (07) 3138 7133 
  E-mail: r.robertson@qut.edu.au 
 
 
Statement of consent 
 
By signing below, you are indicating that you: 
 
 have read and understood the information sheet about this project; 
 have had any questions answered to your satisfaction; 
 understand that if you have any additional questions you can contact the researcher; 
 understand that you are free to withdraw at any time, without comment or penalty; 
 understand that you can contact the researcher if you have any questions about the 
project, or the Research Ethics Officer on 3138 2340 or ethicscontact@qut.edu.au if 
you have concerns about the ethical conduct of the project;  
 agree to participate in the project. 
 
 
Name  
  
Signature  
  
Date  /  /       
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A MODEL OF MILLER’S POISONOUS PEDAGOGY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Robertson, R.L. 2004 Serial murder as allegory: A subconscious echo of unresolved 
childhood trauma, Masters by Research thesis, Queensland university of Technology, p. 54 
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